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ABSTRACT 


"The Greek Article: A Functional Grammar of Ho-items in the Greek New Testament with 
special emphasis on the Greek Article." 

Ronald Dean Peters 
McMaster Divinity College 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Doctor of Philosophy (Christian Theology), 2012 

Grammatical treatments of the Greek article have historically operated from an 

orientation that views the article as, essentially, a demonstrative pronoun and more or less 

analogous to the English definite article. In certain circumstances, an association between the 

Greek article and the relative pronoun has been acknowledged. However, this association does 

not generally inform the grammatical description of the article's function. It is the conviction of 

the following thesis that this orientation is in error and has resulted in an inaccurate 

understanding of the function of the Greek article. The grammatical descriptions that are the 

result of this perspective are often internally inconsistent and, in some instances, contradictory. 

When the aforementioned assumptions are discarded and the article and relative pronoun are 

examined in terms of morphology and function, the results reveal a considerable degree of 

functional overlap between the two parts of speech. Both parts of speech are often employed to 

produce structures that may fill the same syntactical slot. Both parts of speech are used by the 

speaker to indicate that he or she is providing information that the recipient is to use for the 

IV 



purpose of identification. Both orient the identification of the referent to the speaker. 

Categorically, the two may be identified by a designation based on their common morphological 

features: Ho- items. 
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Introduction 

To date, the first and only comprehensive grammar of the Greek article was Thomas Fanshaw 

Middleton's The Doctrine ofthe Greek Article, published in 1828. Nearly two centuries later, it 

is plain to see that our understanding of the article's function has advanced significantly. At its 

most fundamental level, modem grammarians have been forced to concede, contrary to their 

predecessors, that the Greek article does not operate in a manner that is analogous to the English 

definite article. Definiteness and indefiniteness are not established in Greek by the presence or 

absence of the article. Despite this recognition, grammatical treatments of the Greek article 

continue to operate on analogy with the English definite article. Though they qualify their 

explanations by stating that the two articles function differently, they proceed by beginning with 

the translation equivalent the, then explain the Greek article's function as either conformity to or 

deviation from this norm. Since Middleton, no author has taken up the task of producing a 

comprehensive grammar of the Greek article based exclusively on descriptions derived from 

observations of its usage in Koine Greek. 

One might question the necessity of expending so much labour upon what may be 

perceived as a relatively insignificant element oflanguage. Indeed, what is at stake? To that 

question I would respond, a great deal. While scholarship has made great strides in recognizing 

what the Greek article does not do, there has yet to be a definitive attempt to address what it does 

do. Additionally, the methodologies employed are demonstrably inadequate. As a result, there 

are ramifications that impact important matters involving both translation and exegesis, both of 

which affect Christian theology and practice. To this day, scholars continue to appeal to the 

presence or absence of the article as definitive regarding matters oftranslation and theology. 
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This may be illustrated in a recent article in The Bible Translator. In this article, Clint Tibbs 

addresses the question of when the phrases aytov 1tVEUf..W., 'tO aytov 1tVEUf..lU and 'to 1tVEUf..LU 'tO 

aytov should be translated "the Holy Spirit," "holy spirit," or "a holy spirit." Going back to 

Athanasius of Alexandria, the answer to this question was determined in no small part by the 

presence or absence of the article. 1 As he attempts to resolve the issue, the author himself bases 

his argument on articular and anarthrous constructions. However, though he acknowledges the 

importance ofthe presence (or absence) of the article, at no point does he actually address the 

Junction of the article in these constructions and how its presence (and absence) may affect the 

meaning of the words involved. Perhaps he believes that the article's function is obvious, a 

grammatical given that needs no explanation. He may believe that its presence alone is all that 

matters, that there is nothing else significant beyond this basic fact. Whatever his motive, the 

absence of any discussion ofthe article's function is noteworthy. I would argue that the author's 

conclusions would have been significantly improved had he addressed how the article influences 

the meaning and discourse function of the elements in question. 

Another reason for revisiting the grammar of the Greek article has to do with the current 

state of the grammatical treatment ofthe article in general. Historically, grammarians equated the 

function of the Greek article with the English definite article as a one-to-one correspondence. 

The view was reinforced by arguments that associated the Greek article with the historical 

demonstrative pronoun. Whether implicitly or explicitly, the reasoning proceeded from a simple 

and straightforward premise: just as the English definite article is a reduced form of the 

1 Tibbs, "The Holy Spirit," 153. This is the first of two articles Tibbs has published in The Bible Translator on this 
topic. The thesis he presents is continued in his second article, "ONEYMA as "Spirit World" in Translation in the 
New Testament." For other discussions of this topic, see also Steve Swartz, "The Holy Spirit: Person and Power. 
The Greek Article and Pneuma;" Stephen H. Levinsohn, "Anarthrous References to the Holy Spirit: Another 
Factor." 
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demonstrative pronoun, so too the Greek article is descended from the demonstrative pronoun. 

Thus, both articles are analogous in function. Recent scholarship has been forced to acknowledge 

that any view that maintains such a one-to-one correspondence is unsustainable. There are 

simply too many instances of the Greek article that show no correspondence to the English 

definite article. Despite this recognition, analogy with the English definite article continues to be 

the primary method of grammatical explanation. It will be argued below that a methodology that 

assumes a close association between the function of the English definite article and the Greek 

article is fundamentally inadequate for the purpose of generating a grammatical description of 

the later. In addition, the assertion that the Greek article has retained demonstrative force, 

particularly into the Hellenistic era, is something that is assumed rather than proved. On strictly 

morphological grounds, it is arguable that the article is more closely akin to the relative pronoun 

than the demonstrative pronoun. While this is occasionally acknowledged, it is rarely explored as 

a means of providing a comprehensive description of the article's function. Just as association 

with the English definite article must be challenged (indeed it has, to a degree, and been found 

wanting) so too must be the diachronic association with the demonstrative pronoun. As the 

survey of grammatical treatments of the article below will demonstrate, these unchallenged 

assumptions have resulted in descriptions of the article's function that are characterized by 

"detached and unconnected rules,"2 rules that are all too often internally inconsistent if not 

contradictory. By challenging these long held assumptions, as well as employing a synchronic 

analysis that examines the Greek article's grammatical and discourse function in the corpus of 

the New Testament, it will be demonstrated that, by the Koine era, both the form and function of 

the Greek article were more closely associated with the relative pronoun and that both had all but 

2 Middleton, Doctrine, vi. 
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severed any functional association with the demonstrative pronoun. The continued association of 

the Greek article with the historical demonstrative pronoun and the English definite article not 

only leads to incorrect descriptions of its function, but also distracts the researcher from more 

productive paths of investigation and ultimately more accurate descriptions of the article's 

function. 

The purpose of the following investigation is to revisit the grammar of the Greek article 

with the objective of producing an updated description of its function. It will operate within a 

theoretical framework that views the article as a reduced form of the relative pronoun, and that 

both parts of speech share certain defining functional characteristics that demonstrate and justify 

this co-classification. The results of this investigation will be used to formulate a comprehensive 

description of the article's function that will account for its usage in a manner that is consistent, 

coherent, and comprehensive. This description will, in turn, be used to generate an updated 

functional grammar of the article. The information outlined in this grammar will serve as a tool 

of translation and interpretation, which scholars like the one cited above, may use to inform their 

work, resulting in more nuanced understanding and greater accuracy in expression. To this end, 

we will begin with a historical survey of the grammatical treatment of the Greek article, 

beginning with the writings of the ancient Greeks and culminating with the most recent work at 

the end of the twentieth and beginning of the twenty-first centuries. Next, it will be demonstrated 

that the article functions as a reduced form of the relative pronoun. This will be accomplished by 

means of an examination of how structures that incorporate these two elements perform the same 

or similar functions. We will observe that both parts of speech are used by the speaker or writer 

to indicate that information is being provided that the recipient is to use for the purpose of 

identification. In this manner, the Greek article orients the identification of the referent to the 
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speaker or writer. This stands in contrast to the English definite article and demonstratives, 

which indicate that the recipient possesses the information necessary for identification or direct 

the recipient to the information respectively. Finally, we will formulate a description of the 

article's function based on this examination, which will be then applied to the article's usage 

with various individual parts of speech and group structures. 

Simply stated, the Greek article indicates that the speaker is providing the information 

necessary for identifying the referent to the recipient. As stated above, it orients the identifying 

information to the speaker, who provides this information to the recipient. By employing the 

article, the speaker characterizes the head term (that is, the part of speech modified by the article) 

as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing or instance. In such instances, the 

speaker indicates that the information grammaticallized by the head term is the identifying 

characteristic of the referent. 
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Chapter 1 - Historical Overview 

1. The Article in Ancient Greek Writings. 

a. Ancient Greek Grammarians. 

The Greek article appears as far back as Homer. Discussion of its function dates back to 

the Classical era. The classic writers placed it under the category ap9pov (arthron), which is 

generally translated joint. Typically, ap9pov was used in a physiological sense with reference to 

joints such as in the neck, hip, arms or legs. 1 This idea ofjoint was extended to grammar where 

ap9pov referred to a joining word, especially the article. 2 This designation provides initial insight 

into the article's function as it was understood by native speakers of the language. Rather than 

operating as a simple modifier with a relationship to its head term only, the Greek article appears 

to have also been used to indicate a relationship between the head term and another word or part 

of speech. It was the joint that connected the two. 

A modern English speaker might be inclined to interpretjoint or joining word as a 

conjunction. In Greek, a grammatical joint was functionally distinct from a conjunction, which 

was placed under the category cruv(}EcrJ.lO<;, binding word. Dionysius of Halicarnassus credits the 

Stoics with making the distinction between cruv8EO"JlOt and ap9pa:3 

ncruv9Eat<; f(J'[t JlEV, W<JnEp Kat auto <>nA-ot 'tOUVOJ.la, nota n<; SEat<; nap' UAAT)Aa 
'tWV 'tOU A,oyou JlOptWV, a <>n Kat <J'tOtXEta 'ttVE<; 'tTl<; AE~EW<; KaAOU<JtV. tauta ()£ 
8w8EKtT1<; JlEV Kat 'Aptatot£A-n<; Kat oi Kat' EKEtvou<; <j>tA.ocroyncravtE<; wu<; 
XPOVOU<; UXPt tptwv nponyayov, OVOJ.la'ta Kat PnJ.la'ta Kat cruv8EO"JlOU<; npwta JlEPT1 

I LSJ, 239. The following is a selection ofexamples the lexicon provides as examples of apBpov as joint: "Kpara 

Kai apBpa the head and joints ofthe neck, ld.Ph. 1208 (!yr., codd.); esp. the socket ofthe ankle-joint, o 

a()rpaya?.or; ii;£XWP1J()£ iK rwv d. Hdt. 3.129. 2. generally, of limbs, etc., esp. in pl., d. no/iol v the ankles, I d. OT 

718, cf. 1032; of the legs, [Jpa/ivnovv llAV(}[V apBpwv nportB£t()a E. Hec. 61 (lyr.); a. rwv KVKAWV eyes, S. OT 

1270; d. mof.Jaror; the mouth, E. Cyc. 625." 

2 LSJ, 139: "II. Gramm., connecting word, Id. P. 1457'6; esp. of the article, Id, Rh.Al. 1435.35, Chrysipp. Stoic. 

2.45, D.H. Th. 31, al.'' 

3 DeJonge, Between Grammar and Rhetoric, 172. 


http:a()rpaya?.or
http:tOUVOJ.la
http:cruv(}EcrJ.lO
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1:n<; A-ri;Ew<; 7tOtOUV1:£<;. oi <5£ J!Ha 'l:OU'tou<; YEVOJlEVOt, Kat JlaA-tcHa oi 'tll<; L'l:WtKll<; 
aiprcrEw<; T1YEJ!OVE<;, £w<; 1:£1:1:apwv 7tpouBtBacrav, xwpicrav't£<; a1to 1:wv cruv<5rcrJ1WV 

' " 41:a apSpa. 

Composition is, as the very name indicates, a certain arrangement of the parts of speech, 
or elements of diction, as some call them. These were reckoned as three only by 
Theodectes and Aristotle and the philosophers of those times, who regarded nouns, verbs 
and connectives as the primary parts of speech. Their successors, particularly the leaders 
of the Stoic school, raised the number to four, separating the articles from the 
connectives.5 

This is certainly true in the case ofthe Stoic Philosopher Chrysippus, who, in two separate lists 

of the parts of discourse, separately and distinctly refers to conjunctions and the article, though 

the lists are not in complete agreement:6 

'l:OU <5£ A,oyou Ecr'tt JlfPll 1tfV"[£, w<; <l>ncrt ~tOyfVll<; - - Kat Xpucrt1t1t0<;" OVOJl<X., 
7tpocrnyopta, PllJl<X., cruv<5EcrJ!O<;, apSpov. 7 

There are five parts of speech, as Diogenes ... and Chrysippus say: noun, proper noun, 
verb, conjunction, article. 

Ka'ta <5£ 1:ov au1:ov A-oyov Kat 1:a 1:n<; <!>wvn<; crwtXEta yEvviiv 1tpw1:ov JlEV 1:a<; 
cruA-A-aBa<;, Eha £1; au1:wv yEvviicrSat 1:0 "[£ ovo11a Kat 1:o pnJla Kat 1:nv 7tpo8£crtv 
ap8pov 1:£ Kat cruv<5ECiJ10V. 8 

According to the same work also the elements of speech producing first syllables, then 
from them comes the noun and the verb and the preposition, article and conjunction. 

Upon closer examination, it appears that Dionysius was mistaken about the number of 

parts of speech identified by Aristotle. In Poetics, Aristotle records a list of the parts of speech 

that is significantly longer than Dionysius gives him credit: 

Tn<; <5£ Af/;EW<; a7tacrn<; 1:a<5' E<J'tt "[U JlfPll, cr'totxitov cruA-A-aBn cruv<5EcrJlO<; OVOJl<X. 
~ ..-.. " ,....., I 9
PllJl<X. apSpov 1t1:Wcrt<; A,oyo<;. 

4 Dionysius of Halicarnassus, On Literary Composition, 2. 
5 Roberts, Dionysius ofHalicarnassus, 71. 
6 Gould, The Philosophy ofChrysippus, 69. 
7 Chrysippus, On Dialectic, 147. 
8 Chrysippus, On Dialectic, 148. 
9 Aristotle, Poetics, 20. 
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Here are the parts of all speech: letter, syllable, conjunction, noun, verb, joint-word 
(article), case, statement. 

Contrary to Dionysius's assertion, Artistotle's list is made up of eight parts of speech, not 

three: 10 O''t"OtX£lOV (letter), O''UAA<l~lt (syllable), cruv3£0"!lOs (conjunction), OVO!l<l (noun), 

Pllll<l (verb), ap9pov Goint-wordlarticle), 1t't"WO"ts (case), AOYOs (statement). Clearly, the 

Stoics were not the first to distinguish between cruv3£crllot and ap9pa. As with Dionysius and 

Chrysippus, the categories of conjunction and article are listed separately, and Aristotle defines 

each individually. Of both he says that they are <j>wvn amlllos i1 ou't"E KwA.un ou't"£ not£1 

<j>wvnv lltav O'Tlll<lV't"tKJlV EK nA-nowv <j>wvwv, a non-significant sound which neither prevents 

nor produces a significant sound from many sounds. 11 By non-significant, Aristotle appears to 

mean that words that fall into the categories of conjunction and article are unlike words such as 

nouns ( OVO!l<l't"<l) and verbs (Plt!l<l't"a), which have referents, i.e. they signify something like a 

thing, idea, or action. While OVO!l<l't"a and Pltll<l't"<l may be classified as content words, 

cruv3£0'!lOt and ap9pa are procedural or functional words that "are used in discourse to connect 

together and indicate the relations of the content words."12 When he says they neither prevent nor 

produce significant sounds from many sounds, he likely means that such words are more than 

letters (cr't"OtXEtov) or syllables (cruA-A.a~n), the basic building blocks of words. Neither are they 

the kind of word that can be added to an existing word to create a new meaning or alter it 

semantically, such as a prepositional prefix. However, the philosopher notes differences in usage 

and function. Conjunctions (cruv3£crllot) are: 

10 See also Roberts, Dionysius ofHalicarnassus, 71, who also makes this observation in his footnotes. DeJonge 
suggests that Dionysius's statement is possibly a reference to Aristotle's Rhetoric, Between Grammar and Rhetoric, 
172. In any event, Dionysius is clearly mistaken. 

11 Aristotle, Poetics, 20. 

12 Porter & O'Donnell, "Conjunctions," 6. 
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1tE<j>'UK'Uta O"'UV'tt8Ecr8at Kat E1tt 'tWV aKpwv Kat E1tt 'tOU !J,EO"O'U, nv 11-~ ap!J,O't'tEt EV 
apx1J A.oyou n8EVat Ka8' a\m1v, o~ov !J,EV <>n 'tOt <>£. 13 

placed on their own [lit. "rogue"] at the ends and in the middle, though not placed by 
itself at the beginning, of a statement. 

He cites words such as !J,EV, <>n, 'tOt, and<>£ as examples of cruv<5EO"!J,Ot. In contrast, an ap8pov 

IS: 

a non-significant sound which shows the beginning, end or division of a statement. 

The most puzzling element of his definition is the words he cites as examples ofap8pa, 'to a!J.<l>t 

Kat 'tO 7tEpt Kat nx aA.A.a. 15 The statement itself is difficult to understand. There are three 

possible interpretations. The first option assumes that Aristotle is citing the two prepositions as 

examples of an ap8pov, along with "others" ('ta aA.A-a), i.e. others of that sort. 16 This 

interpretation is compromised for two reasons: there is a textual variant for a!J.<l>t, which in some 

texts is the verb <1>1J!J.t, and prepositions do not conform to the standard definition ofap8pov. The 

second option does not take the prepositions as examples of an ap8pov, but rather as 

substantives. Both prepositions have similar meanings, even to the point of7tEpi replacing a~J,<j>t 

in later Greek. 17 Thus, it is possible that Aristotle does not mean that prepositions themselves are 

apSpa, but that the kind of word that is on "both sides" ('to a~J.<l>t), the kind of word that is 

"round about" or "around" ('to 7tEpt) and others of this sort ( 'ta aA.A-a) are examples ofap8pa. 

This possible interpretation is reinforced by the fact that these words are articular, which is in 

13 Aristotle, Poetics, 20. 

14 Aristotle, Poetics, 20. 

15 Aristotle, Poetics, 20. 

16 Earlier in the chapter, Aristotle employs the article to identify individual letters and syllables: ro I Kai ro P. the 

Sand the R; ro F Kai ro Ll, the G and the D; ro FP avt:v rov A avA-:1-ap,j mi f.it:ra rov A. otov ro FPA. GR 

without A is a syllable as well as with A, likewise GRA, Poetics, 20. 

17 LSJ, 89. 
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contrast to the examples of cruv3£crf.1ot, previously listed. Unfortunately, this leaves the reader to 

interpret what exactly a "both sides" or "round about" word is. The third option is that Aristotle 

does not intend the reader to focus on the prepositions themselves, but the articles instead. Thus, 

one should read tO cXf.l<l>t Kat to 7t£pt Kat ta a"A}..a, THE cXf.lcp[, THE 1Ct:pl, and others [or 

perhaps THE others]. If the textual variant is read as <l>ttf.ll, this interpretation becomes stronger. 

In this reading, the verb and preposition(s) are incidental. Instead, the emphasis is upon the 

articles themselves. The weaknesses of the first option have been demonstrated, thus it is the 

least likely interpretation of Aristotle's statement. The second and third options both have the 

benefit of consistency with the standard definition ofap8pov. If the second option is adopted, 

then the interpretation remains ambiguous and difficult to understand. One might draw a 

connection between the notion of "both sides" or "round about" type words with what Aristotle 

previously said about an ap8pov showing "the beginning, end or division of a statement." The 

third option enjoys the advantage of being simple and straight forward in meaning. However, if 

the philosopher meant to emphasize the articles themselves, he would have chosen head terms 

that were more common. The solution would appear to be found in the other two statements 

Aristotle makes regarding an ap8pov. In both instances, the philosopher is concerned with two 

characteristics of such words: their meaning and their position in a statement. This suggests that 

the second option is best, that both sides and round about refer to the position an ap8pov may 

occupy in a statement. Based on this interpretation, Aristotle is stating that an ap8pov may 

occupy any position in a statement: at the front, at the end, or any place in between. This 

positional freedom distinguishes it from other lexical items, such as postpositive conjunctions, 

which have fixed limitations regarding their positions. 

http:l>ttf.ll
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For our current purpose, though Aristotle's treatment ofap8pov provides little 

information, what he does say is nevertheless helpful. The categorical distinction between 

cruv8E<Jil0t (binding words or conjunctions) and ap8pa (joint words or articles) is instructive. 

The functions of binding and joining performed by elements of these categories suggest 

cohesion. 18 The argument that will be made below is that the article and relative pronoun are 

categorically related based on shared morphology and function. By the New Testament period, 

both had been almost completely severed from any functional connection to the historical 

demonstrative pronoun. One ofthe functions of the relative pronoun is "to bring clauses into 

relation to each other." 19 If, for the Greeks, the article was connected to the relative pronoun in 

any way, this would explain Aristotle's remarks concerning its joining (that is, cohesive) 

function. 

Cohesion is not the only possible function of the article. In his work, The Art ofRhetoric, 

Aristotle provides instructions which differentiate lofty style from style that is concise. To 

achieve the lofty style, "each word should have its own article, as in t1lc; yuvaucoc; t1lc; ll!lE'tEpac; 

[of {art.} woman {art.} our]." By contrast, to be concise, he says, "use the reverse, t1lc; 

ll!lE'tEpac; yuvatKoc; [of {art.} our woman]."20 In addition to its grammatical function, the 

article served an aesthetic role that influenced the reader or listener's perception, and perhaps 

reception, of what was said. Thus, the article also performed a function that altered the register of 

18 In language, cohesion is what defines a text as text: "The word TEXT is used in linguistics to refer to any passage, 

spoken or written, of whatever length, that does form a unified whole," Halliday & Hasan, Cohesion in English, I. 

Cohesion is that quality or element(s) of the text that gives it unity: "It refers to relations of meaning that exist 

within the text, and that define it as text," Halliday & Hasan, Cohesion in English, 4. Jeffrey T. Reed has written 

extensively on the topic ofcohesion and New Testament studies from the perspective of Hallidayan Systemic 

Functional Linguistics: "Cohesive Ties in I Timothy;" A Discourse Analysis ofPhilippians; "The Cohesiveness of 

Discourse," in Discourse Analysis and the New Testament: Approaches and Results. 

19 Porter, Idioms, 132. 

20 Aristotle, The Art ofRhetoric, 3.6. 
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the discourse in which it was employed. Register "is a functional variety of language - the 

patterns of instantiation of the overall system associated with a given type of context (a situation 

type)."21 It refers to variations in discourse based on factors such as audience, subject material, 

occasion, and media, to name a few. These variations may be realized by lexical choices, 

conformity to recognized grammatical patterns, and syntax. Thus, a person's "style" will vary 

based on whether he or she is writing an email to a friend or a cover letter to accompany a job 

application. Lexical choices will vary greatly based on subject material. If one is writing or 

speaking about a football game, terminology associated with that game will play a greater role in 

the discourse. Certain situations or audiences may influence the degree of formality employed, or 

use of technical language that might otherwise seem inappropriate or out of place. Based on this, 

a single individual may be capable of employing a wide variety of registers. As we will see, the 

article is an element that may be employed in a variety of ways to alter the register of discourse. 

b. Conclusion. 


The treatment of the article by ancient writers is difficult to interpret. Categorically, the article 


was labeled an ap8pov, a joint word, which suggests a possible cohesive function. 


Unfortunately, the writers do not explain what they mean by this, or how it was accomplished. 


Nevertheless, it appears to indicate cohesion. The level at which this cohesion was realized may 


have been perceived differently than in the modern linguistic sense. 


The article may also be used to produce various, sometimes complex, syntactical 

constructions. Understanding the nature of these constructions will prove valuable in discourse 

21 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 27. For an overview of the theory of register, see Helen Leckie-Tarry, Language 
& Context: A Functional Linguistic Theory ofRegister; Douglas Biber and Susan Conrad, Register, Genre, and 
Style. For discussion of register in the context of New Testament Greek, see J.T. Reed, A Discourse Analysis of 
Philippians, 53-57. 
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analysis. Such variations are indicative of choices on the part ofthe speaker or writer, which 

provide material to analyze the register of the discourse. 

2. The Influence of German Scholarship. 

a. German Grammatical Categorization. 

For centuries, German scholarship has played a highly influential role in shaping the 

subfields within biblical and theological studies. This is no less true regarding New Testament 

Greek studies. Well into the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, New Testament Greek 

scholars were heavily, if not solely, dependent upon grammars written in German.22 Early 

English language Greek grammars were translations of German originals.23 Thus, the categories 

used by the writers were based on comparisons and contrasts between Greek and German. This 

categorization was subsequently carried over into the English translations. Later authors, though 

writing in English, had learned Greek from these German based grammars?4 As a result, they 

perpetuated the German categorizations. 

22 Important works include: KUhner and Blass, Grammatik der Briechischen Sprache. 2 vols; Schwyzer, Griechische 

Grammatik, 2 vols. 

23 Examples include: Buttman, A Grammar ofthe New Testament Greek, translated by J.H. Thayer; George Benedict 

Winer and Gottlieb LUnemann; A Grammar ofthe Idiom ofthe New Testament, ih ed., edited by J.H. Thayer, 

translated by Edward Masson; Blass and Debrunner, A Greek Grammar ofthe New Testament and Other Early 

Christian Literature, translated by R.W. Funk. Though not a grammar, one cannot omit the highly influential Adolf 

Deismsmann, Light from the Ancient Near East, originally translated from the German in 1927 by Lionel R.M. 

Strachan. 

24 Robertson admits such dependency: "But I wish to record my conviction that my own work, such as it is, would 

have been impossible but for the painstaking and scientific investigation of the Germans at every turn," Grammar, 

ix. Note as well that the first several pages of Robertson's first chapter focus exclusively on the work of German 
scholarship. In the first edition of J.H. Moulton's Prolegomena, the title page included a statement of dependence 
upon his father W.F. Moulton's translation of G.B. Winer's Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms. In the 
preface to the second edition, the younger Moulton noted that this statement of dependence had been removed 
"Since the present volume is entirely new, and does not in any way follow the lines of its great predecessor," 
Prolegomena, vii. Like Robertson, Moulton acknowledges his debt to the Germans: "Next to the Cambridge 
influences are those which come from teachers and friends whom I have never seen, and especially those great 
German scholars whose labours, too little assisted by those of other countries, have established the Science of 
Language on the firm basis it occupies to-day," Prolegomena, xi. 

http:originals.23
http:German.22
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The association of the Greek article with the demonstrative pronoun in English language 

Greek grammars may, in fact, be the result of German influence and the particulars ofthat 

language. In German, the definite article, demonstrative pronoun, and relative pronoun share a 

common form, der, die, das. While in Koine Greek these categories are grammaticalized by 

discrete forms, when translated into German each is represented by a single form. Thus, German 

grammars place these words in a common category. For example, Kuhner and Blass write, Das 

einfachste Demonstrativ ist der so g. Artikel o 7] rO, der, die, das. 25 The relative pronoun is also 

lumped into this category, though not necessarily distinguished from the article in meaning or 

function. 

In der griechischen Sprache mischen sich einigermassen die Formen ftir das 
Demonstrativ und Relativ, wie auch im Deutschen der die das beide Funktionen 
ubernimmt; kommen doch auch im Gebrauche das ap8pov 7tpO't<XK'ttKOV' d. i. 
der Artikel 0, und das a. U7tO't<XK'ttKOV, d. i. das Rel. oc;, ausserordentlich nahe 
aneinander heran: Doch hat gerade die attische und gemeine Sprache das alte 
Relativum gesondert bewahrt: oc; no = sanskr. jas ja jad, und erst in den 
Dialekten zeigt sich die Mischung. 26 

In their second volume on the Greek language, Kuhner and Blass continue in this explanation of 

the origins and function of the article. 

Unter samtlichen Demonstrativpronomen hat das Pronomen on-ro die grosste 
syntaktische Wichtigkeit, teils wegen der Mannigfaltigkeit seiner Bedeutung, 
indem es nicht allein als Demonstrativpronomen, sondern auch als 
Relativpronomen und als Artikel gebraucht wurde, teils weil wir die allmahliche 

25 KUhner and Blass, Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache Teil I, 603: "The simplest demonstrative is the so-called 
article 6 n--c6, the." 
26 

KUhner and Blass, Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache Teil I, 608: "In the Greek language, the forms of the 
demonstrative and relative are somewhat blended, just as in Germander, die, das take both functions. However, it 
also appears in usage as the ap8pov 7tpotaK'ttKOV [prefixed article], i.e. the article o, and the a. tJ1tO'taK'tlKOV 
[placed after article], i.e. the relative oc;, being exceptionally near to each other. But the attic and common language 
have demonstrated that the old relative is separate: oc; no= Sanskrit jas ja jad, and only the dialects demonstrate the 
mixture." 
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Entwickelung des Artikels aus diesem Demonstrativpronomen geschichtlich 
genau verfolgen konnen.27 

r r / u u / 28 .
Thus also Schwyzer, Das ererbte allgemeine Demonstrativ o 7J ro (besser o 7J ro). .. Th1s lack 

of discrete forms in German presented German grammarians with a unique challenge when 

addressing the grammar of the Greek article. Since it was often translated by der, die, das, it was 

naturally placed under the category Demonstrativa und Verwandtes. 29 Since the three 

grammatical categories are realized in a single form, one is left with the impression that 

categorization is inherent in the original Greek. Certainly this appears to be the perspective of the 

German grammarians. 

Dem griechischen deomonstrativpronomen on'to entspricht in Form und 
Bedeutung das gotische sa, s6, thata, Gen. This, thiz6s, this u.s. w.), der, die, das. 
Auch dieses Pro nomen hat wie das griecheische die dreifache Bedeutung. 30 

By assigning a tri-fold meaning to the article, German grammarians leave the reader with the 

impression that the function of the article also conforms to this tri-fold meaningY 

b. Conclusion. 

German grammarians analyzed the Greek article's function diachronically. They operated from 

the assumption that the article was in origin a demonstrative and carried this function forward 

into the classical and Koine periods. Though they acknowledged that its demonstrative force had 

27 KUhner and Blass, Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache Teil 2, 575: "Under all the demonstrative pronouns, the 
pronoun 6 nto has the greatest syntactical importance, partly because of its multiple meanings, while used not only 
as a demonstrative pronoun, but also as a relative pronoun and as an article, partly because we are able to track 
precisely the gradual development of the articles from this historical demonstrative pronoun." 
28 Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 207: "The inherited general demonstrative 6 nto (better onto)."
29 Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, 207: "Demonstratives and Related Forms." 
3°KUhner and Blass, Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache, 575: "The Greek demonstrative pronouns 6 nto 
correspond in form and meaning to the gothic sa, so, thata, Gen. This, thizos, this u. s. w., der, die, das. Also, these 
pronouns have, like the Greek, the tri-fold meaning." 
31 As further evidence of the influence of the German grammarians on English speaking Greek grammarians, note 
Robertson, writing about the form 6, {], to: "This form, like der in German and this in English, was used either as 
demonstrative, article, or relative. See KUhner-Gerth, I, p. 575." Grammar, 694. 

http:konnen.27
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been diminished, this diachronic approach led them to conclude that this force continued to be 

felt. This perspective influenced their understanding of its function. 

Their diachronic approach also led them to conclude that the Greek article bore a strong 

resemblance to a part of speech in their own language: der, die, das, which could function as a 

demonstrative pronoun, relative pronoun, or definite article. This led to the further conclusion 

that the Greek article also performed a "tri-fold" function. 

In the following sections, we will observe that English language Greek grammars, 

working under the influence of German grammars, perpetuate the Germans' categorization ofthe 

Greek article, as evidenced by their near universal association of the Greek article with the 

demonstrative pronoun. 

3. The Article in Classical Greek Grammars. 

Though the study of biblical Greek has become a field in its own right, in the early days it was a 

subset of the broader field of Greek language studies, which was dominated by a study of the 

classics. Those who engaged in the study of the Greek New Testament, and who went on to write 

grammars, were often educated in classical or Attic Greek. 32 It is necessary, therefore, to engage 

in a brief survey of select, representative classical Greek grammars in order to illustrate the 

influence of this broader field on the study of Biblical Greek. 

32 So writes Moulton, "Till four years ago, my own teaching work scarcely touched the Greek Testament, classics 
and comparative philology claiming the major part of my time," Prolegomena, ix. Robertson also notes the 
important contribution ofthe broader field of Greek language studies to the understanding of Biblical Greek, 
Grammar, 12-24. Middleton's The Doctrine ofthe Greek Article cites heavily from classical Greek primary sources 
as well as classical Grammars. 
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a. W .E. Jelf, A Grammar ofthe Greek Language (1851 ). 

Classical grammarians are nearly universal in agreement that, in origin, the article was a 

demonstrative. This is the assertion ofW.E. Jelf, whose Grammar was based chiefly on the 

German work of Raphael KUhner. In his second volume he writes, 

Of all the adjectival attributives the article o, 'h. 'tO, is the most important; to 
understand its nature we must trace it back to its original demonstrative force. 
It had originally- 15

\ a demonstrative- 2nd, a relative force. 33 

Regarding this demonstrative function, he continues, 

In Homer it is used as pointing out some object as known or spoken of, and 
directing the mind of the reader to it: there are however in Homer some instances 
of an approach to the Attic use of it, though Homer probably never used it quite as 
the simple article. 34 

Jelf states that the demonstrative 6. n, 'to also functions as the relative oc;, n. o, which also 

passed to the Ionic and Doric writers. However, he asserts that the Attic comic and prose writers 

did not admit this relative force?5 Eventually, Jelf continues, the article lost its demonstrative 

force. 

The article o, n, 'tO lost so much of its demonstrative force, that at last it was used 
merely to represent the notion expressed by the substantive as viewed by the 
speaker as an individual, one of a class, and distinct from all the members of that 
class; this usage of the article properly belongs to the rera of Attic prose?6 

In this last statement, Jelf reveals a perspective on the article that will continue as the dominant 

view, that the article is used with lexical items that are substantives. In this view, the article does 

not modify or alter the word, but merely reinforces or makes explicit its substantival state. 

33 Jelf, Greek Grammar Vol. 2, 106. 
34 Jelf, Greek Grammar Vol. 2, 106. 
35 Jelf, Greek Grammar Vol. 2, 109. 
36 Jelf, Greek Grammar Vol. 2, 109. 
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b. A.N. Jannaris, An Historical Greek Grammar: Chiefly ofthe Attic Dialect (1897). 

In his Historical Grammar, A.N. Jannaris writes, 

Originally the article a, rd, ri, was a demonstrative pronoun, as is shown by the 
Homeric poems, where it is almost exclusively so used. On the other hand, its 
articular force and use appear fully established in all subsequent dialects without 
exception. Nevertheless, its final development becomes apparent only in [Attic] 

37 prose. 

He later writes of its relationship to the demonstrative, "a, rd, ri, had assumed the office of the 

article even in pre-classical antiquity."38 According to William Goodwin's Grammar (originally 

published in 1892), "In Homer the article appears generally as a demonstrative or personal 

pronoun; sometimes (in the form beginning with r) as a relative."39 Of later Greek he writes, "In 

Attic Greek the article generally corresponds to our article the; as aavrfp, the man. "40 He 

continues, "In Attic prose the article retains its original demonstrative force chiefly in the 

• ' / ' s: / h h h "41expressiOn o f.1£V... o u£, t e one ... t e ot er. 

c. H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar, Revised by Gordon Messing ( 1956). 

A half-century later, this view remains unchanged. In Gordon Messing's revision of 

Smyth's grammar (first published in 1920), we read, "In Homer a, q, rois usually a 

demonstrative pronoun and is used substantively or adjectively; it also serves as the personal 

pronoun of the third person ... The demonstrative a, q, ro is used as a relative pronoun in Homer 

only when the antecedent is detinite."42 Regarding the article's origin, he writes, "The definite 

37 Jannaris, Historical Grammar, 317. 
38 Jannaris, Historical Grammar, 351. 
39 Goodwin, A Greek Grammar, 204-5. 
40 Goodwin, A Greek Grammar, 206. 
41 Goodwin, A Greek Grammar, 212. 
42 Smyth, Greek Grammar, 284-5. 
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article is a weakened demonstrative pronoun."43 Regarding the article in Attic, "The 

demonstrative force of o, ry, -ro survives chiefly in connection with particles (j.liv, 8£, ri, -roi; 

and with Kai preceding o)."44 As to function, Smyth writes, "The article 0, ry, 'CO marks objects 

as definite and known."45 Additionally, "The article has the power to make substantival any word 

or words to which it is prefixed."46 

d. The Article in the New Millennium. 

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the situation regarding the grammar of the 

article has seen little change. For example, in Luschnig's Introduction to Ancient Greek, we read, 

"Corresponding to the English definite article, the, is o, n, 'tO in Greek."47 The author goes on to 

say, "In general, the definite article corresponds to English the, but is used in some instances 

where English would omit it."48 

Stephanie Bakker notes that the grammar of the Greek article has continued unchanged. 

As the title of her book makes clear, her interest is in the noun phrase, "This book is about the 

noun phrase (NP) in ancient Greek. Its aim is to provide a functional analysis of the factors that 

determine the structure of the NP, viz. the ordering and articulation of its constituents."49 

However, one of the primary constituents of the noun phrase is the article. Bakker provides a 

summary of her observations regarding its treatment in grammatical texts, a summary that is both 

insightful and quite correct. 

43 Smyth, Greek Grammar, 94. Also 284, "The article o. ~. rO, was originally a demonstrative pronoun and as such 

supplied the place of the personal pronoun of the third person. By gradual weakening it became the definite article. 

It also served as a relative pronoun. (Cf. Germ. der, demonstrative article and relative; French le from ille.)." 

44 Smyth, Greek Grammar, 285. 

45 Smyth, Greek Grammar, 286. 

46 Smyth, Greek Grammar, 292. 

47 Luschnig, Introduction to Ancient Greek, 30. 

48 Luschnig, Introduction to Ancient Greek, 30. 

49 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, I. 
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For a description of the use and function of the Greek article we have to rely on 
the standard grammars. The overall structure of the descriptions of the article in 
these grammars, which date back to the beginning of the last century, is highly 
similar. After the general observation that the article marks a particular or general 
noun as definite and known, they continue to describe the use of the article by 
using various categories, such as the article with proper names, the article with 
predicate nouns, the article with abstract nouns, the article in prepositional 
phrases, etc. 50 

Bakker's summary ofthe treatment of the article is consistent with my own observations. As we 

will see in the next chapter, this approach is not limited to grammarians of classical Greek, but is 

employed by many biblical Greek grammarians as well. 

Bakker goes on to cite what she sees as the shortcomings in treatment of the article in 

traditional grammars. First, they are unnecessarily complicated. 

Instead of trying to define a basic meaning for the article on the basis of which its 
use in the various categories can (at least largely) be explained, most of the 
grammars state only briefly that the article marks an object or person as a 
particular individual. .. as distinct. .. or as known/present to the mind ... 
Subsequently, they give a lengthy presentation of circumstances for each category 
in which an NP does or does not receive an article, even if this can be explained 
on the basis ofthe definitions of the use of the article they formulated earlier. 51 

Second, "The grammars present manifold rules for the use of the article, but do not supply a 

hierarchy for the application of these rules. In this way, there will be numerous instances where 

various rules are in conflict with each other."52 In the end, 

The studies present a lengthy enumeration of the use of the article in all kind of 
circumstances, instead of formulating a definition of the function of the article, by 
means of which its use in the various circumstances can be explained. 53 

Bakker's observations and her conclusion regarding the current state of research on the Greek 

article are quite correct. 

50 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 146-47. 
51 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 147. 
52 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 147. 
53 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 148. 
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In order to address this, Bakker dedicates an entire chapter to the function of the article. 

After reviewing the treatment of the article in classical grammars, she addresses recent work on 

the Greek article, focusing specifically on the writings of David Sansone and Albert Rijksbaron 

on the topic. 54 Next, she reviews research on the nature of definiteness in English. Though the 

general methodology she employs in addressing the noun phrase is not based in cognitive 

linguistics, her description of the article's function appears to proceed from this framework. She 

concludes that, "a definite article is appropriate if the speaker presents the referent in question as 

unequivocally relatable to an available cognitive structure55 that is relevant in the given 

discourse."56 Bakker then proceeds to present her own explanation of the Greek article's 

function, examining whether it functions like the English definite article as marking the referent 

of the noun phrase as identifiable. 57 In contrast to Sansone and Rijksbaron, she states, "My data 

seems to indicate that the general function of the article in Greek is to mark the discourse 

referent as identitiable."58 By this she means that, when the article is present, "the discourse 

referent can be unequivocally related to an available cognitive structure."59 She later qualities 

this: "It should be stated explicitly that the definiteness of an NP is not sensitive to the (non-) 

specificity of the NP. The definite [sic] article marks the referent as identifiable, irrespective of 

54 David Sansone, "Towards a new doctrine of the article in Greek;" Albert Rijksbaron, Over bepaalde personen. 

According to Bakker, "Both studies assume a relation between the presence of the article and a pragmatic marking 

of the referent." She states that Sansone interprets the article as a "topicality marker," while for Rijksbaron, when 

used before proper names, "it underlines the special position of the character in question in a passage that is of 

special importance for the development of the story," The Noun Phrase, 149-150. 

55 Bakker defines cognitive structure as, ''my theory-unspecified term to refer to frames, scripts and schemata, i.e. 

data structures representing generic concepts stored in memory. These data structures are hierarchical networks of 

the various elements that are generally related to some object or (sequence) of event(s)." The Noun Phrase, 296. 

56 Bakker, The Noun Phrase. 162. 

57 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 162. 

58 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 162. 

59 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 162-3. 
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the fact whether the speaker has or has not a particular referent in mind."60 Thus, "identifiability 

is the general function of the article we were looking for."61 In her corpus (the writings of 

Herodotus), she finds that only around six percent of the referential noun phrases do not conform 

to her general rule.62 Thus she supplements with five further refinements to the rule. Bakker 

concludes her treatment of the use of the article with the following summary, 

Although recent research seemed to hint in another direction, the use of the article 
in Ancient Greek is, in general, comparable to its use in modern European 
languages. That means that an Ancient Greek [noun phrase], like its modern 
European counterparts, is definite if the referent is present as identifiable, viz. as 
unequivocally relatable to the knowledge of the addressee(s).63 

Bakker's description may be further refined to produce a more accurate description. First, 

the notion of the article marking definiteness, qualified as it is, must be abandoned. Other 

linguistic features make this determination.64 Even in light of refined definitions, descriptions of 

the article's function will be better served through the use of improved terminology. Second, 

comparison with other Indo-European languages, though helpful for the purpose of illustration, 

also tends to create a false sense of continuity in function across the languages. The development 

of the Greek article followed a different course, and ultimately arrived at a different destination, 

than, for example, German der/die/das. While it is not entirely incorrect to suggest that the 

function of the Greek article is "comparable" to the article in modern European languages, the 

degree to which they are comparable has been overestimated. This is not to say that comparisons 

cannot be made. Rather, to say they are comparable has, historically, assumed greater similarity 

60 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 170. 

61 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 171. 

62 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 172. 

63 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 211. 

64 "Although the basic rules for the use of the article in Ancient Greek are analogous to those in other languages 

marking definiteness, there are some notable differences. First of all, Ancient Greek considers the marking of 

definiteness in NPs with a demonstrative or possessive more important than other European languages." Bakker, The 

Noun Phrase, 212. 
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than actually exists. Use of this term must be heavily qualified to avoid such misconception. 

Third, Bakker's use of the term identifiability draws near to the theory of the article's function 

that will be argued below. At its root is the notion of identity, which is what I believe lies at the 

heart of the function of the Greek article. Rather than indicating or producing identifiability, the 

function of the article is to generate or produce identity. Fourth, Bakker employs a cognitive 

framework for her treatment of the article's function. The treatment below will employ a 

functional approach. 

e. Conclusion. 

Bakker's summary of the current state of research regarding the article in classical Greek is 

insightful and accurate. While it is hardly a neglected field, clearly there is much left to do. Most 

notably, a functional approach to the article has yet to be attempted. Such an approach will 

provide a fresh and distinctive view, which will yield valuable insights and will significantly 

advance our understanding of its usage in the New Testament specifically and Koine Greek in 

general. 

4. The Article in Intermediate and Advanced Biblical Greek Grammars. 

In this section we will examine the treatment of the Greek article in intermediate and advanced 

biblical Greek grammars. It will be clear that the overwhelming tendency has been to associate 

the article with the demonstrative pronoun with regard to origin (history and development), 

classification, and function. The choice of grammars was based on several criteria. First, our goal 

is to trace the development, or lack of development, of the grammar related to the article. 

Therefore, texts have been chosen based on date of publication in order to serve as 

representatives of the corresponding period in time. Second, many were also chosen because of 
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their significant influence on Greek language study. Works by authors such as Moulton and 

Robertson are widely regarded classics in the field. More recent works, such as those by Wallace 

and Porter, have become standards and are widely used. Third, certain authors were chosen 

because they reflect a unique insight or contribution, or provide a unique presentation. 

a. George B. Winer, A Grammar ofthe Idiom ofthe New Testament (1822). 

Winer's grammar could have been addressed earlier in the chapter on the influence of classical 

German scholarship. Though available in English translation, it clearly reflects the German 

perspective. It is placed here because of its early use by English speaking Greek scholars. It 

serves as a bridge between German language grammars and grammars produced by English 

speakers. 

Winer's grammar was first published in German in 1822 and passed through six editions, 

each based solely on his work. The seventh edition was expanded by Dr. Gottlieb Liinemann in 

1866. This seventh edition was translated into English by 1.H. Thayer in 1868, with the revised 

fourth edition of Thayer's translation appearing in 1874. At this point in time, English speaking 

New Testament scholars had few options for Greek grammars originally published in their own 

language. Thus, they were dependent upon translations of German language grammars such as 

this one. As a result, German grammatical categories and notions of function were adopted by 

English speaking scholars. 

As one might expect, in English translation, Winer is consistent with German scholarship 

in general in associating the article with the demonstrative pronoun via diachronic analysis, "The 

article 0, ~. ro was originally a demonstrative pronoun and is regularly employed as such in epic 
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poetry."65 Conversely, he states that the article functioned as demonstrative in prose only in 

. . h ' ' ' s:' 66certam constructiOns, sue as o J..LEV... o u£. 

Winer states unequivocally that the function of the article is to make the head term 

definite, "When o, ri, ro is employed as strictly an Article before a noun, it marks the object as 

one definitely conceived."67 He acknowledges that the article was sometimes used as a relative in 

Ionic and Doric, as well as in Byzantine, but questions whether this usage is present in the New 

Testament.68 He also states that the Greek language also possessed an indefinite article, realized 

" 69by nc;, or a weakened form of Et<;. 

Consistent with the time, his presentation indicates the understanding that certain parts of 

speech are substantives by their very nature, irrespective of the presence or absence of the 

article. 70 As will be seen, this view will prevail well into the twentieth century and will exert 

considerable influence on how the article's function is understood. 

Winer argues that, under certain circumstances, the article is absolutely necessary, "[I]t is 

utterly impossible that the Article should be omitted where it is decidedly necessary, or 

employed where it is not demanded."71 However, he continues, "On the other hand, the Article 

may sometimes, with equal (objective) correctness, be either employed or omitted." Thus, he 

leads the reader to conclude that, in such circumstances, the article's absence or presence has no 

effect upon the head term; it is merely a stylistic choice on the part of the writer or speaker. This 

65 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, I 04. 
66 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, I 04. 
67 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 105. 
68 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 107. 
69 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 117. 
70 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 108, 114. 
71 Winer, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 115. 
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view will also continue well into the twentieth century and be reflected in many grammars, 

implicitly or explicitly. 

b. Alexander Buttmann, A Grammar ofNew Testament Greek (1895). 

In contrast to Winer, Buttmann does not argue for the presence of both an indefinite and definite 

article in Greek. Though he agrees that Et<; and n<; perform the kind of indefinite function 

attributed to them by Winer, he does not categorize them as an indefinite article.72 Regarding the 

article, he is in agreement with Winer, whom he cites. Interestingly, Buttmann concedes defeat in 

the task of producing a comprehensive description of its function. He is quoted here at length: 

In reference to the definite article the rules and the regulations given in the 
grammars hold good,- so far as in a subject so delicate as this we can talk of 
rules. For in the endeavor to lay down fixed laws respecting the use of the article, 
many a learned and laborious inquiry has already come to naught; and the 
intention ought at length to be abandoned of forcing the use or the omission of the 
article under precise regulations, which find the proof of their nullity and 
uselessness in the throng of exceptions which it is necessary to subjoin 
straightway to almost every rule laid down. 73 

The reason for this frustration arises not only from misconceptions about the article itself, but 

also in the presuppositions regarding the head terms it modifies, particularly nouns. The first is 

the prevailing notion that the article indicates definiteness on the part of the head term. Certainly 

such an assumption will quickly lead to frustration as the exegete is confronted by instances that 

do not conform to this notion. For German writers such as Buttmann and Winer, this no doubt 

arose from associating the Greek article too closely with Germander, die, das. English 

grammarians will encounter the same difficulty as they closely associate the function of the 

Greek article with English the. Second is the prevailing diachronic association of the article with 

the demonstrative pronoun, which only serves to reinforce the first assumption. Thirdly, by 

72 Buttmann, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 85. 
73 Buttmann, Grammar ofNew Testament Greek, 85. 

http:article.72
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proceeding from the position that a lexical item is a substantive apart from the presence of the 

article, the grammarian has handicapped himself with inaccurate data, leading to frustrated 

results. Buttmann articulates what is left unsaid by other Greek grammarians, which provides 

further insight into their methodology. Since they do not observe that the article has a significant 

effect on "substantives" (by which they usually mean nouns), they can only attempt to provide 

general explanations as to what circumstances one might expect to see the article employed. Yet 

by their own admission these can hardly be seen as rules and must be accepted as mere 

guidelines, subject to the whims of the individual speaker or writer. In the end, the article's role 

is syntactical, lacking any functional relationship to the head term. 

c. J.H. Moulton, A Grammar ofNew Testament Greek. I Prolegomena (1906). J.H. Moulton 
and W.F. Howard, A Grammar ofNew Testament Greek. II. Accidence and Word Formation 
(1929). 

In his Prolegomena, Moulton provides only a brief treatment ofthe article, "We pass on to the 

Article, on which there is not much to say, since in all essentials its use is in agreement with 

Attic."74 He simply observes that the New Testament's usage of the article is "remarkably 

'correct' when compared to the papyri."75 

Regarding the classification of the article, Moulton's position echoes that of Winer. He 

observes no relationship between the article and the relative pronoun outside of Ionic and Doric, 

and the papyri: "[The New Testament] shows no trace of the use of the article as a relative, 

which is found in classical Greek outside Attic, in papyri from the first [century?], and to some 

extent in MGr."76 Moulton observes that in the papyri one encounters evidence that the article 

74 Moulton, Prolegomena, 80-81. 

75 Moulton, Prolegomena, 81. 

76 Moulton, Prolegomena, 81. See also Moulton and Howard, Accidence and Word Formation, "The forms of the 

Article should strictly be presented among the other Pronouns, to which it belongs by historical syntax" (117). 
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functions as a demonstrative.77 He briefly touches on the use of the article with proper names, 

noting that "scholarship has not yet solved completely the problem."78 

In volume 2, Accidence and Word Formation, Moulton and Howard provide further 

insight into their classification of the article, "The forms of the Article should strictly be 

presented among the other Pronouns, to which it belongs by historical syntax."79 However, they 

do not elaborate upon which pronoun(s) to which it was historically related. With regard to its 

function, they write, "the Article has detached itself for special functions answering generally to 

those of our own the. "80 In this we observe the continued general approach of explaining the 

article's function by means of general analogy with the English definite article. The authors 

clearly believe that the two are analogous. 

Moulton and Howard's treatment of the article is too briefto draw much by way of 

conclusions. However, we may observe a general consistency with the grammarians of the time 

regarding its origin and function. The article is essentially demonstrative and conforms to 

English the. They provide the reader with a few examples of its use. However, it is clearly not 

their intention to engage in a comprehensive treatment of the article's function in these volumes. 

d. A.T. Robertson, A Grammar ofthe Greek New Testament (1914). 


For his categorization of the Greek article, Robertson takes his cue from KUhner and Blass, 


quoting them directly: "0. ~, ro. This was the simplest demonstrative."81 Robertson continues 


to follow the lead of the German grammarians82 by stating that the Greek article "like der in 


77 Moulton, Prolegomena, 81. 

78 Moulton, Prolegomena, 83. 

79 Moulton and Howard, Accidence and Word Formation, 117. 

80 Moulton and Howard, Accidence and Word Formation, 117. 

81 Robertson, Grammar, 693. See also 755, "The Greek article is the same form as the demonstrative o. 1}, ro." 

82 Robertson cites as an example KUhner and Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache Tl. 575. 
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German and this in English, was used either as demonstrative, article, or relative."83 However, he 

quickly qualifies this by stating: "One is not to trace actual historical connection between oand 

der."84 Here his dependence upon German language Greek grammars is clearly evident. He also 

acknowledges a historical association with the relative pronoun, "The use of the 'l" forms of o, ~. 

TO as relative is very old in Greek."85 Robertson cites numerous examples of its use as such. 86 

Like his predecessors and contemporaries, Robertson employs a diachronic approach. He 

affirms the historical and categorical relationship between the article and the demonstrative. 

Though he categorizes the article as a demonstrative, Robertson makes it clear that it does not 

function as such: "The article, unlike the demonstrative, does not point out the object as far or 

near. It is not deictic."87 However, he clearly associates the article with some sort of deictic 

function: "The article is associated with gesture and aids in pointing out like an index finger. It is 

a pointer."88 Robertson acknowledges a historical connection to the relative pronoun, as well as 

the article's usage as relative. He even observes, "The article with the participle is very common 

as the equivalent of a relative clause. "89 However, this connection does not inform his grammar, 

which is based solely on the article's connection with the demonstrative pronoun. 

He states clearly that definiteness is a quality associated with the article. It "is therefore 

TO oplOTtKov ap{}pov, the definite article."90 As a result, "Whenever the Greek article occurs, 

83 Robertson, Grammar, 694. See also 711, and 755, "Indeed the Germander is used as demonstrative, article, and 

relative." 

84 Robertson, Grammar, 694. He directs the reader to Brugmann, Griechische Grammatik, 559. 

85 Robertson, Grammar, 734. 

86 Robertson, Grammar, 734-35. The examples he cites are primarily outside the New Testament. Those found in 

the New Testament are mostly debatable, though he does not rule out the possibility that the article is being used as 

a relative. 

87 Robertson, Grammar, 755. 

88 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 

89 Robertson, Grammar, 764. 

90 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 
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the object is certainly definite. When it is not used, the object may or may not be.'m He does not 

suggest that this is the primary function of the article: "The Greek article is not the only means of 

making words definite.''92 In fact, though he considers it "very convenient and useful," the article 

"is not essential to language."93 Thus, Robertson reveals a perspective on the article observed 

earlier in Winer: the article does not modify the head term but reflects a quality already inherent, 

which results in the view that the article is useful but not necessary. 

To his credit, Robertson's treatment is quite exhaustive; he dedicates an entire chapter to 

it as well as additional treatment under the pronoun heading. Like the ancients, he categorizes it 

as to ap8pov. 94 His methodology is essentially the same of the Classical Greek grammarians. 

Rather than develop an overarching theory that describes the article's usage, he enumerates a 

lengthy and diverse series ofcategories which seek to provide a comprehensive presentation of 

the article's multitudinous usages. These categories are, for the most part, based on the article's 

use with individual parts of speech: substantives, proper names, adjectives, etc. He also 

categorizes its usage based on usage according to case and position. This methodology, the 

physical length in pages, and plethora of categories, create a sense of exhaustiveness. However, 

it does not translate into a succinct, comprehensive theory of usage. Instead, the reader is left 

with the impression that there are a dizzying variety of functions that must be identified on a case 

by case basis and are determined by the article's syntactical relations, not an overarching 

function it inherently possesses. Thus, both his methodology and results leave much room for 

scrutiny and improvement. 

91 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 
92 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 
93 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 
94 Robertson, Grammar, 754. 
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e. H.E. Dana & J.R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar ofthe Greek New Testament (1927). 

Dana and Mantey begin their treatment of the article by stating, "Nothing is more indigenous to 

the Greek language than its use of the article."95 This is an important observation and should 

caution the reader against too easily employing one for one comparison with the English definite 

article. Rather, the Greek article must be understood "indigenously," without the imposition of 

foreign notions and categories. They write about the Greek article with exuberance: "It is also 

true that we are entering one of the most fascinating fields of linguistic research, for, without a 

doubt, 'the development ofthe Greek article is one of the most interesting things in human 

speech.' "96 

Regarding the article's origin and development they write: 

The article was originally derived from the demonstrative pronoun o, ~. rO, and 
is clearly akin to the relative pronoun a~. if. 0. It always retained some of the 
demonstrative force. This fact is evidenced by its frequent use in the papyri purely 
as a demonstrative pronoun (e.g., P. Elph. 1: 15). Robertson says, "Hence ois 
originally a demonstrative that was gradually weakened to the article or 
heightened to the relative.'m 

Dana and Mantey's volume, first published in 1927, draws upon earlier work of A.T. Robertson: 

A Short Grammar ofthe Greek New Testament (1908), and A Grammar ofthe Greek New 

Testament (1914). In the quotation above, they separate themselves from previous writers. While 

many (if not most) grammarians emphasize the demonstrative force ofthe article, the authors 

seem to take greater notice of its relationship to the relative pronoun. Their citation of 

Robertson's Short Grammar is instructive and insightful. By assigning greater credence to the 

95 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 135. 

96 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 136. Citing Robertston, Grammar, 754. 

97 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 136. Citing Robertson, Short Grammar, 68. 
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relationship between the article and the relative pronoun, they separate themselves from their 

predecessors. 

Despite this insight, Dana and Mantey understand the function of the article identically 

with their contemporaries: "The function of the article is to point out an object or to draw 

attention to it."98 Specifically, they cite Robertson's statement that, when the article is present, 

"the object is certainly definite."99 They perpetuate the view that the article does not modify the 

head term, but instead simply draws attention to it, performing a deictic function. Their view of 

the article's function is structural, rather than a part of speech that impacts the meaning of the 

head term: "In harmony with its basal significance there are certain constructions in which the 

article is normally used." 100 Thus, while the authors reflect an advanced perspective into the 

Greek article's close relationship with the relative pronoun (drawn from Robertson), regarding 

its function they are in agreement with contemporary grammars. 

f. C.F.D. Moule, Idiom Book ofNew Testament Greek (1953). 

Moule demonstrates the same attachment to the English definite article as his predecessors, 

"BacrtA£\J<;, a king, but oBacrtA£V<;, the (particular) king (in question)."101 At the same time he 

demonstrates a unique insight into its usage: 

[The article] also offers (when used before a participle or adjective) a neat way of 
expressing what would otherwise have to be expressed by a relative clause: 
instead ofo<; EPX£'tat one may say oEPXO!l£Vo<;; foro 7t£ptcrcr£v£t one may say 'tO 
1t£pt0'0'£UOV. In Acts xiii. 9 we have L<XUAO<; 8E, 0 K<Xt nauA-o<;, where who is 
also Paul is expressed by the article conjoined with the name, without even a 
participle like ffiv or A£YO!l£VO<;. As an illustration of how the article with 
participle can be interchanged with a relative clause, take Rom. ii. 21-3 oo-0v 
8t8acrKwv E't£pov... oKT\pvcrcrwv... oAEywv... o~8£A'UO'O'O!l£VO<;, followed by 

98 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 137. 

99 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 137. Citing Robertson, Grammar, 756. 

100 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 141. 

101 Moule, Idiom Book, 106. 
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the relative clause oc; EV VOJ!W Ka.uxacrat (which is clearly an exact parallel to 
the preceding clauses); or Matt. vii. 24, 26 nac; ouv ocrnc; UKOUEt ... nac; 0 
UKOUWV. 102 

On this point Moule expresses an understanding ofthe article's function that draws near to that 

which will be argued below. Though he does not categorize the article along with the relative 

pronoun, it is this recognition that the article is often used to produce structures that function as a 

relative clause that strongly suggests that the article and relative pronoun may be jointly 

classified. 

Moule does not engage in a systematic, comprehensive treatment of the article; his 

presentation is relatively brief. He merely provides the reader with some examples of the 

article's use that illustrate his understanding of the article's function. 

g. Friedrich Blass & Albert Debrunner, A Greek Grammar ofthe New Testament and other Early 
Christian Literature (1961), Translated by R.W. Funk. 

The first edition of Blass's grammar was published in German in 1896. At the printing of the 

fourth edition in 1913, it received a thorough "linguistic revision" by Albert Debrunner, focusing 

primarily on "the sections on phonology and accidence." 103 Debrunner further revised the 

seventh edition in 1943, at which time he altered the format and added new manuscript 

material. 104 Robert Funk provided English speaking Greek grammarians with a translation of this 

classic work, which was published in 1961. The chapter on the article is introduced with a brief 

history of its origin in both form and use: 

The original use ofo~ 1:0 as a demonstrative pronoun is retained in classical 
usage in certain fixed phrases; the forms of the old relative pronoun oc; n0 
replace it occasionally in classical and more frequently in Hellenistic times. The 
origin of this confusion was, on the one hand, the old sigmatic alternative form of 

102 Moule, Idiom Book, I 06. 

103 Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, ix. 

104 Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, xi. 
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o: o~ which in Greek had become identical with the relative form; and, on the 
other, the Epic and dialectal use ofo~ "CO as a relative pronoun ( cf. The article 
der in German which serves as article, relative and demonstrative; in English that 
is both demonstrative and relative and is related to the article). 105 

This treatment of the article represents, on the one hand, a fuller treatment of the article and its 

relationship to the demonstrative and relative pronouns, while on the other hand illustrates the 

difficulty in classifying it (is it demonstrative or relative?). In both form and function, Blass and 

Debrunner recognize the relationship of the article to the relative pronoun. In classification, 

however, they place it in the category of demonstrative. 

Blass and Debrunner continue the same methodology as their predecessors. Their 

grammar lacks an overarching theory that describes the function of the article. Instead, they 

present the reader with a succession of categories that illustrate its diversity of usage. As with 

Robertson and the classical grammarians, this leaves the reader with the perception that the 

article lacks a functional relationship to the parts of speech to which it is affixed, modifying them 

m some way. 

h. N. Turner, A Grammar ofNew Testament Greek. Ill Syntax (1963). IV Style (1976). 

In the third volume of the grammar begun by J.H. Moulton, Nigel Turner follows the standard 

diachronic approach oftracing the origin of the article to the demonstrative pronoun, "In the 

beginning the def. art. grew out ofthe old demonstrative pronoun in Homer: this one. he."106 

However, he is emphatic that, in the New Testament, it never functions as a relative pronoun and 

only rarely as a demonstrative. 107 

105 Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, 131. 

106 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

107 Turner, Syntax, 36, 165. The only exceptions he cites are when it is used with 11iv and [}i, and in the poetic 

quotations in Acts 17:28. 
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Syntactically, Turner addresses the article's use under several categories. He begins 

volume three with the observation that adjectives and attributive adverbs with the article may 

serve as substitutes for nouns in subject, object, and predicate. 108 Next he addresses the 

substantival article, of which he writes, "[it] has always preserved its demonstrative force." 109 

The phrases in the Greek manuscripts 1:0 Kat 1:0, 1:a Kat 1:a are translated this and that. 110 

Thus, in use "it separates some from others, individualizing something as this and not that." 111 

Similarly, the adjectival article "particularizes an individual member of a group or class." 112 In 

all this, Turner does not appear to be concerned with the effect the article has upon the head term 

or part of speech it modifies. Rather, he is concerned only with its presence, which is the 

identifying mark of certain syntactical patterns. Its use is not based on a functional relationship to 

the head term, but is determined by idiomatic constructions that will ordinarily demand its 

presence or absence. 113 These constructions are arranged into a wide variety of classifications or 

categories. Turner also believes that the presence or absence of the article may be the result of 

influence from the Hebrew language: 

Perhaps the omission of the definite article on occasions when normal Greek 
requires it betrays the habit ofthinking in terms of the construct state ... However, 
sometimes Hebrew idiom will influence the Greek writers toward a needless 
insertion of the article, reflecting the emphatic state in which a noun is made more 
definite in order to denote a special person or object. 114 

108 Turner, Syntax, 13-16. 

109 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

110 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

111 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

112 Turner, Syntax, 165. 

113 See, for example, his assessment of I Peter 3:19, 20: "The omission of the article is not good Greek at 319 20 when 

the participle follows a definite antecedent. There are times when no good reason is evident for the omission.'' 

Turner, Style, 129. 

114 Turner, Style, 33. See also 153. 
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What is lacking is a single, overarching theory of the article's function that may account 

for its presence or absence in each category. Though he does not say so explicitly, Turner's 

treatment seems to reflect the same despair expressed by Buttman: while one may be able to 

formulate rules governing the use of the article, he or she must expect that those rules will not be 

universally or uniformly followed. 115 Indeed, regarding the use ofthe article in the book of 

Revelation he writes: "The use is as arbitrary as in all Biblical Greek literature."116 This leads 

Turner to conclude that speakers and writers enjoyed freedom with regard to the use or non-use 

of the article, 

Considering the total use of the article, it is true that the higher the type of Greek 
above ordinary speech the less prolific is the use of the article, so that whereas 
Atticistic style keeps fairly close to the norm established by Attic prose popular 
speech uses the article freely. 117 

If such freedom did indeed exist, then one will rightly conclude that the article was not a 

necessity of speech, that by its nature it had no effect upon the parts of speech it modified. 

However, if it can be demonstrated that there is a functional relationship between the article and 

the head term, then this notion of free use is called into question. 

One observation Turner makes is worth special consideration, as it relates to the central 

premise of the thesis that will be presented below. With regard to abstract nouns he writes, 

They tend to be anarthrous if there is greater emphasis on the abstract quality, but 
no vital difference was felt in class. Greek; the passage is too easy from articular 
to anarthrous ... omission of the art. tends to emphasize the inherent qualities of 
abstract nouns while the art. makes them more concrete, unified and individual... 
The difficulty therefore is to account for the presence of the art., just as with 
concrete nouns the problem is rather to account for its absence. 118 

115 See, for example, Turner's remarks regarding The Individual Article with Common Nouns, "the art. is often 

omitted where we expect it by the rules." Turner, Syntax, 173. 

116 Turner,Style, 153. 

117 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

118 Turner, Syntax, 176-77. 
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Turner's language suggests he may have sensed something that he was unable to quantify. As 

with others, this was likely due to the assumptions that he brought to his analysis. It will be 

argued below that it is not merely the use ofthe article with abstract or concrete nouns that must 

be accounted for. Rather, its inherent "substantivizing" function determines its presence and 

absence and is what makes a part of speech concrete or abstract respectively, particularly when 

that part of speech is a noun. 

From this survey of Turner's treatment ofthe Greek article, we conclude that he 

categorized the Greek article as a demonstrative. Though he acknowledges a historical 

association with the relative pronoun, this does not inform his grammar. His understanding ofthe 

function of the article is based on kinship with the demonstrative, resulting in perceived parallel 

with English the. He provides the reader with a handful of examples that are illustrative, in his 

estimation, of the article's function, without engaging in a methodologically rigorous or 

exhaustive treatment. The presence or absence of the article is a matter of syntax, rather than 

functioning as an item that modifies the head term. Ultimately, its employment is arbitrary. 

i. Maximilian Zerwick, Biblical Greek Illustrated by Examples (1963). 

Zerwick begins his treatment of the article by stating, "The function of the article is to point out 

(it was in origin a demonstrative), to determine, to set apart from others, to identify as this or 

these and not simply« such »."119 It is his last statement, that the article functions, "to identify as 

this or these and not simply« such »,"that approaches the description of the article's function 

that will be presented below, though it requires correction. The identification of the article with 

this or these reflects a continuation of the influence of the sense of the demonstrative, and thus 

119 Zerwick, Biblical Greek, 53. 
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definiteness. However, by recognizing that its absence reflects the sense of such, Zerwick 

reflects an understanding that will also be developed below. He later expands this point: 

The omission of the article shows that the speaker regards the person or thing not 
so much as this or that person or thing, but rather as such a person or thing, i.e. 
regards not the individual but rather its nature or quality. 120 

Though close, this statement may be nuanced in such a way to more accurately reflect the 

article's function. In this manner, by more accurately describing a word's sense apart from the 

article, we will also more accurately understand the change to its sense when the article is 

present. 

Like those before him, Zerwick does not articulate a clear methodology by which he 

arrives at his conclusions. He briefly provides the reader with a statement regarding the role of 

the article and then provides several pages worth of examples of its various uses. In this he 

follows the pattern of previous grammars, though in abridged form. His grammar does not reflect 

any advancement in the methodology of the study of the article or a description of its function. 

j. Robert Funk, A Beginning-Intermediate Grammar ofHellenistic Greek (1973). 

In his Personal Word at the beginning of the first volume of his grammar, Funk draws attention 

to the importance of modern linguistics to the study of language, stating that "a revolution had 

taken place in the study and learning oflanguage." 121 Accordingly, he attempts to utilize the 

insights of linguistics in his treatment ofthe language. Most notably, he categorizes his work as a 

"descriptive grammar." 122 

120 Zerwick, Biblical Greek, 55. 

121 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. I, xxvi. 

122 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. I, 14. 
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Despite this commitment to modem linguistics, Funk's grammar shows no advancement 

in an understanding of the function of the article. In fact, it is simply a repetition of what has 

come before. 

The Greek article was originally a demonstrative pronoun (it was so used in 
Homer). It was subsequently weakened to the status of article, then serving 
merely as a pointer. Cf. the article der in German, which serves as article, 
relative, and demonstrative pronoun; in English that is both demonstrative and 
relative and is related to the article. In Greek the article is definite. Greek does 
not, strictly speaking, have an indefinite article (corresponding to a, an in 
English). 

For the most part, the article functions in Greek as it does in English. A number of 
the idiomatic uses of the article in Greek can be learned by observation, and will 
occasion no difficulty. 123 

Categorically, the article is placed under "Determiners" and functions accordingly in that its head 

term is determined to be individualized, generic, or par excellence. 124 Funk echoes the perception 

of previous writers that the article is essentially a demonstrative, that it indicates definiteness, 

and functions in a manner parallel to Germander and English the. 

Despite any lack of progress in his presentation of the article's classification, Funk's 

linguistic sensitivities are an advancement reflected in his treatment of the article's function 

above the level of word group (foreshadowing the work of discourse analysis). He argues that the 

article is used to signal structure. 125 While this signaling function is mostly seen in the word 

group, Funk argues that the article also indicates "changes in the speaker in a dialogue or shifts 

in subject matter," which he attributes to its demonstrative function. 126 The influence of modem 

linguistics hints at a shift in methodology regarding the study of the Greek language as a whole, 

123 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. /, 79, see also 197. 

124 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. 2, 555. 

125 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. I, 85-86. 

126 Funk, Beginning-Intermediate Grammar Vol. I, 86. 
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if not the article specifically. Viewing the article in terms of structure, however, illustrates that 

Funk understands the article's function to be a matter of syntax, rather than having an impact on 

the meaning of the head term. 

k. J.A. Brooks & C. L. Winbery, Syntax ofNew Testament Greek (1979). 

The view of the Greek article as the definite article persisted well into the late 201
h century, as 

evidenced by Brooks and Winbery's Syntax ofNew Testament Greek: 

The basic function of the Greek article is to point out, to draw attention to, to 
identify, to make definite, to define, to limit. Generally, though not always, 
substantives with the article are definite or generic, while those without the article 
are indefinite or qualitative. It would probably be an accurate summary statement 
to say that the presence of the article emphasizes identity, the absence ofthe 

0 1 1"artie e qua tty. 127 

Thus, we see retention of the notion of definiteness attached to the article. However, Brooks and 

Winbery do advance a notion that is consistent with what will be later argued, that the article 

emphasizes identity, while its absence emphasizes quality. 

With regard to morphology and classification, the article is still considered a 

demonstrative, 128 though functional association with the relative is acknowledged. 129 

1. Stanley E. Porter, Idioms ofthe Greek New Testament (1992). 

By the end of the twentieth century Greek grammarians finally began to acknowledge that the 

function ofthe Greek article diverged from that of its English counterpart to such a degree that 

analogies between the two would be, at best, strained. Porter's treatment of the article is 

representative of this shift: 

Use of the article in Greek is not like use of the definite article in English, not 
least because Greek does not have the same choice of forms. Consequently, the 

127 Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 73. 
128 Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 76. 
129 Brooks and Winbery, Syntax, 78. 
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Greek article is best not called the 'definite article', since this implies a non
existent indefinite article. Once a Greek speaker or writer chose to use the article, 
there was not a choice whether an indefinite or definite one would be used. 
Therefore, the presence or absence of an article does not make a substantive 
definite or indefinite. 130 

Porter continues: 

One of the difficulties in understanding the article is the tendency to want to make 
the Greek article do the same things as the English article. Try as one might, there 
are persistent ways in which they cannot be correlated. 131 

Unlike previous grammars, whose treatment of the article included statements equating 

its function with that of the English definite article (implicitly or explicitly suggesting a near one 

for one correspondence), Porter's grammar acknowledges that this view is simply untenable. The 

presence of the article does not make a word definite. In fact, it is difficult to argue that 

specificity of any sort may be determined by the presence or absence of the article. With regard 

to its function, Porter writes that the presence of the article may indicate that a substantive refers 

to a particular item, or category of items, while anarthrous constructions may refer to the non-

particular or qualitative character of an item, or to an individual item. 132 Having said this, he 

correctly notes that the articular "particular" and the anarthrous "individual" uses are similar, 

likewise the articular "qualitative" and the anarthrous "categorical."133 This reality challenges the 

notion of determining definiteness based on the presence or absence of the article. Such 

determinations "must be made on the basis of the wider context."134 

As a whole, Porter's grammar is influenced by and employs the principles ofmodern 

linguistics, including his treatment of the article. He is rightly critical of grammarians who seek 

130 Porter, Idioms, 103. 

131 Porter, Idioms, I 03-4. 

132 Porter, Idioms, I 04. 

133 Porter, Idioms, I 04. His scheme is an adaptation from Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, 82-84. 

134 Porter, Idioms, I 04. 
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to explain its usage based on a historic relationship with the demonstrative pronoun. 135 It is 

beyond the scope of his book to engage in an exhaustive treatment of the article, thus he offers 

the reader several examples that are illustrative of distinctive uses. The use of linguistics, 

combined with a synchronic approach to the study of the Greek language, ret1ects a significant 

advancement in the field. 

m. Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar: Beyond the Basics (1996). 


On the one hand, Wallace's grammar includes certain elements that ret1ect advancement in the 


understanding of the Greek article. On the other, he maintains much of the old. 


With regard to the origin of the Greek article, Wallace writes: 

The article was originally derived from the demonstrative pronoun. That is, its 
original force was to point out something. It has largely kept the force of drawing 

0 h" 136attention to somet mg. 

Thus he maintains the traditional view of the article's origin as a demonstrative, as well as its 

basic pointing function. Conversely, Wallace recognizes the non-definite nature of the article: 

The function of the article is not primarily to make something definite that would 
otherwise be indefinite. It does not primarily "definitize." ... No one questions that 
the article is used frequently to definitize, but whether this captures the essential 
idea is another matter. 137 

After making a clear assertion ofwhat the Greek article is not, or does not do, Wallace writes 

regarding what the article does do: "At bottom, the article intrinsically has the ability to 

conceptualize ... [It] is able to turn just about any part of speech into a noun, and therefore, a 

concept." 138 He goes on to say, "In terms of basic force, the article conceptualizes. In terms of 

predominant function, it identifies. That is to say, it is used predominantly to stress the identity of 

135 Porter, Idioms, I 06. 
136 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 208. 
137 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 209. 
138 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 209. 
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an individual or class or quality."139 Wallace's use of the term conceptualize is questionable due 

to its ambiguity. At some level, any part of speech is a concept. They may be conceptualized as 

an abstraction or something concrete. The terms concept and noun are presented as synonyms, 

which is also questionable. In addition, by an overwhelming margin, the majority ofoccurrences 

of the article in the New Testament have nouns as a head term. If the article turns its head term 

into a noun, one is still left to question what it does with nouns. Wallace's definition of the 

article's force ends up applying to a small minority of occurrences and is ultimately not very 

useful. As noted in earlier grammars, his association of the article's function with identity draws 

near the mark, but requires further development. 

Wallace allows that the article functions as a relative pronoun, but believes that when 

translated this way, it is a matter of accommodation to English: 

To say that the article is functioning like a relative pronoun is only an English 
way of looking at the matter. Thus it is not truly the semantic force of the 
article ... We translate it as a relative pronoun because this is less cumbersome 
than something like "our Father, the [one] in heaven."140 

The question that drives the following treatment of the article grows from this type of assertion. 

Why does Wallace not allow for the possibility that this usage provides insight into the Greek 

article's function? In part, the answer lies in his methodology, which favors traditional grammar 

over modern linguistic theory, with the result that many of his conclusions are based on 

translation equivalency. 141 The fact that the translation he provides is cumbersome does not mean 

that this is not how Greek speakers used the article. What is perceived as cumbersome to one 

who speaks English may be perfectly natural to one who speaks Greek. Wallace, like many 

139 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 209-10. 

140 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 214. 

141 Though Wallace asserts, "I use linguistics," it is not at all evident that his methodology is driven by modern 

linguistic theory, Wallace, Greek Grammar, xviii. 
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others, interprets the Greek usage of the article by employing English as the baseline for 

comparison. What Wallace rejects will in fact be used in the following grammar as the defining 

characteristic of the article's function. 

While his grammar reflects advances in the grammar of the article, Wallace's treatment 

suffers from several weaknesses, many of which stern from a single systemic source: they are 

based on English language categories. First, a more accurate grammar of the article requires 

better terminology. As noted, to say that the article is able to turn virtually any part of speech 

into a noun is true in a sense, but ultimately unsatisfactory, since one of its most frequent uses is 

with nouns. Wallace is closer to the heart of the article's function when he says that it identifies, 

though this also needs modification. Second, though exhaustive, Wallace's plethora of categories 

of use is based on dynamic equivalence, rather than true correspondence. While it's true that the 

various uses of the article will result in an even wider diversity of translations, it is 

methodologically inappropriate to use these multi-various translations as the basis for 

categorization. Categories of usage should grow organically from the language itself. Third, 

many of his categories rest on analogy with the English definite article, despite Wallace's 

admitted recognition that the two articles are not functionally equivalent. Categories such as his 

Monadic ("One ofa Kind" or "Unique" Article), 142 or Well Known ("Celebrity" or "Familiar" 

Article), 143 assume a one-for-one functional correspondence with the English definite article. In 

English, when the definite article is so employed, it is typically accompanied by change of 

inflection: italics in writing (the article) or rising vocal pitch in speaking. Additionally, these 

categories only work in English because of the inherent definiteness of the article. Since 

142 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 223. 
143 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 225. 
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definiteness in Greek is established by more than the presence of the article (even if it is a 

component of the process), categories requiring definiteness should not rest on the presence of 

the article alone. Fourth, Wallace's emphasis on categories represents a continuation of his 

predecessors' methodology, taking their proliferation ad infinitum, if not ad absurdum. The lack 

of an overarching theory means that there is nothing that governs, informs, and most importantly 

limits, this multiplication of categories. Instead of alleviating the weaknesses of his predecessors, 

he exacerbates them. Wallace's grammar represents progression in the understanding of the 

article. However, it suffers from weaknesses based on problems of methodology. 

n. Conclusion. 

The most notable advancement in the grammar of the article is the rejection ofthe concept of 

definiteness. The article is not definite, nor does it reflect definiteness on the part of items it 

modifies. However, there is still a strong tendency to explain the article's function by means of 

analogy with the English definite article. On the one hand, this is understandable. Between the 

two articles in English, the definite article bears the strongest resemblance to the Greek article. 

On the other hand, even though it is recognized that too close an association is problematic, the 

Greek article is still defined in terms of correspondence to, or deviation from, the English 

definite article. As seen in Wallace, categories of usage are too often based on dynamic 

equivalence. In the end, definiteness is denied in principle, but reinforced in practice. 

At a broad level of categorization, the article continues to be associated with the old 

demonstrative. This association is uneven throughout the grammars: some emphasize this more, 

others less. However, this continues to inform the function of the article, as seen in Wallace's 

emphasis on its pointing force. Though there is, at times, recognition that the article is related to 

the relative pronoun, this recognition does not inform its grammar. A synchronic study of the 
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article will reveal that the historical association with the demonstrative has played too large a 

role, while association with the relative pronoun has been either neglected or given minimal 

relevance. 

Most importantly, there continues to be a need for a single, overarching theory that 

accounts for the article's function. The reason this remains elusive is due in large part to a sense 

of exasperation regarding the article's function with nouns. As stated above, it will be argued 

that this is the result of a misunderstanding of the nature of Greek nouns in general. Historically, 

it has been assumed that nouns in particular are substantive by their nature. I wish to ask the 

following question: "If the article turns any part of speech into a substantive, how does this 

inform our understanding of its function with nouns?" A logical conclusion is that it performs the 

same function with nouns. This leads to the further conclusion that, apart from the article, nouns 

are not substantive. If this is true, it reveals that the historical problem of the article lies in 

inaccurate assumptions and terminology regarding not only the article itself but also the parts of 

speech it modifies. Carrying this substantivizing function over to nouns enables us to formulate a 

single, overarching theory of use. In addition, it will demonstrate that the basic use of the article 

is far from arbitrary. It is not a matter of mere personal whimsy or idiomatic syntactical 

constructions. Rather, it is a necessary part of speech with clearly defined rules that result in 

fairly uniform usage. 144 Speakers and writers of Greek knew, at least intuitively, when to use it 

and why. 

144 I say "fairly uniform" since no one living now or in the first century uses perfect grammar at all times. When 
dealing with language, one must make allowances for grammatical slips in speech and writing. "Fairly uniform" 
means that the theory I will advance accounts for usage in the overwhelming majority of occurrences, if not all. 
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5. The Article in Beginning Biblical Greek Grammars. 

The importance of a quality beginning Greek grammar cannot be overstated. In an ideal world, 

students of the language would continue their education by means of a thorough study of 

intermediate and advanced grammars. Their exegesis of the original text would be informed 

primarily by what they learned from this study. In practice, it is too often the case that the 

knowledge acquired in beginning Greek is the primary grammar that informs the interpreter. 

When questions of grammar arise, it is the beginning Greek textbook, that tried and true friend 

from college, which is first consulted. 145 This reality, as much as anything, explains much of the 

misinformation that persists regarding the function of the article, as is demonstrated below. 

a. J. H. Moulton, An Introduction to the Study ofNew Testament Greek (1895). 

The origin of the Greek article is explained by Moulton thus, "As in English, the definite article 

(o, n, to,) was once a demonstrative pronoun."146 By citing parallel origin, and by implication 

parallel lines of development, it is only natural for a scholar to conclude that the Greek article 

and the English definite article will consequently function in a parallel manner. So Moulton, 

"[T]he article answers to our the; and in all cases which do not come under the rules following, 

the student must be careful to translate it by the, omitting the in English as far as possible where 

the Greek does not show it."147 In this we see the author reflecting the same perspective as his 

predecessors. 

145 This is not merely my own observation: "Students tend to retain their first-year grammar as the 'bible' that guides 

all of their further study.'' Porter et al., Fundamentals ofNew Testament Greek, x. 

146 Moulton, Introduction, 157. 

147 Moulton, Introduction, 158. 
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With regard to the article's function, Moulton's primary observation is that it can turn 

various parts of speech, such as adjectives, adverbs, or even a collection of words, into a noun. 148 

By this he communicates what is universally accepted. However, this leaves the student or 

grammarian with one last difficulty: if the article converts various parts of speech into a noun, 

what does it convert nouns into? It is this very question that will be addressed in the grammar 

proposed below. 

b. J. Gresham Machen, New Testament Greekfor Beginners (1928). 


Machen's treatment of the Greek article is very brief. However, it is illustrative ofthe prevailing 


perspective at the time his grammar was written. 


The use of the article in Greek corresponds roughly to the use of the definite 
article in English. Thus A-oros- mean a word; oA-oros- mean the word; A-oyot 
means words; oi A.oyor means the words. The differences between the Greek and 
English use of the article must be learned by observation, as they occur. For the 
present, the presence or absence of the Greek article should always be carefully 
indicated in the English translation. 149 

By paralleling the Greek article with the English definite article, even if roughly so, Machen 

creates a perception that the two are indeed, in essence, of like kind. Differences are perceived as 

variations from this norm. Though he does not elaborate further, the student who learns Greek 

from this textbook comes away believing that concepts such as definiteness and indefiniteness 

are determined by the presence and absence of the Greek article, respectively. 

Machen's treatment of the article is very brief. He simply provides the student with the 

paradigm, discusses the matter of agreement between the article and the word it modifies, and 

devotes a single paragraph to its function (cited in its entirety above). Thus, we are left with no 

insight into the methodology he employs for arriving at his conclusions or his rationale. As an 

148 Moulton, Introduction, 157-58. 
149 Machen, New Testament Greek, 35. 
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introductory primer to the language, a brief treatment is to be expected. However, it also 

illustrates how inaccurate grammar can lay a foundation of misinformation that is difficult to 

overturn, especially when an argument or theory becomes a structure built on that foundation. 

c. Ray Summers, Essentials ofNew Testament Greek(l950). 

The treatment of the article in Summers' grammar is also very brief. While he informs the 

student that Greek lacks an indefinite article, he states conversely that it does have a definite 

article, thus "o av(}pwrcoc; means 'the man."' 150 He then goes on to instruct the reader, "Do not 

insert an English 'the' in the translation unless the Greek article appears; do not insert a Greek 

'o' unless the English 'the' appears." 151 Consciously or unconsciously, Summers has laid a 

foundation that will be difficult for his students to overturn. 

While the pragmatics of Summers' presentation leave the reader with an inaccurate 

understanding of the article, his short treatment of its function closely approximates the argument 

that will be made below, "The Greek article is used to point out particular identity ... The 

anarthrous construction is used to indicate quality or characteristics."152 Though on the right 

track, this definition requires some modification and expansion. The problem with the author's 

presentation lies is the lack of reinforcement of this understanding. By encouraging a one-for-one 

procedure, translating the Greek article by the English definite article, the student is trained to 

think in terms of a one-for-one correspondence in function as well. 

150 Summers, Essentials, 16. 
151 Summers, Essentials, 16. 
152 Summers, Essentials, 16. 
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d. J. W. Wenham, The Elements ofNew Testament Greek (1965). 


First published in 1965, Wenham's book is based on H.P.V. Nunn's work. 153 Since then it has 


been through multiple reprints, a reprint with corrections in 1999, and several more reprints, 


testifying to its popularity and influence. He first informs the reader that, 


There is no indefinite article in Greek. When, therefore, a word like A-oros
stands alone, it usually means 'a word'. But it can mean simply 'word'. The 
right translation is nearly always obvious from the context. 15 

Implicit in Wenham's statement is a belief that the nature or meaning of a particular lexical item 

is self-evident and that the translator or exegete may rely on his or her instincts to correctly draw 

a conclusion. One would hope that the flaw in this mentality would be just as self-evident. It 

places interpretation solely in the realm ofthe subjective inclinations of the interpreter, offering 

no objective means by which an interpretation may be measured or tested. If English speakers 

could read the Greek New Testament with such ease of intuition, there would be no need for 

advanced grammars to explain how the two languages accomplish the same communicative tasks 

in such different ways. Nor would beginning Greek students suffer the cognitive dissonance so 

often felt when learning Greek, especially when confronted with the article. Translators do 

indeed need a comprehensive theory of the article's function in order to guide and test both 

translation and interpretation. Surprisingly, though Wenhem provides the reader with the full 

paradigm of the Greek article, he offers no significant explanation of its function. 

153 H.P.V. Nunn, Key to the Elements ofNew Testament Greek. In his preface, Wenham acknowledges that the 
publishers allowed him "if necessary, to write a new book, leaning heavily on Nunn," with the result that, "As work 
on the book progressed, so the possibilities of improvement seemed to multiply. The result in the end has been 
literally thousands of changes, many very small but many quite considerable." The Elements ofNew Testament 
Greek, vi. The nature of these changes was the simplification of the third-declension, conditional sentences, and -j.il 
verbs, as well as the omission of virtually all accents, Elements, vii. Other changes involved replacing the 
uncommon words of the original with more common ones, as well as general rearrangement of the material, 
Elements, viii-ix. No mention is made of any alterations of material pertaining to the treatment of the article. 
154 Wenham, Elements, 30. 
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e. Huber L. Drumwright, An Introduction to New Testament Greek (1980). 

Drumwright provides the student with virtually no insight into the article's function. Regarding 

anarthrous constructions he writes, "The student may translate an indefinite article if the context 

in Greek and the English idiom combine to suggest the appropriateness of such."155 One is left to 

ask what contextual features the reader should look for in order to make this determination. Nor 

is the reader provided insight into the kinds of English idioms that might combine the enigmatic 

Greek contextual features in order to derive the correct translation. Like Wenhem, he apparently 

thinks this is self-evident. An argument has already been made against this perception above. 

The author is equally unhelpful regarding articular constructions. The closest he comes to 

a functional explanation is in the implication underlying his statement regarding grammatical 

concord, "The definite article 'the' in Greek must agree in number, gender, and case with the 

noun it modifies."156 The reader must imply from this statement that the appropriate translation 

of the Greek article is simply "the." 

f. William D. Mounce, Basics ofBiblical Greek, 3rd ed. (2009). 


The first edition of Mounce's grammar was published in 1993. Now in its third edition, it has 


become one of the most popular textbooks for professors teaching beginning New Testament 


Greek (at least this is the claim made on the back cover). As a result, many, if not the majority, 


of current and future generations of students will have had their understanding of the Greek 


article shaped primarily, if not exclusively, by this textbook. 


Mounce introduces the Greek article as the "definite article" but quickly provides the 

following qualification, "There is no indefinite article ... For this reason you can reter to the 

155 Drumwright, Introduction, 28. 
156 Drumwright, Introduction, 28. 
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Greek article simply as the 'article."'157 This simple, seemingly innocuous, statement represents 

a progression in the understanding of the article. Mounce's treatment works from the modern 

recognition that the presence of the article does not indicate definiteness. Thus, the label 

"definite article" is inaccurate and deceptive. 

Regarding translation, he encourages students to employ English "the."158 However, he 

quickly qualifies this recommendation, informing the reader that Greek speakers "do not use the 

article the same way we do," which requires the student to be "a little flexible." 159 By addressing 

this in his grammar, Mounce brings this reality to the student's attention, which is commendable. 

Unfortunately, he does not provide a more helpful alternative gloss that might be employed in 

instances where the is inadequate or confusing. 

Further into his grammar, Mounce expands the reader's understanding of the article. 

The article in Greek is much more than just the word "the." It is a "weak 
demonstrative," which means it can perform as a demonstrative ("that"), a relative 
("who"), or even a personal pronoun ("he," "one"), depending on the needs of the 
context. You will usually have to add a word into your translation to help, such as 
"who" or "which." Let the context determine which is appropriate. 

What appears to be driving Mounce's methodology, and that of other recent grammars as well, is 

an approach that is based on translation equivalency. The student is led to believe that, because 

we have to represent a certain part of speech in Greek by a certain part of speech in English, we 

can read the semantics and function of the English representative back into the original Greek. 

While we may, indeed, represent the article by a variety of English lexical items, this does not 

demonstrate functional correspondence. The grammar of the Greek is based on English analogy, 

rather than observations and conclusions that are based on the native linguistic environment. 

157 Mounce, Basics ofBiblical Greek, 35. 
158 Mounce, Basics ofBiblical Greek, 37. 
159 Mounce, Basics ofBiblical Greek, 37. 
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While this may simplify the student's ability to produce a comfortable English translation, it 

does not empower him or her to understand Greek. 

In the final chapter of his grammar, Mounce provides the student with what is meant to 

be a more detailed description of the article's function. Ultimately, though presented as 

"functions," his presentation is a succession of diverse "usages" that lack a single, overarching 

theory that provides unity, and necessary limitation, to the diversity. 

In the final analysis, it can be positively said that Mounce's grammar reflects 

advancements in our understanding of the Greek article, while negatively leaving much room for 

improvement. 

g. S.E. Porter, J.T. Reed, and M.B. O'Donnell, Fundamentals ofNew Testament Greek (2010). 

This most recent addition to the plethora of beginning Greek grammars brings with it a 

fundamental shift in pedagogical philosophy with regard to beginning Greek grammar, as well as 

in theory as the authors bring a more linguistically based approach than classically oriented 

grammars. The authors have altogether abandoned the appellation "definite" and refer to the 

Greek article as "the Article," recognizing that "It is misleading to refer to the Greek article as 

the definite article." 160 Having said this, though, they retain the language of definiteness, stating 

that the article does indeed sometimes mark definiteness. 161 If we recognize, as the authors do, 

that definiteness in Greek is not a function of the article, then persistence in usage of the 

terminology merely perpetuates inaccuracy. The authors briefly address the substantivizing 

function of the article, particularly in regard to adjectives 162 and participles. 163 

160 Porter et al., Fundamentals, 30. 
161 Porter et al., Fundamentals, 30. 
162 Porter et al., Fundamentals, 31. 
163 Porter et al., Fundamentals, 108-9. 
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h. Conclusion. 

A few observations may be made about the treatment of the article in beginning Greek 

grammars. First, it must be admitted that beginning grammars are just that, they are designed to 

provide an introduction and to lay a foundation. No element of grammar will be treated 

exhaustively. However, it must be equally recognized that a poor or faulty foundation will result 

in an unstable structure. The presentation ofthe article in a beginning grammar will of necessity 

be incomplete. However, if in its attempt to simplify it sets the student off plumb from the very 

beginning (to continue the foundation metaphor), then it has let the student down. For some 

authors, this may be the result of assigning the article value that is in direct proportion to size 

(being arguably the smallest lexical item in the language). As James writes in his epistle, small 

things can have a big impact (Jas 3:1-12). 

Second, on a more positive note, one can observe progress in more recent grammars 

regarding the function of the article. Much of what was taken for granted in previous grammars, 

such as one-for-one correspondence with the, as well as absolute notions of definiteness, have 

been either heavily qualified or abandoned. However, in the absence of any recent 

comprehensive treatment of the article, authors do not have any positive new material to 

incorporate into their grammars. They can communicate to the student how it does not work, but 

are left to use outdated categories and descriptions to communicate how it does function. 

Third, there remains a strong current associating the article with the category of 

demonstrative. As long as this persists, grammarians will continue to describe its function within 

this theoretical framework. A more accurate broad category must be proposed in which the 

article more naturally belongs. 
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Fourth, students are either given too few options with regard to gloss (simply the), or too 

many (the, he, that, who, etc.) without any kind of overarching, unifying definition. Again, 

beginning grammars are not the place for exhaustive treatments. However, it is both possible and 

necessary to provide students with a simple definition ofthe article's function that is accurate 

and lays a solid foundation for future engagement. 164 

6. Monographs on the Greek Article. 

a. Thomas Fanshaw Middleton, The Doctrine ofthe Greek Article (1828). 

To date, Middleton's book is the sole attempt at a comprehensive grammar of the Greek 

article. In spite of this, his work has been largely ignored. First published in 1828, The Doctrine 

ofthe Greek Article predates by over half a century English language Greek grammars that went 

on to become standards within the guild, yet these grammars either completely ignore Middleton 

or at best mention him in passing without actually interacting with him. In 1948, it was 

determined that a new edition of the book would be published. Hugh James Rose took up the 

task of superintending this new edition, "Having long felt the highest veneration for Bishop 

Middleton's character and abilities." 165 He notes in his "Preliminary Observations" that, "inquiry 

into the Greek Article is a work to which sufficient justice has not been done in this country. I 

have been surprised to find how many men to whom I am accustomed to look with the highest 

respect, have not even read the volume."166 As we close in on the bicentennial of its initial 

164 As one who has taught Greek for many years, I have struggled with the dilemma of, on the one hand, wanting to 
avoid associating the Greek article with English the, while on the other hand recognizing that English provides no 
other realistic option for a simple gloss. Having experienced this for myself, I have a degree ofgrace for textbooks 
that oversimplify. However, I have found that my students have benefited from my encouragement to not think of 
the article as simply "the," but rather "the one who/that which." By employing this understanding from the very 
beginning, a good deal of the cognitive dissonance has been avoided. 
165 Middleton, Doctrine, v. 
166 Middleton, Doctrine, v. 
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publication, Rose's words appear to be just as true now as they were when first penned. Seeking 

an explanation for this neglect, he suggests, 

One reason probably is, that as it does not consist of detached and unconnected 
rules, but is, in point of fact, a very refined and ingenious theory, professing, at 
least, to account for all the usages of the Article on one frinciple, it cannot be 
examined in parts, but must be considered as a whole. 16 

Perhaps this observation is correct. It is possible that scholars have viewed the size of 

Middleton's work as disproportionate to the subject of inquiry. It is also possible that scholars 

simply were not persuaded by his arguments. 168 

Rose notes that the standard treatment of the article consists of "detached and 

unconnected rules." If this was true in the middle of the nineteenth century, it is no less true 

today. A survey of standard grammars published over the last century, right up to the most 

recent, reflect this same approach. Middleton's single most valuable contribution is his attempt 

"to account for all the usages of the Article on one principle." 

Middleton begins his Doctrine with a brief survey of ancient writers and their comments 

on the article. First, he tackles Aristotle's remarks on the article in Poetics 20. 169 Though he was 

more than adequately equipped to translate classical Greek, his attempts to make sense of the 

philosopher's remarks were ultimately frustrated: "Whatever be the true interpretation of this 

passage, I despair of discovering in it any thing to my present purpose,"170 a conclusion, he 

notes, which was not his alone. 171 He next cites the second century writer Apollonius Dyscolus. 

Though he did not define the article, Middleton finds his remarks on it instructive: 

167 Middleton, Doctrine, vi. 

168 The editor certainly suggests this possibility (see vi-vii). 

169 See the discussion above in 1.1, 8- I I. 

170 Middleton, Doctrine, 3. 

171 Middleton, Doctrine, 2. 
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I do not perceive that he has any where defined the Article, and consequently he 
has no theory; though he has many facts, for the most part corroborating the 
theory, which I suspect to be the true one. He makes Articles and Pronouns to be 
different things, yet he allows a relation between them, and says that if the Article 
lose [sic] its Substantive, it then becomes a pronoun. 172 

While virtually all Greek grammars recognize this point, its importance for understanding the 

function of the article cannot be understated. In English, the definite article has developed to the 

point that it has completely lost its ability to function as a pronoun. 173 The Greek article had not 

advanced this far and still retained some of its force as a pronoun. The open question, however, 

remains: what kind of pronoun? The overwhelming consensus of Greek grammarians is that it is 

a demonstrative that occasionally functions as a relative. Middleton (as well as the treatment 

below) argues the reverse. 

Another important point may be taken from Middleton's observation. He states that 

Dyscolus "has not theory; though he has many facts." Middleton's assessment ofDyscolus may 

be applied to the vast majority of modern grammars as well, as observed above. Though they 

have gathered together a plethora of facts regarding the article, they have not brought those facts 

together into a single, comprehensive theory. 

Chapter two, Article Defined, is Middleton's grammar proper. His very first statement 

sets him apart from virtually all who follow: "The Greek Prepositive Article is the Pronoun 

Relative 'o, so employed that its relation is supposed to be more or less obscure." 174 He later 

cites Apollonius as confirmation of this categorization, who states that, "the Article with a Noun 

172 Middleton, Doctrine, 3. 

173 While the definite article is a reduced form of that, it cannot function as a head term while the pronoun can, 

Halliday and Matthiesen, Functional Grammar, 315. 

174 Middleton, Doctrine, 6. 
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is equivalent to the Pronoun Relative." 175 Thus from the very beginning he distinguishes himself 

from other grammarians by categorizing the article as a relative, rather than demonstrative, 

pronoun. 

Like his successors, Middleton recognizes the earliest extant examples of the use of the 

article are found in Homer. He therefore engages in a detailed examination of the poet's usage. 

Middleton takes exception with writers who argue that, in Homer, the article functions 

differently than later Greek, being akin to au'to<; and f:tn:tvo<;, and not the full-fledged article of 

the Attic and Koine periods. Though he does not deny that the article functions as a pronoun in 

Homer, he cites numerous examples to demonstrate usage as the article as well. 176 He 

summarizes his conclusions regarding Homer's usage thus: "Homer's Article, it is admitted, is a 

Pronoun: but so is the Article universally; and Homer's usage of the Article, as the reader must 

be convinced, from the instances adduced, has nothing in it peculiar, but accords strictly, so far 

as it goes, with the practice of succeeding ages." 177 

Middleton moves on to consider examples from Plutarch and Eustathius. The latter is of 

great interest. On the authority of Reizius de Prosodia Graeca, Middleton writes, "It asserts only, 

that 'when the Articles throw away their Nouns, and thus become Pronouns, they are pronounced 

with a greater vehemence oftone."178 This observation, if correct, is important for understanding 

the category under which the article falls and its relationship to other parts of speech. This 

"greater vehemence of tone" is one of the key distinctions between the article and relative 

pronoun (though clearly not the only difference), which are otherwise very similar in 

175 Middleton, Doctrine, 22. 
176 Middleton, Doctrine, 7-11. 
177 Middleton, Doctrine, II. 
178 Middleton, Doctrine, 12. 
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morphology and phonology. 179 This lends strength to the argument that the two should be 

broadly categorized together. Middleton concludes by writing: 

The Article oand the Pronoun oare then, essentially the same thing, differing 
only in having or not having an Adjunct: and the Pronoun in both these ways is 
repeatedly employed by Homer. Hence it appears that the opinion of the Stoics ... 
was not incorrect: ois always a Pronoun, though it usually retains that name only 
when it is a defined Article, i.e. when the object of its relation is so plainly marked 
that no mistake can arise, and when, consequently, no Adjunct is requisite; they 
called it an undefined Article, when such addition became necessary to the 
perspicuity of its meaning. 180 

Middleton explores the possibility that the relative oc; may have occasionally functioned 

as an article. Citing a passage from Theodore Gaza, he writes, "it was affirmed that there are two 

Articles, the Prepositive oand the Subjunctive oc;; though according to that Grammarian, the 

Prepositive only, strictly speaking, deserves the appellation." 181 After examining potential 

examples from Xenophon and Homer, Middleton concludes that o"should come to be 

considered as the only legitimate Article; the pronoun oc; not having connection with any Noun, 

except, that to which it was subjoined." 182 

Middleton addresses the problem of definiteness and how it relates to the presence of the 

article. He again cites Apollonius who asserted that, "the Article is applied not only to defined 

179 Admittedly, "vehemence of tone" cannot be quantified in an absolute sense. One must have direct access to 
instances of spoken language, such as recordings of actual conversations, to make such a determination. With regard 
to the Greek of the New Testament, the only available indication of tonal variation (the exact nature of which is 
debatable, though not likely vehemence) is in the form of accent marks. This difference is most notable in the 
distinction between the masculine singular of the article, o, and the relative pronoun o<;, as well as the feminine 
singular of the article, n, and the relative pronoun, 1). 
180 Middleton, Doctrine, 13-14. 
181 Middleton, Doctrine, 19. Note that Middleton is not using "subjunctive" in the sense of a verbal mood form, but 
rather in the sense of"subjoined," which stands in contrast to "prepositive." 
182 Middleton, Doctrine, 19-20. Regarding subjoined, Middleton offers no elaboration. One can only theorize that by 
subjoined he means the use of the relative pronoun to indicate a relationship between a noun and a relative clause. 
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persons, but also to that, which in its nature is most undefined."183 The cognitive dissonance this 

observation produces is not lost on Middleton: 

Now these instances and this admission ofthe great Grammarian are alone 
sufficient to excite a surmise, that the reference of the Article is very different 
from that which is commonly supposed; for surely nothing can be more 
improbable, than that anything, in its nature one and the same, should be 
subservient to purposes diametrically opposite. Either the Article marking 
definiteness must be essentially different from that used to signify indefiniteness 
(which, however is not pretended,) or else its reference must be of such a nature, 
as, properly understood, to combine and unite in one form these contradictory 

184 appearances. 

He provisionally disagrees with the grammarians who wish to make the article a mere Definitive, 

stating, "In objecting to this doctrine, I do not deny that the Greeks, whenever they wish to speak 

of anything definitely, do employ the article: and this end could not by other means be attained 

more fully." 185 He continues, "Still, however, the Article is not in its nature a Definitive ... it 

answers to the purpose of a Definitive merely Kanx O'Vf.1/J£/J17K0~." 186 Middleton's use ofKa'ta 

cruf.!SESllKO<; leaves the reader to interpret his meaning. Though literally "according to 

occurrence," the use of"merely" suggests Middleton may have meant something akin to "based 

on happenstance." On the one hand, he may be saying that the simple fact that the Greek article 

follows a syntactical pattern similar to the English definite article, in that they often occupy the 

same position in respect to their head term, does not mean that they perform the same definitive 

function. On the other hand, he may be saying that it is merely on the basis of context, as it 

happens or occurs. 187 Thus, we observe that Middleton was a man ahead of his time in 

183 Middleton, Doctrine, 22. 

184 Middleton, Doctrine, 22. 

185 Middleton, Doctrine, 24. 

186 Middleton, Doctrine, 24. 

187 Thanks to Dr. Porter for suggesting this interpretation of Middleton's statement. 
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questioning the notion of definiteness with regard to the article, yet was himself unable to 

dispense with the notion completely. 

Though ahead of his time in defining what the Greek article is not, as well as his 

categorization of the article with the relative pronoun, Middleton's single principle by which 

every occurrence may be accounted is elusive. For this reason, later grammarians may perhaps 

be forgiven for their lack of engagement with his work. At no point does he offer the reader a 

simple, clear, concise definition of the article's function. Interestingly, though, he writes that the 

article is "the symbol of that which is uppermost in the speaker's mind." 188 This leads him to 

provide the closest thing we find to a definition, though he does not state this explicitly: 

On the whole, it appears that the Article may be used either when, conjointly with 
its Predicate, it recalls some former idea, or when it is intended to serve as the 
subject of a hypothesis. All the various uses of the Article will come under one of 
these two divisions. 189 

Based on this, we may conclude that Middleton, like so many others, understood the article's 

function in terms of structure or syntax. It was a marker of some inherent property of the head 

term or the writer/speaker's use of the head term, rather than exerting influence on the head 

term's meaning by modifying it in some way. However, his statement that the article "recalls 

some former idea" suggests a pronominal function as well, perhaps akin to that of the relative 

pronoun (though he does not here state this explicitly). 

His belief that he had produced a single, defining principle of the article's function meant 

that Middleton did not share the despair found in so many grammarians that followed him. 

Regarding individual usage he wrote: "Is it, then, to be concluded, that the Article may generally 

188 Middleton, Doctrine. 25. Middleton's assertion on this point will be confirmed below. See chapters 6 and 9.3. 
189 Middleton, Doctrine, 25. 
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be used at pleasure? This is the very hypothesis which I would combat."190 The use or non-use 

of the article was not a matter of personal preference or idiom. With regard to his hypothesis, he 

wrote: 

I am next to show that, if it be admitted, it is capable (if I may use the expression) 
of solving the principal phamomena: in other words, that it will account for the 
most remarkable peculiarities in the usage ofthe Article, and that what my to 
some appear to be arbitrary custom, is in truth, supposing the principles laid 
down to be sufficiently established, a natural, if not a necessary consequence. 191 

The use of the Greek article, in his opinion, was not arbitrary. It was determined by principles 

that the speakers of the language intuitively recognized and to which they adhered. 

b. Conclusion. 

As already noted, this survey illustrates the many ways in which Middleton diverged 

from those who would follow him. Regarding notions such as definiteness, he anticipated shifts 

that would take another two hundred years to become main-stream. Regarding Middleton's 

categorization of the article as a relative pronoun, though a relationship between the two parts of 

speech is at times admitted, this relationship did not supersede the view that the article is more 

closely related to the old demonstrative pronoun. Nor did it inform views of the article's function 

in any significant way. Despite these unique contributions, Middleton paralleled his successors in 

one important way: his theory of the article's function operated from the view that its role was 

one of syntax or structure. It did not enter into a meaningful relationship with its head term, 

whereby the head term's meaning was influenced or changed by the presence of the article. 

190 Middleton, Doctrine, 134. 
191 Middleton, Doctrine, 31. 
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Rather, the article served as a marker. In function, "the Article itself is in strictness always 

. . . ,,)92
antzczpatzve. 

Nearly two centuries have passed since Middleton first published his work. In that time, 

no comprehensive treatment of the Greek article has been produced. Nor have many of the 

unique perspectives offered by Middleton been seriously engaged. 

7. Specialized Studies on the Greek Article. 

Over the years, a number of specialized studies have been produced addressing issues that, 

among other things, factor into our understanding of the Greek article to a greater or lesser 

degree. The list of such topics is too long to enumerate. The following is a survey of specialized 

studies in which the Greek article plays a central role. They have been chosen based on their 

impact on Greek grammar, the longevity of their influence, and their relevance to this present 

work. 

a. Colwell's Construction. 

In 1933, E.C. Colwell published what was to become a highly influential article in the Journal of 

Biblical Literature. "A Definite Rule for the Use of the Article in the Greek New Testament" 

was his attempt to formulate a rule that explained under what circumstance the predicate 

nominatives oflinking verbs would include the article. Simply stated, he concluded that, "A 

definite predicate nominative has the article when it follows the verb; it does not have the article 

when it precedes the verb."193 Colwell's rule eventually gained widespread acceptance, with the 

result that it come to be known simply as "Colwell's Rule" or "Colwell's Construction." 194 

192 Middleton, Doctrine, 23. 

193 Colwell, "A Definite Rule," 13. 

194 See for example Wallace, Greek Grammar, 256. 
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According to Colwell, it was the study of John 1 :49; 5:27; and 9:5 that ultimately suggested his 

rule. 195 In particular, he cites John 1:49: cru Et o uio<; 'tou 9EOu· cru ~acnA-Eu<; Et 'LOU 'IcrpanA-. 

He notes that in the first clause, the predicate nominative o uto<; has the article, while in the 

second clause the predicate nominative ~acnA-Eu<; does not. 196 Colwell reasons, "It seems 

probable that the article is used with 'Son of God' because it follows the verb, and is not used 

with 'King of Israel' because it precedes the verb."197 Working from this premise, he concludes 

that, when a linking verb is involved, definite predicate nominatives that follow the verb will 

have the article, while those that precede it will not. 

Colwell's rule, and the methodology by which he arrived at it, reveal certain assumptions 

that are relevant to this present work. The first has to do with the notion of definiteness. 

Regarding the passage under consideration, he simply states that, 

When the passage is scrutinized, it appears at once that the variable quantum is 
not definiteness but word-order. "King of Israel" in this context is as definite as 
"Son of God."198 

As Porter observes, "this still begs the question of what a definite noun is." 199 Colwell assumes 

definiteness without actually establishing it. As we saw in the survey of grammars above, 

Colwell was not alone in this assumption. Though not stated explicitly, grammarians operate 

from instinct, rather than employing objective principles for determining definiteness. In fact, it 

is hardly clear at all from the context that "King of Israel" is as definite as "Son of God" in this 

context. Colwell's rule only stands as long as the assumption can be proved true. Below, it will 

be argued that his assumption is not true, that ~a<JtAEU<; in this context is not definite, though it is 

195 Colwell, "A Definite Rule," 12-13. 
196 Colwell, "A Definite Rule,'' 13. 
197 Colwell, "A Definite Rule,'' 13. 
198 Colwell, "A Definite Rule,'' 13. 
199 Porter, Idioms, 109. 
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neither indefinite. Yet it is the assumption of definiteness that underpins Colwell's interpretation 

of his data, of which he writes: 

They show that a predicate nominative which precedes the verb cannot be 
translated as an indefinite or a "qualitative" noun sole because of the absence of 
the article; if the context suggests that the predicate is definite, it should be 
translated as a definite noun in spite of the absence of the article.200 

Again we must question what contextual features are present that indicate definiteness. In the 

absence of clearly defined criteria, the conclusion is highly subjective. It is arguable that 

~a.crtA.n)c; in this context is in fact qualitative, though perhaps not in the manner Colwell 

understood the term. This reveals another related issue, that of terminology, which leads to the 

further problem of question framing. For Colwell, the only two possible options for the character 

of the head term are definite or indefinite. If indefinite, then it may be qualitative. As a result of 

the limitations established by the terminology, only certain options will be available and the 

questions will be framed based on these options. By employing new terminology, while at the 

same time breaking the shackles of prevailing assumptions, it is possible to reframe the questions 

and draw new conclusions. For example, it is possible to argue that ~a.crtA.cuc; is indeed 

qualitative. Jesus is not the king of Israel in the definite sense: he does not have political 

authority, he does not command Israel's army, he does not sit in the seat of the judges. Thus, at 

this stage, he is king in a more qualitative sense rather than definite sense. However, the term 

qualitative is less than satisfactory. If we employ more accurate terminology and allow for the 

possibility that ~a.crtA.cuc; is not definite, we will be able to reframe the questions and create the 

opportunity to formulate a more satisfying description of usage. In the description of the article's 

function below, it will be argued that anarthrous nouns, such as ~a.crtA.cuc; in this instance, are in 

20°Colwell, "A Definite Rule," 20. 
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fact abstract, which is indicated by the absence of the article, whereas ouio<; is concrete, and is 

made so be the presence of the article. Thus, Nathanael's declaration may be properly translated, 

"You are the Son of God; you are king oflsrael." A full explanation ofwhat is meant by the 

terms abstract and concrete will be provided below.Z01 

A further issue with Colwell's methodology is revealed in the same quotation cited 

above: "the variable quantum is not definiteness but word-order." We have observed that, to an 

overwhelming degree, traditional attempts to formulate rules for the use of the article have been 

based on syntax. Colwell certainly employs this approach. Since he assumes that the head term is 

definite and definiteness is not an operation of the article, Colwell cannot observe a definite 

relationship between the article and the head term. The only observable pattern is one of syntax. 

Had he allowed for the possibility that the head term might not be definite, it is at least possible 

that he may have looked for some relationship between the article and head term. However, he 

was a man of his time. The prevailing notions of definiteness were too deeply embedded for him 

or others to entertain such a possibility. As stated above, the description below will argue that the 

relationship between the article and head term is not merely one of syntax, but of modification. 

The meaning of the head term is directly related to the presence or absence of the article. The 

article also performs a role in syntax, but this is at a level above that of its relationship to the 

head term as a modifier. 

b. The Granville Sharp Rule. 


Published in 1798, the full title of Sharp's book, in which he articulates his highly influential 


rule, is Remarks on the Uses ofthe Definitive Article in the Greek Text ofthe New Testament, 


Containing Many New Proofs ofthe Divinity ofChrist, from passages which are wrongly 


201 See below 9.1, 265. 
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translated in the Common English Version. As the title indicates, Sharp believes that the article 

bore special significance with regard to both translation and exegesis. Central to his concern is 

the divinity of Christ and how the Greek writers of the New Testament reflect this belief through 

their use of the article. In his own words, Sharp's rule states that, 

When two personal nouns of the same case are connected by the copulative Kat, 

if the former has the definitive article, and the latter has not, they both relate to the 
202 same person. 

Sharp then proceeds to cite numerous examples that confirm his basic rule. For our purposes, the 

rule serves to illustrate Sharp's adherence to the general perspective of his era, that the Greek 

article is the "definitive article." The rule indicates that Sharp's interest in the article is limited to 

its syntactical role rather than its functional relationship to the head term. His subsequent rules 

and qualifications regarding them are also limited to matters of syntax. 

The prevailing view that nouns may be defined as substantives by their very nature is also 

reflected in Sharp's presentation. In reference to John 20:28, he writes: "Ifthe two nouns (viz. o 
Kupw<; and o8EO<; [sic]) were the leading nominative substantives of a sentence. "203 

Throughout his presentation of the numerous examples he cites in support of his rule, as well his 

interpretation the exegetical significance of these passages, Sharp's interest is strictly focused on 

syntax. At no point does he indicate that he believes that the article's relationship to the head 

term as a modifier in any way affects the meaning of the head term. 

Daniel Wallace made Sharp's rule the central focus of his doctoral dissertation, which 

later became the basis of his book, Granville Sharp's Canon and Its Kin: Semantics and 

202 Sharp, Remarks, 3. 
203 Sharp, Remarks, 29. 
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Significance. 204 Like Sharp, Wallace's exegetical concerns are "in relation to syntax."205 Thus, he 

is primarily concerned with the article's role as a marker of syntax. He provides only a brief 

definition of the article's function, consistent with his Greek Grammar: Beyond the Basics. 

Wallace writes: "the article has the ability to conceptualize, for its principle function is not 

determinative but notional."206 He continues: 

To be sure, the Greek article does serve a determining function quite often. But a 
hierarchy of usage would suggest that determination has a tertiary role: after 

1. . ( . h ) d . . 207conceptua 1zat10n e.g., as m anap ora comes etermmatlon. 

What Wallace means by the terms "conceptualize" and "notional" is unclear. For example, he 

later writes: 

With reference to TSKS construction, conceptualization is of foremost 
importance. That is to say, the primary thrust ofthe article in TSKS is to bring 

. . 1 . 208together two su bstant1ves mto a conceptua umty. 

Without defining the term conceptual, Wallace seems to indicate that his general approach to the 

article apart from its role in Sharp's canon is based like so many others on syntax alone. In fact, 

his use ofTSKS, which means "article-substantive-Kat-substantive"209 leaves the reader 

questioning whether the "substantives" in question are substantive by nature or made so by the 

presence of the article. 

Finally, Wallace claims that the body of his work on TSKS constructions is comprised of 

three parts: "historical, linguistic, exegetical."210 While the historical and exegetical elements of 

204 For a critique of Wallace's treatment of the Granville Sharp Rule, see Stanley E. Porter, Review of Granville 

Sharp's Canon and Its Kin: Semantics and Significance. 

205 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 19. 

206 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 89. 

207 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 89. 

208 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 90. The acronym TSKS stands for article-substantive-Kat-substantive, Wallace, Sharp's 

Canon, xx. 

209 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 5. See also 90, footnote 5. 

210 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 23. 
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his work are quite extensive, one wonders about the claim of being linguistic. Wallace makes 

clear to the reader that he has no formal training in linguistics and holds no allegiance "to any 

particular linguistic theory."211 As a result, one of his three parts is severely limited, as he 

himself states. This limitation is due to what Wallace identifies as "the imperfect state of 

linguistics- a discipline that is still in a state of flux."212 In addition, "because of such shifting 

currents, the approach taken in the work will not be tied to any one school."213 Though he 

acknowledges that, "the various competing schools of linguistics find a significant amount of 

common ground,"214 he does not articulate what this common ground is or how it informs his 

work. In fact, the only direct appeal he makes to modern linguistics is his use of a diachronic 

rather than synchronic approach, which he attributes to the work of Saussure.215 Otherwise, 

though he makes frequent reference to linguistic evidence or modern linguistics, he fails to 

appeal to specific theories or evidence. There are moments when his presentation suggests some 

influence from the field of cognitive linguistics, such as distinguishing between sense and 

referent, as well as denotative and connotative meaning.216 However, he cites only a secondary 

source: Cotterell and Turner's Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation, so this is only a guess.Z 17 

In the end, the Granville Sharp rule or canon, like most of the other rules we have 

observed, is limited to matters of syntax. He and his followers, like Wallace, focus exclusively 

on the article's role in grammatical constructions, showing little to no interest in questions 

related to its relationship to the head term as a modifier. 

211 Wallace, Sharp 's Canon, 19. 

212 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 18. 

213 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 18. 

214 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 18. 

215 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, 13. 

216 Wallace, Sharp's Canon, I 03. 

217 One is left with the impression that Wallace is more interested in the rhetorical power of appealing to linguistics 

than he is in actually engaging linguistics. 
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c. Robert Funk, The Syntax ofthe Greek Article: Its Importance for Critical Pauline Problems 
(1953) 

After Middleton, the only major monograph on the Greek article is Robert Funk's unpublished 

1953 doctoral dissertation. His objective was not a comprehensive treatment of the article, like 

that of Middleton or the present work. His concern was with syntax, in particular what he 

perceived to be a distinctively Pauline syntactical style with regard to the usage of the article, 

rather than the grammar of the article in general. However, his presentation illustrates the state of 

the grammatical understanding of the article in the mid-twentieth century. Additionally, syntax is 

an element of the article's functionality and will be addressed below. 

With regard to the present study, the significance of Funk's dissertation has to do with his 

belief that the use of the article is a matter of personal style, that it is idiomatic: 

[The] constant, and sometimes automatic, repetition of this part of speech tends to 
make it more idiomatic, more revealing of an author's temperament and 
disposition; in this respect it corresponds closely to the particles, though, of 
course, exceeding them in frequency. 218 

He later writes, 

In the NT, as elsewhere then, the article is not used without purpose, but at the 
same time it often depends on a fineness, an individualistic idiom, a particular 

-C' • • 219 nuance 10r 1ts motive. 

This assertion is foundational and indispensable to Funk's thesis. If the use ofthe article is 

flexible enough to be subject to the whims or personal preferences of individual speakers or 

writers, then it is indeed possible to associate certain patterns or frequencies of occurrence with 

certain individuals. Funk's assertion is true in one sense, but requires significant modification 

and qualification. A distinction must be made between the use of the article as the modifier of a 

218 Funk, "Syntax," 3. 
219 Funk, "Syntax," 7. 
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head term and the use of the article in other syntactical constructions. The choice of whether or 

not to use the article to modify a head term is different than the choice, for example, to employ 

the so-called first or second attributive position, in which the article plays a key role. Also, at 

times the article and the head term are used to bracket additional modifiers, including instances 

in which the modifiers that typically follow the head term are moved in front of it. Individuals 

may indeed be more adept at employing these kinds of syntactical constructions. They may even 

have individual preferences. However, these variables may also be motivated by factors 

associated with the discourse rather than individual style, which will be discussed below. Suffice 

it to say, specific variations in syntactical style may be associated with certain individuals. 

However, there is much more involved that must be taken into consideration. This is an entirely 

different matter than the question of whether or not to employ the article as a modifier. 

Funk makes another observation about the article that must be addressed: 

Another characteristic of the article is that it is a luxury of the language, though 
never without meaning. The article is not needed to make a substantive definite; 
yet when the article is employed it assures definiteness and often adds a nuance 
not available to authors working under other grammatical systems?20 

The underlying grammatical assumption represented in this statement is one of the chief points 

that must be challenged. Like his predecessors and contemporaries, Funk maintains that the 

article indicates definiteness. However, he makes a further statement that must also be addressed. 

He writes, "The article is not needed to make a substantive definite ... "221 Funk reinforces this 

notion in the title of his second chapter, "The Article with Substantives."222 

22°Funk, ''Syntax," 3. 

221 In contrast to Funk, I will argue that individual lexical items or larger units of discourse are not "substantive" 

apart from modification by the article. Rather, it is the function of the article to characterize these elements as 

substantive, or "concrete." Thus, the article is not a "luxury of the language," by the Koine era, it is a necessity. See 

below, 6.1-3, 209-18; 9.1, 264-8. 

222 Funk, "Syntax," 3 I. 
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These two assertions allow Funk to draw the following conclusion: 

Frequency, plus the fact that proper use of the article adds much finesse and 
delicacy to the style of any author, leads naturally to wide variation in usage, not 
only from generation to generation, but from author to author. Here is a tool, then 
by mean of which individual creativeness and artistic genius can find its 
expression; only one among many, to be sure, but an important one.223 

This assertion is not entirely false, but the statement must be heavily qualified. Syntax may 

reveal personal style, even as he says "creativeness and artistic genius," but frequency does not. 

Frequency is relevant in this manner only ifthe article truly is a "luxury of the language." 

However, if certain semantic realities require the presence of the article, while others demand it 

be left off, then frequency is no longer determined by individual style, but is rather a function of 

the discourse. 

Regarding the origin and function of the article, Funk is consistent with his 

contemporaries. He maintains that in origin it was a demonstrative and "often exhibits obvious 

affinities with its original function."224 Definiteness is still associated with its function, but in a 

qualified manner. The article places stress on "individuality rather than definiteness ... it defines 

by pointing out individual identity."225 He continues: 

While the article makes a substantive definite, that is not to say that when the 
article is absent the substantive may not be definite. Many substantives in the NT 
are definite though anarthrous. In each case the context must decide.226 

Methodologically, this makes the interpretation of articular and anarthrous constructions just as 

subjective as the supposed usage of the article. Translators and exegetes have no theory of 

grammatical or .syntactical usage to adjudicate between differing positions. 

223 Funk, "Syntax," 3-4. 
224 Funk, "Syntax," 3 I. 
225 Funk, "Syntax," 32. 
226 Funk, "Syntax," 32-33. 
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Funk makes one observation that remains partly true to this day. He observes at the time 

of the writing of his dissertation that, "There are not many good Koine Greek grammars; among 

the best ones, there are even fewer that have anything like adequate treatment of the article."227 

Since the time of his writing, many good Koine Greek grammars have been produced. However, 

as he notes, there remains a lack of anything like adequate treatment of the article. 

d. The Use of the Article with Proper Names. 

Wallace has articulated the difficulty associated with the use of the Greek article with proper 

names as well as anyone: 

The difficulty with the article with proper names is twofold: (1) English usage 
does not correspond to it, and (2) we still cannot achieve "explanatory adequacy" 
with reference to the use of the use of the article with proper names- that is, we 
are unable to articulate clear and consistent principles as to why the article is used 
. • . 228m a gtven mstance. 

Nevertheless, attempts have been made to come up with some explanation of its usage in this 

regard. In the January, 1971 volume of New Testament Studies, Gordon Fee published an article 

titled "The Use of the Definite Article with Personal Names in the Gospel of John." Consistent 

with the time, Fee did not attempt to discern a relationship between the article and personal 

names. It is likely that he, like his contemporaries, did not believe that one exists. Instead, his 

goal was to determine if there were circumstantial or syntactical influences governing its use in 

the Fourth Gospel. Fee begins with the caveat that usage "tended to be marked by individual 

preference, not by generally defined rules."229 His goal, then, is to identify a particularly 

Johannine usage. 

227 Funk, "Syntax," 4. 

228 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 247. 

229 Fee, "Use of the Definite Article," 168, citing B.L. Gildersleeve, "On the Article with Proper Names," 483-7. 
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Fee's first observation is that the anaphoric usage of the article, that is, the rule of 

"renewed mention," does not apply. Briefly stated, this rule argues that names are frequently first 

introduced without the article. Subsequent mentions of the name then employ it. Fee argues that 

only a small minority of occurrences conform to this rule?30 Instead, he observes that certain 

names "tend to disregard all other rules and are always (or generally) anarthrous, while others 

generally have the article."231 In general, compound names are anarthrous, which Fee interprets 

as an explanation for the two anarthrous occurrences of1tVEUJ.HX aywv, arguing that "John 

understands the combination, therefore, as a proper name."232 The exception of the one articular 

233occurrence is explained by the fact that it stands in apposition to 6 napaKA.nwc;. 

In the end, Fee proposes ten instances in which personal names will be anarthrous, versus 

four in which they will be articular. 234 All are based on matters of syntax, or at times the case of 

the name. At no point does he propose or indicate that he even entertains the idea that the article 

may function as a modifier with personal names. 

As Fee did with the Fourth Gospel, Jenny Heimerdinger and Stephen Levinsohn attempt 

to identify patterns of usage in the book of Acts, focusing in the_ text in the Codex Bezae. Their 

first observation is that the problem is exacerbated by the large number oftextual variants of the 

book of Acts involving the presence of absence ofthe article?35 Because ofthis diversity, the 

authors chose to employ Codices Sinaiticus and Vaticanus as representatives of the Alexandrian 

tradition and Codex Bezae for the Western tradition.236 

23°Fee, "Use of the Definite Article," 170. 

231 Fee, "Use of the Definite Article," 170. 

232 Fee, "Use of the Definite Article," 171. 

233 Fee, "Use of the Definite Article," 171. I will argue that this is correct, but for reasons other than Fee's. 

234 Fee, "Use ofthe Definite Article," 182-3. 

235 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 15-16. 

236 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, ''The Use of the Definite Article," 17. 
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Heimerdinger and Levinsohn begin their examination with the statement of a general 

rule: "The unmarked way of mentioning a person by name is with the article. The omission of 

the article indicates that attention is being drawn to the person being named."237 By arguing that 

the anarthrous construction represents the marked form, they argue that this form, 

... draws particular attention to the person in question at that point in the narrative. 
The purpose of omitting the article frequently is to distinguish the person from 
other participants or even other possible participants and so the implication is that 
the person being name is «that one rather than some other ».238 

They believe that this rule explains why a participant's name is anarthrous when first mentioned 

and is then articular in subsequent occurrences: 

When a participant is first introduced into a story, the author almost always 
spotlights his initial appearance on stage so that his presence is clearly registered 
by the audience ... Subsequently, once the participant has entered into the story, he 
can be referred to as a known factor with the other possibilities already ruled out, 
and the article is therefore retained. 239 

In conjunction with this usage, the authors argue that the presence or absence of the article 

performs the discourse function of marking salience, which they define as "attention being 

drawn to a specific participant."240 They argue that the article is dropped in order to highlight 

certain characters: "Highlighting, however, occurs when one character or another becomes 

salient at various other points in the story, too,"241 not just when they first enter. 

The approach employed by Heimerdinger and Levinsohn represents a significant shift 

from traditional approaches to the article, as they themselves note: 

These are rules which operate not on the level of the sentence, which is the 
domain of traditional linguistics, but on the level of larger portions of the text 

237 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 17-18. 
238 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 18. 
239 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 18. 
240 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 20. 
241 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 20. Note that this is contrary to Middleton's 
conclusion that the article is "the symbol of that which is uppermost in the speaker's mind." See above 1.6, 61. 
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such as the paragraph or the episode. For this reason, this type of linguistic 
analysis which looks beyond the sentence for factors governing the features of 
language is known as «discourse analysis>> or «textlinguistics».242 

On the one hand, the authors bring a refreshing new approach to the study of the Greek article's 

function. It is certainly worth investigating how the article may function at the discourse level. 

On the other hand, their approach does continue to operate in a manner similar to that of 

traditional grammarians. They do not attempt to analyze the relationship between the article and 

the head term, in this case proper names. The approach continues to focus on issues pertaining to 

structure. However, it is structure operating at a higher level of discourse than clausal syntax. 

This observation is not meant to denigrate or marginalize such investigation. The article's role in 

syntax and discourse analysis is relevant and will be addressed below. It is merely an observation 

that they, like others, do not address the question of the relationship between the article and the 

head term. 

Kent Spielmann also takes up the discourse approach to the article with proper names and 

using this approach revisits Fee's work in the Gospel of John. Citing the work ofLevinsohn, he 

too argues that, at the discourse level, anarthrous names are marked off as being salient.243 It is 

his conclusion that application ofLevinsohn's guidelines to an analysis ofthe fourth Gospel is 

consistent with and "might explain Fee's observations."244 Spielmann does not challenge Fee's 

findings. Rather, he contends that they only tell part of the story: 

This examination of Fee's findings shows that, while they may accurately ret1ect 
John's style, they tell us very little about the meanings John's style conveyed to 
his original readers. This is because Fee does not take into consideration the 
discourse factors which are the primary criteria governing the use of the definite 

242 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 34. 

243 Spielmann, "Participant Reference," 47. 

244 Spielmann, "Participant Reference," 51. 
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article. Using discourse considerations, I have shown that there are probably 
systematic explanations for most, if not all, ofFee' s findings?45 

Thus, Spielmann's approach is to employ the rules set out by Levinsohn. In so doing, he 

concludes that John's usage of the article is generally consistent with these rules and that 

examination at the level of discourse provides a more exhaustive explanation than Fee's. 

e. Conclusion. 

With regard to the matter of the use of the article with personal names, it is encouraging to see 

scholars moving away from traditional grammatical approaches. As Spielmann writes: "This 

study has shown that a discourse approach to Koine Greek provides a more consistent 

description of language phenomena than the more traditional grammatical approach."246 Without 

commenting on validity of his conclusions, one must concur with the basic premise which 

recognizes the limitations of traditional grammatical approaches and the need for new ones. 

Analysis of the function of the Greek article is certainly appropriate and necessary, and these 

authors are to be commended for doing so. However, the question of how the article functions as 

a modifier, in particular with reference to proper names, remains open. 

8. The State of Current Research. 

Based on the preceding survey of the treatment of the Greek article over the last 150 years, we 

can make the following observations. First, until very recently there has been an assumption that 

the Greek article and both the German and English definite articles performed parallel functions. 

Specifically, the presence of the article was believed to indicate definiteness, just as its English 

counterpart. This resulted in a methodology that explained the Greek article's function by means 

245 Spielmann, "Participant Reference," 60. 
246 Spielmann, "Participant Reference," 72. 
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of analogy with the English definite article, which served as the norm. When it was observed that 

the Greek article functioned in a way that was inconsistent with its English counterpart, it was 

explained as a deviation from this norm. While this correspondence has been (rightly) challenged 

and rejected, the methodology associated with it has not been entirely overturned. The function 

of the Greek article is still too often defined and illustrated via analogy with the English definite 

article. This methodology and its results are unsatisfactory. The grammar of the Greek article 

must be revisited based on a methodology that is grounded in the Greek language and grows 

organically from it. 

Second, German speaking Greek grammarians observed what they believed to be a 

parallel between the German and Greek demonstrative, relative and article. They posited that in 

Greek, just as in German, all three parts of speech may be realized by a single form, concluding 

that at an early stage in its history the Greek article was a realization of all three forms. This 

perception was carried into descriptions of its function in the Attic/Classical and 

Hellenistic/Kaine periods. Early English language Greek grammars were either translations of 

German originals or written by grammarians whose information was based on German work. As 

a result, this triple function was perpetuated in English grammars for decades. Though it may 

have been true at an early stage of its use (a debatable point at best), the Greek article clearly 

developed beyond this triple function, so that by the time of the New Testament it was no longer 

employed as a demonstrative pronoun, and was employed as a relative pronoun only in a reduced 

fashion. 

Third, the overwhelming consensus is that the Greek article was originally a 

demonstrative pronoun. Though it is widely recognized that by the classical period (Attic) and 

into the Hellenistic period (Koine) it was no longer functioning as a demonstrative, grammarians 
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are nearly unified in their assertion that it retained its demonstrative force. For this reason, it had 

been argued that the presence of the Greek article indicated definiteness. While this perception of 

definiteness has been recently challenged, the function of the article continues to be defined in 

light of this association. This is the first point I wish to challenge. Though the article may have 

indeed begun its life as a demonstrative, and in antiquity so been used, it will be argued below 

that by the Koine period, it had moved beyond this role. Grammarians frequently recognize it is 

used as a relative pronoun as well as the article; however this usage does not inform their 

grammar. With the ascendancy of the demonstratives ou1:o<; and EKEtvo<;, the article and the 

relative pronoun followed new trajectories and were both pressed into new services, with the 

article representing a reduced or diminished form and function of the relative pronoun. The 

article and relative pronoun possibly retained a bit of their original demonstrative force, which 

prevents an exact one for one correlation with the English relative pronoun. However, the article 

has moved further from this demonstrative origin than has historically been recognized, and is in 

fact closer in function to the relative pronoun. 

Fourth, to an overwhelming degree, the role of the article has been addressed in terms of 

syntax. This is because no satisfactory description of its function as a modifier could be 

formulated. Scholars observed no universal patterns of usage that would allow them to formulate 

a single, overarching description of its function. This left grammarians to analyze the article in 

terms of a marker of syntax. Yet this analysis also yielded inconsistent results. In the end, it was 

concluded that the use of the article was a matter of personal idiom, of individual style. As stated 

above, the despair felt by previous generations of grammarians was the result of inadequate 

terminology and inaccurate assumptions regarding both the article and the head terms to which it 
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was connected. By revising both terminology and assumptions, it will be possible to articulate a 

single, comprehensive, internally consistent description of the article's function. 

Fifth, though recent studies have brought modern linguistic theory into the analysis of the 

article's function, there is still much work to be done. Many have attempted to analyze and 

describe the article's function at the discourse level. They are to be commended for this, and 

their work should be continued and expanded. However, very little has been done to address the 

article's basic function as a modifier using the principles of modern linguistics. It is the goal of 

the remainder of this work to bring those principles to bear on the Greek article in order to 

formulate a description of its function so that we may, as Rose wrote in his forward to Bishop 

Middleton's book, "account for all the usages of the Article on one principle." 
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Chapter 2- The Common Function of the Article and Relative Pronouns: Methodology 

As noted above, grammarians have historically given little room for the article to function 

as a relative pronoun. Most have agreed to a greater or lesser degree with Moulton's assertion 

that the New Testament "shows no trace of the use of the article as a relative." 1 There have been 

occasional exceptions, such as Moule, who suggested that the article with a participle functioned 

like a relative clause? However, Moulton's view was by far the dominant view and continues to 

this day. 3 By contrast, the following treatment operates from the view that, by the New 

Testament (and more broadly, Koine) period, the article and relative pronoun had both separated 

themselves from the historical demonstrative for purposes that are most closely analogous to the 

English relative pronoun. To adapt the words of Moulton and Howard, the article and relative 

pronoun have detached themselves for special functions answering generally to those of our own 

who, or more specifically, the one who. 4 That this is the case may be demonstrated first by their 

similar morphology, and second by the fact that the two items are employed in similar 

constructions. The purpose of the following chapters is to illustrate these similarities. First, we 

will examine participial clauses that employ the article in order to determine whether they 

perform the same function as defining and non-defining relative clauses, as well as relative 

clauses that function as subject and object. It will be demonstrated that articular participial 

clauses do indeed perform the same function as relative clauses. This, in turn, will demonstrate 

that, in the case of defining and non-defining relative clauses and corresponding articular 

1 Moulton, Prolegomena, 81. 

2 Moule, Idiom Book, I 06. 

3 As noted above, Wallace rejects the notion that the article bears the semantic force of the relative pronoun, Greek 

Grammar, 214. 

4 "The Article has detached itself for special functions answering generally to those of our own the," Moulton and 

Howard, Accidence and Word Formation, 117. 
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participial clauses, the article and relative pronoun are employed to indicate that the speaker or 

writer is providing information that is to be used for the purpose of further identifying the head 

term. In the case of relative clauses and articular participial clauses that function as subject or 

compliment, the article and relative pronoun indicate that information is being provided that is to 

be used as the identifying characteristic of an extra-linguistic referent, rather than a head term. 

Unlike demonstratives, which direct the recipient to the information necessary for identification, 

or the English definite article, which indicates that the recipient already possesses the 

information necessary for identification, the Greek article and relative pronouns indicate that this 

information is being provided by the speaker. Thus, they orient identification of the referent to 

the speaker, not the recipient. The results of this analysis will confirm that the Greek article and 

relative pronoun belong to a common category, which we will designate Ho- items (o- items). 

Second, the information from this examination will be employed to formulate a 

description of the article's function with other parts of speech, both individual lexical items and 

group structures. It will be argued that with all parts of speech the article is employed to indicate 

that the information grammaticalized by the head term is being provided by the speaker to the 

recipient, which he or she is to use for the purpose of identifying the referent. The article is used 

to subjectively characterize the head term as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual 

person or thing, or as a specific instance. With regard to nouns, it will also be argued that when 

the article is not employed, the head term is characterized as abstract, as not belonging to 

experience of an actual person or thing, or a specific instance. Various discourse motives for 

such characterization will also be examined. 
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1. The Semantic Function of Ho- items. 

To begin, it is necessary to categorize the article and relative pronoun as parts of speech 

that operate within a larger system of classification. In his grammar, Halliday places the English 

definite article under the general category TH-item. Lexical items in this category share 

distinctive traits both in morphology and function and consist of demonstrative pronouns and the 

definite article. Closely related are WH-items, which consist of relative pronouns. Each group is 

part "of a wider set embracing both WH- and TH- forms, which taken together fulfill a deictic or 

'pointing out' function."5 These items are listed categorically in the chart below:6 

TH-Items WH-Items 

nominal the this that which what who whose 

adverbial there then thus where when how/why 

[thence thither] [whence whither] 

there- fore/by etc. where- fore/by etc. 

Halliday illustrates the function of these items using the following chart. 7 

Meaning Deictic type Example 

(1) 
{2) 

I'm telling you which 

I'm not telling you which 

TH

WH

I saw the one, this/that (one) 

(a) I'm asking you (bounded) int. def. which/who/what did you see? 

(b) I'm asking you (unbounded) int. indef. whichever etc. did you see? 

(c) I'm not concerned rei. indef. whichever etc. you saw 

(d) I'm telling you about something else rei. def. the one which/who I saw 

The function of deictic elements is to indicate "whether or not some specific subset of the Thing 

is intended, and if so, which."8 These operate within a system of determination, within which 

5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. 
6 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 87. 
7 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 87. 
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Halliday distinguishes between specific and non-specific determiners: non-specific being a(n), 

one, no, and each: specific being the, those, his, her, whose and the chief's. 9 The elements the, 

this, these, that and those are demonstrative determiners, which means that their distinctive 

deictic feature is that ofproximity to the speaker or writer. 10 The English definite article the is 

unique among the determiners: 

The word the is a specific, determinative Deictic of a peculiar kind: it means 'the 
subset in question is identifiable; but this will not tell you how to identify it- the 
information is somewhere around, where you can recover it' ... Hence the is 
usually accompanied by some other element which supplies the information 
required... If there is no such information supplied, the subset in question will 
either be obvious from the situation, or else will have been referred to already in 

d. IIthe 1scourse. 

The two most important pieces of information to focus on regarding the English definite article 

are proximity and recoverability. When a head term is modified by the English definite article, it 

will be something that is proximate in the discourse and recoverable from the discourse, whether 

implicitly or explicitly. Consider that following example, which is a common formula used in 

jokes: "A horse walks into a bar. The bartender says to the horse, 'Why the long face?'" When 

the participant horse is first introduced, it is not known to the recipients. Its identity is not 

recoverable in the discourse, nor is it obvious from the discourse. Therefore, it cannot be 

modified by the definite article. Conversely, subsequent references do employ the article because 

both the speaker and the recipients share common information regarding the identity of the 

participant. The speaker, by employing the definite article, indicates to the recipient, "You know 

which horse I am talking about," because its identity is recoverable from the discourse. By 

8 Halliday, Functional Grammar. 312. 
9 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 312. 
10 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 314. 
11 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 314. 
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contrast, the identity of the bartender is not recoverable from the discourse, even though this 

participant is first introduced using the definite article. This is because the speaker and the 

recipients share common information necessary for identification. The opening statement locates 

the participants in a bar. Since one expects to encounter bartenders in a bar, the identity of the 

participant is obvious from the situation. It is not necessary to establish the bartender's identity, 

since it is assumed based on the context of the situation that there will be at least one bartender 

present. Even the bartender's question, "Why the long face?'' assumes that he and the horse share 

the necessary information to identify the long face in question without further specification. If 

this were not true, he would have had to rephrase the question, "Why do you have a long face?'' 

However, this does not work as well for the purpose of the joke. 

WH- items stand in contrast to demonstrative determiners: 

The category of WH- element opens up this semantic space, of an identity that is 
established by interrogation, perhaps with an element of challenge or disbelief, or 
put aside as irrelevant; or established relative to some other entity. 12 

Thus, "These two values, interrogative and relative, are themselves related at a deeper level, 

through the general sense of 'identity to be retrieved from elsewhere. '"13 If, as will be argued 

below, the Greek article is more closely analogous to WH- items than TH- items, analogy with 

the English definite article breaks down due to two major problems: proximity and recovery. 14 

When modifying a head term, the Greek article will not indicate proximity within the discourse, 

nor will it indicate that the identity of the head term is recoverable from the discourse. Rather, 

the article will indicate that the identity of the head term is recoverable "from some other place." 

This does not mean that the thing identified by.the article has not previously been a participant in 

12 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. 

13 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86, referring to interrogative and relative pronouns. 

14 The use of WH- items throughout excludes the interrogative forms. 
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the discourse, it may very well have. What it does mean is that the information necessary for 

identification is not a matter of proximity or recoverability. Rather, the speaker or writer employs 

the article to indicate that the information necessary for identification is "from some other 

place." Specifically, it indicates that he or she is providing this information. Unlike the English 

definite article, which indicates that the speaker and recipient share the necessary information in 

common, the Greek article orients identification to the speaker alone. 15 The information the 

speaker provides must be accepted by the recipient as the basis for identification. 

Using the information outlined above, we can already begin to understand the difficulties 

that arise when grammarians attempt to define and to describe the Greek article by means of 

analogy with the English definite article. If the Greek article is closely related to the Greek 

relative pronoun, it is more closely analogous to WH- items in English, rather than TH- items 

under which the English definite article is found. Rather than being "cumbersome," as Wallace 

puts it, this is in fact the very function it performs in Greek. The numerous examples that will be 

provided below will illustrate that the function of the Greek article is most closely analogous to 

the "defining relative clause" in meaning, as in Halliday's chart above: (2)(d), "I'm telling you 

about something else." 

At first glance, one immediately notices a strong similarity between (2)( d) and the TH-

deictic type, "I saw the one, this/that (one)." However, it is important to note the distinction: 

15 When an English speaker employs the definite article, the speaker assumes that the recipient possesses the same 
information that he or she does. If this assumption is false, the recipient experiences cognitive dissonance. When a 
speaker says, "Please pass the salt," it is assumed that the recipient possesses the information necessary for 
identifying the salt to which the speaker is referring. It the recipient does not, he or she will respond, "What salt?" In 
this way, the recipient indicates that assumption is false, that the information is not shared and more information is 
required. In contrast, the Greek article does not make this assumption. It gives no indication that the speaker and 
recipient share information. It does not indicate that they do not; indeed they may or may not. It simply makes no 
comment in this regard. The speaker provides the information necessary for identification, irrespective of whether 
the recipient already possessed it and without comment on the matter. 
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The 'defining relative clause' (d) is anomalous, in that, while it does not itself 
identify the thing or person seen, it uses the fact of my seeing for the purpose of 
identification. This is why there is an alternative form using a TH- item as 
relative: the one that I saw. 16 

This distinction is fundamental for understanding the dissonance that analogy with the English 

definite article produces. In English, to employ the definite article is to say, "I'm telling you 

which," meaning "I saw the one, this/that one." The speaker or writer, through the use of the 

definite article, indicates to the recipient that the identity of the thing is proximate and 

recoverable, or is at least obvious from the situation. These statements, by their very nature, 

indicate definiteness, because the item so defined is recoverable, and thus available, to the 

listener or reader. In contrast, WH- elements are not necessarily immediately recoverable, and 

thus available, to the reader or listener: "While it does not itself identify the thing or person seen, 

it uses the fact of my seeing for the purpose of identification." The referent of a WH- element 

may or may not be available to the recipient. Either way it is immaterial, because the speaker or 

writer is indicating that the recipient must accept his or her word that "such a thing exists and I 

am identifying it to you." Additionally, while the function of the WH- item in a defining relative 

clause is the closest analogy to the function of the Greek article, it is not an absolute one-for-one 

correspondence. For example, in English WH- items frequently function as interrogatives, while 

in Greek, this function is performed by other lexical items such as rir;, ri. Thus, we must strive 

to allow the Greek article to speak for itself, resisting the urge to force it into absolute conformity 

with a category from a foreign language. Rather, the categories must be allowed to grow 

organically from the Greek language. The use of English categories must serve merely as point 

of departure. While there will certainly be instances of parallel usage between English and 

16 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. 
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Greek, the analyst must resist the temptation to force conformity where it does not exist, 

allowing the two languages to depart from one another as well. By emphasizing Greek patterns 

of usage, this methodology allows the researcher, on the one hand, to observe general 

characteristics possessed by both the article and relative pronouns, while at the same time 

observing how the article and relative pronouns are functionally distinct. 

Following Halliday's lead, we will employ the category Ho- items [o- items]. Like TH-

items and WH- items in English, Ho- items are grouped together because they share traits in both 

morphology and function. We may begin to organize these lexical items using the following 

chart: 

Ho- item Deictic Type . ' o, n. to art. 

" " " oc;, n. o rei. def. 
~~ ~' ~' 

ocrnc;, nne;, on rei. def./indef.17 

" " O'U, 01tO'U rei. def. 

This is not the first attempt to employ such an organization. Thomas Robinson employs a chart 

based on "Cognate Groups" that is very similar, 18 

' • I 

0 11 'tO 

the I who I which 

0 
I 

11 'tO the adj 
OOE llOE 'tOOE this adj 
~I t!l fl 

o<; 11 o who, which, what pron 
fl 

O<J1tEP 
fl 

111tEP 
u 

01tEP who, which pron 

17 This categorization recognizes that the distinct indefinite usage was breaking down, though not wholly absent in 

the Koine era. 

18 Robinson, Mastering New Testament Greek, II. 
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Robinson's glosses suggest he maintains a close association with a demonstrative function for 

the article. In spite of this, his organization represents a view that associates the article and 

relative pronoun from at least a morphological perspective. 

Before engaging in a focused description ofthe Greek article's function (this will be 

taken up in chapter 6), it is necessary to establish the points of connection between the article and 

the relative pronoun as elements of the general category of Ho- items. By doing so, it will be 

demonstrated that it is correct to place these items in the same category, while also 

demonstrating the fallacy of association of Greek demonstratives and English TH- items. To this 

end, numerous samples will be examined that illustrate how the article functions in a manner 

similar to the relative pronoun, and that certain constructions that employ the article function in a 

manner similar to relative clauses. In this, it will be observed that Ho- items are used to produce 

structures that are functionally parallel. In chapter 3 we will observe that articular participial 

groups perform the same function as defining relative clauses, which identify the head term by 

locating it within a subset, by specifying it as a particular subset of a general class. 19 This is 

accomplished by means of elaboration, where the head term is further specified or described; 

extension, where something new is added to the head term; or enhancement, where the head term 

is qualified "by reference to time, place, manner, cause or condition."20 

The statement "functionally parallel" must itself be qualified. Any unit of discourse at 

any hierarchal level may perform a variety of functions simultaneously. Halliday identifies three 

metafunctions of language: ideational, interpersonal, and textual. Regarding the first two 

metafunctions, he summarizes by saying, "every message is both about something and 

19 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 400. 
20 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 396-410. 
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addressing someone."21 The function of the ideational metafunction is to construe human 

experience by using language to name things, "thus construing them into categories."22 At the 

same time, language enacts "our personal and social relationships with the other people around 

us. "23 This is the domain of the interpersonal metafunction, by which we use language to "inform 

or question, give an order or make an offer, and express our appraisal of and attitude towards 

whoever we are addressing and what we are talking about. "24 

The third metafunction, textual, "relates to the construction of text."25 The textual 

metafunction, 

...can be regarded as an enabling or facilitating function, since both the others 
construing experience and enacting personal relations- depend on being able to build up 
sequences of discourse, organizing the discursive flow and creating cohesion and 
continuity as it moves along.26 

In the following analysis, we are mostly concerned with this third metafunction. We are 

specifically concerned with how Greek speakers use structures that employ Ho- items "to build 

up sequences of discourse." These structures are used by Greek speakers for the purpose of 

realization. The creation of text is the means by which a speaker or writer makes information 

accessible to his or her audience: "Realization comes in because what becomes accessible to us 

is the text as realized in sound or writing. "27 That which a speaker or writer wants to make 

accessible may be realized by a variety of structures. The option to choose between one structure 

or another is part of the process of realization: 

21 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 30. 

22 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 

23 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 

24 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 

25 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 30. 

26 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 30. 

27 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 33, emphasis his. 
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Structural operations - inserting elements, ordering elements and so on- are 
explained as realizing systemic choices ... When we speak of structural features 
as 'realizing' systemic choices, this is one manifestation of a general relationship 
that pervades every quarter of language. Realization derives from the fact that a 

. "fi d 281anguage IS a strati 1e system. 

In this sense, certain structures may said to be functionally parallel. Ho- items are used to 

produce structures for the purpose of realization. While different structures may be used to fill 

the same syntactical slot, they function at ditierent hierarchal levels, or strata. It will be argued 

that the article functions as a form similar to that of the relative pronoun because it is 

demonstrable that the article is used to produce structures that till the same slot as relative 

clauses. This represents a system of choice, whereby a Greek speaker may choose one form or 

the other. With regard to the production of text, both structures fill the same slot, and thus 

perform the same function. However, with regard to both the ideational and interpersonal 

metafunctions, the choice of one structure over the other reflects a difference in meaning, and 

thus they are not in this sense functionally parallel. The statementfunctionally parallel in the 

following analysis applies to the textual metafunction only. The limited scope of this term must 

be stressed, with the recognition that the structures examined below, at other levels of linguistic 

operation, are not at all functionally parallel. 

2. The Discourse Function of Ho- items. 


The presence of two structures that perform the same function provides the speaker with a choice 


in the production of text. Determining the motivation behind the choice of one structure over the 


other provides insight into the meaning the speaker assigns to the structure. 


28 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 24. 
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In language, one observes that there are typical patterns of realization. However, as 

Halliday observes so often happens in language, "in contrast with the typical pattern there is a 

standing-out or marked alternative."29 In relative terms, markedness theory is a fairly recent 

field of inquiry within linguistics. The principles of markedness theory have their origins in the 

Prague School of linguistics based on the pioneering work of Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Roman 

Jakobson in the early twentieth century.30 However, extensive work on markedness did not take 

off until the second half of the century. Despite its youth, markedness theory has seen substantial 

development, such that there is now significant diversity of theories, each of which has expanded 

upon and introduced substantial modifications to its original form. 

From the beginning, at the core of markedness theory has been the concept of polar or 

binary opposition of features, with one pole representing that which is marked, and the other 

unmarked. It is this polarity that is at the heart of markedness theory. As the various schools of 

linguistics began to adopt markedness theory and incorporate it into their system, each gave it a 

form of expression consistent with its own goals and interests while essentially retaining the core 

principle of opposition. Today, though one may not always encounter the terms polarity or 

binary opposition, the influence of these terms and the views that underpin them may still be 

perceived. 

In the 1986 publication simply titled Markedness, Moravicsik and Wirth illustrate the 

basic principles of markedness through the use of analogy. On the one hand, they argue, there is 

a correlation between familiarity and variability. Things that are common or familiar such as 

29 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 70. 

30 Battiste\Ia, Markedness, 1. "Roman Jakobson first discovered the relation of marked and unmarked terms in 1921, 

although it was Nikolai Trubetzkoy who first used the term priznak (Russian "mark") for this particular type of 

opposition." Andrews, Markedness Theory, 1. 
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everyday clothes or food exhibit greater variability, whereas holiday foods and festive attire 

exhibit less variability.31 In contrast to this is structural complexity. They argue "the more 

common an object is in our experience, the more simple it is perceived or created to be."32 They 

conclude that there is a three-way correlation between familiarity, variability, and complexity: 

"Closer familiarity tends to be paired with simpler structure and greater variability; less frequent 

occurrence in human experience goes with increased structural complexity and diminished 

variability."33 It is their argument that this applies to language as well, which "constitutes the 

classic form of markedness theory."34 Unmarked forms are those that have one or more of the 

characteristics of wide distribution, simple structure, and/or rich elaboration. 35 

Building on the work of the Prague school, Edwin Battistella defines markedness in terms 

of polar opposites. Though he is primarily concerned with semantic markedness, his theory has 

implications for the broader field of markedness theory: 

The term markedness refers to the relationship between the two poles of an 
opposition; the terms marked and unmarked refer to the evaluation of the poles; 
the simpler, more general pole is the unmarked term ofthe opposition while the 
more complex and focused pole is the marked term.36 

Battistella latter writes: 

Distribution within a language plays an important role in the determination of 
language-particular markedness values. Unmarked terms are distinguished from 
their marked counterparts by having greater freedom of occurrence and a greater 
ability to combine with other linguistic elements. 37 

31 Moravcsik and Wirth, ''Markedness: An Overview," 1-2. 

32 Moravcsik and Wirth, "Markedness: An Overview," 2. 

33 Moravcsik and Wirth, "Markedness: An Overview," 2. 

34 Moravcsik and Wirth, "Markedness: An Overview," 3. 

35 Moravcsik and Wirth, "Markedness: An Overview," 3. 

36 Battistella, Markedness, I. 

37 Battistella, Markedness, 26. 
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Working within the "functionalist" school (though in practice heavily cognitivistic), 

Giv6n offers three criteria that may be used to distinguish marked and unmarked categories: 

structural complexity, where the marked structure tends to be larger or more complex than the 

unmarked structure; frequency distribution, where the marked structure tends to be less frequent 

and more cognitively salient; and cognitive complexity, where the marked structure engenders 

greater attention, mental effort or processing time.38 He notes that structural complexity has 

traditionally been the criterion of markedness, but that this is "often useless without substantial 

help from [frequency distribution] and [cognitive complexity]."39 

While markedness theory has been the object of significant interest and development over 

the last several decades, it is not without its detractors. Martin Haspelmath argues that the term is 

"superfluous, because some of the concepts that it denotes are not helpful, and others are better 

expressed by more straightforward, less ambiguous terms. "40 Haspelmath lists 12 senses of 

markedness arranged into four classes: markedness as complexity, markedness as difficulty, 

markedness as abnormality, markedness as multidimensional correlation.41 It is this plethora of 

senses that leads him to question the usefulness of the term. Despite his objections, most 

linguists continue to employ the term. 

Prominence is related to markedness but is distinguished from it. Markedness is a matter 

of the production of text. It is simply a matter of the identification of a particular structure, 

without comment upon function or significance. Thus, it may be said that markedness is a matter 

of the textual metafunction only. Prominence, however, has to do with the significance assigned 

38 Giv6n, Syntax, Vol. 2, 947. 

39 Giv6n, Syntax, Vol. 2, 947, also Functionalism and Grammar, 25. 

40 Haspelmath, "Against Markedness," 25. 

41 Haspelmath, "Against Markedness," 25-26. 
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to a particular structure, which is the domain of both the informational and interpersonal 

metafunctions. 

Regarding prominence theory, Reed writes: 

One way to build thematic structure in discourse is by creating prominence (also known 
as emphasis, grounding, relevance, salience), i.e. by drawing the listener/reader's 
attention to topics and motifs which are important to the speaker/author and by 
supporting those topics with other less significant material.42 

He continues by defining prominence as 

semantic and grammatical elements ofdiscourse that serve to set aside certain subjects, 
ideas, or motifs ofthe author as more or less semantically and pragmatically significant 
than others. 43 

Porter quotes Halliday's definition of prominence as "the phenomenon of linguistic highlighting, 

whereby some feature of the language of a text stands out in some way. "44 He observes in 

Halliday an important qualification that we, too, must maintain: 

[Halliday] phrases his definition in such a way to avoid characterizing 
prominence in terms of simply departure or deviance, and sees prominence in 
terms of motivation to create foregrounding. Nevertheless, it is hard to deny that 
there are departures from expected syntactical or paradigmatic patterns, many of 
which may not appear to be prominent in discourse.45 

It is for this reason that we must resist an appeal to simple departure or deviation as the basis for 

an argument for prominence. Instead, there must also be evidence that such a departure or 

deviation is a demonstrably motivated deviation. 

With regard to the function of Ho- items, it will be demonstrated that an analysis of 

certain structures that employ these items will reveal that they may be categorized in terms of 

marked and unmarked forms. One of the most common characterisitics of marked forms is 

42 Reed, "Identifying Theme in the New Testament," 75. 

43 Reed, "Identifying Theme in the New Testament," 76. 

44 Porter, "Prominence: An Overview," 52, quoting Halliday, "Linguistic Function," 340; Explorations, 113. 

45 Porter, "Prominence: An Overview," 52. 
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structural complexity. We will observe that relative clauses generally represent a more 

structurally complex form than articular participial clauses. In instances where a speaker or 

writer may choose between a relative clause and articular participial clause where both are 

equally suited for the production of text, the relative clause represents a marked form. Based on 

this, it will be argued that, at times, marked forms are employed to produce prominence or 

indicate salience. Specifically, we will observe that, in certain instances, when a speaker may 

choose between a relative clause and articular pariticipial clause, the choice of the relative clause 

will indicate the speaker's desire to make that element prominent. 

3. Selection and Organization of Sample Texts. 

There are far too many occurrences of the relative pronoun and relative clauses, to say nothing of 

the article, to engage in an exhaustive treatment of each individual occurrence. The choice of 

each example used throughout this work and their arrangement are based on several factors. 

Passages have been chosen to illustrate the usage of individual authors such as Paul, John, Luke, 

et.al. While the arrangement generally follows a canonical order, authorship overrides canon. 

Thus, the Johannine corpus is grouped together; so too Luke-Acts. Sub-corpora are also grouped. 

The deutero-Pauline letters are separated from the accepted letters and sub-catergorized into 

Ephesians/Colossians and the Pastorals, though it is recognized that even these distinctions and 

groupings may be disputed. The question of source material necessitates that the synoptic 

Gospels be treated both in terms of individual authors and as a single sub-corpora. Hebrews and 

James stand alone. 1 and 2 Peter and Jude present unique issues. 1 and 2 Peter claim to have 

been the work of a single author, while at the same time suggesting different hands (such as 

different scribes). The connections between 2 Peter and Jude are well documented. In all 
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arrangements, the author has chosen to follow the views of the broadest general consensus. In 

addition, it must be recognized that instances of each type of relative clause, for example, will 

not necessarily occur in every New Testament book. 
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Chapter 3- Defining and Non-Defining Relative Clauses 

1. Introduction. 

In this chapter, we will examine how both relative clauses and articular participial clauses 

are used to perform similar functions. It will be seen that both fill the same syntactical slot. In 

these instances, both function to define or provide further characterization of a head term. The 

purpose of this examination is to illustrate how the article and relative pronouns are employed to 

perform similar functions. This, in turn, provides justification for categorizing them together, as 

well for distinguishing the article from the demonstrative pronoun. 

Within a given discourse, the clauses that make up the discourse enter into various 

relationships with one another. At the most basic level, a clause is either primary or secondary. 

Relative clauses are secondary in function, in that they are a continuation of a primary clause and 

are thus dependent. 1 Relative clauses may be both embedded and non-embedded. As an 

embedded element, the function of the relative clause will be either that of a modifier/qualifier of 

the head of the group or it may function as the actual head ofthe group. 2 Non-embedded relative 

clauses do not function as qualifiers but typically add "further characterization of something that 

is taken to be already fully specific."3 

It has long been observed that the Greek language, like English, employs relative clauses, 

which are set apart through the use of the relative pronoun.4 In English, "WH- items also 

function as relatives, marking a 'relative clause'- one that is structurally related to another by 

1 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 376. 

2 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 426. 

3 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 400. 

4 For classic treatments see Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammer, 270-73; Robertson, Grammar, 711, 953-62. More 

recently: Porter, Idioms, 244-53. 
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hypotaxis or embedding."5 As stated above, a relative clause may perform a variety of functions: 

head of a group, qualifier of a head, or a clause that provides further characterization of a head. 

In Greek, relative clauses perform these same functions. However, one will also observe that Ho-

items in general, both the article and relative pronouns, are used to produce structures that 

perform these functions. 6 On the one hand, the relative pronoun is employed with finite verbs; 

while on the other hand, the article is employed with non-finite verbs, in this case, participles. 

Nevertheless, both are employed to produce structures that function in similar ways, as will be 

demonstrated below. It is in this that we observe one ofthe first serious deviations in function 

from the English definite article specifically, and TH- items in general. As Moule observed, 

though did not elaborate upon, the article often functions as a relative pronoun, with its adjoining 

word group functioning as a relative clause. 7 In English, Halliday distinguishes between defining 

and non-defining relative clauses, as well as the relative clause as head of a group. We will 

examine the Greek language to determine if these descriptors are appropriate for it as well. 

2. Defining Relative Clauses. 

While clauses in general may perform a variety of functions, one of the functions of a 

relative clause is that of expansion. In expansion, "The secondary clause expands the primary 

5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 85, emphasis his. "Parataxis is the linking of elements of equal status," while 

"Hypotaxis is the binding of elements of unequal status," Fuctional Grammar, 384. 

6 Robertson observes "The article with the participle is very common as the equivalent of a relative clause," 

Grammar, 764. Moule, as noted above, makes a similar observation, "[The article] also offers (when used before a 

participle or adjective) a neat way of expressing what would otherwise have to be expressed by a relative clause," 

Idiom Book, I 06. Despite these observations, they do not give priority to the relationship between the article and the 

relative pronoun. 

7 Moule, Idiom Book, I 06. 
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clause, by (a) elaborating it, (b) extending it or (c) enhancing it."8 This notion of expansion may 

be illustrated by means of analogy with mathematics: 

elaborating = ('equals') 
extending + ('is added to') 
enhancing x ('is multiplied by')9 

Such clauses are categorized as defining relative clauses. In English, Halliday writes that a 

defining relative clause functions as a qualifier that is embedded in the nominal group. 10 In 

embedding, a phrase or clause "comes to function as a constituent within the structure of a 

group, which itself is a constituent of a clause." 11 As a qualifier, a defining relative clause 

identifies the head term by locating it within a subset, by specifying it as a particular subset of a 

general class. 12 For the purposes of the present analysis, what is most important is that Ho- items, 

both the article and relative pronoun, are used by the speaker or writer to introduce new 

information that the recipient is to use for the purpose of identifying a head term by locating it 

within a subset. 

In English, within the nominal group, a qualifier is an element that follows the Thing 

(often, though not universally, the head term) and is either a phrase or a clause. 13 In Greek, the 

definition of qualifier must be modified due to the syntactical flexibility of the language 

(qualifiers may precede the head term) and the presence of grammatical elements not found in 

English: "A qualifier is a modifier that in some way limits or constrains the scope of the word it 

8 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 377. See also Reed, Philippians, 90-93. 

9 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 377. 

10 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 324-25. 

11 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 426. 

12 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 400. 

13 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 323. Thing is the term employed by Halliday. We will use head term, which 

refers to the head of a nominal group. 
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modifies. Common examples of qualifiers are words in the genitive and dative case."14 In Greek, 

qualifiers may be individual words or larger units such as groups and clauses. The sub-categories 

employed by Halliday are a useful point of departure for examining Greek relative clauses. As 

will be seen, there are general points of continuity between Greek and English, as well as areas 

of discontinuity. Both will be examined below. 

2.a. Elaboration. 

In elaboration, the defining relative clause elaborates on the meaning of the head term "by 

further specifying or describing it."15 This function is common in the New Testament. We will 

first observe this as a function of relative clauses, then as a function of articular participial 

clauses. 16 

2.a.l. Elaborating Relative Clauses. 

In Matt 2:16, the author makes reference to a particular XPOvoc;, time. However, the exact 

nature ofthis time requires further specification. This function of the relative clause is to further 

specify the time to which the author refers: 

... according to the time which he learned from the magi. 

The embedded relative clause is graphically illustrated in the OpenText.org clause annotation: 17 

14 "OpenText.org Annotation Model," lines 38-39. 

15 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 396. 

16 The use of the designation participial clause is based on the definition of clause employed by OpenText.org. 

Among the basic components of the clause is the predicate, which "includes both finite and infinite (participle and 

infinitive) verb forms," "OpenText.org Clause Level Annotation Specification," lines 40-41 (2. Definitions [d4] the 

Predicate). 

17 This type of clause level annotation of the entire New Testament may be viewed at www.opentext.org, from 

which this and the following examples are taken. 


http:www.opentext.org
http:OpenText.org
http:OpenText.org
http:OpenText.org
http:OpenText.org
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A 

Ka'Ta 1:ov xQ6vov 

':lc2_79 1;=::::::::::;r!l==~= _A ,=====jl, , P.P===;r===, = ===
11KQL1....wacV 7IaQa 'TWV fllXYWV 

The time to which the author makes reference is further specified by means of the embedded 

defining relative clause. It is the specific time that King Herod learned from the Magi. Time is a 

very broad, general class. The time which he learnedfrom the magi is a subset within this class. 

By employing a relative pronoun, the writer indicates that he is providing information to the 

reader that he or she is to use to more specifically identify the time. This information is known to 

the writer. 

In Luke 2: 11 , the author employs a relative clause to elaborate on CJW-r~p , savior. In this 

instance, the relative clause further describes him: 

Because today to you was born in the city of David a savior, who is Christ the Lord. 

cj p c A s A 

EV 
Luk.c2_34 s p c rr6Au 

'\c2_32 
Luk.c2_35 oc; E.anv XQLG'TOc; ~av[b 

on 

The head of the group is savior, which also functions as the subject of the clause. The head is 

further described by the relative clause and thus it establishes its identity: the savior is Christ the 

Lord. The head may also be viewed as a class, savior, since there are many whose activities 

would qualify for inclusion into this group. Christ the Lord is a subset of one within this class. 
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The apostle Paul employs a defining relative clause in Rom 10:8 to elaborate on the 

nature of 'tO pru.ta 'tll~ 7tt<J'tEW~, the word offaith: 

,.... ' t\ ' 

'tO PTU.la Til~ 1tt<J'tEW~ 0 KllP'U<J<JO~EV . 


The word of faith, which we proclaim. 


c 

'CO Qf) 1-1a 'Cf)c; n tan:we; _I 
Rom.c10_24 l 

'\c1 0_22 c P 

Rom.c10_25 
0 KflQUGGO!-IEV 

The function of the relative clause may be interpreted as either further specifying or further 

describing the word offaith to which Paul refers. It is the one which Paul and his companions 

proclaim. This is its distinguishing feature . For Paul, any word offaith which is not consistent 

with the one which we proclaim is false. This characterization identifies this particular word of 

faith as a subset within a broader class. 

Paul's use of a defining relative clause may be observed again in 1 Cor 10: 16: 

'tO 1tO't~plOV 'tll~ EUAOyta~ 0 EUA.oyou~EV , ouxl. lCOtVWVta E<J'ttV 'tOU a'i~ato~ 'tOU 
Xpt<J'tOU; 'tOY aptov ov 1CAW~£V , ouxl. KOtVWVta 'tOU crw~ato~ 'tOU Xptcr'tOU E<Jnv; 

Is not the cup of blessing, which we bless, associated with the blood of Christ? 
Is not the bread, which we break, associated with the body of Christ? 

s A c 

'CO TIO'C~QLOV 'CfJc; ElJAOyLac; OUXL KOLVWVLa 
1Cor.c10_54 

'c10_52 1Cor.c10_55 
c 

0 

p 

EUAOYOU~-IEV 

p 

£anv 
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"COV aQ"COV ouxl. ii KOlVWVla "COU OW)-.lCX"COc; ,: tanv 
. ----- ·- ---·----- --- , ! 'I . 1Cor.c10_56 

.._c10_54 c p ! \! "COU XQLO"COU ,, 

·: 1Cor.c10_57:" :, ,_ _ , :: !I1 1 :, 
. OV , · 1V\W)-1£V .; 
[ . 

j 

Instead of additional specification, these embedded relative clauses provide further description of 

the both the cup and the bread: the former is that which we bless, the latter is that which we 

break. There are certainly many cups and many loaves of bread one encounters in daily life. 

These embedded relative clauses specifically identify them through the implied association with 

the Eucharist (blessing and breaking being the associative words). Cup and bread are general 

classes. The cup which we bless and the bread which we break are specific subsets within this 

general class. 

Col 1:4 provides an opportunity to observe both an embedded defining relative clause 

and an embedded participial clause that functions as a reduced defining relative clause. This 

example illustrates the manner in which Ho- items, relative pronouns and the article may share a 

common function. 

UKO'\J<J<XV't£<; 1:-nv 1ttcrnv Uf.lWV EV Xptcr1:<\) 'IllcrOU K<X.t 1:-nv ay0.1tl1V ~v Ex£1:£ Et<; 
n:O.v'ta<; 1:0U<; ayiou<; ~HX TllV EA1tt~a 1:-nv U1tOK£tf.lEVllV Uf.llv EV 'tOt<; oupavot<;. 

Hearing about your faith in Christ Jesus and the love which you have in all the saints 
because ofthe hope which is storedfor you in the heavens. 
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p c 

lXKOVUCXVH:c; u1v nl.anv V~-LWV EV XQLU't:cfJ 'Ir]UOU KCXL 't:llV ayanf]V 

A 

de; Ibu'. T~v £Arriba 

A 

II EXE't:E~ · Col.c1_5 -------,,----nav't:ac; c ACol.c1 _6 1 

u Col.c1_7 E. I V~-LLV I f.v 't:O'ic; Iwv, ~I ayl.ouc;II OUQCXVOLc;KEl!-LEVf]V II 
l 

L 

J 

Love is a very broad notion. For Paul, there is a very specific manifestation of love in operation 

in Colossae that he is pleased to hear about. Within the class of love is the specific subset for 

which Paul commends his audience. The nature of this subset is characterized by a particular 

quality: it is the one which you have. Additionally, they have this love because ofhope. 

However, it is not hope in a generic sense. Paul has in mind a specific sub-set of hope. Therefore, 

he further specifies hope. In this instance, rather than use a defining relative clause, Paul employs 

a participial clause. The sub-set of hope that Paul has in view is characterized by the fact that it is 

the one stored up for you in heaven. In this we observe that both the relative pronoun and the 

article are elements that establish a relation in structures that perform the same function . 

James also employs the defining relative clause for the purpose of elaboration. In Jas 1:12 

we read: 

I t \ t I I 

!J.CX.Kapwc; avnp oc; U7to!J,£V£t rrctpao!J.OV. 

Blessed is the man who endures testing. 

c s 


!-LCXKlXQLOc; av~Q 

Jam.c1_32 


'c1_31 s p c 

Jam.c1_33 


oc; U710!-LEV El 71ElQCXUf10V 
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Through the use of an embedded relative clause, James elaborates on the person who is blessed 

by further describing him. Blessed person is a very general class of thing. Within this class is the 

subset of the one who endures testing. 

John, too, makes use of the defining relative clause. Several examples may be cited. First, 

in 1 John 2:7 the author explains the nature of the new commandment to his audience: 

The old commandment is the word which you heard. 

Hps c 

1Joh.c2_28 c p'\c2_26 

~LJ
 c_
 t._
 2__2_9--'L'-o-v_;__ri_K_o_v_' a_a_ 'r_E_. 

The word to which the author makes reference is further specified; it is the word which you 

heard. For purposes of this letter, this qualification is extremely important, as the author goes to 

great lengths to contrast himself and his teaching with his opponents and their teachings. The 

recipients of the letter have received many words. These words are a general class (we may 

narrow them by using the term teaching). Within this class is the subset of word or teaching that 

is defined as the one which you heard. 

Later, the author elaborates on the nature of a specific promise. Thus, in 1 John 2:25 we 

read: 

And this is the promise, which he himselfpromised to us. 
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p 
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Ea'ri.v ~ £n:ayycAta 
1Joh.c2_1 05 


'\c2_104 
 fCl8s c~J. 

II 

p 1r 
I1Joh.c2_106 \ flv 1 ainoc; E'TlflYYElAa'ro ~flLV 

]I L ..__j L___jj 

'------ -- ----'-

The general class ofpromise is further specified. It is not just any promise, but specifically the 

one which he himselfpromised to us. The nature of the promise is further defined by the fact that 

it was promised by God. 

At one point, the author needs to make a distinction between sub-classes of spirit. Once 

again, this is accomplished by means of defining relative clauses. In 1 John 4:2-3 we read: 

niiv nv£uf-La oof-LoA.oy£1. 'Incrouv Xptcr-cov £v crapKt £A-nt..:u9o-ca EK -cou 9£ou £crnv, 
Kat niiv nv£uf-La of.!n of-LoA.oy£1. -cov 'Incrouv EK -cou 9£ou ouK £crnv. 

Every spirit which corifesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God; and 
each spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God. 

s A P 

EK '[QU EO"HV 

p c 8EOU 

1Joh.c4_6 
pA'\c4_5 

1Joh.c4_7 EV 
1Joh.c4_8 

aaQKL 

cj s A p 

KlXL mxv 'TlV EUfllX EK '[QU OUK EO"HV 

1Joh.c4_ 9 
"c4 6 

1Joh.c4_10 

S A P 8co0 
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The embedded relative clauses in these two verses both specify and define which spirits the 

author is talking about. In the first instance, the spirit that is from God is the one who confesses 

that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh. In the second instance, the spirit that is not from God is 

the one who does not confess Jesus. 

2.a.2. Elaborating Participial Clause. 

In addition to the defining relative clause, an articular participial clause may also be 

employed to qualify a head term. In these instances, the article, like the relative pronoun, 

establishes a relation between the head term and a participial clause. Correspondingly, the 

participial clause qualifies the head term and characterizes it as a subset within a class. 18 In this 

we observe how two different structures are used to fill the same slot. This usage is often 

observed in the so-called second attributive position. 

Among first-century Jews, the name Simon was very common. Therefore, the author 

must further specify which Simon is being referenced. In Matt 4:18 this is accomplished by 

means of a defining participial clause: 

e\oev ouo aoeA-<I>ou<;, Llf..lWVa 'tOV A-EYOf..lEVOV ilE'tpOV Kat , A vopf:av 'tOV aoEA-<I>ov ,

<X'U'tO'U. 


He saw two brothers, Simon, who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother. 

18 The use of the articular participle in place of a relative clause did not go unnoticed by grammarians. Moulton 
observes: "Relative clauses are frequently ousted by the articular participle, which (as Blass observes) had become 
synonymous therewith," Prolegomena, 228. Robertson agrees: "It is a very common thing in the N.T., as already 
noted, to have oand the participle where a relative clause is possible," Grammar, II 08. The comments of Moule 
and Wallace on this usage have already been noted. One is left to wonder why this usage has not played a greater 
role in descriptions of the article's function. In all likelihood, the answer lies in the unswerving association of the 
Greek article with the demonstrative pronoun, as well as the English article. In contrast to Moulton's assertion that 
articular participles "had become" synonomous with relative clauses, I argue that they were by their very nature 
synonomous because of the relationship between the article and relative pronoun. 
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-

cdbcv 
bvo abcAcpov~ ELf-lWVa 

Matt.c4 65 , P , , C I [ -,~b -]- ·wv AcyOf-lEvov ITE'CQOV 

Kai. A.vbQECXV '(QV abcAcpov CXV'COV 

The word group -rov AEyOJ.lEVOV n£-rpov is embedded within the complement. As noted, the 

name Simon was very common in first century Judea. Because of this fact, the name itself may 

be understood as a broad class. In this instance, this name is further specified by the fact that he 

is the one who is called Peter, a subset within the class. 

In Luke I 1 :27, we again observe an embedded defining relative clause in the same 

context as an embedded defining participial clause: 

Blessed is the womb which carried you and the breasts which nursed. 

11 c s 

f-lUKUQLU rl Kou\(a 

p c 

122 
Luk.c11_123 r1 ~aa'Caaam:X aE 

'\c11_120 

Kai. f-lCXO"'COL 

c p 
Luk.c11_124 

oO~ £8T]Aaaa~ 

Womb is further specified by the fact that it is the one which carried you. As seen in the 

OpenText.org annotation, n~acr-racracra crc is embedded, just as a typical relative clause would 

be. Womb is a general class. The one that carried you is a subset ofthat class. Immediately 

following is the more typical embedded relative clause, which further describes breasts as ones 

http:OpenText.org
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that nursed. Again, the class of breasts is defined as a subset by the fact that they are 

characterized as the ones that nursed. Correspondingly, the article is used with a non-finite verb, 

in this instance a participle, and establishes a relation between a clause and the head term. The 

relative pronoun is used with a finite verb and also establishes a relation between a clause and 

the head term. Once again we observe that the two elements perform the same function. This 

example is particularly useful in that it illustrates how the two structures are both embedded and 

function in a similar manner. 

The same author employs this structure in Acts 3:2: 

The temple ' s enterance, which is called "beautiful. " 

A 

7lQOc; '(ilV 8UQCXV '(QU LEQOU
Act.c3_4 


'\c3_2 

Act.c3_5 , P , , c ' 1111 


1'rTJV ttEYO!--tEVTJV WQCXLCXV 

First, the enterance is qualified by the fact that it is the temple 's. Second, it is further specified 

by its nickname, it is the one which is called "beautiful. " Both the qualifier and the defining 

participial clause provide characterization that identifies the head term as a subset within a class. 

A similar form of specification is observed in Acts 3: 11: 

... on the porch, which is called "Solomon 's. " 
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A 

Act.c3_44 
b-d 'rlJ Q"'[Q~ 

'\c3_41 

IAct.c3_45 

p --!I C 

'rlJ KMOUf-tEVlJ II L.oAOf-tWV'roc; 
L 

-

This is another example of specification by means of reference to a nickname. The porch is 

known as the one which is called "Solomon 's. " For further examples see Acts 4:36, Joseph who 

is called Barnabas; Acts 12:25, John who is called Mark; Acts 13:1 , Simeon who is called Niger; 

Col 4: 11 , Jesus who is called Justus. 

In Acts 17:24, the author records Paul ' s speech to the philosophers in Athens. In this 

speech, the apostle distinguishes the God of Israel from the gods worshipped by the Athenians. 

He is: 

The God who made the world and all things in it. 

s 

6 8t:oc; 
Act.c17_103 -,=== 

'\c17_102 p c 
Act.c17 _104 

6 nmf]aac; 'rOV KOUf-tOV KaL miv'ra 'ra f.v atn<fJ 

In the ancient world, there was certainly a plethora of gods. Within this class is the subset of one: 

the God of Israel. When speaking or writing about God, an aspect of his nature to which the 

biblical writers frequently appealed was his activity of creation. In contrast to the pagan gods, 

who were typically depicted as fashioning or bringing order to an existing but chaotic universe, 

God was personally responsible for its existence. Thus, God has ownership and authority over all 

created things; he is Lord. As Paul goes on to say, such a god as this does not reside in temples 
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built by human beings or have needs that could be served by them. In this example, the 

participial clause, which functionally is a defining relative clause, further specifies the God 

whom Paul preaches as a subset within the general class of gods. He is the one who made the 

world and all things in it. 

In the Johannine corpus, we also observe the use of defining participial clauses. For 

example, observe its use in John 5:12: 

Who is the person who said to you, "Take up [your mat] and walk"? 

c p s 

't:Lc;; tanv 6 av8Qwnoc;; 

John.c5_ 46 lXQOV 

cj p , 11 

John.c5_ 47 KCXl 71EQL71CX't:El 

L __ 

The person in question is specified by means of an embedded participial clause functioning as a 

defining relative clause, without which the question would be vague. The paralytic might 

respond, " Which man are you talking about?" Thus, the inquisitors employ a defining participial 

clause to further specify which man is in view. He is the man who said to you, "Take up your 

mat and walk. " 
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In the Johannine writings, the author distinguishes between those who are begotten of 

God and those who are not. In 1 John 4:7, he employs a defining participial clause to identify one 

of the qualities that characterize those who are begotten of God: 

And each one who loves is begotten from God. 

cj s A p 

Kai. nw; 
r 

1Joh.c4_30 p 
'\c4 29 

1Joh.c4_31 6 ayanwv 

In this verse, each one is the subject of the clause. However, the subject needs further 

specification. The phrase oayanwv functions as a reduced relative clause, qualifying the 

subject. It is not each person who is begotten from God, but a subset within this group: each 

person who loves is begotten from God. 

The same author uses a defining participial clause in 1 John 5:4 to identify a subset of 

vlx11, victory: 

\ f! f ' \ f! I f! I \ I t I 

Kat a'U'!11 £0'!tV 11 VlKll 11 VlK11cracra '!OV KOO"I..LOV , 11 rttcrn<; 111..LWV. 

And this is the victory which conquers the world: our faith. 

~ c p s 

KCXl CXV'If] EG'IlV ~ VLKll 

1Joh.c5_17 
'cS 14 

p c 

1Joh.c5_ 18 ~ vu<~aaaa rcov KOGf.!OV 
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s 

. 1Joh.c5_19. ~ n(anc; ~~wv 
'\c5_17 

There is a specific victory that John has in mind. It is defined by the fact that it is the one which 

conquers the world. 

The author of the Apocalypse uses a defining participial clause in Rev 2:20 to further 

specify an individual: 

The woman Jezebel who calls herself "prophet. " 

c 

't:~v yvvaiKa 'IE~a(3EA 
Rev.c2_106 

'\c2_105 p c c 
Rev.c2_107 

~ A£yovaa £av't:~V nqocpf]nv 

The reader may interpret the seer's reference to Jezebel exclusively as reference to the Old 

Testament figure who brought Baal worship to Israel. While certainly John means to make this 

connection, the name is further specified by the fact that she is the one who calls herself 

"prophet. " By defining it this way, John hopes the audience will associate the name and activity 

with a specific "prophetic" member of their congregation and thus reject this person's influence. 

The apostle Paul frequently employs the defining participial clause. In Rom 9:5, he 

further specifies 6 Xptcr1:oc; in this manner: 
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And from whom Christ, according to the flesh, who is God over all things ... 

~I A s 

Kai. l a, wv 16 XQLU'rOc; 
I ,-- --c------~ 

Rom.c9_11 
"-c9_10 

- c --, 
Rom.c9_12 1 , : I , , , ,

0 WV E'Tll 71CXV'rWV 8 EOc; 

Just as god was a class in the ancient world, so too there were many XPtCJ'Wt , anointed ones, thus 

the class Christ. Jesus is the Christ who is defined by the fact that he is the one who is God over 

all things, as subset of the class Christ. 

Just as there were many anointed ones, there are also many laws. In Gal3:21 , Paul 

employs a defining participial clause to identify a subset of law: 

For if a law was given which is able to give life ... 

pcj cj s 

p c
Gal.c3_72 

• c3_75 6 buva~-tEvoc; p
Gal.c3_73 

Gal.c3_74 
l:cyono tfiaa t 

19 In the participial clause, the OpenText.org annotation associates the articl e with the participle. However, it is at 
least possible that the article modifies 0£f5r; and that the participle and prepositional phrase constitute an embedded 
clause. 

http:OpenText.org
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For the sake of argument, Paul suggests that within the general class of law, there may be a 

subset which is defined by the fact that it is the one which is able to give life. Ofcourse, his 

argument is that such a law does not exist.20 

One observes numerous instances of the defining participial clause in the General or 

Catholic Epistles. The author of Hebrews uses this method to further specify the tent (aKT/Vry) to 

which he refers in 9:3: 

But after the second curtain, a tent which is called "Holy ofHolies. " 

A s 

p c 

bE: Heb.c9_6 rl At:yOflEVll . ayt.a ay(wv 

The tent that is being referred to is further specified, not by an embedded relative clause, but by 

an embedded participial clause functioning as a relative clause. It is the tent, which is called 

"Holy ofHolies. '' Tent is a class; the tent which is called "Holy ofHolies" is a subset within that 

class. We observe this again in the next verse: 

The rod of Aaron, which spouted leaves. 

20 This example is the protasis of a second class conditional, which is often defined as presenting a hypothetical 
situation for the sake of argument that is contrary to fact. Whether or not the the protasis is actually contrary to fact 
must be determined by context, Porter, Idioms, 256-60. In this instance, this is a reasonable conclusion considering 
Paul's view of the relationship between law and salvation and/or justification. 

http:exist.20
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Rod is a general class. On the one hand it is qualified by the genitive ofAaron, which restricts 

the head by reference to ownership or possession. In addition, it is further specified as a subset 

within a class by the group~ SA.acr'n1cracra , which sprouted leaves. In both of these examples, 

the relative pronoun has been replaced by the article, the finite verb with a participle. The 

function of both the articular participial clause and the relative clause are the same, they further 

specify or describe the head term in some way. The articular participial clause fills the same slot 

as a relative clause. 

Likewise, this usage is observed in 1 Pet 3:5: 

For thus also, formerly holy women who hoped in God. .. 

A cj A cj s 

1 Pet.c3_9 p c
".c3_1 

al £AnL(ouaaL de;
1 Pet.c3_10 

8cov 

Within the general class of women, you have the subset holy women. Within that subset is a 

further subset of holy women who hoped in God. These women are defined by the fact that they 

are holy and further specified by the fact that they engaged in the activity of hoping. 
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The author of 1 Peter employs these kinds of embedded participial clauses in very 

elaborate and complex ways. Observe the example from l Pet l :3 : 

EuA.oyrrto<; 0 9Eo<; Kat natnp 'tOU K'Uptou llfl.WV 'Incrou Xpt<J'tOU, 0 Kata 'tO 1tOAu 
autou EAEO<; avayEvv~cra<; lli-Hl<;.. . 

Blessed [be] the God and father of our lord Jesus Christ, who gave us new birth 
according to his great mercy ... 

c s 

EuAoyryroc; 6 8Eoc; Kai.na't~Q 'To0 KVQ(ou -rlf-lwv 'Iflaov XQLa'tov 

p 

6 
1Pet.c1_3 A 


.t'c1_3 

1Pet.c1_4 KCX'ta 'tO noAu au'tov f.AEoc; 

Embedded in the subject is the articular participial clause 0 Kata 'tO 1tOAU autou EAEO<; 

avayEvv~cra<; nf..La<;. Embedded with the participial clause is the prepositional group Kata 'tO 

1tOAU autou EAEO<;. The subject, the God andfather ofour lord Jesus Christ, is qualified, that is 

further defined, by the fact that he is the one who gave us new birth according to his great 

mercy. We again observe this same kind of elaborate embedding in l Pet l : 10: 

nEpt n<; crw-rnpia<; E:~EI~~-rncrav Kat E:~npauvncrav npo<!>rhat o't nEpt Til<; Et<; uf..La<; 
xap l to<; 1tPO<I>lltEU<JaVtE<;. 


Concerning which salvation, prophets who prophesied about the grace in you searched 

and inquired. 
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A p 

1Pet.c1_23 

'\c1_18 
 'nEQL ~c; GuY£T)QLac; 

[:,11 f~T]Q"~VT]aav l rrQo¢-'fi'--'tar=L===s==--=--=-= -----,--, 
1 , l!l II 

' Ill 
0 

I 
, 

A 

p 

1Pet.c1_24 
'\c1 23 nEQi. 'rfic; de;1 Pet.c1 _ 25 

V!Jlic; XcXQL'tOc; 

I 
-----~ 

The class, prophets, to whom the author makes reference, is qualified by the fact that the specific 

ones being referred to are a subset which is defined as the ones who prophesied about the grace 

in you. 

2.b. Extension. 

Extension takes place when the defining relative clause adds something new to the head term. 21 

[n English, "The only sense of extension which produces embedded clauses is that of possession, 

introduced by whose, ofwhich/which. .. ofor a ' contact' relative ending with of"22 [n Greek, 

possession may be indicated by means of the genitive case, whereby the identity of the head term 

is restricted by the word in the genitive, indicating "some sort of dependent or derivative status 

for the governing (head) term in relation to the word in the genitive."23 Therefore, one would 

anticipate that, if this type of relative clause appears in Greek, it would employ a relative 

2 1 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 405 . 

22 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 432. 

23 Porter, Idioms, 93 . The function of restriction is " the essential semantic feature of the genitive case," Porter, 

Idioms, 92. 
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pronoun in the genitive case. This proposition is problematic because of the reality of attraction, 

whereby a relative pronoun's case mirrors its antecedent rather than being determined by its 

grammatical function. Thus, many instances of genitive relative pronouns will not indicate 

possession. In addition, indicating possession is only one of several possible uses of the 

genitive?4 Once these factors are taken into consideration, what at first appeared to be a simple 

proposition is revealed to be anything but simple. Upon examination, attempts to conform Greek 

usage to this category will be frustrated. In what follows, we will test the category of extension to 

determine if it is applicable to New Testament Greek. 

2.b.l. Extending Relative Clauses. 

The challenge of identifying the category of extension is well illustrated in 1 John 3:24: 

And by this we know that he remains in us, from the spirit which he gave to us. 

p 


1Joh.c3_100 Ka. 'L 1 


cj A 

• c3_99 f.v 'rOV'r<fJ yLvwaKo~tev 

cj p A 

1Joh.c3_101 


'\c3_100 on ~Eva f.v rl~lLV 

_t__ 

A 

f.K 'rOU nvcu~a.'roc; 
1Joh.c3_102 	 ipc c

• c3 	 100 

1Joh.c3_103 ou rl~LV i£bWK£V 


The genitive may indicate that the head term is "a portion of a larger body denoted by the item in the genitive," it 
may indicate "ownership or source," or it may be used to "draw a comparison," to name a few, P01ter, Idioms, 92
97. 

24 
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At first glance, this instance appears to fit the criteria of extension: there is an embedded relative 

clause that employs a relative pronoun in the genitive case. However, in this instance, the 

function of the genitive case may be explained apart from simple possession. On the one hand, 

the relative pronoun may be in the genitive case due to attraction?5 On the other hand, it may be 

employed to indicate the origin or source of the head term, 'tOV 7tVEUJ.Hl'toc;. 26 Thus, while 

structurally this example fits the pattern outlined above, it varies from the definition laid out by 

Halliday. This does not render Halliday's category useless, however. We may employ it as a 

launching point for a categorization that is more organic to the Greek language. As noted above, 

the basic function of the Greek genitive case is that of restriction. 27 Based on this, it is possible 

to still view the relative clause as something that adds to the head term by way of extension, but 

it is the addition of a restriction. Another possible course would be to opt out of Halliday's sub

category altogether in favor of a new sub-category: that of restriction instead of extension?8 

Greek speakers did not employ the gentive case only to indicate possession, as English 

speakers understand it. At times they also employed the dative case for this purpose, which 

grammaticalizes "the semantic feature ofrelation."29 As with the genitive, possession was only 

one of many possible functions. Nevertheless, it presents another option to potentially identify 

extending relative clauses in Greek. Consider Luke 8:41: 

And behold, a man whose name (was) Jairus came 

25 Brown, The Epistles ofJohn, 466; Smalley, 1,2,3 John, 212; Culy, 1,11,111 John, 99. 

26 Porter, Idioms, 93. 

27 Porter, Idioms, 92. 

28 This, of course, would result in the loss of the convenient alliteration of elaboration, extension, and enhancement. 

29 Porter, Idioms, 97. 
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Luk.c8_210 

L c8_208 KCXL ,:::] 

ILuk.c8_211 

"-c8_210 

L 
~A;ev i Uv~J 

- s-----,r---c-l1 
Luk.c8_212 

"-C8_211 

A coursory reading of the text suggests that this construction might represent extension. 

However, as the OpenText.org annotation clearly illustrates, the relative clause is not embedded, 

which is one of the characteristics of defining relative clauses. While dative relative pronouns are 

common in the Greek New Testament, by a significant margin their case is due to the fact that 

they are the object of the preposition f.v or because they must agree with the case of their head 

term. Ultimately, examples of extending relative clauses that employ the dative case remain 

elusive. 

2.b.2. Extending Articular Participial Clauses. 

Examples of the article in a participial clause functioning in this capacity may also be 

observed. As noted with the relative pronoun, this usage is not entirely consistent with that of 

English, which is the basis of Halliday's categorization. If we maintain the sub-category of 

restriction, rather than extension, we have something more serviceable to the Greek of the New 

Testament. 

In Acts 19: 18, the head term is extended by means of additional information that serves 

to restrict it: 

And many ofthe ones who believed were coming. 

http:OpenText.org
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s p 

noAAa[ TlQXOV'TO 

Act.c19 72 ~~~j
'\c19_71 'TE 

Act.c19_73 
p 

'TWV 7lE7lLO"'TEUKO'tWV 

11 

In this example, the articular participial clause adds new information to the head term, but this 

information serves to restrict it. The many to which the author makes reference are restricted by 

being characterized as the ones who believed. 

Likewise, in Rom 8: ll , Paul employs an articular participial clause in the genitive case to 

extend the head term: 

cl o£ 'tO 1tV£Ufl<X 'tOU Eyctpav-roc; 'tOV 'lll<JOUV EK V£Kpwv OlK£l £V 'Ufllv, 

But if the spirit ofthe one who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, 

cj cj s p A 

El bE. 'TO nVEVf-W. OLKEL EV Uf..!LV 
Rom.c8_29 

.tc8_31 p c A 
Rom.c8_30 

'TOV EYELQlXV'TOc; 'TOV 'lflO"OUV EK VEKQWV I 

Additional information is provided regarding the spirit. Again, this inf01mation restricts spirit. 

In this instance, ownership is indicated. He is the spirit ofthe one who raised Jesus from the 

dead. 

The restriction of the head term in 1 Cor 4: 19 is accomplished by means of an articular 

participial clause: 

And I will know not the word ofthe ones who are arrogant, but the power. 
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cj p c'I 

1. Kctl yvwaoJ ~ yov p~aL ov Aor1Cor.c4_72 1 


'\c4_70 

1Cor.c4 73 _ ,
I c - 'WV TWj>VCTlWf!EVWV

I 
_j 

cj c
1Cor.c4_74 

'\c4_72 

New information is provided by the participial clause, which indicates who "owns" the word. It 

belongs to the ones who are arrogant. 30 The same is true in I Pet 1 :3: 

Through the knowledge ofthe one who called us ... 

A 

bt.ix -rf]c; £:myvwaEwc;
2Pet.c1_4 


'\c1 3 p 
 c 
2Pet.c1 _5 

-rou KMEaav-roc; ~~lie; 

As was the case with dative relative clauses, there are no clear examples of extending 

participial clauses in the dative case. [n instances where the dative case is observed, the 

participial clause often functions as the head of a nominal group (see chapter 4.2 below), and 

therefore does not perform an extending function. In other instances, the dative case is required 

to agree with the head term, or is the object of a preposition such as f.v or ouv. 

This attempt to identify extension in Greek illustrates the challenges, and sometimes 

obstacles, one faces when attempting to categorize grammatical elements in one language using 

categories from another language. In the case of elaboration, Greek usage is fairly consistent 

30 Ownership or possession is not the only possibility. Consistent with the description provided by Porter, the 
genitive may indicate the origin or source of the word to which Paul refers . 
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with that of English and so the category proves useful. This is not the case with extension. The 

notion ofpossession, which is a defining characteristic of the category in English, may be 

indicated in Greek by means of either restriction (the genitive case) or relation (the dative case). 

Neither corresponds exactly with the English usage. In addition, examples of embedded 

structures, another characteristic of extension, are rare. This demonstrates the need for flexibility 

and adaptability with regard to linguistic description. To force the category of extension onto the 

Greek lanauge would represent the imposition of a foreign classification (not unlike classifying 

the Greek article as a "definite article"). The use of restriction and/or relation, rather than 

extension, while requiring modification ofthe description to make it conform to Greek usage, 

would reflect a categorization that is more organic to the language. In the end, we must question 

the usefulness of this category as a means of describing Greek usage. 

2.c. Enhancement. 

When a defining relative clause enhances the head term, it does so "by qualifying it in one of a 

number of possible ways: by reference to time, place, manner, cause or condition."31 

Specifically, "the relation between the embedded clause and the Head noun is a circumstantial 

one of time, place, manner, cause or condition."32 

2.c.l. Enhancing Relative Clauses. 

The use of relative clauses for the purpose of enhancement is common in the New 

Testament. This is observed in Luke 7:37: 

And behold, a sinful woman who was in the city, 

31 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 410. 
32 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 432. 
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The woman in this passage is defined by her circumstances: the place she is in is the city, her 

condition is sinful. This situates her as a specific subset within the class, woman. 

In John 1 :30, the circumstances are of a temporal nature: 

o{rr:o<; ECJ'Lt v U7tEp ou Eyw E~7tov· 07tt()(J) J.lO'U EPXE'tat avnp o<; EJ.l7tpocre£v J.lO'U 
I f f ,..... I ,. 

YEYO VE V, O'Lt 7tpW'tO<; J.lO'U 11 V. 

This one is on behalf of whom I said, "A man is coming after me, who came to be 
infront ofme, because he was before me." 

s p c 

o[noc; E: anv A s p 

John.c1 10s tmEQ ou E: yw d rwv 

A P 	 S 

on(aw flOV EQXE'[(Xl cXVTJQ 

pS I A 

John.c1 _107 oc; I Ef17lQOa8 £v y £yovEv 

John.c1 _106 I f.!OV
L- 

pcj c 

.John.c1_108 OH 	 7lQC~noc; fJV 

f.!OV 
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In John the Baptist's famous riddle concerning Jesus, he qualifies Jesus by means of a 

spatial/temporal play on words. Though Jesus is the one who comes after him, he was ahead of 

him because he existed before him. John worded his riddle in a way that needed further 

specification. A man was coming up behind him. Within this class is a specific subset, which is 

defined by the circumstances outlined in the defining relative clause. He is the one who came to 

be infront ofme. 

The apostle Paul enhances a head term in 1 Cor 7:20 by reference to a more general set of 

circumstances: 

Each one in the role in which he or she was called, in this must remain. 

s A 

1Cor.c7_73 
'\c7_72 

EKCXO"'LOc; f. v 'Llj KAr'

1Cor.c7_74 

]aEL 

A p 

~ f. KAr'J8YJ 

pA
1Cor.c7_75 

'\c7 73 f_ v 'LatJ'Ll] 1-!EV E'LW 

The role or station in which one may be is not specific enough and therefore must be enhanced 

upon. [tis not any role, but the role in which he or she was called. The relative clause provides 

additional information regarding the circumstances surrounding the condition in which one is 

called, as well as identifying the specific subset of station to which Paul makes reference. 

The circumstance to which the apostle makes reference in Eph 2: 13, couched in spatial 

terms, have spiritual and relational connotations: 
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V'UVt o£ EV Xptcr-r0 'lll<JOU Uflctc; o'l. 1tO't£ OV't£t; JlaKpav Ey£V~81l't£ £yyuc; EV -r0 
a'I.Jlan -rou Xpt<nou. 

But now you in Christ Jesus, who were formerly Jar away, have become near by the 
blood of Christ. 

1r 1.---- 1" pCJ A s A~~A 
vvvL b£ EV Uf.!ELc; £ycviJ8fJn: £yyvc; fv"~ 

Eph.c2_36 
'\C2 33 CXLf.!CXH 

'IfJ<JOV Eph.c2_37 OL 
XQL<J'rcfJ s A p 

'rOU710'[£ OV'rEc; 
XQL<J'[QlJ 

For the Christians in Ephesus, their previous condition was one of distance from God. The 

function of the embedded relative clause is to enhance the head term by means of reference to 

their place (the spatial relationship likely being a metaphorical description of a spiritual state). 

The reader observes a causal set of circumstances in 1 Pet 4:11: 

£\. nc; otaKOV£t, we; £~ tcrxuoc; ~c; XOP11Y£t oScoc;. 

[f someone serves, as from strength which God provides. 

cj S P 
1Pet.c4_ 33 

• c4_34 '-c'( nc; bt.a.KOVEL 

A 

1Pet.c4_34 c p s 

'\c4 32 


1Pet.c4_35 f]c; XOQfJYEL 6 

8c6c; 

The strength to which the author makes reference is qualified with regard to its cause; it is 

strength which God provides. This cause distinguishes this strength from other kinds of strength 

within the general class of strength. 
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2.c.2. Enhancing Articular Participial Clauses. 

As we observed with the elaborating relative clause, enhancement is also accomplished 

by means of the article at the level of embedded participial clause. This construction is observed 

in the opening of several of the New Testament letters as a way of identifying the addressees by 

mean of reference to their place, that is, their location. This is seen in 1 Cor 1:2: 

To the church of God, which is in Corinth. 

1Cor.c1_1 


1Cor.c1_2 


The address in 2 Cor 1: 1 is identical to the example above from 1 Cor 1 :2. The address in Phil 

1:1 	follows the same structure: 

n&mv 'tOte; ayio tc; EV Xptcr't0 'I 1100U 'tOte; o-i:Jotv EV <l>tA.innotc;. 

To all the saints in Christ Jesus, who are in Philippi. 

c 


naow 'rOLe; ay[mc; f_ v XQLO'r4) 1TJOOU 

Phil.c1_1 p A 

Phil.c1 _2 
'rOLe; ouatv E. v <l>v\[nnmc; 

This is again observed in Eph 1: 1: 

To the saints, who are [in Ephesus}. .. 
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'rOLe; ayl.mc;- -
c 

-- ;1Eph.c1 _1 

-I 
p r A 

Eph.c1 2 _ .,. , , , 
TOL<; ouutv l1 cv c¢W<f' 

l 

In each of these examples, the recipients are specified as a subset within a class, whether that 

class is church or saints. They are defined by their location. 

We observe articular participial clauses routinely employed throughout the New 

Testament for the purpose of enhancement. In Acts I0:14, the men are identified with regard to 

their condition: 

Ot av8pEc; Ot U1tE<J'tCXAf.1EVOt uno 'tOU KopVllAtOU. 

The men, who were sent by Cornelius 

s 

Act.c10_57 
Ol aVbQEc; 

'\c10_56 p A 
Act.c1 0_58 

Ol arrcG'[(M!-1EVOL urro '[QU KOQVflAl.ou 

The condition of these men is defined by the fact that they were sent by Cornelius. Later, in Acts 

16:3, another group is identified in terms of location by means of an enhancing articular 

participial clause: 

Kat A.aSwv nEptE'tEf.!EV a\nov 8ux 'touc; 'Iou8aiouc; 'touc; ov'tac; f.v 'tote; 'tonotc; 
, ' 
EKEtVOtc;. 


And taking [him] , he circumcised him because of the Jews, who were in those regions. 
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~ ~ A ~c -l!Cl A 
1 Kai. - P J nEQLE'H:I-!Ev II a"lnov I ~nix 'Touc; 'Iovba(ovc; 

Act.c16_9 Aa~wv I I ,I P 'I ~==u 
Act.c16_8 
'\c16_6 ~ 'TOUc; f.v 'TOLe; 


,I Act.c16_10 OV'Tac; ~~ 'TCmOLc; 


,I ' EKELVOLc;-~L-
The designation Jew is a class of people. Within this class are subsets. In this case, the Jews to 

which the author makes reference are a subset that is further specified by their location: they are 

the ones who were in those regions. 

Enhancing participial clauses are employed in the Johannine corpus. In John 1: 18, Jesus 

is also identified with reference to his circumstances: 

The one and only God, who is in the bosom ofthefather. 

s 

John.c1 _50 p A
'c1 49 

John.c1_51 owv de; 'TOV K6Anov 'TOV na'TQOc; 

Embedded within the subject is the articular participial clause owv etc; tov KoA.nov tou 

natpoc;. It further qualifies who the one and only God is by means of reference to his 

circumstances, specifically his place. He is the one who is in the bosom ofthe father. 

In Rev 1:8, God 's own self-description is realized by means of enhancement through the 

use of embedded articular participial clauses that reference his circumstances: 
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"I am the alpha and the omega," says the Lord [who is] God, "the one who is and the one 
who was and the one coming. " 

A S ipll- CA
Rev.c1 _32 


'\c1 31 
 vai. clfltlV £yw clfll 'rO aA¢a Kai. 'rOW I 

p s 

p 

Rev.c1 _34 
6wv 

Rev.c1 _33 
'\c1 32 cj p 

Rev.c1 _35 
Kai. 6 Tiv 

cj p 
Rev.c1 _36 

Kai. 6 EQXO fl cvoc; 

As Paul wrote, "there are many gods and many lords," (1 Cor 8:5). Within these classes ofgods 

and lords, God defines himself as a subset. The head term Lord God is enhanced by means of 

reference to his circumstances, which in this instance are temporal in nature. Rather than employ 

a relative clause, the author uses two embedded articular participial clauses. Again, the article, 

functioning like the relative pronoun, introduces participial clauses that function as relative 

clauses. In addition, one interesting observation regarding o~v must be made. Typically, a 

relative pronoun is employed in clauses with a finite verb, while the article is employed in 

clauses with non-finite verbs such as participles and infinitive. In two of the qualifiers above, this 

is the case. In the other, the article actually modifies a finite verb, ~v. On the one hand, this 

instance illustrates the wide variety of head terms to which the article may be affixed (which we 

will discuss below). On the other hand, it also illustrates that structure is not an either/or 
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proposition: relative clause or articular participial clause. If the article is being employed as a 

relative pronoun, then this is a relative clause. If the article is functioning as a true article, then 

the verb is occupying a position not usually reserved for finite verbs. This demonstrates the 

flexibility inherent in the system. Relative clauses and articular participial phrases are not 

opposed in an absolute sense. Rather they stand at opposite ends of a sliding scale, with 

structures such as this one falling somewhere in between. Most importantly, it illustrates that the 

article and relative pronoun were viewed as somewhat interchangeable, confirming that they are 

categorically similar. 

Enhancement through reference to condition is observed in Rev 2:17: 

I will give to him from the manna, which is hidden. 

p c c 

bwaw at:n:<fj 'rOU j..Hivva 
Rev.c2_91 

• c2 89 p 
Rev.c2_92 

'rOU KEKQUj...q..tEVOU 

This manna is defined by its condition; it is in a hidden state. 

The apostle Paul frequently employs articular participial clauses for the purpose of 

enhancement in his letters. Note this usage in Rom 1:3: 

Concerning his son, who came into being.from the seed ofDavid according to the flesh. 
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A 

TIEQL 'TOV vloD atnov 

IRom.c1_3 1 ~ p I 
Rom .c1 4 _ , 

- 'TOV YEVOf.lEVOV 
l ___J 

The son is defined in terms of causation, that is, with regard to his origin. He is the one who 

came into being from the seed ofDavid according to the flesh. 

Similar to the condition of origin is the condition of cause, which is observed in Gal. 2:9: 

And knowing the grace, which was given to me, 

cj p c 

Kai. yv6v'TEc; 'Tilv XcXQLV 
Gal.c2_34 p c 

Gal.c2_35 
'TilV bo8ELO"cXV f.lOL 

I L 

l 

The head term grace is enhanced by means of reference to its condition based on its cause. Paul 

writes that it is the grace which was given to me. Once again, the embedded articular participial 

clause functions as a defining relative clause. 

Examples abound in the general epistles as well. A few examples are sufficient to 

illustrate this usage. Observe, first, the author of Hebrews in Heb 2:5: 

For he did not subject to angels the world, which is coming. 

'Tilv ptMouaav 

A cj c p c 

'c2 8 p 
Heb.c2_1 6 

Heb.c2_15 
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The circumstances of the world are defined in temporal and conditional terms: it is the world 

which is coming [lit. about to be/become/come to pass]. 

The usage is found in Jas 2:7: 

Are they not blaspheming the good name, which was given to you? 

A s p c 

OVK CXV'Wl ~;\aacpT)~OVO'LV "CO Ka;\ov ovo~a 
Jam.c2_20 

'\c2_19 p A 
Jam.c2_21 

Further description of their name is provided by this embedded articular participial clause by 

means of appeal to origin as well as current condition: it is the name which was given to you. The 

obvious implication is that this name was given by God himself. Thus, the significance of their 

name, the honor associated with that name, and the seriousness of the blasphemy, is enhanced. 

Lastly, observe the usage in 1 Pet 1:25: 

And this is the word, that was proclaimed to you. 

ps cj c 

1 Pet.c1 _71 p A 
'c1 60 

1Pet.c1_72 "CO EvayycALa8i:v 

The word to which the author makes reference is further defined by appeal to its origin: it is the 

word that was proclaimed to you. This is deictic, pointing back to the previous statement, which 
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is a quotation of Isaiah 40:6-9, "The word of the Lord remains forever." Defining it this way 

enhances the status of this word. 

3. Non-defining Relative Clauses. 


According to Halliday, a non-defining relative clause "functions as a kind of descriptive gloss to 


the main clause."33 He continues: 


As far as the meaning is concerned, the clauses do not define subsets, in the way 
that a defining relative clause does... A non-defining relative clause.. . adds a 
further characterization of something that is taken to be already fully specific.34 

These clauses are not embedded but stand in hypotactic relation, which Halliday defines thus: 

Degree of interdependency is known technically as taxis; and the two different 
degrees of interdependency as parataxis (equal status) and hypotaxis (unequal 
status). Hypotaxis is the relation between a dependent element and its dominant, 
the element on which it is dependent.35 

These types of non-embedded, dependent clauses abound in the New Testament. 

In Matt l0:26, the subject of the main clause may be interpreted as fully specific; it does 

not need to be further defined by locating it within a subset of a general class: 

ouoi::v yap rcrnv KEKa:\:u)..l)..lEvov oouK anoKa:\:u<t>9~crE-rat Kat Kptm-rov oou 
yvwcr9~crE-ra t . 

For nothing is hidden, which will not be revealed; and [nothing is] secret, which will not 
be known. 

s cj p c 

Matt.c10_93 oubE. v yaQ EO"'TLV p 
'c10_92 Matt..c10_94 

KEKMVflfl EVOV 

33 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 399. 
34 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 400. 
35 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 374. 

http:dependent.35
http:specific.34
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Matt.c10_95 S 1 p 
ll"'1 

'\c10_93 0 IOUK anoKai\u<{>8r1cn:'rCU 

cj I c
Matt.c10_96 


'\c10_93 Kat KQUTI'rOV 


-=p==-11s A
Matt.c10_97 


'c10 96 
 0 ou yvwa8r1aaat 

In this passage, the main clause nothing is hidden/secret is fully specific, needing no further 

definition. However, this is not all there is to say. The relative clauses, which are clearly not 

embedded as seen in the OpenText.org annotation, provide additional information, as Halliday 

says, "a descriptive gloss." Both relative clauses are dependent upon the main clause, and thus 

are in hypotactic relation. Not only is there nothing hidden, such hidden things will be revealed. 

Likewise, secret things will be known. 

This "further characterization" is observed in Luke 5:10: 


O)..l.Otwc; ()£ Kat ' IaKW~OV Kat 'Iwavvnv uiouc; ZE~E3aiou , oi ~(JaV KOlVWVOt n}2 

~t)..l.WVl. 


Likewise, and also James and John, sons of Zebedee, who were partners with Simon. 

A cj cj c
Luke.c5_42 

"cs_40 OflOLW~ b£ Kai. 'IaKW~OV Kai. 'IwaVVf]V uiou~ Zc~cba[ou 

ps c
Luke.c5_ 43 

• 5 42 ol. flaav Kotvwvoi. 'rcfJ ELflWVL 

Again, the relative clause in this example is not embedded. In this passage, the individuals James 

and John are already fully specific; they do not need to be further defined by being located 

within a subset of a general class. However, the author chooses to add further characterization, 

which was accomplished by means of a non-defining relative clause. 

http:OpenText.org
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Like his fellow wri ters, Paul employs non-defining relative clauses, as is seen in Rom 

1: 1-2: 

Having been set apart for the good news of God, which was promised beforehand 
through his prophets ... 

p A l 

Rom.c1_2 


ci<pWQLUpEvoc; de; cuayy£ALOV 8cOU 

p 


Rom.c1_3 

c A 

0 TLQOcTLfJYYclAarro C)lCx rrwv TLQOcpf]'rWV aurrov 

In this instance, good news ofGod is also fully specific, but is further characterized by the fact 

that it was promised beforehand through his prophets. Again, we observe this usage in Rom 

3:30: 

Et:m::p Et<; 0 8£0<; o<; 8tKatW<J£t 7t£pt't0~~v EK 7tt<J't£W<; Kat aKpO~'U<J'tt<XV 8ux 't~<; 
' 1tt<J't£(J)<;. 

If indeed God is one, who will justifY the circumcised by faith and the uncircumcised 
through faith . 

cj c s
Rom.c3_90 


'\c3 89 7


dncQ He; 6 8 c6c; 

s p c A
Rom.c3_91 


'c3 90 
 oc; C)LKCXLWUEL ncQLrrop~v EK n[un:wc; 

cj c A
Rom.c3_92 


' 3_9 
 KCXL cXKQO~UU'rllXV bLix rrfic; n[urrcwc; 

The subject, God, is certainly fully specific. However, Paul chooses to add further 

characterization: God is the one who will justifY both the circumcised and uncircumcised by 

faith . 
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In 1 Cor 1 :30, Paul provides further characterization of Christ Jesus: 

But you are from him, in Christ Jesus, who became wisdom to us from God. 

A cj s
1Cor.c1_82 


'\c1 76 
 El; atnov bE. v~tcl.c; t:~~~-v XQlCf;Q '!l]CTO~ 
s cp

1Cor.c1_83 

'\c1_82 
 oc; £ycv~8f1 aocp(a ~~l.v C<'mJ 8co0 

Christ Jesus is fully specific. He does not need to be further defined by being located within a 

subset of a general class. The descriptive gloss provided by the relative clause ties Christ Jesus 

to the larger discourse of the first part of the letter, in which Paul challenges the Corinthians' 

pretensions of wisdom and knowledge. Jesus is the one who became wisdom to us from God. 

Later, in 1 Cor 15: 1, Paul ' s characterization of the gospel is tied to general point he wishes to 

make in this section of the letter: 

yvwpisw 8£ UJllV, a8EA<j>Ot , n) EuayyEAtoV 0 EU11YYEAWUJ111V UJllV, 0 Kat 
napEAa~E'tE . 

But I make known to you, brothers, the gospel , which I preached to you, which you 
indeed received. 

p cj c add c 
1Cor.c15_ 1 

pc c
1Cor.c15_2 

"c15_1 0 EVflYYEALacX~flV v~l.v 

cj cj p
1Cor.c15_ 3 


c15 2 
 0 KlXl TilXQEAa~erE 
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In this instance, the gospel is fully specific; it does not need to be further defined by locating it 

within a subset of a general class. Nevettheless, Paul chooses to add further characterization. For 

the purpose of his current argument, the gospel to which he refers is characterized by the fact that 

it is the one which he proclaimed to them and the one which you received. Central to his 

argument is the fact that the resurrection is a core component of the gospel, the same gospel the 

apostle first preached to the Christians in Corinth. To deny the resurrection is to deny the gospel 

that is the foundation of their faith, their religious identity. Thus, the relative clauses do not 

locate the gospel within a subset, but provide elaboration, which forms the basis of Paul ' s 

argument that the resurrection has been a component of the gospel from the beginning. If the 

Corinthians believers accepted the gospel Paul originally proclaimed, they accepted the 

resurrection. 36 

Another example from Paul ' s writings may be observed in Gal4:26: 

But the Jerusalem above is free, which is our mother. 

s c p 

i] EAEU8EQlX EO"'[ LV 
Gal.c4_82 cj 


'\c4_76 

N: 


avw 'IcQOUGMfJI-.1 


ps c
Gal.c4_83 


"c4 82 
 fine; EG'rlV 1-1 ~ 'rllQ i] 1-1 wv 

" Paul is not here setting out to prove the resurrection of Jesus. Rather, he is reasserting the commonly held ground 
from which he will argue against their assertion that there is no resurrection of the dead," Fee, The First Epistle to 
the Corinthians, 718. 

36 
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The descriptive gloss of Jerusalem as that which is our mother does not define the city, but is a 

characterization that serves to tie it to the immediate discourse regarding Hagar and Sarah. Both 

are significant mother figures from the Torah, whom Paul uses allegorically. Likewise, 

Jerusalem is used as an allegorical mother figure. 

This usage is found in the General Epistles as well, as is seen in Heb. 9:7: 

Not without blood, which he presents on beha(f ofhimself. .. 

A A
Heb.c9_19 


'\c9_18 ou XWQLc; Gllf.HX'IOc; 


pc A
Heb.c9_20 


'\c9 19 


In this instance, the relative clause provides a descriptive gloss of the head term. With regard to 

the blood the priest offers, it is that which he presents on behalfofhimself. 

As demonstrated in the examples cited above, Greek speakers and writers also employed 

non-defining relative clauses. However, unlike defining relative clauses, which are paralleled by 

defining articular participial clauses, there are no instances of a non-defining articular participial 

clause, which by definition occurs in a non-embedded structure. However, these may be found in 

an embedded structure, which perform a parallel function. See, for example, Col 1:7-8: 

Ka.Swc; E~-taS£1:£ ano 'Ena<j>pa 1:0U aya7tll1:0U cruv8ouA.ou ~llWV , oc; E<J'ttV 1tl<J1:0<; 
U1tEP UllWV 8taKovoc; 1:0U Xpt<J1:0U, 0 Kat bllAWcrac; ~IllY 't~V UllWV aya7tllV EV 

' 1tVE'Uil<X1:t. 

Even as you learned from Epaphras our beloved fellow servant, who is a faithful servant 
ofChristfor your sake, who also made known to us your love in spirit. 

http:cruv8ouA.ou
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cj 'r--- p I A 
Col.c1 _16 

'\.c1 _15 Ka8wc; I E!-HX8cn: ~ 'E71acpQa '(QU aya7111'r0U auvbouAou~v 
p c 

oc; £anv 

A 

Col.c1 _17 EV 
'\.c1 _1 6 

cjCol. c1 _18 

KCXL 

The first relative clause, who is a faithful servant ofChristfor your sake, does not define 

Epaphras as a subset. Instead, it provides further characterization of him. Likewise, the articular 

participial clause who also made known to us your love in spirit does not function to define 

Epaphras as a subset, but also provides further characterization of him. However, because it is a 

participial clause, it must operate as an embedded element. 

4. Conclusion. 

Based on an analysis of the examples cited above, several conclusions may be drawn regarding 

Ho- items. First, the use of relative clauses and articular participial clauses to fill the same 

syntactical slot and perform similar functions demonstrates that the article and relative pronoun 

have a far greater grammatical and functional relationship than has been historically 

acknowledged. This relationship is demonstrated by the fact that they frequently operate within 

structures that function as embedded qualifiers. This supports the hypothesis that the article and 

the relative pronoun are related parts of speech. 

Second, while the function of embedded defining relative clauses may be paralleled by 

embedded articular participial clauses, non-defining relative clauses will not be paralleled by 
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non-defining articular participial phrases in a non-embedded structure. Instead, while such 

relative clauses will be non-embedded, articular participial clauses that perform a parallel 

function will only be found in an embedded structure. 

Third, while Halliday's categories of defining and non-defining relative clauses generally 

translate well to the Greek language, it must be recognized that this correspondence is not exact. 

This was observed in regard to extension, which we suggested must be expanded in definition 

and/or renamed as restriction/relation in order to be faithful to Greek usage and grammar. 

However, it was also acknowledged that, even with modification, this particular category may 

not be useful for the purpose of describing Greek usage. 
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Chapter 4 -Relative Clauses as the Head of a Nominal Group. 

While relative clauses often function as a qualifier within a group, they may also function as the 

subject or object of the verb. The relative pronoun is "widely used to bring clauses into relation 

to each other."1 However, its function in Greek extends beyond that of the English relative 

pronoun. It is also employed to construct clauses that function as the subject or object of a 

clause. When so employed, its force is more akin to the one who or that which. As Halliday 

notes, in English this is realized by means of an alternate form of relative clause which uses a 

TH- item as relative "the one that I saw" or "the one I saw. "2 In Greek, this is realized by means 

of the same forms of the Ho- items. Clauses of this type are embedded within the main clause. 

In these instances, the question of the identity of the subject is not merely a matter of 

whether it is recoverable from the text.3 As noted above, when using a Ho- item, the speaker or 

writer is not saying, "I'm telling which," in the sense that he or she is directing the recipient to 

the information necessary for identification. Instead, the speaker or writer is indicating "I'm 

telling you about something else. "4 The information necessary for identification is being 

provided by the speaker or writer. The identity of the referent established by the relative clause is 

introduced to the discourse by the speaker or writer. Thus, the deixis of the relative pronoun is 

1 Porter, Idioms, 132. 
2 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. 
3 In his chapter on relative clauses, Porter includes the sub-category Substantival Relative Clause. He notes in these 
instances that ''the pronoun does not have a specific referent but it must be inferred from the context," Idioms, 245. 
He later notes: ''In nearly 500 instances in the Greek of the NT, a relative pronoun standing alone (without an 
accompanying preposition) takes on a meaning apart from its normal relational usage (e.g. adverbial) or assumes 
an unspecified referent," Idioms, 251. It is my argument that, in these circumstances, the function of the relative 
pronoun, as well as the article, is to indicate that a class is in view whose identifying characteristic(s) are provided 
by the speaker or writer. Though the referent may be non-specific, in that no actual person or thing is in view, it is 
characterized as such a person or thing that may or does exist. 
4 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 87. 
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exophoric, it points "outward from the text."5 This stands in contrast to the function of the in 

English, which signals "You know which one I mean," because the information is available to 

the recipient.6 The English definite article and demonstratives perform the same specifying 

function. However, the demonstratives "state explicitly how the identity is to be established" by 

directing the recipient toward the necessary information.7 Conversely, the English definite article 

does not direct the attention of the recipient, but simply indicates that the identity is indeed 

known. In the case ofthe relative clause, the speaker gives no indication that the identity of the 

referent is known to the recipient; it may or may not be. From the perspective of the speaker this 

is immaterial. By employing a relative clause in this manner, the identity of the thing or person 

so referred to is defined by what is predicated about it by the clause, either as a process or state. 

As with defining relative clauses, this function is paralleled in articular participial clauses. Like 

the relative pronoun, the Greek article indicates that the process or state grammaticalized by the 

pariticiple is to be used as for the purpose of identification. It does not indicate that the recipient 

already possesses this information. Rather, it indicates that this information is being provided by 

the speaker. 

At this point, it is necessary to consider how the referent in these constructions is 

characterized. As noted in the historical overview, it was long asserted that the Greek article was 

used to make the head term definite. Over time, this view has been rejected in light of 

considerable evidence to the contrary. Some have adopted the term substantivize, which 

generally means that the article may tum a part of speech into a substantive. In this usage, the 

5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 534-35. 
6 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 558. 
7 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 558. 
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term substantive is generally synonymous with noun. 8 This, of course, begs the question of how 

the article functions with nouns (this will be addressed below). Rather than attempt to redefine 

substantive, the term that will be employed herein is concrete. Among its many definitions, 

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary provides the following definition of concrete: 

"characterized by or belonging to immediate experience of actual things or events."9 Similarly, 

Webster's New World Dictionary, Second College Edition provides the following definitions: 

2. Having material, perceptible existence; of, belonging to, or characterized by 
things or events that can be perceived by the senses; real; actual3. referring to a 
particular; specific, not general or abstract. .. 5. designating a thing or class of 
things that can be perceived by the senses: opposed to ABSTRACT- n. l.a concrete 
thing condition, idea, etc. 10 

Using these basic definitions, we may formulate a description of the how the referent is 

characterized in the following relative and participial clauses. In these instances, the referent is 

characterized as concrete, that is, it is characterized as belonging to experience of an actual 

person or thing. It must be emphasized that this is a characterization. It does not mean that an 

actual person or thing is grammaticalized in a definite sense. It is merely characterized as such a 

person or thing. If an actual person or thing is in view, this will be established by other linguistic 

features. In addition, it is a subjective characterization; the characterization is based on a choice 

made by the speaker. By employing a Ho- item, the speaker indicates that he or she is providing 

the information necessary for the recipient to identify the referent. 

Lastly, we must consider the significance of the speaker's choice to employ one clause 

type in favor of the other. In certain instances, it is arguable that either a relative clause or an 

articular participial clause would be equally suited for the production of text. In other instances, 

8 See Wallace's usage of the term, Greek Grammar, 231. 
9 Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, "Concrete," 273. 
10 Webster's New World Dictionary, "Concrete," 294-5. 
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we will observe a shift from one clause type to another. It is unlikely that the choice made in 

these instances is merely arbitrary. Instead, it represents a meaningful choice. Drawing upon 

work done in fields of markedness and prominence, we may posit an explanation for such a 

choice. 

l. The Relative Clause as Subject or Object. 

Observe, for example, the use of the relative clause as subject in Matt 5:19: 

o<; Eav ouv AUGlJ ~-tiav 't:WV EV't:OAWV 1:0U1:WV 't:WV EAUXt<J'tWV Kat 8t8U~1J OU'tW<; "COU<; 
avSpwn:ou<;, EAUXt<J'tO<; KA118~<J£1:at EV 1:~ ~CWtAEta 't:WV oupavwv. 


Therefore, whoever breaks the least ofthese commandments and teaches people thus will 

be called least in the kingdom of heaven. 


s 
-- ---""!' - C- -1·- p A 

s A p c £AaxLa'foc; IKAll8iJac:'faL £v 'flJ 

~aaLA (qoc; Uxv A6m;] ~[av 'fWV 
Matt.c5_67 'fWV 

J OUQ£XVWV 

Matt.c5_ 66 
cj• c5 64 
T

OlJV 

'r 
cj p A 

Matt.c5_68 Kai. ~>Lba~TJ OV'fW<; 'fOV<; 

£v'foAwv 'fOV'fwv 

'fWV £Aax[a'fWV 

c 

cXV8QC~m:ou<; 

In this instance, the relative pronoun does not function to bring the clause in which it is used in 

relation to another clause. Instead, the relative clause functions as the subject of the main clause. 

By employing a relative clause this way, the identity of the referent is defined by a process in 

which he or she engages; the subject is the one who destroys the least ofthese commandments 

and teaches people thus. The referent is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of 
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an actual person. For the purpose of the discourse, he or she is such a person whose sole 

identifying characteristic is the process grammaticalized by the clause. By characterizing the 

referent in this way, the speaker may hold it out for examination, for the recipient ' s 

consideration, as someone who belongs to reality. However, there is no indication that the 

referent is an actual person. In fact, the use of the subjunctive mood indicates that referent is 

characterized as hypothetical. Thus, while the Ho- item characterizes the referent as concrete, the 

additional linguistic feature of the subjunctive mood indicates its condition with regard to 

definiteness , or in this instance, indefiniteness. In addition, the Ho- item orients the identity of 

the referent to the speaker. It does not direct the recipient to the information necessary for 

identification, nor does it indicate that the recipient already possesses this information. Rather, it 

indicates that the speaker is providing this information to the recipient. 

In Matt 10:27, two relative clauses are employed as complement rather than subject. 

That which I say to you in the darkness , speak in the light, 

and that which you hear in the ear, proclaim on the rooftops. 

c lr- p H A 

Matt.c10_98 c p c A dna't:c f. v 't:cfJ cpw't:L 
'c1 0_96 Matt.c10_99 

6 At yw Uf.!LV EV 't:ll <JKO't:L0 
Jl 

cj c p A 

Matt.c10_100 KO:l c A p 
'.c10 98 Matt.c10_101 

6 d e; 't:o ouc; aKOV en : 
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As in the previous example, the identity of each complement is defined by a process: in the first 

instance it is that which I say to you, in the second instance it is that which you hear. Once again, 

the referents are characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual event. On the 

one hand, it is not hypothetical, as in the previous example. The use of a verb in the indicative 

mood indicates that the predicate is characterized as belonging to the realm of a real process. On 

the other hand, there is nothing to indicate that a specific speech event is in view in a definite 

sense. Instead, that which I say to you probably refers to the whole of what Jesus spoke over the 

course of his ministry. Though it refers to things actually spoken, in all likelihood it also refers to 

the content of future teaching as yet unspoken. This illustrates that, while Ho- items will 

characterize something as concrete, definiteness is established by other linguistic elements. 

The use of a relative clause as subject is observed in Luke 7:23: 

And blessed is the one who is not offended by me. 

cj c p s 

Luke.c7_113 Kal. f..WKctQLOc; EO'UV s A A p A 
'\c7_1.12 Luke.c7_114 

oc; Uxv ~tl aKavbaALa8~ EV E ~Ol 

As seen earlier, the use ofEav and the subjunctive mood form indicates that the referent is 

hypothetical, that it is one who is held out for the audience's consideration (allowing for the 

possible translation choice whoever). At the same time, this only works if the subject is 

characterized as concrete, as belonging to the realm of experience of an actual person, thus 

available for examination and consideration. 
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The apostle Paul , in Rom 7:15, employs a relative clause to identify an activity, which he 

presents to the recipients: 

For I do not know that which I am doing. 

p 

Rom.c7_59 c cj p o0 yLvwaKw 

c A 

• c7 _55 Rom.c7_60 
6 

The identity of the referent is realized by means of a relative clause. It is identified by what is 

predicated about it: it is that which I am doing. This information is provided by Paul and is based 

upon his seeing. The recipients are fully dependent upon Paul provision of this information for 

the purpose of identification. The referent is concrete in that is it characterized as belonging to 

the realm of an actual event. However, there is no indication that it makes reference to any 

specific or definite event. 

In 1 Cor 11:27, Paul employs a relative clause as subject: 

:: 0.<YC£ oc;~ &v 'E<J9tlJ '"COV' ap:_ov -~ 7ttVlJ '"CO~ 7t0'"C~ptav '"COD K'UptO'U aval~'twc;, £voxoc; 
£<J'"Cat '"CO'U <JWf..La'"CO<; Kat '"CO'U atf..La'"CO<; '"CO'U K'UptO'U. 

So that whoever eats the bread or drinks the cup ofthe Lord unworthily will be guilty of 
the body and blood of the Lord. 

cj s c 

wan: s A p c £voxoc; 
1Cor.c11 _101 

oc; av [ a8(1J 'rOV cXQ'rOV p 

1Cor.c11 _100 EU'rlXL 
cj 

1Cor.c1 1_ 102 ~ 

p 

71LV1J 

c 

'rO 710'rrlQLOV 

'rOO KVQLOV 

A 

aval;(wc; 
'rOO aw1-1a'roc; Kai. 

'rOO ai'l-!a'roc; 'rOO 

KUQLOU 
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The relative clause does not indicate that a specific individual in view. The referent is 

characterized as concrete. It is held out for the consideration of the audience as someone who 

could indeed exist. In fact , Paul has already made clear there are those in Corinth who are indeed 

eating and drinking unworthily. However, by employing a relative clause of this type, Paul is 

able to introduce this individual into the discourse as a new participant. He creates a sense of 

distance, of separation, between those who are guilty of sin in Corinth and this hypothetical 

individual. Rhetorically, this allows the apostle to challenge the guilty individuals in a non-

confrontational manner. The onus is upon the recipients to examine themselves and determine if 

their behavior or attitudes conform to this individual. 

In Jas 2:10, the author employs a relative clause to hold out a hypothetical individual for 

the audience' s consideration: 

oanc; yap OAOV 'tOY VOJ..lOV 'tllP~01J 7t'tCXl01J 8£ EV f:vt , y£yov£v nav-rwv Evoxoc;. 

For whoever keeps the whole law, but stumbles in one part, becomes guilty of [breaking] 
all. 

p 

s c p y £yov cv 71cXV'rWV £voxoc; 

s c 

Jam.c2_30 
oanc; oi\ov '[()V VO!--tOV 'rllQrlall 

Jam.c2_29 cj
c2 27 

p cj A 

Jam.c2_31 


f.v i::vi. 

Up to this point in the discourse, James had been speaking to his audience directly, repeatedly 

using the second person plural. Now he introduces a new participant into the discourse. The 

identity of this person is characterized by the fact that he or she is one who keeps the whole law 
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but stumbles in one part it. As with previous examples, the referent is characterized as concrete. 

A person may or may not exist; James makes no comment either way, but characterizes the 

individual as one who does exist for the sake of his argument. 

2. Articular Participial Clauses as Relative Clauses. 

There are a number of examples that illustrate how an articular participial phrase is used 

to fill the same slot as a relative clause as the subject or complement of a clause in the New 

Testament. Consider, first, the use of a relative clause as subject in Mark 4:9: 

., ' I ' I 

oc; EXEt una aKounv aKOUE'WJ . 

The one who has ears to hear must hear. 

s 

s p c 

Mar.c4_39 
'\c4_38 Mar.c4_40 p 

Mar.c4 
lXKOUELV 

The identity of the referent is established by what is predicated about it: he or she has ears to 

hear. The speaker/writer presents this individual as someone concrete, yet non-definite; as such a 

person who exists, yet not associated with an individual who could be singled out by name or 

face by the audience. It is noteworthy that in the parallel account in Matt 13 :9 this expression is 

realized by an articular participial clause rather than a relative clause: 

6 £xwv W'Ta aKou£-rw (also 13:43). 

The one who has ears must hear. 
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r p ls 

Mat.c13_33
I Mat.c13_34 1 , , P '\c13_32 

oc:xwv 

------' '------ -

As observed in the previous sections on relative clauses, articular participial clauses function in 

the same manner as relative clauses. As such, they may also serve as the subject or object of a 

clause. Below are several examples where both articular participial clauses and relative clauses 

appear in close proximity, illustrating their parallel function. 

Matt 10:37-38, 'o Q>lAWV 7l:<:X'!Epa ~ J.lll'!Epa U7tEp 'EJ.lE OUK E<J'!lV J.lOU a~tO<; , Kat 0 

Q>lAWV UtOV ~ 9uya-r£pa U7tEp EJ.lE OUK E<J'!tV J.lOU a~tO<;' Kat o<; ou AaJ.lSavat '!OV 
<J'!aupov au-rou Kat CxKOAOU9Et 07tl<JW J.lOU, OUK E<J'!tv J.lOU a~tO<;. 

The one who loves father or mother above me is not worthy of me. And the one who 
loves son or daughter above me is not worthy of me. And the one who does not take his 
cross andfollow after me is not worthy of me. 

ps 	 A 

p 	 OUK i:anvc 	 A 
Matt.c10_131 ~lOU 


'c10_130 Matt.c1 0_132 6 11lX'rEQa ~ u11£Q 
 al;wc; 
cjxAwv pryr£Qa £p£ 

cj 	 s A p c 

Ked 	 p c A OUK i:anv pou 
Matt.c10_133 

al; Loc;• c10 	 131 Matt.c10_134 6 ULOV ~ u11£Q 
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cj s A p c 

Kal s A p c OUK £auv 1-i-OV 

Matt.c10_136 0<.; ou Aa~t~avEL 'rOV a'raVQOV a~LOc; 

Matt.c10_135 
'c10_133 

au'rov 

cj p A 
Matt.c10_137 

Kal aKoAou8ci. C>TrLOW 1-i-OV 

Note the parallel constructions. All three clauses employ the same verb, which is negated by 

ouK, and the same complement ).lOU a~w<;. In clause one and two, the subjects are realized by 

articular participial clauses incorporating the word group 6 <j>tA.wv, which may be translated the 

one who loves or the one loving, followed by a complement the elements of which are from the 

same semantic domain; the first phrase incorporating parents, the second children. 11 Each phrase 

then incorporates the same adjunct: the prepositional phrase un£p E).!E. As with the relative 

clauses in the examples cited above, the identity of the subject is established by means of 

reference to what is predicated about him or her, in this instance, the activity of loving. The 

subject is presented as someone concrete, yet non-definite; there is no indication that a specific 

individual identifiable by name or face is in view. The structure of the third clause is consistent 

with those cited above, employing a standard relative clause as subject. In all three instances, 

though employing different clause types, the functions of the clauses are the same. This example 

affords an excellent opportunity to observe the article operating within a participial phrase that 

performs the same function as a relative clause, but is a reduced form. In addition, the choice to 

employ articular participial clauses in the first two main clauses and a relative clause in the third 

main clause may have been motivated by a desire to give the third clause prominence, indicating 

11 See Louw and N ida, Greek/English Lexicon, Domain I 0 Kinship Terms, Sub-Domain B Kinship Relations 
Involving Successive Generations. 
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to the recipient that the content of the third clause captures Jesus' main point. It may function as 

a summary statement of the material beginning in v. 34. 12 As noted above, the content and 

structure of the first two clauses is very similar, nearly identical, as the OpenText.org clause 

annotation clearly illustrates. In terms of both content and structure, the third clause represents a 

significant shift. Not only is there a shift from articular participial clause to relative clause, it is 

arguable that the relative clause is also structurally more complex. On the one hand, participles 

do not grammaticalize mood. 13 In this instance, the processes grammaticalized by the participles 

function as the identifying characteristics of the referents. On the other hand, in the relative 

clause, the use of the indicative mood form indicates the speaker's choice to grammaticalize his 

perspective of the verbal action with regard to its relation to reality. 14 When all these factors are 

brought together, it is reasonable to conclude that the shift to the relative clause represents a 

motivated choice to make that element more prominent. 

In Rom 2:21-23, Paul employs a series of five successive clauses of parallel structure. 

The first four incorporate an articular participial clause as subject; the fifth a relative clause: 

oouv <>t<>acrKwv E·n:pov cr~::mnov ou <>t<>acrKEtc;; oKlJpucrcrwv Jln KA.bt'l:Etv KA.E7t1:Et<;; 
oA.£ywv Jlll JlOtKE'IJEtV )lOtXEUEt<;; o~{)£1-:ucrcro)lEVO<; 1:a EtDWA.a. tEpocruA.Et<;; o<; EV 
VOJlCJ! Ka.'Uxacra.t, Dta Tll<; na.pa.~a0"£(1)<; '[OU VOJlO'U 'l:OV 9EOV Cx1:tJlU~Et<;; 

The one who teaches others, do you teach yourself? The one who preaches, "Do not 
steal, " do you steal? The one who says, "Do not commit adultery, " do you commit 
adultery? The one who detests idols, do you desecrate temples? The one who has 
confidence in law, do you dishonor God by breaking the law? 

12 Nolland's comments on 10:38 suggest such an interpretation, but not quite as explicitly as I have, "This final 

statement both interprets and generalizes the preceeding two, and with its fresh image of suffering to be faced 

integrates the material here with that ofvv. 34-36," The Gospel ofMatthew, 440. However, he does not note the shift 

from participial clause to relative clause. 

13 Porter, Idioms, 181. 

14 Porter, Idioms, 50. 


http:tEpocruA.Et
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Rom .c2_65 
naQa~aaEwc;'rou 8Eovc2_63 Rom .c2_66 oc; EV KauxaaaL 
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This rather lengthy example helps again to illustrate the use of the article and relative pronoun in 

a way that is functionally parallel. Paul had been, up to this point, speaking directly to Jews both 

by name and through the use ofthe second person. Now, he introduces new participants into the 

discourse. While the following interrogation may indeed be leveled at the Jewish audience, the 
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wording Paul employs does so in a roundabout way, as observed above in 1 Cor 11:27. The 

accusations are leveled at imaginary interlocutors, who are characterized as though they are in 

reality present, that is, concrete. Once again, the apostle does not confront the recipients directly, 

but holds out an unnamed individual as an example of the kind of behavior he is confronting. 

The recipients now have the responsibility of examining themselves to determine if they are 

guilty of these transgressions.The subjects ofthe first four clauses are all realized through the use 

of an articular participle clause. The last clause has as its subject a standard relative clause. In 

each, the identity of the subject is established by what it predicated about him or her: the one 

who teaches, the one who preaches, the one who says, the one who detests, and the one who has 

confidence. Though realized by different clause types, in terms of the production of text they are 

functionally equivalent. As with the previous example, one must ask why the apostle shifts from 

the articular participial clauses to a relative clause. Once again, the answer may lie in his desire 

to make this element prominent. Like the example from Matthew above, the relative clause 

represents a break in an established pattern. It is also, arguably, a more complex structure. In 

terms ofthe larger co-text of Romans, the fifth clause is a summary statement of Paul's 

overarching challenge in the epistle to those who confidence is based on law. Thus, it may also 

be viewed as a comprehensive statement of a general problem, of which the previous four 

clauses provide specific examples. 15 This would explain Paul's choice to make this element more 

prominent. 

1 John 4:6 provides another example of this parallel structure: 

15 Moo seems to draw a similar conclusion. Though he takes the fifth clause to be a statement, rather than question, 
he suggests that it "brings home to Paul's Jewish addressee the accusation developed in vv. 17-22," The Epistle to 
the Romans, 165. Moo makes no reference to the shift from participial phrase to relative clause. Morris suggests that 
"this accusation hits at the heart ofhis religious understanding," The Epistle to the Romans, 138. 

http:examples.15
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ru.t£tc; EK -w-u ecou E<Jf.lEV. 0 ytvwaKwv 'tov ecov aK01JEt nJ.lwv. oc; ouK £anv EK tou 
ecou ouK aKouEt nJ.lwv. 

We are from God. The one who knows God hears us. The one who is notfrom God does 
not hear us. 

ps A 

1Joh.c4_22 
c4 1 ~f.! ELc;; EK '(QU 8EOU EG!J.EV 

ps c 

p c cXKOVEL ~pwv
1Joh.c4_ 23 

·.c4_22 1Joh.c4_ 24 6 ytVWGKWV '(QV 8EOV 

s A p c 

1Joh .c4_ 25 s A p A 

c4 23 1Joh.c4_ 26 oc, OUK t'au v EK '(QU 8EOU 

In this example, the author contrasts two classes of individual. Note the use of the same 

predicator and complement that creates the sense of parallelism, as well as the contrast in the 

construction of the subjects. The first clause in the parallel construction employs an articular 

participial clause functioning as a relative clause as subject, while the second clause employs a 

standard relative clause. Both function as the subject of the main clause. Up to this point, John 

has moved back and forth between the first and second person, speaking about himself and his 

associates, as well as directly speaking to his audience. Now he introduces two new participants 

into the discourse for his audience to consider. In order to be held out for examination, these 

participants must be characterized as concrete, as something that may be examined. However, 

there is no indication that definite, specific individuals are in view. The identity of the first 

participant is defined by a single characteristic: he or she is the one who knows God. Such a 
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person listens to John and his confederates. The obvious implication is that his audience should 

emulate such a person. This person stands in contrast with the next participant, the one who is 

not from God. This person is also held up for the audience's consideration. Such a person does 

not listen to John and his confederates. As with previous examples, this places the recipient in 

the position of self-examination to determine to which class he or she belongs. In addition, the 

author has shifted from an articular participial clause to a relative clause. Based on the previous 

examples, there is mounting evidence to support the argument that, when all other factors are 

equal, the relative clause represents a marked form. If this is true, then in this instance the 

author's choice to employ a relative clause indicates his desire to make this element more 

prominent. 16 His motivation may be to emphasize to his readers the true nature of such people so 

that they, the readers, will avoid them. 

The previous examples followed a similar pattern of clauses employing articular 

participial clauses followed by a relative clause. The following example, taken from Matt 5:31

32, employs a different structure: 

'Eppf.en of.· oc; av anoA:UcrlJ 't~V yuva1xa <XU'tOU, OO't(J) <XU'tlJ anocrtacrwv. Eyw OE 
AEYW Ullt v O'tt nac; 0 anoA.uwv 't~V yuvatK<X <XU'tOU napEK'tO<; A.oyou nopvEta<; 1tOtEt 
<XU't~V llOtXEU9TtVat, Kat oc; £av cX1tOAEA'U1!EVllV ya~-tncrlJ, I!OtXU't<Xt. 

It is said, whoever divorces his wife must give her a written notice of divorce. But I say 
to you, each one who divorces his wife, except for sexual immorality, causes her to 
commit adultery. And whoever marries one having been so divorced, commits adultery. 

16 Brown notes the shift from participle to relative pronoun, but gives no indication that he attaches significance to it, 
Brown, The Epistles ofJohn, 499-500. 

http:prominent.16
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This example begins with a clause of saying, which is followed by a clause that provides the 

content of what was spoken. The subject of this content clause is realized by means of a relative 

clause. This is followed by another clause of saying, which is followed by two clauses that also 

provide the content of what was spoken. The first employs an articular participial clause as 

subject; the second a relative clause. The clauses, whoever divorces his wife, the one who 

http:yuval.Ka
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divorces his wife except for sexual immorality and whoever marries one having been so 

divorced, each introduce a new participant into the discourse. By establishing their identity by 

means of Ho- items, each of these participants is characterized as someone concrete, as such a 

person who may exist, who may be held out for examination. However, they are non-definite; 

individuals that may be identified by name or face are not indicated. By employing such a 

construction, the speaker indicates to the recipient, "You do not know, specifically, which one(s) 

I mean. You have to take the fact of my seeing for the purpose of identification," to expand on 

Halliday's wording. The recipient must use the information provided by the speaker for the 

purpose of identification. 

The motivation for the use of relative clauses in this example likely differs from that of 

the previous examples. In both instances, the relative clauses employ the subjunctive mood form, 

as well as o<; &v/f-av. Such a construction is not available as a form realized by an articular 

participial claues. Therefore, the speaker was constrained to use the only form available. 

3. Articular Participial Clauses as Subject or Complement. 

The previous examples were drawn from passages in which both an articular participial 

clause and a relative clause were employed, functioning in parallel. Articular participial clauses 

that function either as subject or complement are exceedingly common. In these instances, the 

referent is identified as a member of a class whose identifying characteristic is a process, which 

is realized by the participle. 

In Matt 4: 14, an articular participial clause functions as the subject of a clause: 


'iva nA.T]pwe~ 'to pT]9Ev <>ux 'Hcra·iov 'tOU pnoqn1't0v A.eyov'tO<;" 


In order that that which was spoken though Isaiah the prophet may be fulfilled, saying ... 
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The subject is identified by what is predicated about it; it is that which was spoken. The subject 

is characterized as concrete, though the group -ro P119Ev by itself is not definite. The fact that it is 

qualified by the prepositional group through the prophet Isaiah indicates that the class in view is 

not presented as such a thing that exists or may exist, but does indeed belong to the actual realm 

of reality. The prepositional group characterizes the class as something that was spoken by a real 

person in time and space. Thus, this sense of definiteness is not established by the presence of 

the article, but by the qualifier. 

Articular participial clauses function as both subject and complement in Matt 7:8: 

Each one who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one who knocks, it 
will be opened. 

ps 

cj 

Matt.c7_28 
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In the first two clauses, an articular participial clause functions as a component of the subject of 

the main clause. [n the third, the participial clause functions as a component of the complement 

of the main clause. As observed with relative clauses above, the identities of the referents are 

characterized as concrete, yet non-definite. The nature of their identity is based on what is 

predicated about them: the one who asks, the one who seeks, the one who knocks. As is typically 

seen, there is no indication that specific individuals are in view. Each is held out for the 

recipient's examination. The speaker is saying (as seen before), "You do not know, specifically, 

which one(s) I mean. You have to take the fact of my seeing for the purpose of identification." 

The information necessary for identification is provided by the speaker. 

An articular participial clause is employed in Matt 10:20 to identify a class with whom 

Jesus ' disciples are not associated: 

For you will not be the ones who are speaking .. 

A cj s p c 

Matt.c10_67 ov yaQ U!JELc; ECJ'rc P 
c 10 65 Matt.c1 0_68 

oi. AaAouvu:c; 
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In this example of Jesus ' reported speech, the ones who are speaking are a class whose identity is 

based solely on the fact of their speaking. By employing the article, the speaker indicates to the 

recipients that he is providing the information necessary to identify this class in the form of the 

participle. 

Two separate articular participial clauses function as components of subj ects in Luke 

5:31. The first simply employs an articular participle; the second an articular participle and an 

adverbial adjunct: 

The ones who are well have no need of a doctor, but the ones who have sickness. 
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A5 160 Luke.c5_163 

KC<KWc; 

EXOV'rEc; 

As with previous examples, the first articular participial clause denotes a class whose identity is 

based so lely on the fact that they are well. The second articular participial clause denotes a class 
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whose identity is not established by the process of the participle alone: having. It is what they are 

having that the speaker offers as the identifying feature of this class: they are having badly, an 

idiom that means "to be in a bad state, to be ill." 17 While neither class refers to a specific group 

in a definite sense, they are characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual things 

that do exist. Such people as this do exist, even if specific individuals identifiable by name and 

face are not in view. 

In Luke 11 :23, slightly more developed articular participial clauses that include 

prepositional phrases as adjuncts are employed: 

The one who is not with me is against me, and the one who does not gather with me, 
scatters. 

s c p 

p A KCX'r 't~ou EO"HV 

6 ~£'( ' t~ou 
Luk.c11 _98 

'\c11 97 Luk.c11_99 A 

~~ 
wv 

cj s p 

KCXL p A UKOQTIL(,H 

6 ~£'( ' t ~ou 
Luk.c11 _100 

c•1 98 ALuk.c11_101 

~~ 
auvaywv 

17 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 270. 
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Both the one who is not with me and the one who does not gather with me are identified by what 

is predicated about them. However, this identity has more to do than simply being or gathering. 

They are not with me [that is, Jesus], nor do they gather with me [again, Jesus]. The article 

indicates to the recipients that they are to use this information, which the speaker has provided 

them, for the purpose of identifying these classes. Whether or not these classes are known to the 

recipients is not indicated. There is no indication that the identity may be recovered from the text 

or is obvious from the text (as would be the case with the English definite article). 

In Acts 2:44, the question of identity that may be recovered from the text is illustrated in 

the use of an articular participial clause: 

And all the ones believing were unified. 

s p A 

p "'laav bd. 'rO atno 
Act.c2_148 

Act.c2_149 
rHivn:c; oi ruan:uov'rEc; 

• c2 147 

cj 

Immediately preceding this clause, the author makes reference to those in Jerusalem who were 

afraid. Next, he makes reference to the signs and wonders performed by the apostles. All the ones 

believing are introduced as new participants. Certainly the reader senses an implicit, logical 

connection between all the ones believing and those mentioned earlier in verse 42 who gave 

themselves to the teaching of the apostles and to fellowship. However, the use of the article does 

not make this identification explicit. The function of the article is not to indicate to the reci pient 

that the identity of this class is recoverable in the text or is even obvious. Any connection 
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between these people and those previously mentioned must be made by the recipient by logically 

associating all the ones believing with those previously mentioned in v. 42. Such a connection, 

though legitimate, is not grammatically indicated. The information that the writer provides 

regarding the class, all the ones believing, is the only identifying feature of this class, even if the 

recipient may be able to logically associate this class with another class previously mentioned. 

In this instance, all the ones believing may be understood as definite. However, this 

definiteness is not established by the article. Rather, it is the combination of a class that is 

characterized as concrete with processes that are presented as actual events occurring in the real 

world in the narrative. By first characterizing the class as concrete, the writer may place this 

element into a narrative environment that produces a further characterization of definiteness. 

Thus, definiteness is not the function of the article, but additional co-textual features . 

The apostle Paul employs articular participial clauses to provide the identifying 

characteristics of certain classes of individuals in Romans 8: 

For the ones who are based onjlesh think about the things of the flesh . 

s c p 

p 

oi 
cj 

Rom .c8_10 yixQ 
cB_S Rom.c8_11 

A 

Ka'Ta CJlXQKa 

6vn:c; 
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But the ones who are fleshly are unable to please God. 

s 

p 
I, 
1\ Rom.c8_20 

oi 
cj IRom.c8_18 

bE.'c8_17 Rom.c8_19 

A 

EV GCXQKL 

6v'Tcc; 

In the larger co-text of Rom 8:5-8, Paul introduces several participants into the discourse. Each 

participant's identity is established by a particular state. In the first clause presented above, the 

participants' identity is defined by the fact that they are those who are according to the flesh. In 

the second clause, the participants are defined by a similar, yet slightly different state: they are 

those who are in the flesh. In both instances, the author, through the use of an articular participle, 

indicates that identification is based on information he is providing. He is not directing the reader 

to the identity of the referent, nor does he indicate that the reader knows the identity. The reader 

must accept Paul ' s "seeing" ofthese individuals for the purpose of identification. The apostle is 

telling them about someone else, in the sense of "these people that I see I am now making known 

to you." It is possible to argue that the identity of the first class, the ones according to the flesh, 

is the same as the second, the ones in the flesh. As seen above, this may be an appropriate logical 

association. However, Paul ' s characterization presents each as a grammatically distinct class. 

Whether or not the two individuals are synonymous is immaterial for the present purpose. Paul 

presents them as distinct classes because of the roles they perform in their own clauses. While 
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presented as concrete, there is nothing that suggests that the identities of these individuals are 

specific or definite. For the sake of Paul 's argument, they are simply presented as such a person 

who does or may exist, and are held out for the audience's examination. 

Paul records in Gal 1:23 that he himself was identified by a particular process at one 

time, that being persecution: 

116vov 8£ aKouov-m; ~aav on ootwKwv ~11&c; rro1:£ vuv £uyy£/..ts£1:at 1:~v rrianv ~v 
rro1:£ £rr6pen. 

But they were hearing, "The one who was persecuting us is now proclaiming as good 
news the faith that he attacked." 

pA 

A p fiaav 
Gal.c1_61 


Gal.c1_6o ~6vov aKouovn:c; 

'\.c1_58 


cj 

bE: 

cj s A p 

Gal.c1_62 on p c A vuv EvayyEA((.aaL 
c1 60 Gal.c1_63 'TllV 

0 bLWKWV ~~ac; rron: 'TllO"HV 

p

Gal.c1_64 


'c1 'i2 

c A 

f1v 'T(Q'[f £rr6Q8H 

Paul's former activity is used as an identifying characteristic; he is characterized as obWJKCJ)V 

T,,t.uxc; JWTE, the one formerly persecuting us. Once again, the speakers whose words Paul records 

employ the article to indicate that they are providing the information necessary for identification. 

The identity of the referent is defined solely by the process grammaticalized by the participle. 

For the immediate purpose of the discourse, the referent has no other identifying characteristics. 

As with other examples, the referent may be interpreted as definite, but this is established by 

c 
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other co-textual features, in this instance, its presence in an account that purports to narrate the 


activity of an actual person. 


Gal 6:6 otiers an interesting example in that it employs two articular participial clauses 


that employ the same verb, but in different voices: 


The one who is taught the word must share in all good things with the one who teaches. 

p cj s c A 

KOLVWVcl'rW bi: p c p EV ] I Gal.c6_15 
' c6_14 71CXCYLVGal.c6_16 6 'rOV Gal.c6_17 'r<}J 

aya8oi~KCX'rllXOU~EVO~ Aoyov KCX'rllXOUVn 

At this point in the letter, Paul ' s topic moves from teaching about correcting others and bearing 


others ' burdens to a short statement about supporting teachers. Thus, the one who is taught the 


word and the one who teaches are new participants in the discourse. The use of the same verb, 


KaTllXEW, for both serves the obvious rhetorical function of connecting the two participants by 


means of their shared participation in a single process: that of teaching. This is the only 


identifying characteristic offered for each participant. For the purposes of the discourse, it is their 


participation in this process that defines them. However, they are distinguished by the fact that 


one is the giver, the other the recipient, as indicated by the voice forms. While Paul may have 


specific individuals in mind (that is, specific teachers operating within the Christian communities 


in Galatia whom he could identify by name), there is nothing to indicate this in the grammar. He 


is not saying, "The one who teaches (you know who I am talking about)," which would indicate 


definiteness. At best, we may conclude that Paul is not speaking of hypothetical individuals who 


may or may not exist. Rather, his characterization indicates that he is referring to such 
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individuals who exist, "The one who teaches (I'm telling you about the sort of person I am 

talking about) ." There is no demonstrative to indicate where the recipient may find the necessary 

information for identification, nor is it assumed that the recipient already possesses the necessary 

information for identification. He or she is dependent upon Paul's seeing for the purpose of 

identification. 

In 1 Thess 5:7, Paul introduces participants into the discourse whose sole identifying 

traits are sleep and drunkenness: 

For the ones who sleep sleep at night, and the ones who get drunk get drunk at night. 

s A p 

p VVK'rOt; Ka8c6bovow 

ol 
1Thes.c5_17 

cj'\c5_16 1Thes.c5_18 

yaQ 

Ka8 c6bov'rct; 

cj s A p 

1Thes.c5_19 
'\c5_17 

Kai. 
1Thes.c5_20 

p 

OL f1c8VOKOf1cVOL 

VVK'rOt; f1 E8UOVOLV 

In the previous verses, Paul states that the Thessalonian Christians "are not in darkness." They 

are "children of light and children of day." He and they are not "of the night nor of the 

darkness." Paul and the Thessalonian Christians are not asleep like others, but are "alert and 

sober." In contrast, he next introduces new participants into the discourse, those who are 

sleeping and those who are drunk. As with previous examples, it is their participation in these 

processes that are the sole identifying characteristics of these participants. Likewise, though not 
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definite, they are characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual people. Such 

people as these exist, even if specific individuals are not in view. 

In 1 Tim 5:6, Paul holds out another individual whose identity is characterized solely by 

her actions for the consideration of Timothy: 

But the one living indulgently, though living, is dead. 

s A p 

p p '(E8vrp<EV 

1Tim.c5_15 
1Tim.c5_16 

~ ana'((X/\waa 
1Tim.c5_17 

C,waa 
' c5_14 

cj 

b£ 

In his discussion of widows, Paul introduces a particular kind of widow to Timothy. This person 

is defined by her lifestyle; she is the one who lives indulgently. From Timothy ' s perspective, he 

must accept this information, which is provided by Paul , as the basis of identification. The 

referent is not recoverable from the discourse, nor is it obvious. Timothy must base his 

identification of this woman on the fact of Paul ' s seeing. 

On a more positive note, the author of Hebrews introduces a participant in 4: 10 whose 

sole identifying characteristic is rest: 

' ~ 

<X'\YCO'U . 

For the one who has entered into his rest also himself rests from his work. 
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A5 

ana 'tWV EQYWVr====P=---, A -- JIKaTf:auacv 

Heb.c4_35 6 cl.~ -r~v Kanxnavmv I av-rou 

ci.aci\8wv av-rov 

Heb.c4_34 
c4_33 

cj 

cj 

Kai. 

au-roc; 

In the previous clause, the author states that there is yet "a Sabbath rest for the people of God. " 

To illustrate his point, he holds up for examination an individual who is identified as the one who 

has entered into his rest. While this person is held up as a concrete example, there is no 

indication that a specific individual , identifiable by name and face, is in view, at least from the 

perspective of the audience. 

Engaging in the process of slander orjudging is the identifying characteristic of certain 

individuals in Jas 4: ll: 

M~ K<X'W.Aa'A£i."tE cXAArlAWV, a8EA<)>oi. 0 K<X"t<XA<XAWY a8EA<)>ou ~ Kptvwv "tOY a8EA<j>ov 
<XU"tOU K<X"t<XA<XAEt vo~ou. 

Do not slander one another, brothers. The one who slanders a brother or judges his 
brother slanders law. 
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Jam.c4_46 1 A 
'\c4_45 ~ll 

l 

pI s 

r-c- ll 
Jam.c4_48 

6 Ka.'ra.Aa.t\wv IabcAcpouJam.c4_47 
'\c4_46 

11cj p c 
Jam .c4_49 

Tl KQLVWV rrov abct\cpov a.tnou I 

To reinforce his command, do not slander one another, James holds out for his audience ' s 

consideration the example of the one who slanders a brother or [the one who} judges his 

brother. In order to function as something that may be examined by the audience, this person 

must be characterized as concrete. However, as with many other examples, James does not 

choose to present this person as definite. While such people may indeed exist, and likely do, the 

rhetorical function of this person is simply to serve as a hypothetical example. His or her slander 

of the law should chill the hearts of the letter' s audience, providing further motivation to heed 

the author' s command. 

The author of the Johannine epistles is particularly fond of this construction. Variations 

of the example below are used by the author no less than 40 times throughout the three letters. 

1 John 4:8, 0 11~ ayanwv OUK EyVW 'tOV 9EOV. 

The one who does not love does not know God. 
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1Joh.c4_33 
c4_28 

p jl c----r ~~~~====~ 
OVK £yvw 'rOV 8c6vp 

6 
IA 

1Joh c4_34 l ~-tJ1 

I 
ayanwv 

~---- ~-----

In addition to multiple instances ofoayan:wv/Jl~ ayan:wv, the one who loves/does not love 

(2:10, 3:10, 3:14, 4:7, 4:20-21 , 5:1), the author repeatedly makes reference to individuals who 

are defined as o1.H<JWV, the one who hates (2:11, 3: 15); ont<Jn::uwv/Jl~ 7tt<J--r£uwv, the one who 

believes/does not believe (5:1 , 5, 10, 13); oJlEVWV/Jl~ JlEVWV, the one who remains/does not 

remain (3:6, 15, 4:16, 2 John 2, 9), to name but a few. 

And not only I, but also all the ones who know the truth. 

cj A s A 

cj cj s 

p
2Joh.c1 _ 4 

'c1 3 2Joh.c1 _5 miv'rc~ oL i:yvwKO'rE~ 

The author addresses this letter to " the chosen lady and her children, whom I love in truth." 

However, he is not the only one who loves these people this way. [n add ition, all the ones who 

know the truth also love the recipients. These additional individuals are presented as unknown to 

the letters recipients. Their identity is only known to the author, who chooses to identify them 
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only in terms of what is predicated about them: they are the ones who know the truth. As far as 

the text is concerned, their identity cannot be recovered; nor does the author direct the recipients 

to where the identity may be found. While presented as concrete individuals, they are non

definite as far as the text is concerned. It is reasonable to suggest that the author does indeed 

have specific individuals in mind, which he could identify by name and face. However, from the 

point of view ofthe recipients (and we the present readers), their identity indeterminate, as it is 

limited to the author's perspective alone. We, along with the original recipients, must accept the 

information he provides as the basis of their identity. There is nothing to suggest that the author 

is saying, "You know which ones I am talking about." 

4. Conclusion. 

The use of articular participial clauses as a component of a subject or complement is yet another 

example ofhow such gropus fill the same slot and perform a similar function as a relative clause. 

As stated in the conclusion of the previous chapter, this further supports the hypothesis that the 

article and relative pronoun are morphologically, grammatically, and functionally related. These 

two structures are part of a system that provides the speaker with a choice of how he or she may 

produce text, construe experience, and indicate an appraisal of or attitude toward what is being 

communicated. 

In structures of this type, the speaker or writer employs a Ho- item to indicate the he or 

she is providing the recipient with the information necessary for identifying the referent. Thus, 

the identity of the referent is oriented to the speaker or writer. There is no indication that the 

recipient already possesses this information. While he or she may, the article does not indicate 

this. By employing a Ho- item, the speaker or writer characterizes the referent as concrete, as 
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belonging to experience of an actual person or thing. However, the Ho- item gives no indication 

of definiteness, which is established by other linguistic elements. 
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Chapter 5- Ho- Items in IJ,EV... 8E Structures 

In addition to relative clauses, another structure illustrates the parallel function of Ho- items: the 

IJ,EV... 8E construction. In this construction, we again observe the article filling the same slot as 

the relative pronoun. The IJ,EV... 8E construction is used to mark "sets of items in contrast with 

one another- 'on the one hand ... but on the other hand."' 1 It is also used when "two or more 

items which are additively related and thematically parallel- 'some ... others, first... then. "'2 

Numerous examples of structures using both the relative pronoun and the article are found in the 

New Testament. The use of Ho- items in these constructions does not always conform to that of 

WH- items in English and illustrates the lack of absolute parallel across the two languages. 

Historically, it has been asserted that relative pronouns and the article, when employed in 

this structure, function as different parts of speech. Robertson classifies them both as 

demonstratives.3 No doubt, this was, at least to some degree, influenced by translation rather than 

Greek usage, as Dana and Mantey write: "When [uiv] is used with the article, the expression 

may be translated as a pronoun."4 Turner writes, "There is no instance of the article as a relative 

pronoun in the NT."5 He equates o8E with but he, and o IJ,EV with now he. 6 Likewise, Wallace 

categorizes the article as a personal pronoun (he, she, it) when used in the J..LEV... 8E structure. 7 

There is no doubt that the translator, when faced with this construction, will be forced to use 

other English pronouns in the place occupied by the article or relative pronoun in Greek in order 

to conform to the English idiom. However, this in no way indicates a one-for-one correlation. 

1 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 795. 

2 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 791. 

3 Robertson, Grammar, 290, 694-95. 

4 Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, 261. 

5 Turner, Syntax, 37. 

6 Turner, Syntax, 36. 

7 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 211. 
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When the function of oc;, il, o is expanded beyond who, which to include the alternative relative 

the one who, that which as well (as seen above), additional categorization as a demonstrative is 

no longer necessary. 8 This usage is comparable to the use of a relative clause or articular 

participial clause as a component of a subject or object. In both instances, the speaker or writer 

employs a Ho- item to indicate, "I am telling you about someone/something else." The recipient 

is not directed to the information necessary for identification, as is the case with demonstrative 

pronouns; nor does the speaker indicate that the recipient already has the information necessary 

for identification, as with the English definite article. The speaker and recipient do not share the 

information necessary for identification, which is the case with personal pronouns or the English 

definite article. Instead, with f.lEV ... 3£ structures, this information is provided by the speaker or 

writer. At times, the referent has virtually no identity apart from the simple fact of its being. In 

certain situations, Ho- items will indicate that the referent is a subset of a class previously 

mentioned, which is consistent with their general function in defining relative clauses.9 However, 

sometimes no class is indicated. In these instances, the referent is simply identified as someone 

or something that is, which is consistent with relative clauses as subject or object. 

With regard to the article, it will be argued that in f.lEV... 3£ structures, as well as with J.lEV 

and 3£ independently, its function is not that of a demonstrative or personal pronoun, as believed 

by previous grammarians. Instead, it either functions like the relative pronoun, or in certain 

8 As a general rule it is, in fact, more accurate to say that Ho- items are more closely analogous to the alternate 

English WH- form that employs a TH- item as a relative rather than a simple relative pronoun such as who or which. 

In English, this is realized by the form the one that I saw, as well as "a 'contact' type which avoids choosing either, 

the one I saw," Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. In this way, the Greek language employs a single form for a 

variety of functions, while English employs different forms for such functions. By recognizing that Greek relative 

pronouns function not only like English relative pronouns, but also like the alternate English WH- form using a TH

item, we are able to provide a fuller and more accurate description of its function. 

9 As demonstrated above with regard to defining relative clauses, which identify the head term by locating it within 

a subset, by specifying it as a particular subset of a general class. 
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circumstances, due to ellipsis of its head term, the article itself is elevated to the role ofhead. For 

Greek speakers, there was a tendency to use the article with the particles JlEV and ()£ as a type of 

short hand, where there is an additional element present by means of ellipsis. The use of ellipsis 

"makes it possible to leave out parts of a structure when they can be presumed from what has 

gone before."10 This statement may be further elaborated: 

The starting point of the discussion of ellipsis can be the familiar notion that it is 
'something left unsaid'. There is no implication here that what is unsaid is not 
understood; on the contrary, 'unsaid' implies 'but understood nevertheless', and 
another way of referring to ellipsis is in fact as SOMETHING UNDERSTOOD, where 
understood is used in the special sense of 'going without saying.' 11 

Halliday and Hasan go on to write: 

We can take as a general guide the notion that ellipsis occurs when something that 
is structurally necessary is left unsaid; there is a sense of incompleteness 

. d . h. 12assocmte w1t 1t. 

The structure of the nominal group consists of the head term along with optional modifiers. 13 

Ellipsis in the nominal group is realized when a word that would normally function as a modifier 

is upgraded to function as the head term. 14 In Greek, both JlEV and ()£ are postpositive, thus it is 

frequently the case that the article is separated from its head term by one of these particles. Over 

time, Greek speakers appear to have begun using oJlEV and o()£ as a contracted form or short 

hand, with the head term elided and the article upgraded to function as the head term. 15 

10 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 535. 
11 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 142. 
12 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 144. 
13 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 147. 
14 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 148. 
15 This is in contrast with Robertson's interpretation of this construction, in which the article is demonstrative in 
force, "where o8£. r7 8£. oi 8£ refer to persons already mentioned in an oblique case," Grammar, 695. 
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1. The Relative Pronoun in oc; JlEV... oc; ~£ Structures. 

When oc;, n, o are rigidly and exclusively equated with who, which, no small amount of 

cognitive dissonance occurs when they are used in structures that do not conform to English 

patterns of usage. The historical tendency (as noted above) has been to expand their 

categorization to include other types of pronouns such as demonstratives and personal pronouns. 

As we have already observed, the Greek relative pronoun has a broader range of function than 

English WH- relatives. It also functions like the alternate TH- form of the WH- element. As 

when the relative clause functions as head, we also observe this function in the oc; JlEV... oc; ~£ 

structure. 

Technically, Ho- items in this construction do not have an antecedent; they do not 

correspond with a previously mentioned referent in a one-for-one manner, as in the case of a 

defining or non-defining relative clause. In certain instances, they are characterized merely by 

the fact that they are a person or thing that is, with no other identifying characteristics. In other 

instances, they will be used to identify a subset of a particular referent, with which they will 

usually (though not always) agree in gender only. Thus, the speaker still indicates that he or she 

is "telling you about something else," but that this person or thing is related to something already 

mentioned. In this way, they stand between defining and non-defining relative clauses, in which 

the Ho- item has an antecedent, and an independent relative clause that functions as a subject or 

object, in which it has no antecedent. 

In Matt 13:23, it is demonstrable that the function of the relative pronoun does indeed 

correspond more closely to the alternate WH- form that uses a TH- item: 

oc; 8n Kap1w<1>opEt Kat 7totEt o !lEv EKa'tov. o ~£ EsnKona, o8£ 'tpuxKov'ta 
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... who bears fruit and produces some one-hundred, another sixty, and another thirty. 16 

Mat.c13_112 l S 11Al!P ~ 
'\c13_109 6c, ~ IL K~:~-~<POQcLl

cj P~ 
Mat.c13_113 


'\c13_112 KCd i TIOlcl 


~ 
s cj A

Mat.c13_114 

'\c13 113 
 6 f1 EV E:KCX'TOV 

s cj A
Mat.c13_115 


'\c13_114 
 6 b£ U,r)KOV'TCX 

s cj A
Mat.c13_116 


'\c13_115 
 6 b£ 'TQLCtKOV'TCX 

Based on the OpenText.org annotation, this J.-LEV ... 8E structure is part of a non-defining relative 

clause, which provides further characterization of the one who hears the word As seen above, an 

attempt to conform the translation of the J.-LEV ... 8E structure literally to the Greek produces a 

somewhat strained English rendering. Using Louw and Nida's suggestion, it may be translated: 

who bears fruit and produces, some one-hundred, another sixty, and another thirty. 17 However, 

it is imperative to recognize that, though this is the English idiom, it must not be read back into 

the Greek. In Greek, writers and speakers employ different grammatical elements than those 

using English to perform similar functions. When the semantic space of Greek relative pronouns 

is limited to who or which, the resulting " literal" translation is almost unintelligible. When an 

alternate WH- form is employed, the " literal" translation, as seen above, is much less difticult, 

even if it still requires some accommodation to the English idiom. 

16 The OpenText.org annotation identifies the re lative pronouns as subjects. However, it is entire ly possible that they 

are complements, rather than subj ects. The translation above reflects thi s interpretation . 

17 Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 791 . 


http:OpenText.org
http:OpenText.org
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In this instance, the Ho- items in the !J,EV.. . 8£ structure do not have an antecedent; there 

is no element with which they agree in gender. 18 They function like an independent relative 

clause. The speaker provides the information necessary for identification, though merely 

characterizing the referent as something that is. The referent is not known to the recipients; the 

speaker is " telling them about something else." They must accept that fact of the speaker's 

"seeing" of these things for the purpose of identification. 

The use of Ho- items in a manner analogous to alternate WH- items is again observed in 

Matt 21:35: 

Kat A,a~ov·w; Ot yEwpyot 'LOUc; 8ouA-ouc; a\nou ov !J,EV £8npav, ov 8£ anEK'LEtVav, 
ov 8£ EAt9o~oA-ncrav . 

And the farmers , taking his servants, on the one hand beat the one, killed the one, and 
stoned the one. 

cj A c cj p 1] 

KCtl p c " ov f.! EV EbELQCXV 

Matt.c21 - 173 
Matt.c21_174 

Aa~6vn: c; 'Tovc; bouAouc; atno0 
'\c21 171 

s 

OL YEWQYOL 

c cj p
Matt.c21_175 

·.c21 173 ov bE: CtTtEK'THVav 

c cj p
Matt.c21_176 

"c21 175 " ov bE: £AL8o~6Af)aav 

In this example, the referents of the Ho- items in the !lEV... 8£ are a subset of the class 1:ouc; 

8ouA.ouc; a\nou, as evidenced by the agreement in gender. However, just as in the previous 

18 Nolland sees the shift to the neuter as a move to "break away from the focus on a single individual that has 
characterized the main part of the replacement narrative," Matthew, 542. 
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example, they have no other identifying characteristics apart from the fact that they simply are. 

Each is "seen" by the speaker. The recipients must accept the fact of the speaker's "seeing" of 

these individuals as the basis of identification. This is consistent with the use of Ho- items to 

indicate, "I am telling you about something else." The speaker is no longer speaking of the broad 

group of1:ouc; 8ouA.ouc; a\nou. He is now talking about individual members of that group. 

The following example from Matt 22:5 begins with an article that functions as subject, 

which is followed by a J..lEV .. . 8£ construction that introduces new participants, each of whom is 

a subset of the subject: 

Ol 8£ UJ..lEA~<JanEc; an11A.Sov , oc; J..lEV Etc; 'tOV 't8tOV aypov , oc; 8£ f7tl 'tllV fJ..l7tOpiav 
' ~ 

CX'U'tO'U " 

But the ones disregarding [the invitation] went away, the one to his own field, the one to 
his business. 

p 

Matt.c22_21 oi bE. p chrfiA8ov 

'\c22_11 Matt.c22_22 


s cj A 

cXflEA~aavn:c; 

s cj A
Matt.c22_23 


'c22 21 
 oc; flEV cic; 'tOV 'LbLOV ayQOV 


s cj A

Matt.c22_24 


'\.c22_23 
 oc; bE. E:nl 'tilv Ef17lOQLav ainou 

Once again there is gender agreement between the Ho- items in the J..lEV .. . 8£ construction and 

the subject, o't UJ..lEA~<JaV'tEc;. 19 However, there is not number agreement. Each member of the 

19 The OpenText.org annotation identifies the article alone as subject. The agreement between the a1ticle and the 
participle suggests that this is an articular participial clause functioning as a component of the subject. Were the two 
elements not separated by the post-positive Ji, this would be ce1tain. It is also possible that there is, instead, an 
elided element. The only logical candidate for this element would be rove; KEXA17J1i vovc; £i c; rove; yajlovc;. the ones 
called to the wedding, in v. 3, and simply role; K£KA17J1i votc;, [to} the ones called, in v. 4. One could argue that this 

http:OpenText.org
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!lEV... 8E construction is a subset of this general class of oi U!l£A.ncrav't£<;, the ones who 

disregard [the invitation}. 20 

Mark 12:5 incorporates a slight variation of the oc; !lEV... oc; 8E construction:21 

.. . and many others, beating the ones, killing the ones. 

cj c A 

Kal noMouc; &Moue; 
C Jcj P

l
Mar.c-12_20 I . 

ovc; ~EV I bEQOV'tcc;Mar.c12_19 

'\c12_18 r 
c cj p 

Mar.c12_21 
ovc; b£ anOK'tEVVOV'tcc; 

L

Mark's usage is different than the previous examples. The !lEV... 8E structure is embedded in the 

adjunct, which is similar to a defining relative clause. However, the Ho- items do not define the 

head as a subset, but are themselves as subset of the head. At first glance, it appears that there is 

concord between the Ho- items and noA.A.ouc; aA.A.ouc;. However, in the examples previously 

cited, as well as those that follow, this type of concord rarely occurs. This suggests that what at 

first appears to be concord is not. Rather, the accusative case is employed because the relative 

pronouns are the complements of the participles, and the plural form is employed because the 

subsets themselves are groups, not individuals. 

is, indeed the case. However, the answer to the question of whether or not this element "goes without saying," to 
quote Halliday and Hasan, is subjective, which is frequently the case with elision in general. A good argument could 
be made for either elision or an articu lar participial c lause . 

Robertson designates this pmtitive or distributional appostion, " when the words in apposition do not correspond to 
the whole," Grammar, 399. He a lso cites this instance as an example of the demonstrative use o f oc;, Grammar, 695. 
However, as individuals, they are new participants. This would argue against a demonstrative force for the pronoun . 
Instead, the speaker is providing the recipients with the necessary information for identification, not directi ng them 
to it. Though associated with the previously mentioned servants, each is identified by means of " further 
characterization." This is more consistent with the use of the relative pronoun. 
2 1 Robertson also cites this as example of the demonstrative use of oc;, Grammar, 696. 

20 
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Rom 9:21 also incorporates an embedded )lEV ... 8£ structure: 

h OVK ExEt £~ouaiav 0 K£pa)l£U<; ·wu 1t11AOU EK ·wu auwu <j>upa)la'W<; 1t0tll<Jat 0 
!J.EV Et<; nwhv (JK£UO<; 0 8£ Et<; U'Tt!J.tav; 

Or doesn ' t the potter have the right to make from the same lump of clay the one into an 
honorable vessel but the one into a dishonorable? 

cj 

~ 

A 

ouK 

p 

EXEL £E,ouaiav 
s 

c 

6 KEQCX~-!EU<; 

'rOU 71f1Aou 

Rom .c9_67 

A 

EK '(QU 

p 

710lflaCXL c 

c 

cj A 

'\c9_64 au'rou Rom.c9 69 6 ~-! EV ci.c; 
cpUQcX~-!CX'rO<; L  n1-1ilv 

Rom.c9_68 
aKEUO<; 

c cj A ~Rom.o9_70 6 b£ 	 ci.c; 

ani-!LCXV 

The Ho- items in the !J.EV ... 8£ structure are embedded in the complement. While they do agree 

with <JK£uoc; in number and gender, they are not part of a defining relative clause. The Ho- items 

do not identify the head term <JK£uoc; as a subset, but are themselves a subset of the broader class 

of <JK£uoc;. 22 As with the previous examples, their only identifying characteristic is that they are. 

In Rom 14:5, Paul uses Ho- items in a !J.EV .. . 8£ construction in a manner consistent with 

a relative clause as subject: 

22 This is, once again, in contrast to Robertson, who categorizes these pronouns as demonstrat ives, Grammar, 695 . 
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The one distinguishes one day from another, but the one considers each day (the same]. 

Rom.c14 22 ~~~~~ P I C ] AS 

~-~o oc; J p £v I yaQJKQLVEL ~l£Qav t naQ , r1f-l£Qav 
1 

11 
Rom.c14 23 1S cj P 1 C 


j '\c14 22 " >.. ' ' I - ' ' 
- oc; uE KQLVEL naaav flf-lEQlXV 

In his discourse on the weak and the strong, Paul has not yet made mention of these 

specific individuals; they are introduced as new participants.23 Each of the Ho- items functions 

independently as the subject of its own clause. While the usage bears certain similarities with the 

use of a relative clause as subject or object, this structure is distinguished from other relative 

clauses in that the Ho- items are independent; they do not introduce a relative clause. If these 

items were functioning as demonstratives, as Robertson suggests, Paul would be directing the 

recipients to the identity of the referents? 4 While the recipients may indeed be able to say " I 

know someone like that," this is not realized from the text. The apostle is not directing the 

recipients to the information necessary for identification. Rather, he is providing that 

information, albeit in the broadest, most generic terms. Each is identified merely as such a person 

who is; thus, the one. 

The very simple !lEY... 8£ structure 1 Cor 11:21 again illustrates how new participants 

are introduced into the discourse: 

1 Cor 11 :21 , £xa01:oc; yap n) 'i8wv 8£lrrvov rrpoA.a11~av£t f.v -cw <j>ayEtv, Kat oc; !!EV 
7tHvq oc; 8£ !!E9VEt. 

For each goes ahead while eating his own meal , and the one is hungry, but the one gets 
drunk. 

23 While it is possible to associate the views ofthese two participants regarding the va lue of certa in days with the 

" weak" and the " strong," Paul does not make thi s explicit, Moo, Romans, 841 -42 . 

24 Robertson, Grammar, 290. See also Morris, Romans, 480, footnote 17. 
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1Cor.c11 _68 

'\c11_66 


-

cj c p A 

yaQ 'tO 'lbLOv 71QOACXf1~lXVH p 

bE.L71VOV 
1Cor.c11_69 EV 'tcfJ 

! 

l cpayELV 
~ -

cj 
l p 

. 

11 

f1EV nnvcy. 

II 

I 

I 
I 

cj s
1Cor.c11 - 70 


'\c11 68 
 KCXL oc; 
L

--11 
s cj p

1Cor.c11 71 I-
'\c11 70 oc; b£ f1 E. 8UH I 

__j 

The Ho- items in this instance introduce participants who are a subset of the previously 

mentioned EKa<Ho<;, each. In his criticism of abuse of the Lord's Supper, Paul identifies a 

disparity in the meal experience among the participants. He holds out for consideration the 

examples of, on the one hand, the one [who] goes hungry, and on the other hand, the one {who] 

gets drunk. There is no indication that it is Paul's intention to identify specific individuals who 

are guilty of this kind of selfish and inconsiderate behavior. However, this does not mean there 

are not individuals in Corinth who may be identified with either of these two subsets. The fact 

that Paul is writing to address such a situation suggests otherwise. However, Paul does not make 

this specific identification. Each is characterized as such a person who exists, the one. However, 

there is nothing grammatical that would direct the Corinthians to the information that would 

enable them to make a specific identification. This allows Paul to challenge these individuals in 

an oblique, less confrontational manner. By doing so, he places the onus upon the recipients to 

examine themselves and determine to which category they belong. 

In 2 Tim 2:20, the 1-!EV... 8£ construction is employed to identify subsets within multiple 

subsets: 
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'Ev )ltyUAlJ 8E oixiq. OUK ECVClV )lOVOV <JKE'tJll XPU<Jii Kat apyupii aA,A,a Kat ~UAtVa 
Kat U<J'l:paKtva, Kat &)lEV Etc; H)l~V &8E Etc; an)liav· 

In a large house there are not only gold and silver vessels but also wood and clay, the 
ones for honor, but the ones for dishonor. 

A li"Pl 
 A s 

OUK EO''HV l flOVOV 
2Tim.c2_59 cj 

'c2_53 

OLKL0 J t 
2Tim.c2_60 

cj cj s 
'c2_59 cv\;\a KlXL ~uALva Kai.oa'rQcXKLva 

2Tim.c2_61 
cj s cj A 

c2_60 KlXL & f1 EV de; 'Hfl~V 

2Tim.c2_62 
s cj A 

'c2_61 & b£ dt; chLflllXV 

Paul identifies several subsets of vessels: those of gold and silver, and those of wood and clay. 

The )lEV ... 8E construction is used to introduce subsets of these various types of vessels: the ones 

that are used for honorable purposes and the ones that are used for dishonorable purposes. 25 

The only instance of a )lEV ... 8E construction that employs relative pronouns in the 

General Epistles is found in Jude 21-23: 

£auwuc; EV aya1t1J 9EOU 1:1lP~<Ja1:E n:pocr8EXO)lEVOt 1:0 EAEOc; 'l:OU K'UptO'U ~)lWV 'Incrou 
Xpt<J1:0U Etc; t;,w~v atWVtoV. Kat ouc; )lEV EAEU'l:E 8taKptVO)lEVO'Uc;, ouc; 8E <JW/;,E'TE EK 
n:upoc; apn:a/;,OV'l:Ec;, ouc; 8E EAEU'l:E EV Q>oSq> )lt<JOUV'l:Ec; Kat 'l:OV an:o 'Tllc; crapKoc; 
E<J1ttAW)lEVOV Xt'l:WVa. 

25 Knight classifies this as a demonstrative use of the relative pronoun, The Pastoral Epistles , 418. 
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Keep guard over yourselves in the love of God, awaiting the mercy of our Lord Jesus 
Christ into eternal life. Show mercy to the ones doubting, but save the ones snatching 
from fire , but show mercy to the ones, in fear hating the garment defiled by the flesh. 

A 	
T - p-11 

Ar c 
ElXU'TOUc:; EV p c 

aycinlJ 7tQOCJbcXO~EVOL 'TO £Acoc:; 'TOV KVQLOU 
8co0 Jude.c 

1_so i]~wv 'IT]CJOV XQlCJ'TOV 

1 ~ic:; ~wi]v aiwvLOV 

cj c 

Kai. oOc:; 
cj 

Jude.c1 _81 
• c1_77 

Jude.c1_82 

p 

bta. KQlVO~ EVOUc:; 

Jude.c1_83 
'\c1_81 

c 

ouc:; 

cj 

b£ 

p 

a4J~E'TE 
Jude.c1 _84 

A 

A 

EK nvQoc:; 

p 

liQna~ov'TEc:; 

C 

oG~ 

cj 

bE 

p 

EAEa~E 

A 

£v 
¢6~4> 

P 

fllUOUV~E~ 

cj 

Ked. ~OV 

A 

c 

pA 
Jude.c1 _8 

[ amAWflEVOV 5 Jude. Jude."c1_83 c1 _86 c1 _87 	 ~fi~ 
UC<Ql<O~ 
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The Ho- items in this construction function like the relative clause as complement. However, 

instead of introducing a clause, they function independently. As participants, they have no 

identifying characteristics apart from being. As with previous examples, the referents are not 

identified as specific individuals, identifiable to the recipients by name and face. They are 

characterized as such people. 

2. The Article in oJlEV... o3£ Structures. 

The use ofthe article by itself in JlEV ... 3£ constructions appears to have arisen from two distinct 

yet complementary factors. The first of these is the obvious connection with the relative pronoun. 

As a Ho- item, we have observed that the article is frequently used in constructions that parallel 

uses of the relative pronoun, though often at a different hierarchal level. It should come as no 

surprise, then, that Greek speakers would employ the article in JlEV... 3£ constructions as well. 

Just as an articular participial clause may fill the same slot as a relative clause, the article alone 

may fill the same slot as a relative pronoun. The second factor, as argued above, was the use ofo 
JlEV and o3£ as a form of shorthand, where the head term is elided and the article is elevated to 

the role of head term. These two factors combined likely explain how the article came to be used 

in this construction. 

As an example of both items filling the same slot, consider the use of both the relative 

pronoun and the article in Rom 14:2: 

oc; JlEV 7tt<J'tEUEt <j>ayEtv nav-ra, o3£ aa8Evwv A.axava £a8tet. 

The one believes [it is right] to eat all things, but the one who is weak eats vegetables. 
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AfSllcJll p ,- 

Rom.c14_4 , oc; . f-!EV I ?llU'TEUEL I p I !Cl 
'\c14_3 J' Rom.c14_5 ~~ 

11 

L ~~'"==----"-'=._=~--=-=-=-=--======== 

~s-P 
6 

Rom .c14_6 Icj'\c14_4 Rom.c14_7 I 
Ibi: 

Iaa8EVWV 
I 

j - Jl_ I 

This passage affords an excellent opportunity to observe the parallel use of Ho- items in the 

JlEV... 81:: construction. In the first clause, the JlEV half of the construction, the subject is simply 

the Ho- item oc;. This pronoun does not have an antecedent, but introduces a new participant 

who stands in contrast to 'tOV acr9EVOUV't<X, the weak mentioned in the previous clause as well is 

in the JlEV ... 81:: structure. The identity of this participant is non-specific; he or she is 

characterized merely as someone who is, as such a person. The reason for this may be that this 

participant's role is simply to serve as a foil for 0 acr9EVWV, with whom Paul is primarily 

concerned.26 Additionally, since relative pronouns typically operate at the clause level, it is to be 

expected that it will be employed as the subject of an indicative verb. 

A component of the subject of the 8£ half of the construction is the articular participial 

clause 0 acr9EVWV, the one who is weak. Unlike the former participant, this participant' s identity 

is established by a single defining characteristic: he or she is weak. As is often the case, this 

articular participial clause is functioning as a relative clause. On the one hand, the parallel 

26 In a footnote, Moo notes the use of the relative pronoun instead of the article, but does not offer any exegetical 
explanation, Romans, 837. 

http:concerned.26
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between the )..lEV section and the bE section is not exact; the article is not used independently like 

the relative pronoun. On the other hand, the entire )..lEV ... bE construction is complete through the 

use of alternate Ho- items. 

Matt 16:14 provides an opportunity to examine multiple factors involving the use ofthe 

article in )..lEV ... bE constructions: 

Ot bE Etnav· o't )..lEV 'IwaVV11V 'tOV ~a7t'tt<J't~V, aA.A.ot bE 'EA.iav, E'tEpOt bE ' [EpE)..ltav i1 
£va -twv npo<)>11-twv . 

But they said, "The ones John the Baptist, but others Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of 
the prophets." 

S cj P
Matt.c16_55 


""c16- 50 oi b£ dnav 


S 1 cj c 

Matt.c16_56 oi f-!EV c 

"\c16_55 Matt.c16_57 


'IwaVVllV 'IOV ~£X7l'ILO"'ITJV 

s cj c 


Matt.c16_58 aMm b£ c 

• c16_56 Matt.c16_59 

lL\[av 

s cj c 

Matt.c16_60 E'If.QOL b£ c 

' c16 58 Matt.c16_61 


'IEQEf-!LlXV ~ Eva 'IWV nQD<Pll'IWV 

The first clause provides an opportunity to examine the 6 bE shorthand. Frequently in narrative, 

verbs of speaking are preceded by 6 bE and the name of the person speaking, as the following 

examples illustrate: 

Matt 16:6, Mark 10:5, 38, 39, 12:17, 0 bE ' lll<JOUc; Etm::v au-to I.e;· but Jesus said to them, 
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Matt 19:4, Mark 8:29, 14:6,62, Luke8:46, o3r 'Incrou<; Etn:Ev· but Jesus said, 


Matt 19:23, 0 3£ 'Incrou<; Et1tEV 'tOt<; ~a9n'tat<; au'tou· but Jesus said to his disciples, 


Matt 26:50, Mark 10:18, 0 3£ 'Incrou<; Et1tEV au't~· but Jesus said to him, 


Matt 27:49, oi 3£ A.omot EA.Eyov· but the rest were saying, 


Mark 13:5,0 3£ 'Incrou<; np~a'tO AEYEtV auwt<;• but Jesus began to say to them, 


Mark 14:29, o3£ 0E'tpo<; E<l>ll at>'t~· but Peter said to him, 


Mark 15:12, o3r OtA.iiw<; mxA.tv an:Olcpt9Et<; EA.EyEv au'tot<;· but Pilate again 

answering was saying to him, 


Mark 15:14, o3£ OtA.a'to<; EA.EyEv au'tot<;· but Pilate was saying to them, 


Luke 5:34, 0 3£ 'Incrou<; Et1tEV npo<; auwu<;· but Jesus said to them, 


Luke 22:58, o3£ nf:'tpo<; £<J>n· but Peter said, 


Acts 4:19, 0 3r 0E'tp0<; Kat 'Iwavvn<; U1tOKpt9EV'tE<; Et1tOV n;po<; au'tou<;· but Peter 

and John answering said to them, 

Acts 22:28, 0 3£ nauA.o<; E<j>n· but Paul said, 

In other instances, we observe the same structure. However, instead of the name ofthe person 

speaking, the writer employs o8£ an:oKpt9Et<;: 

Matt 15:24,25,17:11, 19:4,21:29,30,26:23,Luke 10:27,0 8£ anoKpt9Et<; Et1tEV' but 
the one answering said, 


Matt 16:2,24:2, Mark 6:37, 10:33,0 8£ anoKpt9Et<; Et1tEV aU'tOt<;• but the one 

answering said to them, 


Matt 26:66, Luke 9:19, oi o£ an:oKpt9EV'tE<; Etnav, but the ones answering said, 


Mark 9:19' 0 OE anoKpt9Et<; aU'tOt<; AEyEt. but the one answering says to them, 


Mark 15:2, 0 OE anoKpt9Et<; au't~ AEyEt. but the one answering says to him, 


Luke 8:21' 0 OE U1t0Kpt9Et<; Et'ltEV npo<; auwu<;· but the one answering said to them. 
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Luke 13:8, o8£ anoKpt8£t<; AEy£t a\rnJ?· but the one answering says to him, 

Though this is a long list of examples, they are but a fraction of the occurrences of the o8£ 

construction involving verbs of speaking. More could be provided that incorporate other kinds of 

verbs. In the examples that employ o8£ anoKpt8£t<;, the article and the participle agree in case, 

number and gender, suggesting that they function together as head and modifier, the one 

answering. However, it is also possible that a different head term, such as a name, has been 

elided and the article has been elevated to the role of head term. In this case, the participle 

functions as an adjunct, for example: [Jesus], answering, said to him. In either case, in o/.lEV and 

o8£ structures that incorporate a verb of speaking, it is reasonable to suggest that when there is 

no head term, it has been elided (whether that head term be a name or some other noun, or even 

aJCOKpt(J£ir;), and the article has been elevated to the role of head term. The natural 

morphological and functional relationship between the relative pronoun and the article likely 

contributed to the ease Greek speakers felt in elevating the article to head in these circumstances. 

When we observe the numerous examples of 0 8£ £t1t£V, n8£ £t1t£V, and oi 8£ £t1tCXV in the 

New Testament, it is not difficult to envision Greek speakers choosing to shorten a very common 

construction to something more concise, efficient, and easy to use. If the speaker or writer 

believes that the head term of the article is obvious, he or she may choose to simply omit it, 

confident that the ellipsis is apparent enough. This same use of ellipsis explains the article's use 

with the particle /.lEV. 

Returning to the example of Matt 16: 14, there are several candidates for the elided 

element in oi 8£ £t1tav. Two are found in the preceding clauses in 16:13: 

'EA.Swv 8£ 0 'Incrouc; £t<; 'tU !1EP11 Kmcrap£iac; Tll<; <PtAl1t1tOU ~PW'tCX 'tOU<; /.lCX811'tU<; 
CXU'tOU A.Eywv· 'tlVCX AEyOUcrtV oi &vepwnot £tVat n)v uiov 'tOU avepwnou; 
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But Jesus, coming into the region of Caesarea Philippi, asked his disciples saying, "Who 
are the people saying the son of man is?" 

The structure oi o£ Etnav in 16:14 leaves the reader with a sense of incompleteness; he or she 

expects the article to be followed by a head term. 27 In this instance it is not. If the article has been 

elevated to function as the head term, the elided element must agree in gender and number. One 

possibility is the plural form of the participle anoKpt8Et<;. Based on agreement in number and 

gender, two other options would be touc; !-l<X811'tcl<; or Ot av8pW1tOt. Logically, the only group 

that may speak in this instance are touc; !-l<X811tac;. since they are the ones to whom Jesus directs 

his question, and Ot av8pwnot are not actually present. If the writer concluded that !-L<X811't<Xt 

may be presumed from what came before, he may have chosen to leave it out.28 In this instance, 

this seems to be the best explanation for the present structure. 

Moving on to oi !-LEV... in Matt 16:14, elision is not enough to explain the use of the 

article. Instead, its use is comparable to what was observed in oc; !-LEV... oc; OE structures above, 

where each of the three groups in the !-LEV... OE structure is a subset of Ot av8pW1tOt: the ones ... 

but others ... but others. The use of the article in this construction may be explained by the 

subsequent use of the adjectives aA.A.oc; and E'tEpoc; in the structure. The article is frequently used 

in attributive structures involving adjectives. It is also used to "substantivize" adjectives. The use 

of the article provides a sense ofbalance. In addition, the three parts of the structure are not fully 

realized clauses, but word groups. Since the article typically operates at the level of group or 

phrase, it is more natural to employ it in a group structure. 

27 As Halliday and Hasan wrote (cited above), "We can take as a general guide the notion that ellipsis occurs when 
something that is structurally necessary is left unsaid; there is a sense of incompleteness associated with it," 
Cohesion, 144. 
28 Per Halliday, the use of ellipsis "makes it possible to leave out parts of a structure when they can be presumed 
from what has come before," Functional Grammar, 535 
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A structure similar to that in Matt 16:14 is found in John 7:12: 

Kat yoyyucr~-to<; 7tEpt aU'tOU ~v nof..:u<; EV 'tOt<; oxA.ou; · Ot ~!EV EA£YOV on aya9o<; 
£crnv, aA.A.o t [8£] ifA.cyo v · ou, aA.A.a nA.av~ 10v oxA.o v. 

And there was much grumbling about him among the crowds. Some were saying, "He is 
good," [but] others were saying, "No, but he is deceiving the crowd. " 

John.c7_38 
'\c7_36 

cj 

KlXl 

s 

yoyyuoltoc; TIEQL al.vrou 

--, 
p 

ijv 

c 

TioAuc; 

r--

A 

tv 'rOLe; oxAmc; 

John.c7_39 
'c 7 38 

s 

OL 

cj 

~LEV 

p 

£Acyov 

cj c p 

John.c7_40 
• c"' _39 O.n ciya86c; EO"'[LV 

s cj p 

John.c7_41 
'\c7_39 aMm b£ £Acyov 

A 


John.c7_ 42 

ou• c7 41 

cj p c 
John.c7 _ 43 

'c7_42 
'[QV 

oxAov 

The three groups identified in the ~-tEV ... 8£ structure are each a subset of 'tOt<; oxA.ot<;. They 

represent certain competing elements of the crowds who are saying this or that about Jesus. 

Unlike the example from Matt 16: 14 above, the article is the subject of an indicative verb in a 

clause structure. In addition, there is no obviously elided element. As demonstrated above, it is 

common to find o ~-tf.v and o8£ along with verbs of speaking. Thus, despite that absence of an 
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obviously elided element, the author may have believed it was appropriate to use this kind of 

short hand in this situation. 

Acts 14:4 provides an example of a standard oJ.!EV ... o8£ structure: 

£crxicrEln 8£ -ro rrt..:ilSoc; -t'ilc; rroA-Ewc;, Kat oi J.!EV ~crav cruv -rotc; 'Iou8aiotc;, oi 8£ cruv 
-rotc; artocr-roA-otc;. 


But the entire city was divided; the ones were with the Jews, but the ones with the 

apostles. 


p cj s
Act.c14_13 


'.c14_8 
 tax[a8 fj bE. 1:0 TIAfJ 8oc; 1:f]c; m)AEwc; 

pcj s cj A
Act.c14_14 


'c14_13 T
Kai. oi ~l EV 11aav avv 1:0ic; 'Iouba[mc; 

s cj A
Act.c14_15 


"-c14_14 
 oi bE. avv 1:oi.c; aTioa1:6Amc; 

In this instance, there is no grammatical concord between the two articles in the oJ.!EV ... o8£ 

structure and any previous element. There is no evidence of ellipsis. Thus, the articles function 

independently in the same manner as a relative pronoun. As with previous examples, the two 

groups may be interpreted as subsets of the class -ro rrA-11Soc;? 9 The use of the masculine article 

was likely influenced by a logical , rather than grammatical, factor: as groups of people they 

should be identified by means of the masculine gender instead of the neuter. As with Ho- items 

in general, though there is a sense of pointing back to a previous referent, it is not in a 

demonstrative sense. Instead, the article, like the relative pronoun, is used to introduce new 

participants whose identifying characteristics are provided by the writer. In a sense, the two 

29 This is Porter ' s conclusion, though he attributes this to the possibility of the article functioning as if it were a 
demonstrative or personal pronoun, Idioms, I 12-13. Robe1tson also cites this instance as an example of the a1ticle ' s 
demonstrative force, Grammar, 695. 
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groups could be viewed as providing further elaboration upon 1:0 nA.ilSo~ as does a non-defining 

relative clause. 

The oj..LEV ... o8£ structure in Acts 28:24 is another example of the independent use of 

the article. As with the previous example, it functions like a relative pronoun:30 

And the ones were persuaded by the things spoken, but the ones disbelieved. 

cj s cj p ·r A I 
.!I. 

Act.c28_106 KCXL oi. pt:v bu:LSov'ro p 

'\c28_101 Act.c28_107 


'rOLe; Acyop£vmc; 

s cj p
Act.c28_108 


'\c28_106 
 oi b[ fJ71LG'rOVV 
L 

Here, again, the o j..LEV ... o8£ structure is used to introduce subsets, though one must look back 

to 28:17 to find the class: 1:ou~ ov1:a~ 1:wv 'Iou8aiwv npw1:ou~. Like the relative pronoun, the 

article indicates that the referents are identified solely on the fact of their being; they are 

characterized merely as the ones. 

In 1 Cor 7:7, Paul employs a oj..LEV ... o8£ structure to contrast the individualized nature 

of the gifts that God gives: 

But each has his own gift from God; the one thus, but the one thus. 

30 Wallace cites this passage as an example of the use of the article as an alternative personal pronoun, Greek 
Grammar, 212-13 . He says the same of the next example from I Cor. 7:7. As I have argued, it is more accurate to 
compare the Greek article to the alternate English WH- item (that is, relative pronoun) that uses a TH- item, than to 
a personal pronoun. 
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-, 
~- IIcj s c A 

aMa i:Kaa'Toc; '({')LQV EK 8EOU 

1Cor.c7 _21 p 

'\c7_19 


EXEL 

XcXQLa~a 

s cj A
1Cor.c7_22 


c7 21 
 6 ~£v Ol)'[Wt; 

s cj A
1Cor.c7_23 


' 7 22 
 6 b£ OU'TWt; 

The participants in the oIJ.fV... oo£ structure may be interpreted as subsets of the general class 

EK<X<Ycoc;, each. This is indicated by the agreement in gender. As seen in previous examples, the 

use of the article is likely motivated by the fact that the construction is a word group rather than 

clause. As will be seen below, the article is at times used to "substantivize" adverbs, which 

would explain its function here. 

In Phil 1:16-17, the articles in the IJ.fV... o£ structure perform the same function as in the 

previous example: 

The ones from love ... but the ones from hostility. 

s cj A
Phil.c1_30 

S cj A
Phil.c1_33 

Immediately preceding this, Paul writes, some [nv£c; IJ.EV] preach Christ out ofjealousy, but 

some [n v£c; o£] out ofgood will. The agreement in gender between n v£c; and ot suggests a 
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connection. However, rather than indicating subsets, the articles in this example are likely 

substantivizing the prepositional groups. The two groups in the two J.l.EV ... o£ structures stand in 

apposition to one another (though in reverse order).31 In the example from 1:16-17, the article is 

used to indicate that the information provided by the writer in the form of the prepositional 

groups is to be used as the identifying characteristic of each group. 

The J.l.EV .. . o£ structure in Heb 12:10 is quite simi lar to the previous example: 

Ot J.l.EV yap 7tpoc; OAtyac; ~J.l.Epac; Ka1:a 'tO OOKOUV a\notc; E1tatO£UOV, 0 OE E1tl 'tO 
0UJ.l.<j>Epov Etc; 'tO J.l.E't(XA(X~£tv Tile; aytOTrl'tO<; auwu. 

The ones discipline for a little while based on what they consider appropriate; but the one 
for the common good to share his holiness. 

ps cj cj A A 

oi. f.! EV yaQ nQo<; oA(ya<; p c E71GtLDEVOV 
Heb.c12_38 


c 2 37 ~~tEQGt<; Heb.c12_39 K(X'(lX '(0 atnoi<; 


DOKOUV 

s cj A A 

6 b£ lnL 'ro p c 
Heb.c12_40 

') O"VflcpEQOVb Heb.c12_ 41 EL<; 'rO 'rfJ<; ayLo'(11'(o<; 

~taaAa~ELV av'rou 

The two elements in the J.l.EV ... o£ structure in 12: I 0 stand in apposition to our fathers by the 

flesh, 'touc; 1:~c; aapKo<; liJ.l.WV na'tEpa<;, with the father ofspirits, 1:<V na'tpt 'tWV 7tV£UJ.l.cX'tWV, m 

12:9, which also are elements of a J.l.EV ... o£ structure. 32 Both contrast God and human fathers. 33 

However, the article is not used in 12: I 0 in a demonstrative sense. Each introduces new 

3 1 Robertson uses the terms Chiasm or Reverted Parallelism, Grammar, 1200. See a lso Lightfoot, Philippians, 89; 

Fee, Philippians, I 18-20; 0 ' Brien, Philippians, 97, I 00. 

32 It should be noted that the Ji in 12:9 is a textual variant, though it is we ll attested in the manuscript tradi t ion . It is 

addressed in the apparatus ofNA27, but not USB4. 

33 Elli ngworth, Hebrews, 652-54. See a lso O ' Brien, Hebrews, 466-68. 


http:structure.32
http:liJ.l.WV
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information that is to be used for the purpose of identification. As in the previous example from 

Philippians, the articles in this ~£v ... 8£ construction indicate that the information provided by 

the writer in the prepositional phrases is to be used for the purpose of identification. 

3. Independent o~£v and o8£ Structures. 

In addition to ~£v ... 8£ structures, we also observe the article occurring without a head term in 

independently occurring o~£v and o8£ structures. In these structures, as argued above, the 

absence of a head term may be explained as a matter of ellipsis. For example, sometimes the 

head term is present, as is seen in the following two instances: 

Acts 16:5, Ai ~Ev ouv EKK:\:ncri.at £cr-rEp£Ouno -r~ rr\.cr-rn. 


And so the churches were being strengthened in the faith. 34 


ps A 

ai 
cj 

Act.c16_17 
'c16 14 

f.! EV 

cj 

ouv 

Acts 23:3 1, Oi ~£v ouv cr-rpanw-rat. .. 

And so the soldiers ... 

34 The use of the Eng li sh de fin ite article in this and the follo w ing translations must be understood as a matter of 
Eng li sh usage, not Greek. For example, in this instance, the sample text is taken from Acts 16, which beg ins with a 
narration of Paul 's ministry activities in the cities of Derbe, Lystra and !conium. Since it is estab li shed that there are 
Chri stian congregation in these cities, in Engli sh, we employ the defi nite att icle to s igna l to the rec ipient that he or 
she knows the identity of the referent. Likewise, in the example of Acts 23:3 I, the sold iers have been previously 
introduced to the discourse. Once aga in , the definite art icle s igna l to the reader, "you know the so ldiers I am talking 
about." The incidence of the article in both the original language and the translation is not a matter of mere 
coincidence; each performs a function that does, to a small degree, overlap with the other (as will be demonstrated 
below, see chapter 6 . 1 ) . However, it should not be interpreted as a one-to-one correspondence. 

http:EKK:\:ncri.at
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s 

OLI lcj 


Act.c23_153 f.IEV 

• c23_129 


cj 

.,. 

ovv 

O"'TQGt'TLW'TGt L 

In some instances, it is difficult to determine if the head term has been elided and only the article 

is left, or if the article is modifying another element. Consider Acts 1 :6:35 

And so, the [apostles], gathering together, were asking him saying, "Lord ... " 

s cj cj p c A 
.,. 

Act.c1_20 OL ~lEV ovv p TlQC~J'TWV a-lnov p
Act.c1 _21"c1 13 Act.c1 22avvc:A86vn:c; A£yov'TE<; 

The identity of the ones in this instance may be implied by means of ellipsis. In v. 2, the 

apostles, 'Wt<; anocnoA-ot<;, receive instructions from Jesus. Reference to the apostles is 

continued through the use of relative and personal pronouns up to v. 6, which allows for the 

writer to employ elision, confident that the implied element is obvious to the reader(s). However, 

there is also agreement between the article and the participle cruvEA-8onE<;. Though the 

OpenText.org annotation does not reflect this, it is possible that the article is modifying the 

participle. Thus another possible translation would be, therefore the ones gathered asked him, 

saying Either possibility is consistent with the article ' s use. 

The possibility of an elided element is again observed in Acts 5:41: 

Robertson cites this as another example of the demonstrative use of the aJticle, Grammar, 695. 35 

http:OpenText.org
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Ot JlEV ouv i::nopn)ov-ro XatPOV'!E<; ano npocrwnou '!OU <J'UVE8ptO'U , 

And the [apostles} were going from the Sanhedrin rejoicing. 

s cj cj A A 
,-

IAct.c5_173 oi ~f:v ovv ana 11QOawnov 'rOU 
'\c5_172 I ACt.c5_174 l , p 

1 avvEbQ(ovX(HQOV'rEc; 

L_ 

There is no need to suggest that the article is functioning as a personal pronoun in this structure. 

The apostles, ~ho are primary participants in the discourse and are explicitly identified in the 

previous verse, could possibly be the elided element since the article agrees in number and 

gender with -rou<; anocr-roA-ou<; in the previous clause. 

In Matt 8:32, there is also a question of whether the article marks an elided element or 

modifies a participle: 

And the [demons}, after being cast out, went into the herd of swine. 

S cj A p A 

Mat.c8_145 oi bE: p 

c8 143 
 Mat.c8_146 

In this instance, the OpenText.org annotation does not place the article and the participle together 

as a group. This structure is commonly seen in the expression o8£ anoKpt9Et<; ElnEv (Matt 

12:48; 15:3 , 13 , 24, 26; 16:2; 17:11 ; 24:2; 25:12; 26:23 ; Mark 6:37; 7:38; 9:19; 10:3 ; Luke 8:21 ; 

9:19; 10:27; 13 :8; 15:29). 

http:OpenText.org
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s cj A II' I" II 

I l ctru:v 11 6 bi: l p 

Matte 5_7 

l_
Were it not for the postpositive 8£, the article would clearly be understood as modifying the 

participle. In the immediate co-text, we observe the article separated from its head term by 8£. In 

8:31 , the head term is a noun: 

But the demons plead with him, saying ... 

s p c A 

oi 71CXQcKMOUV atnov p 

Mat.c8_140Matt.c8_139 cj A£yovn:c;'\c8_137 
b£ 


ba L~-tov t:c; 


However, in 8:33 the head term is a participle: 

But the ones herding ran away, 

ps 

p £cpuyov 
Mat.c8_151 


Mat.c8_150 OL ~OO"KOV'tcc; 

cP. 49 


cj 
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There are many other instances where the article and its participial head term are clearly 

separated by 8£: 

Matt 15:38, ot 8£ E:aeiov·w; ~aav '!E'!paKwxiA.wt.. . 

But the one who ate were four thousand .. . 

s cp 

p 

oi. 
Mat.c15_143 

'\,C15_141 cjMat.c15_144 

£a8 (ovn:c; 

But the ones present said, 

s 
,.

p 

p dnav 
Act.c23_17 

Act.c23_16 oi. naQEG'[ci:n:Ec; 
'\c23 .., 

cj 

bi:. 

In all of these instances, the conjunction 8£ separates the head term from the article. Therefore, 

we must entertain the possibility that this is the case in Matt. 8:32. In the end, it is most likely 

that 8at!lOVE<; has been elided and the article elevated to the role of head term. The writer 

concluded that it was sufficiently obvious, and so the head term was left out. 

http:E'!paKwxiA.wt
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Ellipsis easily explains the~ 8£ in Mark 6:24:36 

Kat E~EA8oucra ElTCEV 't~ flTrrpt au-r-ile;· 'tt at't~<JWflat; ~ 8£ Elrccv· 't~V KE<j>aA,~v 
'Iwavvou -rou ~arc-risov-roc; 

And going out she said to her mother, "what shall I ask?" And her [mother] said, "The 
head of John the Baptist." 

pcj A c 

Mar.c6_99 Kai. p dm:v 'rlJ 1-111'rQi. a U'rf]c; 

'\c6_96 Mar.c6_100 


L 

c
Mar.c6_101 

'\c6_99 

s cj p
Mar.c6_102 .,.• c6_99 b£ H71EV~ 

c 

'[~V KEcpaA~v Twavvou 
Mar.c6_103 


'\c6_102 
 p 
Mar.c6_104 

'rOU ~a71'[ [l:ov'roc; 

The o/~ 8£ E"mEv, oi E"mav structure is exceedingly common in narrative text. In the example 

above, the exchange that takes place is between Herodias and her daughter. In the immediate co-

text, the daughter is not identified by name, but by the pronoun reference, au-r-ile;, ofher. 

Herodias is not mentioned by name, but by the titular reference, -r~ flll'tPt au-r-ile;, the mother of 

her/her mother. The feminine singular article could, theoretically, indicate that either participant 

is the elided element. However, in the logical unfolding of the exchange, one expects that the 

36 Wallace cites this passage as an example of the article functioning as a personal pronoun: he, she, it. He correctly 
notes that this occurs when " the subjects are speakers and the interchange is one of words, not actions." However, it 
is not " used to refer back to someone prior than the last-named subject," in the sense of a personal pronoun, Greek 
Grammar, 211-12. Ellipsis provided a more accurate description ofthe phenomenon. 
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question posed by the daughter would be immediately followed by a response from the mother. 

Therefore, logically, the elided element must be 't~ llll'LPt atHll<;. 

The identification of an elided element is difficult to determine in John 18:7: 

Again he asked them, " Whom do you seek?" And they said, "Jesus ofNazareth." 

A cj p c 

John.c18_25 ,.,./v V .,.


11'C18_24 HlAI\ QUV 

c p 

John .c18_26 

c18 25 'ILVCX ( f]'I EL'IE: 


S cj P 


John .c18_27 o 't b ~ c{nrv v 

'\c18_25 '-- '-- lA 

c 
John .c18_28 

• c18_27 'If]OOUV 'IOV Na(WQCXLOV 

In this instance, an elided element is nowhere to be found in the preceding co-text. It is possible 

that the implied elements are o'Iou8a<;, Judas, Ti)v crnEtpav, the band ofsoldiers, or the 

\mnpr'ta<;, servants from v. 3. The masculine plural article would then be used inclusively. It 

may not be possible to conclusively identify a specific elided element. However, the frequency 

of this structure in narrative discourse suggest that it had, by this time, become so common, so 

conventional , that it was no longer fe lt that the lack of an identifiable elided element was a 

stumbling block to understanding. The expression o/~ 8£ Et1tEV and o't Et1t<XV , along with other 

variants incorporating verbs of speaking, had become idiomatic. 
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4. Conclusion. 

The use of both the article and relative pronoun in !lEV... <>£ structures, as well as in 

independent uses of !lEV and <>£, provides further illustration of how the two elements are used to 

fill the same syntactical and functional slots. In these structures, their functional correspondence 

is not as exact as with relative clauses. However, it is demonstrable that they function in a 

manner that is similar and complementary. As in the preceding chapters, this reinforces the 

hypothesis that the two parts of speech should be viewed as members of a shared category. 

It has also been argued that the categorization of Ho- items as demonstrative and personal 

pronouns in these structures is an incorrect reading of the data. Historically, this categorization 

arose from the necessity of using these English pronouns in instances where Greek speakers 

employed Ho- items. However, this necessity should not be employed to inform descriptions of 

Greek usage. Instead, these instances are better explained by descriptions that are consistent with 

the broad use of Ho- items. In certain instances, Ho- items are employed in a manner that is 

comparable with the alternate WH- form in English, the one or the one who. In other instances, 

the use of ellipsis provides a better and more grammatically consistent description of the function 

of the article than association with demonstrative or personal pronouns. In addition, it is arguable 

that the structure o/n ()£ El,1t£V, Ot ()£ £t1tOV, and its variants involving other verbs of speaking 

had become colloquialisms, a kind of narrative short hand. If this is true, it further eliminates the 

necessity of associating the article with the demonstrative or personal pronoun. 
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Chapter 6 - The Function of the Article Defined. 

There is a certain irony regarding the "basic" function of the article. On the one hand, it is widely 

accepted that it primarily functions as a modifier, and that the modification it produces is 

essentially that of substantivization. On the other hand, this function is not recognized as the 

article's defining function. Under the category of the use of the article As a Substantiver (With 

Certain Parts ofSpeech) Wallace writes, "The article can turn almost any part of speech into a 

noun."1 As true as this statement may be, in actual usage the article is used to modify nouns more 

than all other parts of speech combined.2 To say that the article can turn almost any part of 

speech into a noun provides no insight into how if functions in the majority of instances in which 

it occurs. 

In a sense, the answer has been hidden in plain sight. The so called substantiving function 

of the article, as Wallace puts it, is in fact its defining function. The problem lies in the fact that 

the language used to describe the article's function has created its own misunderstandings. The 

term substantive has often been treated as more or less synonymous with noun. 3 To say the 

article can turn any part of speech into a noun by substantiving it assumes that at least certain 

Greek nouns are already substantives, that their semantic condition as "something of substance" 

is an inherent quality apart from the presence or absence of the article. In the following chapters, 

it will be argued that this so-called "substantiving" function must be applied to nouns as well in 

1 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 231. 

2 In the OpenText.org Syntactically Analyzed Greek New Testament found in the Logos software, there are 19,861 

instances of the Greek article (there are 19,844 instances in NA27/UBS4). Using a syntax search to identify 

instances of the article with a noun head term, the search yielded a result of I I ,435 occurences. Statistically, 58% of 

all instances of the Greek article in the New Testament are in structures where a noun is the head term. 

3 In addition to Wallace, grammars often in some way address the use of the article with Substantives: Robertson, 

Grammar, 758; Porter, Idioms, 104, 107. In Turner's Syntax, the author addresses the "Substantival Article," 36, the 

"Substantival Pronoun," 37, as well as an entire chapter on "ATTRIBUTIVE RELATIONSHIP: 

SUBSTANTIVES," 206ff. In general, the term appears to be used to differentiate between lexical items that denote 

things that exist in a material sense from those that denote abstract ideas such as faith, hope, and love. 


http:OpenText.org
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order to understand how the article functions as a modifier. As a result, the reader may be 

tempted to conclude that the following description is merely a statement of the obvious. This is, 

in one sense, true. Though what follows is not necessarily revolutionary in its basic premise, it is 

quite so in application. 

1. The Function of the Article as a Ho- item. 

In the previous chapters, we made certain observations that are critical for understanding the 

function of the article as a modifier. First and foremost was the fact that Ho- items in general, 

and the article specifically, are more analogous to English WH- items than they are to TH- items, 

including the. With regard to the Greek article, it is most closely associated with the alternative 

WH- form that uses a TH- item as a relative: the one that I saw. 4 In English, the definite article 

indicates that the speaker or writer is saying to the recipient, "You know which one I'm talking 

about," that is, "the subset in question is identifiable; but this will not tell you how to identify it 

-the information is somewhere around, where you can recover it."5 If this information is not 

supplied by the speaker or writer. "The subset in question will either be obvious from the 

situation, or else will have been referred to already in the discourse."6 In English, the definite 

article indicates that the information necessary to identify the referent is somehow available to 

the recipient, who is able to establish identity based on the fact of his or her own "seeing" ofthis 

4 Thus, in a very broad sense, the Greek article and the English definite article may be classified together. In 
English, WH- elements are "part of a wider set embracing both WH- and TH- forms, which taken together fulfill a 
deictic or 'pointing out' function,'' Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. However, traditional grammars have treated 
the Greek article as analogous to English TH- elements. As stated above, the Greek article is, in fact, more closely 
analogous to English WH- elements. Thus, the distance in classification between the Greek article and English 
definite article is far greater than historically recognized. 
5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 314. 
6 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 314. 
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information, to use Halliday's words.7 In Greek, the article does not indicate this. Instead, it is 

the means by which the speaker/writer indicates that the information necessary for identification 

is being provided to the recipient. Rather than indicating, "You know which one I'm talking 

about," the Greek article indicates to the recipient, "I'm telling you which one I'm talking 

about." Rather than indicating, "the information is somewhere around, where you can recover 

it," the Greek article indicates, "I am providing you with the information." We also observed that 

relative clauses and word groups that function as reduced relative clauses qualify the head term 

by providing additional information or characterization which further identifies the head term. 

The article is employed by the speaker/writer to indicate that the information inherent in the head 

is to be used for the purpose of identification. The speaker/writer presents this information to the 

recipient as something he or she has seen. The recipient must accept the speaker/writer's 

"seeing" for the purpose of identification, not his or her own. The Greek article does not direct 

the recipient to the information necessary for identification, nor does it indicate that this 

information is already possessed by the recipient. Instead, it indicates that the necessary 

information is being provided. Thus, the identity of the thing indicated by the article is based on 

the speaker or writer's "seeing," not the recipient's. Its orientation is to the speaker, not the 

recipient. 

Second, whereas the article indicates that the thing to which it is attached is characterized 

as concrete, it is neither definite nor indefinite. Rather, it is non-definite, in that the status of the 

referent's definiteness is indeterminate from the point of view of the article; any indication of 

definiteness or indefiniteness is outside the scope ofthe article's function. This means that the 

quality of concreteness is not an either/or proposition. Instead, it must be viewed as a cline or 

7 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 86. 
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scale. The identity of the referent may be that of an actual person, thing, or event; it may be 

presented as such a person, thing, or event that does exist without reference to any specific 

occurrence; or it may be presented as something hypothetical, merely held out for the recipient's 

consideration. In each case, it is something that is held out for examination; it is characterized as 

concrete. The degree to which it is concrete is indicated by additional co-textual elements such 

as qualifiers or phrases. By using these observations, we are able to construct a definition of the 

Greek article's function that grows organically from the Greek language, one that is not 

dependent upon, nor imposes, English categories of usage. 

2. How the Article does not Function. 

Though exhaustive attempts have been made to describe the Greek article's function, these 

attempts have produced results that are problematic in that they do not account for the full range 

of occurrences in a comprehensive and uniform manner. This is due to a continued association of 

the Greek article with English TH- items. This is plainly illustrated in Wallace's Grammar. The 

flow chart he provides is meant to provide the translator or interpreter with a means to determine 

the article's function in any given instance. For our purposes, it illustrates the high degree of 

inconsistency, as well as unnecessary complication, associated with the treatment of the article. 

The result of this kind of arbitrary methodology is the production of categories and descriptions 

that are often contradictory. 
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=~ 

Chart 20 


Flow Chart on the Article with Substantives 


An examination of this flowchart reveals a number of inconsistencies. For example, a 

"substantive" that is modified by the article may, on the one hand, be abstract or generic. On the 

other hand, it may be monadic, well known, or even par excellence. Underlying these categories 

is the basic understanding that the Greek article functions in a manner consistent with English 

TH- items. For example, regarding the deixis of the article, Wallace states that it may be either 

anaphoric or kataphoric. He translates Acts 19: 15, tov OauA.ov £nicrtaJ.tat , as "this Paul I 

recognize," arguing that the article points back to a previous reference to the apostle. 8 The 

statement in 1 Tim. 1: 15, ntato<; oA.oyo<;, is interpreted as kataphoric, pointing ahead to a 

8 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 2 19. 
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following quotation.9 In both of these examples, Wallace interprets the article's function as 

directing the recipient toward the information necessary for identification. In other instances 

Wallace writes, "The article is occasionally used to point out an object or person which/who is 

present at the moment of speaking. Thus, in Matt. 14:15, Epru..to<; £crnv otono<; is interpreted as 

"This place is deserted," and John 19:15, i<>ou o&v8pwno<;. "Behold, the man." 10 We have 

already argued that this cannot be the case. While it is inevitable that English idiom may on 

occasion require the definite article in instances where the Greek article is used, this in no way 

indicates grammatical or functional correspondence. In the previous chapters, we demonstrated 

that Ho- items are not analogous to TH- items in English, but WH- items. Because of this, we 

should not expect the Greek article to direct the reader/listener to the identity of the thing it 

modifies as demonstratives do, contra "This place is deserted." Nor should we expect it to signal 

"you know which one I am talking about," the way the English definite article does. Thus, Pilate 

does not say, "Behold, the man [you know which man I'm talking about]." 11 Yet this is the very 

assumption behind categories such as the "Individualizing Article" or the "Monadic Article," not 

to mention the "Well-Known" or "Par Excellence" categories. In place of these assumptions, one 

must approach the function of the Greek article in terms of identification based on an orientation 

to the speaker or writer, not the recipient. In this way, we may still say, with Wallace, that the 

article functions for the purpose of"simple identification," but identification based on the 

"seeing" of the speaker/writer, not the recipient. 

9 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 220. 

10 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 221, emphasis his. 

11 We cannot escape the use of the English definite article in the translation of this passage. An expanded translation 

might read, "Behold, the man [I am providing you with the identity of the man I'm talking about]." 
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Other descriptions draw near the mark, yet are either imprecise in their language or only 

partially accurate. For example, Wallace distinguishes between the individualizing article and the 

generic article by stating that the former "distinguishes or identifies a particular object belonging 

to a larger class," while the latter "distinguishes one class from another."12 In the previous 

section, we observed that one ofthe function of structures that employed Ho- items was to 

identify a thing as a subset of a class. We should expect this function to be consistent to some 

degree in every instance of Ho- items. If this proves true, then Wallace's definition of the 

individualizing article is on the right track, but requires further specification, while the definition 

of the generic article must be essentially abandoned. 

3. The Semantic Function of the Article. 

The following definition is presented to fulfill the deficiency noted by Bakker and 

Middleton's editor H.J. Rose. It will attempt to avoid the mistake of previous grammars which 

"present manifold rules for the use of the article, but do not supply a hierarchy for the application 

of these rules. In this way, there will be numerous instances where various rules are in conflict 

with each other." 13 It will not consist of"detached and unconnected rules," an approach that 

persists to this day, but will present a very refined theory, "professing, at least, to account for all 

the usages of the Article on one principle."14 

The Greek article's function may be summarized by a single sentence, which certainly 

accounts for all of its usages on a single principle: 

The function ofthe Greek article is that ofa modifier within a nominal group. 

12 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 227. 
13 Bakker, The Noun Phrase, 147. 
14 Middleton, Doctrine, vi. 
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The structure of a nominal group consists of a head term along with optional modifiers. 15 In 

Greek, one of the possible modifiers is the article. The head term indicates a particular class, 

while the modifiers indicate categorization within the class. Halliday identifies four functional 

elements that perform this task: Deictic, Numerative, Epithet and Classifier. 16 As observed in the 

previous sections, Ho- items are deictic in function. However, the nature of the Greek article's 

deixis is different than that of the English TH- items. It orients the identification ofthe referent to 

the speaker. Unlike the English definite article, it does not indicate that the recipient possesses 

the information necessary for identification. Instead, the Greek article indicates that this 

information is being provided by the speaker. Based on this, we may add an additional element 

to the definition: 

The function ofthe article is that ofa deictic modifier within a nominal group. 

The nature of the article's deixis must always be kept in mind. Because identification is based on 

an orientation to the speaker, the head term is not presented as proximate to the recipient, nor is it 

presented as recoverable from the text. This function does not rule out the possibility that the 

referent has been previously mentioned in the text, that somehow its identity may be recoverable 

from the discourse, or that it is obvious from the discourse. It means that the article gives no 

indication of this. The referent may indeed be known to the recipient. What is imperative to 

recognize is that the article does not indicate this. Rather, it indicates that the referent is known 

to the speaker, and the recipient must take this fact of knowing as the basis of identification. It 

orients the identification of the referent to the speaker, not this recipient. 

15 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 147. 
16 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 312. 
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Because the article is a modifier, it enters into a meaningful relationship with the head 

term. By this we mean that the article influences the meaning of the head term in some way. 

Another of the observations from the previous chapters is that Ho- items indicate that something 

or someone is being held out as concrete. Based on this observation, we may make the following 

statement: 

The function ofthe Greek article is to characterize whatever part ofspeech it 
modifies as concrete. 

Historically, this has been expressed in terms of a substantiving function, which in turn was 

understood as turning a part of speech into a noun. As noted, this does not explain the function of 

the article with nouns. Therefore, a description of the article's function must be articulated that is 

able to account for all uses. For this purpose, the term concrete is far more satisfactory than 

substantive. 17 Parts of speech that are presented as concrete name a real thing or class of things 

and are "characterized by or belonging to immediate experience of actual things or events." 18 

Often something that is characterized as concrete is associated with a specific instance. 

However, this is not universally the case. Based on these definitions, we may propose the 

following with regard to the article: 

The presence ofthe article indicates a speaker or writer's subjective 
characterization ofthe head term ofa nominal group, which is presented as 
something concrete, in that it is characterized as belonging to immediate 
experience as an actual thing or event, or is associated with a specific instance. 

Elements of this definition require comment. First, the use of the article represents the writer or 

speaker's subjective view. This means that articular structures must be understood from the point 

17 The term substantive and its cognates are satisfactory. However, to use them here invites the possibility of 
misunderstanding if readers associate them with usage in previous grammars. Therefore, it seems better to employ a 
term that is consistant with substantive but does not bring potential categorical baggage that is inconsistent with the 
description offered here. 
18 Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, "Concrete," 273. 
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of view of the speaker or writer whose perspective may or may not reflect actual reality. Second, 

the presentation of the head term is a characterization. Thus, the referent will sometimes be an 

actual thing or something that is associated with a specific instance. However, the article alone 

will not indicate this. Sometimes it will present an item that is representative of such a thing or 

instance, without making a specific identification. In other instances, the referent is characterized 

as concrete so that it may be held out for the recipient's consideration, though it is in fact strictly 

hypothetical. In yet other instances, something that does not exist is deliberately characterized as 

concrete as a form of deception. In this way, concreteness is not an either/or proposition. Rather, 

it is a scale. In some instances, other discourse features will often play a role in determining 

whether or not the referent does exist, is such a thing that does exist, or is something that may or 

may not exist and is simply being held up for consideration for the sake of argument. In other 

instances, the speaker or writer will trust in the recipient's knowledge of the referent to make this 

determination for him or herself. 

Because of the nature ofthe Greek article's deixis, it is necessary to include a statement 

regarding the orientation of the characterization of the head term. 

The characterization ofthe head term in a nominal group as concrete is based 
solely on the fact ofthe speaker or writer's "seeing" ofthe referent. It gives no 
indication to the recipient ofhow or where to locate the identity ofthe item so 
characterized, or that the identity is proximate in such a way as to be immediately 
recoverable. 

As stated earlier, this in no way excludes the possibility that the thing is indeed identifiable to the 

recipient; it may well be. It only means that the article gives no indication of this one way or 

another. If the speaker or writer wishes to direct the recipient to the information necessary to 

identify the head term, additional grammatical elements will be employed to perform this 

function. 
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4. The Discourse Function of the Article. 

4.a. Markedness and Prominence. 

Within the field ofbiblical Greek language and linguistics, there is a growing interest in 

markedness theory. Porter has done considerable work in developing the theory with regard to 

the Greek New Testament. He divides markedness into five categories: material, implicational, 

distributional, positional, and cognitive. 19 Of the variety of ways markedness may be realized, 

the one that bears most directly upon the present investigation is that ofpositional markedness. 

Porter provides the following definition: 

Positional markedness defines markedness in relation to the position of an 
element within a given linguistic unit, for example, the position of a noun or verb 
group within a clause, or a word within a group. When elements are found in 
certain positions, they take on marked value in relation to the other units (e.g. pre
positional order)_2° 

For our purpose, what is at issue is the position of a definer in relation to the head of a nominal 

group. Beginning Greek grammars generally point out to students that a definer may either 

precede the head term (first attributive) or follow the head term (second attributive). In either 

position, it will typically be modified by the article. However, what is not discussed is whether 

one of these positions represents an unmarked form, while the other a marked form. As Steven 

Runge writes, markedness theory seeks: 

to differentiate a set of similar items from one another based on the unique quality 
the each member brings to bear. The members are similar but not the same, so 
there must be something that sets each apart from the other. 21 

19 Porter, "Prominence: An Overview," 56. 
20 Porter, "Prominence: An Overview," 56. 
21 Runge, Discourse Grammar, I0. 
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In the classical expression of markedness theory, the existence of these two forms and the choice 

their existence forces upon the speaker or writer conforms to the basic notion of binary or polar 

opposition. When a speaker or writer wishes to define a head term, he or she must choose 

between two options: to place the definer before the head or after it. Though similar, the two 

structures are distinct. The question that lies before us has to do with what sets these two 

structures apart from one another and whether one represents a default or unmarked structure, 

while the other a marked structure. 

4.b. Grounding and Salience. 

As a modifier, the function of the Greek article is to influence the meaning of the head term by 

characterizing it as concrete. By characterizing the head term thus, the article also performs a 

pragmatic function within the nominal group, which impacts the function of the group within 

discourse. This function may be understood in terms ofgrounding. 

Stephen Wallace divides information conveyed in discourse into foreground and 

background According to the theory he presents, certain elements in discourse will "stand out" 

as more salient than others. These are foregrounded elements, which usually are: 

• More important events of a narrative 

• More important steps of a procedure 

• The central points of an exposition 

• Main characters or entities involved in an episode 

By contrast, backgrounded elements are: 

• Events of lesser importance 

• Subsidiary procedures 
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• Secondary points, descriptions, elaborations, digressions 

M . h h' 22• mor c aracters or t mgs 

Wallace suggests that the distinction between linguistic foreground and background may be 

understood in terms of"the universal perceptual distinction between figure and ground."23 He 

goes on to say that certain linguistic categories function "to differentiate linguistic figure from 

linguistic ground," in order to "structure an utterance (of one or more sentences) into more or 

less salient portions."24 He then provides the following table which identifies the characteristics 

of figure and ground: 25 

FIGURE GROUND 
thing-like, solid discrete unformed, diffuse, shapeless, 

continuous, unbroken 
well-defined, tightly organized less definite, unstructured, loosely 

organized 
contoured, surrounded, bounded, boundless 

enclosed 
localized unlocalized 
with distinguishable parts without distinguishable parts 
small large 
near far 
above, in front below, behind 
more impressive color less impressive color 
greater contrast lesser contrast 
stable unstable 
symmetric irregular 
"meaningful," familiar "meaningless," unfamiliar 

The theory presented by Wallace is important for understanding and identifying the various 

methods speakers employ to highlight the elements of discourse they deem important. 

22 Wallace, ''Figure and Ground,'' 208. 
23 Wallace, "Figure and Ground," 213. 
24 Wallace, "Figure and Ground," 214. 
25 Wallace, "Figure and Ground," 214. 
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The matter of prominence, with its roots in Wallace's theory ofjigure and ground, has 

been taken up with modification and applied by New Testament scholars working in the fields of 

linguistics and discourse analysis. 26 Foregrounding certain elements in a discourse gives such 

material prominence or indicates salience. Choice of lexis or representation may produce 

prominence: "Prominence always implies a contrast with the background, so that the more 

salient features will stand out in comparison with relatively less salient features."27 Based on 

Wallace's distinction between figure and ground, Reed produced the following chart that 

distinguishes between grades of salience:28 

More Salient Less Salient 

human non-human 
animate inanimate 
concrete abstract 
thing-like, solid, discrete unformed, diffuse, shapeless, 

unbroken 
well-defined, tightly organized less definite, unstructured, loosely 

organized 
contoured, surrounded, bounded, boundless 

enclosed 
localized unlocalized 
with distinguishable parts without distinguishable parts 
near far 
above, in front below, behind 
greater contrast lesser contrast 
stable unstable 
symmetric irregular 

Whether it is Wallace's Figure or Reed's More Salient, many of the characteristics each writer 

identities are consistent with the function of the article in terms of characterizing the head term. 

In narrative, for example, when a speaker or writer chooses to characterize a participant as 

26 See, for example, three chapters in Porter and O'Donnell, The Linguist as Pedagogue: Porter, "Prominence: A 

Theoretical Overview," Cynthia Long Westfall, "A Method for the Analysis of Prominence in Hellenistic Greek," 

Randall K. Tan, "Prominence in the Pauline Epistles." 

27 Westfall, "Analysis of Prominence," 91. 

28 Reed, Philippians, 113; also Westfall, "Analysis of Prominence," 91. 
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concrete, it may be for the purpose of producing prominence or indicating salience. Since there 

are only two options available, articular or anarthrous, the two possibilities are foreground or 

background respectively?9 The metaphor of a stage is often used to illustrate this function. In the 

case of the article, when a Greek speaker wishes to move a participant to the background of the 

stage, he or she may do so in part by characterizing the participant as abstract. Conversely, when 

a speaker wishes to bring a participant to the foreground of the stage, the participant will be 

characterized as concrete. Thus, even in a single episode, participants will move in and out, to 

the front and to the back, based on their immediate role. Another analogy is the shift of focus 

from one actor to another in a movie. At times, this is done simply to get the viewer to give 

attention to the actor who is currently speaker. However, sometimes the speaker is left out of 

focus because the director wants the viewer to give his or her attention to the reaction of the 

character who is listening. Even though the character who is out of focus is speaking, it is the 

character that is in focus that is most salient (at least to the director).30 When this understanding 

is applied to the characterization of participants in discourse in the Greek New Testament, it will 

provide insight into the choices speakers make with regard to the use of the article. It will be 

seen that the use of the article is not a matter of individual style or personal idiom. Instead, it is 

the result of a conscious decision on the part of the speaker to characterize an element of the 

29 The number of choices available to the speaker is important for understanding the potential layers of grounding. 

For example, Porter identifies three verbal aspects in NT Greek, giving the speaker a choice between three options. 

Therefore, grounding must be viewed in terms of three layers: background, foreground, and frontground, Porter, 

Idioms, 22-23. 

30 This illustrates why characterization must be viewed as subjective on the part of the speaker or writer. Movie 

viewers may identify secondary characters as their favorites, thus disagreeing with the director. However, as the one 

who has produced the movie, the way a speaker or writer produces text, the director gives clues that are meant to 

help the audience see what he or she sees as the director. In the same way, a speaker or writer provides clues to help 

the recipient identify elements that are salient. 


http:director).30
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discourse in a way so as to perform a discourse function. This view will be particularly helpful in 

understanding the role of the article with proper nouns. 

5. Conclusion. 

The following chapters will provide examples that illustrate the function of the Greek article. 

They will demonstrate that the article does indeed characterize the head term as concrete. By 

employing the article, the speaker or writer indicates to the recipient that the information 

grammaticalized by the element modified by the article is to be used for the purpose of 

identification. The article orients this information to the speaker or writer only. It gives no 

indication as to whether the recipient also possesses this information, or that it is recoverable by 

the recipient, nor does it direct the recipient to this information. 

The choice of characterization is based on the motives of the speaker or writer. In 

determining his or her motive, the analyst must take into consideration possible discourse 

functions, such as grounding and salience. Based on the work of Stephen Wallace and those who 

have followed him, we can expect that elements that are characterized as concrete will stand out 

as figures (generally foreground elements) in the discourse and will typically be more salient. In 

contrast, those elements that are characterized as abstract will be part of the grounding 

(generally background elements) of the discourse. This is consistent with Middleton's contention 

that the article is "the symbol of that which is uppermost in the speaker's mind."31 

31 Middleton, Doctrine, 25. See above, chapter 1.6, 63. 
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Chapter 7 -The Article with Individual Parts of Speech 

The definition proposed above will be tested by examining how the article is employed to 

characterize a wide variety of parts of speech, from individual lexical items to groups and 

phrases, as concrete. Historically, the function ofthe article with these various parts of speech 

has been defined in terms of converting them into a substantive; that is, something that is like a 

noun. 1 Thus, the terms "substantive" and "noun" have been used in a more or less synonymous 

manner? This usage assumes that a noun is, in fact, a substantive apart from the presence of the 

article.3 The description proposed in the previous chapter challenges this assumption. Since 

descriptions of the use of the article with "substantives," that is, nouns, display the greatest lack 

of consistency and uniformity, it seems best first to establish a general pattern of usage that is 

evidenced by the article's use with other parts of speech. Once established, the characteristics 

revealed by these patterns of usage will be applied to nouns. Therefore, the use ofthe article with 

nouns will be addressed last. 

1 One of Wallace's plethora of categories of usage is the article "As a Substantiver," for which he provides the 
following definition: "The article can turn almost any part of speech into a noun," Greek Grammar, 231. 
2 Thus, Robertson classifies one usage of the article as "With Substantives," Grammar, 758; Wallace can write of 
the use of the article "With Substantives," Greek Grammar, 216; as well as Porter: "The article may particularize a 
substantive," Idioms, I 04. It is partly for this reason that I have chosen to use the term concrete. The term 
substantive has a long standing tradition of usage. I would agree that the function of the article could be described in 
terms of charactizing the head term as having substance, which is consistent with the sense of concrete. However, 
this would entail redefining the use of substantive. To avoid confusion, it seems best simply to employ a different 
term. 
3 This work has its origins in this observation and a single question that arose from it: if the article characterizes 
various parts of speech as "substantive," and if they are not substantive apart from its presence, isn't it possible that 
this is true of nouns as well? In order to test this theory, it has been necessary to challenge the assumptions about the 
nature of nouns and so-called "substantives." This gives rise to a further question: if a noun is truly only 
characterized as "substantive" when it is modified by the article, what is the nature of the characterization when it is 
not present? The description provided in the previous chapter is the direct product of this line of questioning. 
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1. The Article with Participles. 

This usage was explored at length in chapters 3 and 4. However, our focus was on how the 

structure functioned as a relative clause. Here, we will examine how the article functions as a 

modifier when the participial clause functions as subject or compliment. In this structure, the 

article indicates that the process grammaticalized by the participle is used for the purpose of 

identification. The referent is a class which, for the present purpose, is identified solely on the 

basis of this process. The referent so identified is characterized as concrete. Participles generally 

do not function as the head of a nominal group apart from modification by the article.4 These 

instances illustrate most acutely the fact that the characterization is based on an orientation to the 

speaker, rather than the recipient. The speaker does not direct the recipient to the information 

necessary for identification, nor is there any indication that the recipient already possesses this 

information. Rather, this information is provided to the the recipient by the speaker. 

In Matt 13:3, the process of sowing is presented by the speaker as the identifying 

characteristic of the referent: 

"Behold, the one who sows went out to sow." 

In this parable, the main participant is the one who sows, or perhaps more "literally," the one 

sowing. The speaker uses the process of sowing for the purpose of identification. This 

4 In his chapter on participles, Porter includes the sub-category of the substantive use of the participle. He makes the 
same general observation regarding the use of the article in these instances: "One of the distinguishing 
characteristics of the substantival uses of the participle is the frequent syntactical accompaniment of the article 
(absence of the article does not guarantee that it is not substantival, however)." He cites Luke 3:14 as an example of 
this usage: "EllllPWJ:WV ... avrov Kai arpar£VO,U£V0l. .. (those serving as soldiers asked him ... )," Idioms, 183. The 
OpenText.org clause annotation agrees with this interpretation, identifYing the participle as the subject of the clause. 
Based on the present description of the article's function and the numerous examples cited to support it, it would be 
expected that one could state unequivocally that a participle is not characterized as a substantive apart from 
modification by the article. Admittedly, an explanation for the the usage in Luke 3:14 remains elusive. 

http:OpenText.org
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information is not known to the recipient; it is provided by the speaker. Thus, the article does not 

indicate to the recipients, "You know who I am talking about." Rather, it indicates, "I am telling 

you about someone else." In order for the story to work, this person must be characterized as an 

actual person, that is, as concrete. However, there is no indication that this person does indeed 

exist, that he is a specific individual who could be identified by name and face. He is merely held 

out as such a person who does exist. There is nothing in the deixis that indicates where the 

identity of this individual may be recovered, or that the information regarding his identity is 

somewhere around where the recipients can recover it.5 Because the speaker is "telling them 

about someone else," the audience must accept the fact of the speaker's "seeing" for the purpose 

of identification. Thus, the orientation is to the speaker. He is the one who provides the 

information necessary for identification to the recipients. 

The process offeeding is the sole identifying characteristic of a group of participants in 

Mark 5:14: 

Kat Ot ~OO"KOV'tEc; au-roue; E<jluyov Kat cX1tllYYEtA.av Etc; 'tl)V 1t0Atv Kat Etc; -roue; 
, ' aypouc;. 


And the ones feeding them fled and told [what had happened] in the city and in the 

countryside. 

This marks the entrance of these participants into the discourse for the first time. The article does 

not indicate that the audience knows the identity of these individuals. Instead, it identifies them 

by their activity of feeding the swine. This activity is known by the speaker, not the recipients. 

Therefore, since this information is provided by the speaker and is not recoverable to the 

audience, they must accept this identification based on his knowledge of the activity taking 

place. Since the story is presented as an account of an actual event, not a parable, it is arguable 

5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 314. 

http:cX1tllYYEtA.av
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that these individuals do exist, and are not presented as "such individuals that exist." However, 

the fact of their existence is something that is obvious in the discourse; it is not indicated by the 

article. 

Jesus identifies a particular group solely on the basis of the fact that they engage in killing 

in Luke 12:4: 

Do not fear the ones who kill the body. 

In the immediately preceding text, Jesus has spoken out against the Jewish religious leaders. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that he has them in view as the ones who kill the body. 

However, this association is not made explicit. The article does not direct the recipient back into 

the text to make this association, nor is Jesus saying, "The ones who kill the body (you know 

who I'm talking about)." The reader or listener may make this associative leap, but is not 

directed to do so by the article. Jesus' presentation merely holds these people out as such persons 

who exist, without comment on specifically who they may be. 

They served the created thing instead of the one who created. 

The one who created is characterized by Paul as someone concrete, as belonging to experience as 

an actual person. Based on the theological understanding of God as the creator that Paul and his 

readers share, Paul expects the readers to identify this person as God by means of inference.6 

6 Regarding inference, John Sinclair writes, "There are always a number of inferences to be drawn from the timing 
and placing and wording of the utterance in relation to the unique set of circumstances that constitute the context of 
the utterance. An adequate listener/reader will convert these inferences, again by a process that we cannot describe, 
into additional features of the message," Trust the Text, 157. Brown and Yule define inferrables as "entities which 
the speaker assumes the hearer can infer from a discourse entity which has already been introduced," Discourse 
Analysis, 182 (see also 33-35, 239, 256-70). Thus, while deixis is a deliberate directive action on the part of the 
speaker or writer, inference is an association or connection made by the recipient that is not necessarily at the 
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Indeed, God is the topic of Paul's discourse here at the beginning of Romans, and has already 

been named several times. Therefore, when Paul introduces the one who created, he has in view 

the same God he has been talking about. However, the function of the article in the clause the 

one who created is not to direct the reader to make this identification. It does not indicate that the 

recipients already possess the information necessary to make this identification, that it is 

available so that the recipients can recover it in terms of the immediate discourse. The article 

does not direct the reader to the previous references to God in a deictic manner. Instead, by 

employing the article, Paul indicates that he is providing this information, which the readers, in 

tum, will use so that they will think about God's identity specifically in terms of his creative 

activity. Having done so, he is then able to make the distinction between worshiping the creator 

and worshiping created things. In addition, it produces cohesion within the immediate discourse, 

with its general emphasis on creation and the created order. 

In 1 John 2:10-11, the author contrasts two individuals whose identities are based on 

opposite activities: 

The one who loves his brother ... the one who hates his brother. 

Both of these individuals are characterized as concrete. However, there is no further indication 

regarding whether or not they are real people. Both are presented as concrete so that they may be 

held out for the audience's consideration as such a person who may exist. Something that is 

direction of the speaker or writer: "there is a wide range of possible inferences made by readers in interpreting 
discourse and it is not always easy to determine which were intended by the text-producer and which were not," 
Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 225. Among various kinds of reference, Martin and Rose identify homophoric 
reference, which "involves information which is to be found in the cultural knowledge that writer and reader share," 
Working with Discourse, 170. When a speaker or writer is able to assume shared cultural knowledge, he or she may 
reasonably expect the recipient to engage in inference. Thus, inference "is used to describe that process which the 
reader (hearer) must go through to get from the literal meaning of what is written (or said) to what the writer 
(speaker) intended to convey," Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, 256. 
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concrete is something that may be examined. There is no indication that the information 

necessary for their identification is somewhere around or is obvious from the context. The 

audience must accept the information provided by author as the sole basis of identification. 

Though characterized as concrete, they are neither specific nor definite. 

The use of the article with participles illustrates how a speaker or writer employs the 

article for the purpose of identification. The information necessary for identification is provided 

by the speaker or writer and is based on his or her "seeing" of the process or state, not that of the 

recipient. 

2. The Article with Adjectives. 

When a participle functions as the head of a nominal group and is modified by the article, the 

speaker/writer is indicating that the process grammaticalized by the participle is to be used for 

the purpose of identification. In the same way, when an adjective functions as the head of the 

group and is modified by the article, it indicates that the quality grammaticalized by the adjective 

is to be used for the purpose of identification. The article and adjective combine to indicate that 

the referent is a class whose identity is based solely on the quality expressed by the adjective. 

In Matt 5:3, the quality poor is the identifying characteristic of a particular class: 


MaKapwt o't n:1:wxo1 1:<1} n:vEu!J.an, 


Happy are the poor in spirit, 


The more pedantic translation the ones who are poor helps us capture the sense of the article's 

function as something analogous to the alternate WH- form. Typically, the adjective 1t1:wxoc; is 

used to modify the head of a nominal group by classifying it according to the condition of 

poverty. When this adjective is used as the head term and is modified by the article, this 

http:n:vEu!J.an
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classification alone functions as the means of identification, which the speaker/writer presents to 

the recipients. The recipients must accept the information so provided as the basis of 

identification. The class that is in view is defined by a single quality: poverty. In this instance, 

the poor are characterized as something concrete so that they may be examined by the recipients; 

they are characterized as belonging to experience of an actual thing. However, the identification 

of the poor with a specific, definite group is not indicated or obvious from the situation. This 

class is held out simply as such a class. 

Two contrasting qualities are used in Matt 20:16 as the identifying characteristics of two 

groups of people: 

" ~ ,, ....... ' f! ...... " 


EO"OV'tat Ot EO"X<HOt 1tpW'tOt Kat Ot 7tpW'tOt EO"Xa'tOt. 

The last will be first and the first, last. 

Though each group is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual people, 

there is no indication that individuals who could be identified by name and face are in view. 

They are such people, who are so characterized in this manner so that they may be examined by 

the recipients. Once again, the speaker provides the recipients with the information necessary for 

identification, which they must accept. 

As seen in Luke 4: 1, Epru.to<; is frequently used as the identifying characteristic of certain 

regions or places: 

\ " ' "" I ' 

Kat T\YE'tO EV 'to.> JtVEUJ..Lan EV 'tlJ EPTIJ..lu.>· 

And he was led by the Spirit to the desert. 

The adjective EPT\J..LO<; expresses the quality of a wilderness or deserted place. When used as a 

modifier, it classifies the referent as belonging to a subset identified by this quality. When 

http:EPTIJ..lu
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functioning as the head term and modified by the article, the referent is identified solely on the 

basis of this quality. By itself, the use of article indicates that this place is characterized as 

concrete, as an actual place. The fact that it occurs in narrative purporting to relate an actual 

event indicates it is presented as a real place, and is not hypothetical or such a place. In this 

respect, we may say that it is more concrete than the previous example because the 

characterization is of an actual place. However, this identification is not grammatical but 

situational. In addition, there is nothing to suggest this place is definite, that it is a region that 

may be identified by name or associated with a specific location. While it could have been, this 

information has not been provided. 

Unlike the previous example, where a region is characterized by a certain quality, in John 

3:12 two classes are identified solely on the basis of their region: 

' 

Et 
' 

ta £1ttyEta Et1tOV 'U!J.t v 
' 

Kat 
' 

ou 
I ,..... " 

7tt<J't£'U£'t£, 1tw<; Eav Et1tW U!J.t v 
I 

ta £1toupavta 
' 1tt<J't'U£<J£'t£; 

If I speak earthly things to you and you do not believe, how will you believe if I speak 
heavenly things to you? 

The two classes of things to which Jesus refers are identified solely on the basis of the fact that 

each possesses a certain quality that designates a region or domain. The first class is 

characterized as earthly; the second as heavenly. Both are presented as concrete, but not in the 

sense that we have been most accustomed. Most of the examples we have examined have 

characterizations of people, places, or other material things. In this instance, the referent is more 

conceptual than actual. Such things are often considered abstract rather than concrete. However, 

ideas and concepts may be narrowly classified as specific ideas and concepts. Hope is abstract, 

but "hope" may refer to a specific instance of hope, like hope in the resurrection. This is more 

concrete. Hence our definition of the article's function that the head term is characterized as 
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concrete, that it is associated with a specific instance. -ra E1ttyEta, the earthlies or earthly things, 

is characterized as concrete, as a specific instance of something. Likewise -ra E1toupavta is also 

characterized as concrete. However, both are non-definite. While they are characterized as 

associated with a specific instance, neither is definitely associated with a specific instance. They 

are such things. 

Paul uses the quality ofgoodness as the identifying characteristic of a class in Rom 7: 13: 

To ouv aya8ov hwt EyEVE'tO Suva-roc;; 

Did the good thing become death to me? 

The quality of goodness is the identifying quality of the referent. It is presented by Paul to the 

recipients, who must accept the information provided by the apostle for the purpose of 

identification. Apart from Paul providing this information, they would not know the identity of 

this referent. Whatever it is, it is a class that is identified solely on the basis of this quality. It is 

held out as concrete, as something that may be examined by the recipients. It is not the abstract 

quality of goodness, but something that is characterized by the fact that it possesses the quality of 

goodness: a good thing. Based on the content of the immediate discourse, this good thing may be 

identified with the previously mentioned law and commandment. However, this identification is 

logical, not grammatical. The article does not point the recipients to this identification, nor does 

it suggest that it is known to the recipients. With regard to the referent, Paul is merely saying, 

"you must accept its identity based on this information I am providing: it is a good thing." Any 

additional identification is up to the reader. It may be obvious from co-text, but the article does 

not direct him or her to it. 
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In the New Testament, believers are often identified as those who possess the quality of 

holiness, as is seen in 1 Cor 6:2: 

nOUK o'i8a't£ O'tt Ot aytot 'tOV KOO"!-LOV KptVOUO"tv; 

Or don't you know that the holy ones will judge the world? 

This designation for believers was commonly used by Paul. The quality of holiness is used as the 

sole means of identification. As always, Paul presents this information to the recipients for them 

to use as the basis of identification; it is not information they possess. In this instance, this group 

is characterized as concrete; in the future such people as these will engage in the activity of 

judgment. The future indicative form grammaticalizes the expectation that this activity will 

actually take place, which lends a sense of definiteness in a very broad sense to the class. Other 

elements may also produce a sense of definiteness to this class. For example, Paul addresses 

Philippians "to all the holy ones in Christ Jesus who are in Philippi," 1tacrtv 'tOt<; ayiOt<; EV 

Xpta'tcQ 'I ncrou 'tOt<; oucrt v EV <l>tA.t7t7tot<;. The phrase 'tot<; oumv EV <l>tA-t7t7tOt<; associates 

this group with a specific, known city. While the article does not indicate definiteness, the 

information provided by this phrase does. 

A temporal quality is used for the purpose of identification in Heb 7:3: 

!-LEVEl t£p£u<; £t<; 10 8t11V£KE<;. 

He remains a priest into the forever. 

In this instance, the function of the article is to characterize the abstract notion offorever as 

something concrete. Forever is presented as an actual instance, of a period of time that will 

actually occur. By characterizingforever as something concrete, it may be held out for 
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examination and consideration by the recipients. However, they must accept this identification 

based on the writer's provision of the necessary information. 

While there are instances when an adjective is specifically employed as the head of a 

nominal group, there are other instances when this structure may be the result of ellipsis. 

Consider, for example, Matt 6:3: 

But when you are performing your acts of charity, do not let your left [hand} know what 
your right [hand] is doing. 

In this instance, the elided element is not present in the co-text. However, it is possible that the 

speaker believes that it is sufficiently obvious. First, the kind of processes associated with the 

verb 1wu~w frequently (though certainly not exclusively) involve the hands. Second, both 

adjectives are feminine, which agrees with the Greek XEtp, hand. While the article indicates that 

these things are concrete, the use of the genitive crou indicates that they are presented as definite, 

something possessed by the recipient: your left hand/your right hand. 

A more obvious case of elision is found in Matt 10:23: 

But whenever they persecute you in this city, flee to another. 

The elided element, noA.v;, is clearly recoverable from the co-text, and is indicated by the 

feminine 't~V E'tEpav. 

The same may be said of 1 Pet 2:18: 

Ot OtKE'tat U1tO'tacrcrollEVOt EV n;av'tt <j>O~CQ 'tOte; 8Ecr1tO'tatc;, ou llOVOV 'tOte; aya9otc; 

Kat E1ttEtKEcrtV a/..),a Kat 'tOte; crKOAtOtc;. 


Servants submitting to masters in all fear, not only to the good and gentle, but also to the 

corrupt. 
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In this instance, the elided element is 'tote; 3Ecrno1:atc;, which is indicated by the gender and 

number agreement. In its absence, the adjectives aya9otc; and O"KOAtotc; have been upgraded to 

head terms. 

3. The Article with Adverbs. 


Greek speakers often employed the article in ways that seem quite unusual to English speakers. 


Among these is the use of the article with adverbs.7 As with participles and adjectives, when the 


article is used to modify an adverb, the adverbial idea is used as the identifying characteristic of 

the referent. Concurrently, the referent is characterized as something concrete, as belonging to 

the realm of the experience of an actual thing or event. 

In John 8:23, the author identifies specific regions through the use of adverbs that 

indicate spatial locations: 

t ,...,., ' ,...., I ' I ' \ ' ,...... ' ' t ......, ' I ,.... I ' I 

'U~Etc; EK 'l:WV K<X'l:W EO"'l:E, EYW EK 'l:WV <XVW Et~t · 'U~Etc; EK 1:0'U1:0'U 'l:O'U KOO"~O'U EO"'l:E, 
' ' \ ' ,..... I I

EYW O'UK Et~t EK 'l:O'U KOO"~O'U 'l:O'U'l:O'U. 

"You are from below. I am from above; you are from this world, I am not from this 
world. 

The use of the plural article suggests that the identification may be something to the effect of the 

regions below and the regions above. Above and below are characterized as concrete places. The 

recipients must accept the fact that Jesus has provided the information necessary for the purpose 

of identification. Based on Jesus' next statement, the regions below are in some way associated 

7 In his section on Adverbs Treated as Substantives, Robertson notes that this is typically true "of words of place and 
time," Grammar, 547. Contrary to the argrument presented here, he writes: "It is not merely when the adverb has the 
article that it is treated as substantive," Grammar, 547. This is one of the many reasons I have chosen not to use the 
term substantive. As is often the case, Robertson is using the term as essentially synonymous with noun. The 
description of the article's function here focuses on the function of the article in terms of characterization: speakers 
use the article to characterize the head term as concrete. Robertson, by contrast, concludes that the head term is 
treated as a substantive, that is, a noun, irrespective of the article's presence or absence. 
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with this world. 8 However, this is a matter of inference; the article does not direct the recipients 

to this identification. The lack of concord between the plural article and the singular 'tOU KO<Jf..lO'U 

confirms this observation. Conversely, while the article characterizes KO<Jf..lO'U as something 

concrete, the use of the deictic 'tOU'tO'U, this, directs the recipients to the information necessary to 

identify 'tOU KO<Jf..lO'U. The world is something in proximity to the recipients; it is recoverable, 

something that they may "see." The addition of this deictic element indicates that the identity of 

the referent is based on information that both the speaker and recipients share. They are not 

solely dependent on the speaker to provide the information necessary for identification. He has 

indicated that it is available to them as well. 

Paul employs the article to characterize a point in time as something concrete in Phil 1:5: 

,..... I '' ,..., 

ano 'tT]<; npw'tT]<; T]f..lEpa<; aXPt 'tO'U vuv. 

From the first day until now. 

The article characterizes the adverb vuv as something concrete, as belonging to the experience of 

an actual event, or more specifically, an actual place in time. However, apart from its situation, 

this would not be any more definite. In this instance, Paul is relating actual events and times. 

Because of this, the co-textual situation indicates a sense of definiteness. While the article 

characterizes the adverb as something concrete, the situation provides the sense of definiteness. 

The apostle's usage in Col3:1-2 is similar to that observed in John 8:23: 

8 This is in contrast to Wallace, who writes: "The articles indicate more than a mere general sentiment as to origins; 
heaven and hell are implied," Greek Grammar, 232. Carson agrees with my basic conclusion: "They are from 
below, which does not mean 'from Hell' or 'from the underworld' or the like, but ofthis world, this fallen moral 
order in conscious rebellion against its creator," John, 342 (though I might not read as much into from below). See 
also Westcott, John, 130-31; Brown, John I-XII, 347; Beasley-Murry, John, 130; Keener, John, Vol. I, 743-44. 
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Seek the things from above ... Think about the things from above, not the things on the 
earth. 

In the two instances of1:a avw, the locative quality expressed by the adverb is used for the 

purpose of identification. By employing the neuter plural article, the writer indicates that the 

identifying characteristic of a certain class of things is their location, expressed by the adverbial 

quality above. Apart from this, they have no other identifying features or characteristics. The 

recipients have only this information, provided by the writer, to use for the purpose of 

identification. In the same manner, the article characterizes the prepositional phrase on the earth 

as something concrete: the things on the earth. These things are presented in contrast with the 

things above. The information necessary to identify either of these groups is not recoverable 

from the text, nor is it obvious. The writer has characterized them as concrete so that they may be 

held out for the audience's examination. 

In some instances, what at first glance appears to be the use of the article with an adverb 

is in fact an instance of ellipsis. Consider 2 Cor 4:16: 

aA,')..,' Ei Kat 0 E~(J) l1f.HDV av9pumo<; 3ta.<j>9£tp£1:a.t, a'AA' 0 E<J(J) llJ..UDV ava.Ka.tVOU'l:a.t 
t! I \ ~ I 

TU.t£p~ Kat ll).lEp~. 

But if our outer person is wasting away, our inner [person] is being restored day by day. 

In the instance of0 E<J(J) nJ.lWV' the elided element is av9pwnoc;} Based on the co-text, the elided 

element is sufficiently obvious. Thus, the adverb has been upgraded to the head term. 

9 Robertson agrees, Grammar, 766. See also Harris, The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 359-60. Harris does not 
state explicity that avOpw1rot; has been elided, but does place it in brackets. The assumption of this elided element is 
also observed in Furnish, II Corinthians, 289; Barnett, The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 246. 
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4. The Article with Numerals. 

It is not uncommon to see numerals used as the head term and modified by the article, though 

sometimes this is a matter of ellipsis. When functioning as the head term and modified by the 

article, the speaker or writer indicates that this numeric quality is the identifying characteristic of 

the referent. 

In Matt 20:24, a group or class is identified by their number: 

Ot OEKCX llY<XVUK'tll<J<XV 7t£pt 'tWV ()uo aoEA.<j>wv. 

The ten were angry with the two brothers. 

The article characterizes the numeral as something concrete; in this instance the ten apostles who 

are angry at the request made by James and John. The English translation, the ten, the 

appropriate in its own right, creates a different sense of identity than the Greek. In English, this 

indicates "you know which ten I am talking about, the information is somewhere around where 

you can recover it or is obvious from the situation." In fact, this is true for the English reader, 

who does indeed know who the ten are. However, this must not be read back into the Greek 

usage. In this instance, the author provides the number ten to the recipients so that they will use 

for the purpose of identification. In Greek, association of this group with the twelve apostles isn't 

a matter of deixis, but inference. Based on their shared knowledge, the author may reasonably 

trust the recipients to make this inference. 

In both 1 Cor 6:16 and Eph 5:31, Paul uses the same expression, in which he employs a 

numeral as the identifying characteristic of a particular class: 

E<JOV'ta.t Ot ()uo Et<; crapKa. lll<XV. 

The two will be into one flesh. 
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This is a verbatim quotation of Gen 2:24 from the LXX. In both the original context of Gen 2 

and Paul's usage, the two are characterized as something concrete, as such people who exist, 

without further identification with specific individuals. As with the previous example, the 

English translation gives the sense of identity that is obvious from the situation, which is true in 

both the Greek original and English translation. However, it is not the function of the Greek 

article to indicate this. 

Paul employs a similar expression in Phil 1 :23: 

cruvhoJ.Lat o£ EK 'CWV ouo. 

I am tom between the two. 

In this instance, association of the two with the aforementioned options of life and death for Paul 

is a matter of inference. The recipients will certainly make this connection, but it is not the 

function of the article to direct them to this. It simply characterizes the two as something 

concrete, a specific instance of two. While Paul expects the recipients to make this association, it 

is semantic, not grammatical. Paul merely provides the recipients with the information necessary 

for identifying the referent and indicates this by means of the article. 

As with adverbs, sometimes what appears at first glance to be an article with a numeral 

may in fact be an instance of ellipsis. 

In Matt 18:12, the speaker may have assumed that an element was sufficiently obvious 

and so chose to leave it out: 

ouxt a<J>ncrct 'CU EVEVTJKOV'Ca £vv£a. 0 0 

Will he not leave the ninety-nine ... 
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While it is possible that the article is being used to characterize the numerals as concrete, it is 

more likely that the word npo~a1:a, mentioned earlier, has been elided and the numeral has been 

upgraded to head. Since the identity is proximate and recoverable from the co-text, this is the 

more probable explanation. 

The same may be said of Matt 22:28: 

' I ., I ,..... ~ I 

ev 1:1) avacvcacrn ouv n vo<; 1:wv £7t'ta em:at yuvT]; 

In the resurrection, ofthe seven, whose wife will she be? 

In verse 25, the participants are introduced as E7t'tU a8£A<j>Ot. As in the previous example, this 

could be interpreted as the article modifying the numeral, but is more likely an instance of 

ellipsis. 

5. The Article with Particles. 


Another unusual use of the article (for English speakers) is with particles. While rare, this usage 


is consistent with the article's function of characterizing the head term as concrete. 


In 2 Cor 1:17, Paul uses the article to characterize two particles as concrete: 10 

f!l "' ' ' \ \ ' \ \ \ " " tva 1) nap q..Lot w vat vat Kat 1:0 ou ou; 

So that with me "yes" may be "yes" and "no," "no?" 

In contrast to the translation provided here, both modern translations and commentators interpret 

each particle as a double "yes, yes," and "no, no." 11 However, in a similar construction in James 

5: 12, the articular particle is treated as subject, while the anarthrous particle is complement, as 

seen in the OpenText.org clause annotation: 

10 Robertson places this instance under the category of usage with adverbs, Grammar, 765. 

11 Harris sees this as a doubling ofthe particles and so translates the clause, "So that with me it is first 'Yes, yes', 

and then 'No, no'?" The Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 197. He makes no mention of the article, suggesting he 

does not afford any significance to its presence. Barnett notes its presence but places it before each particle as a 

double, vai vai and oiJ oV. The Second Epislte to the Corinthians, I 02, footnote 20. 


http:OpenText.org
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~'tW 8£ u~-twv 'tO val. val. Kat 'tO ou ou, 

Your "yes" must be "yes," and "no ," "no." 

= 
p cj s c

Jam.c5_44 

'\c5_43 
 ~'tW bE. vpwv 'tO val. val. 

cj s c
Jam .c5_45 


'\cS_ 44 Kai. 'tO OU OU 


As a general rule, the element that has the article is understood to be the subject of a linking 

verb. 12 In the treatment of Jas 5:12, this is clearly the understanding. [n light of this, it is 

reasonable at least to consider the possibility that the articular particles in 2 Cor 1:17 should be 

understood as subjects and the anarthrous particles as complements as well. 13 [n both of these 

examples, the articular particles are characterized as specific instances ofyes and no 

respectively. [n 2 Cor 1:17, they are characterized as Paul's words; in Jas 5:12, they are the 

words of the recipients. For each, their specific use of the words yes and no are characterized as 

conforming to the abstract quality ofyes and no, though depending upon how Paul ' s words are 

interpreted, this may be in question. Admittedly, the Greek of2 Cor 1:17 is more challenging 

than that of Jas 5:12. However, it is reasonable and consistent to interpret the articular particles 

in both examples as grammatical subjects. With regard to the present discussion, the function of 

the article with the particle is to characterize it as a specific instance, in contrast to an abstract 

notion. [tis noteworthy that Paul employs the anarthrous vai. and ou in I: 18-19, where neither 

is characterized as a specific instance, but refers to yes and no in the abstract. In 1 :20, the apostle 

12 Porter, Idioms, I09 
13 Robertson seems to reflect this understanding. In his citation of this passage, he does not include the two doublets, 
but lists them simply as "ro vai and TO ov," though this is, admittedly, not certain, Grammar, 765. Wallace 's 
translation also reflects this understanding: " the ' yes ' should be ' yes' and the ' no ' [should be] ' no ' with me," Greek 
Grammar, 237. 
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returns to the articular vai, while also adding articular Uf..l~V. Both are, again, characterized as 

specific instances ofyes and amen. 

6. The Article with Infinitives. 

Infinitives are often described as verbal nouns because, like verbs, they grammaticalize aspect 

(or tense) and voice, and like nouns they are often modified by the article which indicates gender 

and case. 14 Robertson writes: "Originally ... the infinitive was a substantive, but a verbal 

substantive."15 Turner agrees: "the infin. is probably in origin a noun." 16 Moulton argues that the 

articular infinitive is "the most characteristic feature of the Greek infinitive in post-Homeric 

language."17 He concluded that, "the articular infinitive is almost entirely a development of Attic 

literature, especially oratory, from which it passed into the daily speech of the least cultured 

people in the later Hellenistic world."18 

Historically, the presence of the article has not been viewed as having a significant effect 

on the meaning of the infinitive. Regarding anarthrous and articular constructions, Robertson 

writes: "There is no essential difference in idea, and the mere presence or absence of the article is 

not to be pressed too far." 19 Turner argues that, "the function of an article with an infin. is the 

same as with a noun since the infin. is probably in origin a noun, except that with the infin. the 

article often appears for no reason except to supply the case-ending which is lacking."20 Porter 

observes that this understanding still prevails: "Most scholars are agreed that the difference 

14 Porter, Idioms, 194. 
15 Robertson, Grammar, I 056. 
16 Turner, Syntax, 140. 
17 Moulton, Prolegomena, 213. 
18 Moulton, Prolegomena, 215. 
19 Robertson, Grammar, 1063. 
20 Turner, Syntax, 140. 
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between the two structures does not warrant a major distinction in meaning."21 Wallace writes: 

"The neuter article really has no other significance than a formal attachment."22 Since we have 

argued at length that there is a correlation between choice and meaning, the choice to use or not 

use the article with an infinitive cannot be viewed meaningless or arbitrary. It is a meaningful 

choice, and even if we might agree with Robertson that this choice must not be pressed too far, 

we cannot ignore it. 

On the positive side, Porter writes: "The articular infinitive is marked by the article either 

establishing a syntactical relation (such as case) or emphasizing the infinitive's substantival 

characteristics. "23 While grammarians agree regarding the case marking function of the article 

with infinitives, they have little or nothing to say regarding a function that emphasizes the 

infinitive's substantival characteristics. Based on our observations, this function likely plays a 

greater role than previously recognized. Clearly, there is a danger in oversimplifying the 

situation. There is no question that formulating a description of the article's function with 

infinitives presents a challenge. However, while acknowledging this challenge, there is every 

reason to believe that a general theory of the article's function does indeed inform this structure 

as well. 

When the article modifies a participle, the verbal element of the participle is used as the 

identifying feature of a class. With an infinitive, this is also true. However, with participles a 

person or thing is identified by its engagement in the verbal process or state. With an infinitive, 

the process is the only thing that is identified. As with other parts of speech, the process or state 

21 Porter, Idioms, 194. 

22 Wallace, Grammar, 589. 

23 Porter, Idioms, 194. Conversely, Robertson asserts, "The article did not make a substantive of the infinitive," 

Grammar, 371. 
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by itself can be a simple abstraction, such as run. When modified by the article, the process is 

characterized as something concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual process. This may 

explain why infinitives are articular when they are the object of a preposition. As an object, 

Greek speakers naturally felt the need to emphasize the substantive, or nominal, aspect of the 

infinitive. 

By contrast, it is arguable that when an infinitive does not have the article, the verbal 

quality is in view. For example, infinitives are often used in catenative constructions, where a 

main verb such as 8£t, 8uvaf1at, 9EA.w, or flEAAW and the infinitive combine to form a single 

syntactical unit.24 In these constructions, the verbal quality of the infinitive takes priority, so it is 

anarthrous. Thus, though Wallace asserts that anarthrous infinitives may function 

substantivally,25 it is more likely that in these instances the speaker or writer is indicating an 

emphasis on the verbal force of the infinitive. For example, he cites Mark 9:5, pa~~t, KaA.ov 

E<J'ttv nf..l&c; wi>£ £tVat, Rabbi, it is goodfor us to be here, as an instance of a substantival 

anarthrous infinitive.26 Instead, it is more likely that the state of being here is being emphasized 

by the speaker. 

When an articular infinitive stands alone, the emphasis is on its nominal or substantive 

quality. Thus, it is characterized as concrete. This is observed in Rom 7:18:27 

For desire is present in me, but to successfully perform the good thing is not.28 

24 Porter, Idioms, 197. 

25 Wallace, Gramar, 234. 

26 Wallace, Gramar, 600. 

27 It is of note that, by an overwhelming margin, the majority of instances of articular infinitives in Paul follow a 

preposition; and the majority of these follow de;. 


http:infinitive.26
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Paul characterizes desire and successful performance as concrete things. It is not a person or 

thing that is identified by these processes, but the process itself that is so characterized. Both 

infinitives are the subject of the main verb (in the second instance, the verb is elided). By 

characterizing them as concrete, Paul places greater emphasis on the fact that these items are 

classes of such things that can exist. He holds each item out as something that can be examined 

by the recipients. The article indicates that the writer is providing the information necessary for 

the identification of each class. The recipients must accept this information that is provided to 

them as the basis of identification. 

This same kind of usage is observed in 1 Cor 14:39: 

Desire prophecy and do not prevent speaking in tongues. 

In this instance, Paul employs the article to characterize the processes ofprophecy and speaking 

in tongues as specific instances of these activities. Thus, the activity ofprophesying is 

characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual things that may be desired. 

Likewise, the activity of speaking in tongues is also characterized as concrete, as something that 

ought not to be prevented. As always, though they are characterized in this way, there is no 

indication that Paul has definite processes in view. Specific instances that can be located in space 

and time are not indicated, only that such processes as these that do indeed occur. The same can 

be said of the following example from Phil 1 :21: 

For to me to live is Christ and to die is profit. 

28 Wallace's translation, "the willing is present with me, but the doing [of] the good is not," is an example of 
continued over dependence upon the English definite article, Greek Grammar, 234. 
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Both to live and to die are characterized as a class of thing. They are not processes, in the general 

sense of verbs. Instead, the processes are characterized as a thing that has a material existence 

(though obviously, not in a literal sense). Thus, they are subjectively characterized as concrete. 

Even a state of being may be so characterized, as seen in Phil 2:6: 

He did not consider being equal with God something to be held tightly. 

In this instance, the verbal state grammaticalized by the infinitive, to be, is completed by 'icra 

Sec\>, equal to God. 

Articular infinitives that stand alone (that is, that are not the object of a preposition) are 

exceedingly rare in the General Epistles. Where they do appear, they conform to the same 

general description presented above. This is observed in Heb 10:31: 

It is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of the living God. 

c s 
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The infinitive is part of a larger group structure, to fall into the hands ofthe living God. The 

process to fall is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing. The 

emphasis is on the nominal quality of the infinitive, which is something that can be predicated by 

the elided to be verb. 
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7. Conclusion. 

The examples provided above reflect a consistent usage of the article in conformity to the 

description provided in chapter 6. This may be summarized by the following points. First, no 

matter what part of speech is employed, when it is modified by the article, the speaker or writer 

indicates that the particular quality grammaticalized by that part of speech is to be used as the 

identifying characteristic of a class. This class may be an individual person or a group of people; 

an individual thing or a group of things. Second, in accordance with the description proposed in 

chapter 6, the class is characterized as concrete; that is, it is characterized as belonging to 

experience as an actual thing or a specific instance. Third, this characterization is subjective, in 

that the identification of the referent is oriented to the speaker or writer, who provides the 

recipients with the information necessary for identification. The article does not indicate that this 

information is available to the recipients, though it does not rule out the possibility either. Fourth, 

the article alone does not indicate that the referent is an actual person or thing. Such 

identification is indicated by other elements of the discourse. In conclusion, the use of the article 

is not a matter of individual idiom, nor is it determined by the demands of syntax. Instead, its use 

is motivated by a conscious decision on the part of the speaker for the purpose of 

characterization, which is used to indicate the identifying characteristic of a class. 
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Chapter 8 -The Article with Groups 

In addition to individual lexical items, the article is often employed to modify larger structures 

such as word groups. As with individual lexical items, the information provided by the word 

group is used as the identifying feature of a class that is identified by the article. The word group 

is characterized as concrete. In these instances, the structure functions similar to a relative clause 

as subject or object, even though it does not incorporate a verb form such as a participle. 

1. The Article with a Genitive Group. 

Occasionally, a speaker or writer will employ the article to characterize a word group in the 

genitive case as concrete. We noted above that restriction is "the essential semantic feature of the 

genitive case."1 When a word group in the genitive case is modified by the article, the restricting 

activity of the word group is held out as the identifying feature of the class. As always, this 

information is presented by the speaker or writer to the recipients to be used for the purpose of 

identification. 

In Mark 8:33, Jesus distinguishes between two classes by means of a general association 

with God and humanity:2 

You do not have in mind the things ofGod but the things ofhumanity. 

The neuter plural article indicates that the referent is a class of things whose sole identifying 

characteristic is defined by its association with an individual or group: the first class of things is 

1 Porter, Idioms, 93. 

2 The genitive case restricts the head term in terms of a quality, definition, or description, Porter, Idioms, 92. 
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the associated with God; the second class of things is associated with mankind or humanity.3 

Beyond this, neither of these classes may be further identified; they are characterized in the most 

generic manner. In this way, the speaker makes a very sweeping criticism of the recipient. 

Peter's rebuke of Jesus is a single error. However, it is indicative of, and thus the result of, a 

general pattern of thinking that is based on human priorities, which stand in contrast to those of 

God.4 Jesus makes a similar distinction in Luke 20:25. Once again, two classes are distinguished 

from each other by a single identifying characteristic. In this instance, the things that 

compromise each class belong to a different owner: 

Therefore, give the things ofCaesar to Caesar and the things ofGod to God. 

The neuter plural article is employed to indicate that the two classes of things are to be identified 

solely on the basis ofthe fact that they belong to Caesar and to God respectively. 5 Though 

presented as something concrete, such things, no further specification is made. Each is 

characterized as belonging to experience of actual things: Caesar and God do indeed have 

possessions that should rightfully be rendered back to them. However, there is nothing to 

indicate definiteness, such as these possessions specifically. 

3 As a distinct category of usage, Robertson addresses the article With Genitive Alone. With regard to the neuter 
plural article, "[It] is common for the notion of 'affairs' or 'things,"' Grammar, 767.
4''The characterization of Peter's ideas as 1:a ntiv av9pwn:wv as opposed to 1:a 1:0\i 9£0u sums up the problem 
which we have seen in considering the call to secrecy in v. 30. The divine purpose revealed in v. 31 makes no sense 
in human terms ... The problem lies not at the level of competing loyalties ... but at that of incompatible ideologies, 
of a human perspective which cannot grasp the divine purpose," France, Mark, 339. 
5 Marshall interprets this construction somewhat differently: "ax rov Kaiaapoc; goes beyond the payment of taxes 
and refers to rendering to the ruler whatever he may lawfully prescribe. The saying affirms the general principle of 
submission to political authority," Luke, 736. Though I would affirm the general principle, I disagree that this is the 
point of this saying. Jesus' point is that the coin bears Caesar's image and name, "In all probability, the denarius in 
question in this scene bore the image ofTiberius and the inscription, 'Tiberius Caesar, son ofthe divine Augustus,"' 
Green, Luke, 715. Thus, it is Caesar's possession. As such this and anything else that belongs to him, ra rov 
Kaiaapoc;, should be given back to him if he so demands. 
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[n Rom 8:5 , Paul employs the article to characterize both genitive word groups and 

prepositional groups, as well as a participial clause: 

Ol yap Ka'ra crapKa OV'l:E<; 'l:U Tfl<; crapKoc; <j>povouatv, Ol 8£ Ka'l:a 7tVEU~a 'l:U 'l:OU 
' 

For the ones who are according to the flesh think about the things ofthe flesh, but the 
ones according to the Spirit the things ofthe Spirit. 
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This example begins with an articular participial clause that functions as a relative clause: the 

ones being (that is, who are) according to the flesh. As seen above, this kind of clause fills the 

same slot, and performs the same function, as a relative clause that functions as subject. This 

particular class of people is identified by a single characteristic: they are according to the flesh. 

The nature of their being is defined by this quality.6 By employing the article, the writer indicates 

that he is providing the information necessary for identification. At the same time, he uses the 

article to characterize the class as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual group of 

people. 

Next, the writer employs a neuter plural article to modify a word group in the genitive 

case: 'tllc; crapKoc;, ofthe flesh. The essential function of the genitive case is that of restriction. 7 

The word or group in the genitive case qualifies the head term by restricting it in some way. In 

this instance, the class is identified by the restriction grammaticalized by the genitive group: it is 

the things ofthe flesh. This information is provided by the speaker. Once again, the article also 

characterizes the referent as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing. 

6 "The expression he uses here perhaps conveys a hint at what these people are rather than what they do, but we 
should not press this," Morris, Romans, 305. Cranfield expresses a similar sentiment, Romans 1-8, 385. It is not 
necessary for them to hedge. The participial phrase is rightly understood as a characterization, as indicated by the 
use of the article. Cranfield believes that Paul "simply used oi Kara aripKa ovm; as synonymous with oi Kara 
aripKa Jrt:purarovvrn;,'' Romans 1-8, 385. Conversely, Moo does not think that "being according to the 
flesh/Spirit" is the same as "walking according to the flesh/Spirit" in v. 4b in the sense of"lifestyle" or "daily 
conduct." Rather, it is the same as "being in the flesh,'' Moo, Romans, 486. I would argue that Paul's 
characterization is more ontological than locative. The construction indicates that such persons' very being is 
defined as Kara aapni, according to flesh. Dunn writes, "The oi Kara... ovrcr; should not be taken as an 
ontological classification, as though Paul envisaged two classes of humankind, created differently and forever 
locked into a particular character and destiny." Instead, he argues that this class is a "variant or at least complement 
of oi Kara aripKa 1l£pl1lamvvrcr;," Romans 1-8, 425. This is an unnecessary overstatement. To say that this 
quality defines their being is not to suggest that they were created thus and forever locked into it. Paul clearly 
articulates a belief that an individual's nature can be transformed by Christ (2 Cor. 5: 17). 
7 Porter, Idioms, 92. 
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The following clause has elided the participle ov1:Ec;, the ones [who are} according to the 

Spirit. 8 This clause performs the same function as the previous articular participial clause and is 

characterized in like manner. The identity of the final class is indicated by a neuter plural article. 

The identifying characteristic of this class is established by the restriction of the genitive 1:ou 

1tVEU1-HX'toc;; it is the things ofthe Spirit. This group is part of a clause that also has an elided 

element: <(>povoumv. Like the things ofthe flesh, the things ofthe Spirit are characterized as 

concrete. While this is not necessarily in the material sense, they are concrete in the sense of 

characterization as belonging to experience of actual things. Both are held out as something that 

may be examined by the recipients. In all of the occurrences, the article indicates that the 

information necessary for identification is provided by the writer. The recipients are dependent 

upon him for this information and must accept it for identification. 

In Gal 5:24, belonging to Christ is the identifying characteristic of a group:9 

But the ones ofChrist [Jesus] crucified the flesh. 

In this instance, the class indicated by the article is restricted based on their relationship with 

Christ. They are the ones ofChrist, that is, those who belong to him or stand in relationship to 

him. 10 This restriction is employed as the sole identifying feature of this class. As the subject of 

the finite verb, they are characterized as concrete, as such people who may engage in the process 

of crucifying the flesh. They are characterized thus so that they may be held out for the 

8 Morris, Romans, 305, footnote 24. 

9 For oi rov Xptarov, see also I Cor. 15:23. 

10 Robertson suggests that f.Laerrrai should be supplied, Grammar, 767. Bruce translates the construction as, "The 

people of Christ [Jesus]," Galatians, 256. Fung's translation interprets the genitive as indicating possession: "Those 

who belong to Christ Jesus," Galatians, 274. 
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recipients' examination. However, though characterized as concrete, there is nothing to indicate 

anything more definite. 

The usage in Phil2:21 is ofthe same sort as observed in Mark 8:33 and Luke 20:25: 

For all seek the things ofthemselves, not the things ofJesus Christ. 

The class oi nav'tEc; is identified based on the quality grammaticalized by the adjective: all. This 

class is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual people who may engage 

in the process of seeking. However, they are characterized as such people who do this, without 

further identification with any known or specific group. The things that are sought are also 

characterized as concrete and are identified by the restricting function of the genitive. In 

addition, the deictic function of the pronoun anaphorically directs the reader back to oi naV'tEc;. 

Whatever these things are, the only identifying characteristic the author provides is that they 

belong to the class oi nav'tEc;. Though not necessarily material things, they are characterized as 

actual things that may be sought. These things stand in contrast to 'ta lncrou Xptcr'tou, the 

things ofJesus Christ, which are identified solely on the basis of their being the possession of 

1esus Christ. 

1 John 4:3, the article modifies a genitive word group and functions much like a relative 

clause as complement: 

' ' 'tO'U'tO E<J'ttV 'tO 'tO'U <XV'ttXPt<J'tO'U. 


This is the thing ofthe anti-Christ. 11 


11 Brown translates this construction, ''It is rather ofthe Antichrist," The Epistles ofJohn, 496. His translation ofthe 
passage reflects a significant interpretive leap: "Everyone who negates the importance of Jesus reflects a Spirit 
which does not belong to God. It is rather of the Antichrist," 485. Kruse translates the construction, "This is the 
spirit ofantichrist," The Letters ofJohn, 147. This would require the neuter article to function either as a 
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The identity of this class is defined by the restricting function of the genitive 1:ou avnXJJtcr'tO'U. 

The sole defining quality of this class is its being restricted by anti-Christ, thus ofanti-Christ. 12 

The neuter demonstrative pronoun anaphoricaly directs the recipients back to the previous 

statement regarding each spirit (miv 7tVEUj.ta) that does not confess, "Jesus is from God." This 

adds a sense of definiteness that would not otherwise have been indicated. 

In some of these instances above, this structure suggests that an element has been elided. 

One that is commonly observed indicates some type of kinship. This particular ellipsis is likely a 

form of shorthand that has become idiomatic. 

David begat Solomon from the [wife] ofUriah, 


John 19:25, Mapta nwu KA.wn:a... 


Mary the [wife] ofClopas ... 


The feminine article suggests that the elided element is likely yvv!]. 

James the [son] ofZebedee 

Levi the [son] ofAlphaeus 

demonstrative, anaphorically referring back to llVcVf.la, or as the head as a result of ellipsis of JlvcVt-ta. The first 
option is not consistent with the function of the article as a Ho- item. The second option is at least possible, and I 
will argue below that this is indeed the case in certain instances. However, one must question whether llVcVf.la is 
sufficiently obvious to justify being elided, which is one of the primary criteria. Westcott opts for the latter: ''The 
omission of llVcVf.la in the phase ro rov avrr;rpimov gives greater breadth to the thought," The Epistles ofSt. John, 
143. Unfortunately, there is no decisive evidence either for or against ellipsis. I simply question if an elided element 
is sufficiently obvious (an admittedly subjective conclusion at best). 
12 The translation anti-Christ is here preferred to Antichrist based on the understanding that the term refers broadly 
to any identification of Christ/Messiah that runs counter to that of the author. Such is a Christ in place ofthe Christ 
he teaches. This is in contrast to the popular notion of the Antichrist as an end-times figure associated with the 
Beast of Revelation. 

http:llVcVf.la
http:llVcVf.la
http:llVcVf.la
http:7tVEUj.ta
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John 21:2, ot ·wu Z£~£8atou 

The [sons] ofZebedee 

Acts 13:22, ~auto 'tov 'tou 'I£crcrat 

David the [son] ofJesse 

The masculine article suggests that the elided element is uioc;. 

In other instances, the elided element is recoverable from the co-text. 

Luke 5:33, oi ~a8n'tat 'Iwavvou V'f\O''t£UO'UO'tv 1t'UKVU Kat o£ncrnc; 1tOtoUV'tat o~otwc; 
Kat oi 'tWV <l>aptcratwv, 

The disciples of John often fast and pray as also the [disciples] ofthe Pharisees, 

The elided element ~a8n'tat is clearly recoverable from the co-text. 

Heb 7:27, oc; OUK EXEt Ka8' n~£pav avayK'f\V, W0'1tEp oi apxt£pEtc;, 1tpO"CEpOV \m£p 
"CWV ioiwv a~apnwv Sucrtac; ava.j>Ep£tv E1t£t'ta "CWV "COU A,aou. 

Who does not have a daily obligation, such as the high priests, first to bear sacrifices on 
behalf of their own sins, then the ones ofthe people. 

The word a~apnwv has been elided from the group 'tWV 'tOU A,aou. 

In instances of ellipsis, as outlined in chapter 4, there is "something left unsaid." 

However, what is left unsaid is "understood nevertheless." It is an element that "goes without 

saying." Therefore, in order to argue for ellipsis, it must be demonstrable, within reason, that 

these criteria have been fulfilled. The elided element must be sufficiently obvious to the 

recipient. In the examples cited above, a pattern of routine elision of regularly occurring 

elements is observed. However, elision will not always be a matter of an observable pattern. In 

these instances, it must be admitted that "sufficiently obvious" will at times be a subjective 

interpretation. 
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2. The Article with Prepositional Groups. 


It common to observe the article with a prepositional group that is functioning as the head term. 


Prepositions generally serve to indicate a relation in terms of "being situated in, moving toward 


or moving away from a location," in either a literal or metaphorical sense. 13 When modified by 


the article, the relation grammaticalized by the prepositional phrase is employed as the defining 


characteristic of the class. The first example ofthis construction is found in Mark 2:25: 


David, when he had need and was hungry, he along with the ones with him, 

In this episode, Jesus gives justification for the actions of his disciples based on an appeal to the 

actions of David in the Old Testament, which establish a precedent. In addition, he also makes it 

clear that David was not alone; the ones with him joined David in his actions. As participants in 

the discourse, their function is to illustrate that, in a time of need, David's men joined him in 

doing that which was not lawfu/. 14 Therefore, these individuals are identified by a single 

characteristic: they were the ones with him. They are not identified in any other way because this 

manner of identification is sufficient for the requirements of the discourse: one group's actions 

are justified by the precedent set by another group's actions. Because this class is a participant in 

the narrative, it is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience as an actual thing. As a 

participant in narrative discourse, and because their identity is based on association with David 

13 Porter, Idioms, 142. 
14 France interprets the inclusion of David's companions as providing "a precedent for the principle that the 
disciples' action (to which objection has been made in the first place) is covered by the personal authority of the 
leader," Mark, 146. In 2:23, only Jesus' disciples are identified as the ones plucking wheat. In order to associate 
Jesus with David, the narrative would need to indicate that he was engaged in the activity along with his disciples. It 
seems better to explain the association of the disciples of Jesus with David and his men as a simple matter of 
identifying one group (Jesus' disciples) with another group (David and his men) rather than with an individual 
(David alone). 
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by means of anaphoric reference ( a\rwu), the class has a sense of definiteness. They are not 

merely such people; they are actual people. 

In Rom 3: 19, Paul identifies a class based on its relation to the law: 

But we know that as much as the law says, it speaks to those in the law. 

The metaphorical sense of being situated in the law is used to identify the class. In accordance 

with its regular function, the article indicates that the information provided by the writer is to be 

used for the purpose of identification. In this instance, the information is EV -r0 VO!l<v, in the law. 

This group, or class, is characterized as concrete, as such a group ofpeople, without going so far 

as to identify them with an actual group in a real sense; people identifiable by name and face. 

The writer does not indicate, "You know which ones I am talking about," as would be the case 

with the English definite article. Instead, he indicates, "I am talking about something else." He 

provides the information necessary for identification. He does not direct the recipients to it, or 

indicate they already possess it. 

In Rom 16:10-11, Paul provides interesting examples that illustrate the article's wide 

range ofuses: 

aanaaaa8£ 'tOU<; EK 'tWV 'Apta'tO~OUAO'U ... acrnacracr8£ 'tOU<; EK 'tWV NapKtO"O"O'U 
' " ' I'tOU<; OV'ta<; EV K'UPt<v. 

Greet the ones from the household ofAristobulus... Greet the ones from the household of 
Narcissus who are in the Lord. 

First, we observe him employing a genitive plural article with the genitive singular 

'Aptcr-ro~ouA.ou and NapKtcrcrou. The plural articles in these instances each indicate a class of 

people whose identity is based on their association with these individuals. This is most 

http:Aptcr-ro~ouA.ou
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commonly employed in instances that indicate a familial relationship (as seen above), though the 

plural suggests something other than elision of an element such as uto<;. This would lead us to 

conclude that it indicates a broader, yet unspecified, familial relationship: the relatives of 

Aristobulus... the relatives ofNarcissus. This may even be extended further to encompass the 

members of their households in general, not just family members. 15 Next are the articles 

modifying the prepositional groups. These articles indicate identification of a class based on the 

familial relationship: the ones from the relatives ofAristobulus... the ones from the relatives of 

Narcissus. The imperative, "Greet," produces the sense that this group that is characterized as 

concrete by the article is also definite. They are not such a class, but a group of specific 

individuals identifiable by name and face who may actually be greeted. 

Paul identifies a group he opposes by means of a relationship in Gal 2:12: 

Fearing the ones from circumcision. 

The prepositional phrase,from circumcision, provides the information by which this class is 

identified. They are held out as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual group who may 

be feared. Beyond this, they are not characterized as definite, such as the circumcision party. 16 

However, as participants in narrative discourse, they are understood as actual people with whom 

15 Turner suggests, "The possession of slaves by a family may be indicated by this construction," referencing these 
examples specifically, Syntax, 169. Moo places emphasis on non-family membership, '"Those who are of 
Aristobulus' are probably members, especially slaves, of the household of a man named Aristobulus ... As in v. I0, 
the people Paul greets will have been the members ofNarcissus' household," Romans, 925. For similar opinions, see 
also Morris, Romans, 535-36; Dunn, Romans 9-16, 896. 
16 Wallace translates this as "those of the circumcision [party]," Greek Grammar, 236. The use of"those" is 
incorrect. Demonstrative usage is inconsistent with the function of Ho- items. As to "the circumcision [party]," for 
reasons that will be made clear in the next chapter, this kind of definite connotation is also incorrect. Instead, 
fft:ptroJ1iir; is used in an abstract sense, simply circumcision. Association with a specific circumcision party is not 
indicated. Bruce also favors "the circumcision party," Galatians, 128, 131. Lightfoot suggests, "not 'Jews' but 
converts from Judaism', for this seems to be the force of the preposition," Galatians, 112. Fung prefers "advocates 
of circumcision," Galatians, 108. 
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Peter could interact, producingfear on his part. The article indicates they are a class whose 

defining characteristic is their relationship to the practice of circumcision. The co-textual 

features of the narrative indicate that actual people are in view; individuals who could, 

potentially, be identified by name and face. 

In Gal3:7, a class is identified based on their relationship to faith: 

Therefore you know that the ones from faith, these are sons of Abraham. 

This class is identified based solely on the fact of a single relation: they are from faith. In this 

instance,faith is characterized in a general, abstract sense. It is not necessarily faith in a 

specifically Christian sense or faith directed toward some goal or object. Thus, this class of 

individuals is identified by the fact that they have a relationship to faith; they are offaith or from 

faith. This information is presented to the recipients by Paul for the purpose of identification. By 

characterizing this class as concrete, Paul holds them out for examination by the recipients; they 

are such a class ofpeople. Specific believers, identifiable by name and face, are not indicated. 

Whereas the article does not direct the recipients to the information necessary for identification, 

the pronoun ouwt does. Its deixis is anaphoric, directing the recipient back to oi EK JrlO"TEW~. 

Paul identifies two classes of things based on their relationships to contrasting regions in 

Eph 1:10: 

avaKE<i>aA.au.Oaaaem 'ta miv-ca EV -co:> Xptat<\>, -ca E1tt 'tOt<; oupavot<; Kat 'ta E7tt 
........ ........ ' ' ........


tTl<; Yll<; EV <X'U't!J,l . 


.. . to bring together all things in Christ, the things on the heavens and the things on the 
earth in him. 
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Before introducing two contrasting classes, Paul identifies another broad class that encompasses 

these two. He employs the adjective navta and modifies it with a plural neuter article. The 

adjective functions as the head term and indicates that the class is identified by this quality: all 

things. As a result, the head term is characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an 

actual thing. The class all things refers 17 to all that exists. Next, Paul introduces two more 

classes, each identified by its location. The first is located among the heavens. This, then, is the 

identifying feature of this class. The second is located on the earth. Both function in a manner 

similar to a non-defining relative clause in that they provide further elaboration or specification 

of the class all things. This is consistent with the general function of Ho- items, which is to 

indicate that the speaker or writer is providing information to the recipients. In this instance, it is 

additional information about all things. 

In Heb 7:5, the author identifies a class based on a familial relationship: 

The ones from the sons ofLevi. 

The prepositional group is employed to provide the identifying characteristic ofthis class, which 

is based on their relationship to the sons ofLevi. 18 The writer likely has in mind the priests who 

served in the tabernacle and later in the temple, as evidenced by the following participial group, 

t~v t£p<Xt£tav A<X!l~avovt£<;, receiving the priesthood. Because this is an actual group of people, 

they are characterized as concrete. Any sense of definiteness is based on the implicit sense that 

this group actually existed at one time in the past; that they could be identified by name and face. 

17 O'Brien, Ephesians, 112. 

18 Regarding the identity of this group, commentators are generally more interested in the meaning of the preposition 

ix:, while passing over the article without comment. See Westcott, Hebrews, 175-6; Lane, Hebrews /-8, 168; 

O'Brien, Hebrews, 251; Ellingworth, Hebrews, 362. 
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However, this would be a matter of inference based on a body of knowledge the author and 

recipients share. This is not a function of the article. Even though this group was likely known to 

the recipients, with regard to the role they play in the discourse, the writer provides the 

information necessary for identifying this class. He does not indicate to the recipients, "You 

know which ones I am talking about." The Greek article does not indicate that information that 

the recipients never knew is being introduced. Rather, it indicates that the speaker or writer is 

introducing information into the discourse without comment on whether or not the recipients 

may make the identification for themselves. 

John identifies Jesus using a uniquely Johannine expression in 1 John 2:13 (repeated 

again in 2:14): 19 

, ' \ ' ' ' ...... 
EyVWKCX't£ 'tOY an; <XPXll<; 

You know the one from the beginning. 

The identity of the class, in this instance a class made up of a single individual, is established 

based on a temporal relation: from the beginning. Specific association with Jesus is a matter of 

inference, not deixis. John does not direct the reader to this identification, but can reasonably 

assume it based on the common body ofknowledge he and the readers share. This allows him the 

freedom to characterize Jesus in a way that makes a theological statement about his 

preexistence.20 

19 Robertson cites this as an example of rov as a demonstrative, Grammar, 694. Wallace translates the phrase, "the 
[one who was] from the beginning," Greek Grammar, 236. As seen many times, this illustrates an over dependence 
upon analogy with the English definite article. 
2°Contra Brown, who interprets the prepositional phrase as a reference to "the beginning of Jesus' self-revelation to 
his disciples in the ministry," The Epistles ofJohn, 303. So also Kruse, "[the author] is referring not to the beginning 
of time, but to the time when the Word of life was incarnate in Jesus Christ," The Letters ofJohn, 90. It is difficult 
not to believe that John's frequent use of apxq is to some degree a deliberate attempt to recall Gen. I: I LXX. See 
also Westcott, The Epistles ofSt. John, 60; Bruce, The Epistles ofJohn, 59; Marshall, The Epistles ofJohn, 139. 
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Later, in 1 John 4:4, the author contrasts two individuals based by identifying them with 

reference to their location: 

flEtswv ecr1:'tv o£v Ufltv i1 oev 1:0? KO<Jfl<v· 

Greater is the one in you than the one in the world. 

The writer employs spatial relations as the identifying characteristic of these two individuals. 

One is characterized as in you, while the other is characterized as in the world. 

Certain instances of this construction, like many examined above, may be the result of 

ellipsis. This is demonstrable in Rom 1 :26: 

JlE'tnA.A.a~av 'tllV <)>ucrtKllV XPll<Jtv Et~ 't~V napa <)>ucrtv, 

They exchanged natural sexual desire for the one contrary to nature. 

The feminine article suggests that the elided element is XPll<Jtv. This would meet the criteria of 

an element that "goes without saying" and is sufficiently obvious. 

3. Conclusion. 

The use of the article with word groups conforms to the definition and the description outlined 

above. When employed in these structures, it is used to indicate that the information necessary 

for identifying the referent is being supplied by the speaker or writer. The article indicates that 

the relationship grammaticalized by the group is the identifying characteristic of the referent. The 

recipients must accept this information for the purpose of identification. The word group so 

modified is used as the head term. The article characterizes the head term as concrete, as 

belonging to experience as an actual person or thing. If the referent is indeed an actual person or 

thing, this will be indicated by additional elements or the context of the discourse. 
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Chapter 9 -The Article with Nouns 

1. Description of the Article's Function. 

Nowhere is there a more urgent need for a uniform theory of the article's function than in 

regard to nouns. By an overwhelming majority, nouns are the most common elements to be 

modified by the article. 1 Yet it is in regard to nouns that, historically, the function of the article 

has been treated in a most un-uniform and even contradictory manner. For this reason it is 

necessary to articulate a theory that describes how nouns are characterized based on both the 

article's presence and absence. To accomplish this task, it is essential that we once and for all 

abandon classical notions regarding the function of the article. The Greek article has not 

"detached itself for special functions answering generally to those of our own the."2 It is not 

"associated with gesture and aids in pointing out like an index finger."3 Such views associate the 

Greek article with English TH- items. As argued above, it is more closely analogous to English 

WH- items. Even the gloss the too often leads to false conclusions. While English idiom will 

require us to use the definite article in certain structures, it should be approached with caution as 

a matter of translation. 

As noted above, historically, attempts to define the function of the article have created 

their own complications. By stating that the article can tum any part of speech into a noun, one 

does nothing to define its function with nouns. The reason for leaving the treatment of nouns 

until this point has been to demonstrate exhaustively that the function of the article is to 

characterize the head term as concrete, as belonging to experience ofan actual thing or event. If 

1 See chapter 6. 

2 Moulton and Howard, Accidence, 117. 

3 Robertson, Grammar, 756. 
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this is true when other parts of speech are modified by the article, it is reasonable to conclude 

that this is its function with nouns as well. Based on this, we will restate the function of the 

article in terms specific to nouns: 

The presence ofthe article indicates the speaker or writer's subjective 
presentation ofa noun, which is presented as something concrete, in that it is 
characterized as belonging to immediate experience as an actual thing or event, 
or is associated with a specific instance. 

In addition: 

The characterization ofa noun as concrete is based solely on the fact ofthe 
speaker or writer's provision ofthe information necessary for identification. It 
gives no indication to the listener or reader ofhow or where to locate the identity 
ofthe noun, or that the identity is proximate in such a way as to be immediately 
recoverable. The Greek article orients the identification ofthe head term to the 
speaker or writer, not the recipient. 

Using these observations regarding the characterization of nouns that are modified by the article, 

a description of how nouns are characterized when they are not modified by the article may also 

be formulated. In contrast to being characterized as concrete when modified by the article, nouns 

are characterized as abstract when not modified by the article. Thus: 

The absence ofthe article indicates the speaker or writer's subjective 
characterization ofa noun, which is presented as abstract, in that it is 
characterized as not belonging to immediate experience as an actual thing or 
event, or is not associated with a specific instance. The noun has no referent in 
terms ofa class whose identifYing characteristic is grammaticalized by the noun. 
It is an abstraction. 

Using these working definitions, we will examine various examples of articular and anarthrous 

nouns in the New Testament. Ultimately, it will be demonstrated that the use of the article was 

not a matter of personal idiom or style, nor was its presence or absence a matter of structural 
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considerations.4 Instead, it will be demonstrated that Greek speakers employed the article 

because it entered into a meaningful relationship with the head term, which was a necessary 

function for establishing meaning. 

One of the difficulties we will encounter will be determining the factors that govern a 

speaker or writer's choice to characterize the head term as concrete or abstract. In some 

instances, this will be fairly obvious from the discourse. In other instances where this is not the 

case, we will be required to theorize about such motives in a manner that is consistent with what 

is observable in the discourse. Though challenging, by using the definitions proposed here, this 

exercise may yield results that provide insights that have exegetical value. 

While we may expect many positive results, it is also true that some interpretations will 

have to be overturned. For example, Wallace translates Jas 2:14, f..l~ OUV<X't<n n1ttanc; C5WC5<n 

a.utov; "This [kind of] faith is not able to save him, is it?''5 The underlying assumption is that 

the article functions like a TH- item and "points back to a certain kind of faith as defined by the 

author and is used to particularize an abstract noun."6 The first part of this interpretation ofthe 

article's function is most certainly incorrect. Because the article does not function as a 

demonstrative, it does not point back in this way. The second part is nearly correct, but can be 

improved. Rather than say the article particularizes an abstract noun, it is more accurate to say it 

characterizes the noun as concrete, as pertaining to a particular instance of faith. While this 

4 In the next chapter, it will be demonstrated that the article was creatively used to realize various group structures 
that perform a variety of discourse functions. However, its use in such structures presumes that it was present first as 
a necessary modifier, deliberately employed by the speaker or writer for the purpose of characterization. Thus, its 
use as a modifier is its primary function, while its use as a structural element is secondary and subordinate to the 
primary function. The article cannot be used as a structural element unless it is already present as a modifier. A lack 
of recognition ofthis functional hierarchy has been the "Achilles heel" of many grammars, which have attempted to 
explain the presence and absence of the article primarily on the basis of syntax. 
5 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 219, emphasis his. 
6 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 219. 
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particular instance may be the aforementioned faith, the article does not direct the reader to make 

this connection. Instead, the identification offaith is based on an orientation to the author; he 

provides the information necessary for identification to the recipients, who must accept this 

information for the purpose of identification. The translation this faith indicates that the author is 

directing the recipients to the information necessary for identification. Such an interpretation of 

the article's function misinterprets the deixis of the article. This is not to say that Wallace's 

rendering is inappropriate; it may be fine as far as idiomatic English is concerned. However, this 

rendering does not reflect the Greek usage. Instead, it becomes the basis to read English usage 

into Greek. Likewise the so-called Par Excellence translation of John 1 :21, onpOQ>1ltllC; Et au; 

"Are you the prophet?"7 assumes that the Greek article indicates "you know which prophet I'm 

talking about." Again, we have argued that the Greek article does not function in this way and 

therefore this interpretation, as well as this category, must be rejected. 

In an analysis ofthe function of the article, one must take into account that the choice of 

characterization is often motivated by discourse considerations. In chapter 6.4, the discourse 

function of the article was defined in terms ofgrounding or salience. In some instances, the 

characterization of the head term is an end unto itself. The decision to characterize the head term 

as concrete or abstract is a reflection of the speaker or writer's subjective perspective of the 

substance or nature of the referent. The function of the characterization is limited to the nominal 

group. However, in other instances, the characterization will perform a function above that of the 

nominal group at the level of discourse. At times, a speaker or writer will use the article to 

characterize the head term as concrete in order to foreground that element or give it greater 

salience. By doing so, the articular element is understood as a figure in the discourse. 

7 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 222, emphasis his. 
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Conversely, the speaker or writer may choose not to employ the article, thus characterizing the 

head term as abstract. By doing so, this element is moved to the background of the discourse or 

identified as less salient. In this way, its function is to establish the grounding of the discourse; it 

provides the backdrop against which afigure or figures are seen. By taking into consideration the 

discourse function of speaker or writer's choice of characterization, we will be able to produce a 

detailed, comprehensive description of the article's function. 

It must be stated at the beginning that space does not allow for an examination of each of 

the thousands of nouns in the New Testament individually. Examples will be chosen that allow 

us to observe both articular and anarthrous structures in such a way that illustrates how each is 

characterized differently. In this way, the implications for translation and exegesis will be plainly 

demonstrated. 

2. The Article with Nouns. 

Matt 3:4 includes both articular and anarthrous elements. The choice of characterization 

may be interpreted as an indication of the function of the elements. 

au'toc; bE 0 'IwavvT]c; £tX£V 'tO EVbUf.la aU'tOU &reo 'tPtXWV Kaf.lnA.ou Kat sWVT]V 
b£pf.la'ttVT]V 1C£pt 't~V O<J<i>UV aU'tOU, , bE 'tpo<l>~ nv auwu UKptb£c; Kat f.lEAl aypwv. 

But John himself had clothes of camel hair and a leather belt around his waist, and his 
food was locust and wild honey. 

To understand the use and non-use of the article, one must always keep in mind that either choice 

represents a subjective characterization on the part of the speaker or writer. The use or non-use of 

the article indicates how the speaker or writer wishes to characterize the head terms. This choice 

of characterization is a meaningful choice and must not be ignored. Understanding this 

characterization is crucial for both the translator and interpreter. 

http:Kaf.lnA.ou
http:EVbUf.la
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We first observe that John's clothes, 'tO £v3t>Jla ainou, are articular and thus 

characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing. 8 Conversely, the 

materials he used to make his clothing, 'tptxwv Kafl~A.ou Kat ~wvnv 3Epfla'ttV'fiV, are 

anarthrous, thus characterized as abstract. These choices give insight into the discourse function 

of each element. On the one hand, John's clothes are more salient, while the material of his 

clothes is less salient. For the purpose of the discourse, the function of the material is to say 

something about the nature of John's clothes; they are not salient themselves, they function as 

elements that ground the discourse. Thus, the author employs this characterization to 

communicate the nature of John's wardrobe, rather than its precise composition. Matthew is not 

interested in communicating the exact material composition of John's wardrobe. Instead, he is 

more interested in what John's clothes do or say about him. Clothing of this nature would cause 

John to stand out from the people around him, as well as convey a sense of poverty. John is 

different than everyone else. The interpreter may even surmise that, while John had clothing 

made of such materials, this was not his entire wardrobe. Thus, John's actual clothes are more 

salient than the material of which they are made, which only function to communicate something 

more abstract such as physical distinction or poverty, which in tum may serve to identify him as 

a prophet or even a Nazirite. 

Next, with regard to John's diet, we observe the same pattern of characterization. On the 

one hand his food, n'tpoQ>n ainou, is articular, thus characterized as concrete, just as his clothes 

are. However, the specific dietary items, aKpt3E<; Kat ~At aypwv, are characterized as abstract, 

just like the material of his clothes. As before, John's food is more salient, while the specific 

things that he ate are less salient. For the purpose of the discourse, the specific items of his diet 

8 Regarding 6 'Iwavvnc;, the function of the article with proper nouns will be treated below. 

http:Kafl~A.ou
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only function to say something about the nature of his food. They provide the ground against 

which the jigure,food, is seen. Like his clothing, this kind of diet both sets him apart from the 

general population and communicates a state of poverty, which may again identify him as a 

prophet or Nazirite. With this understanding of the function of the various elements of the 

discourse in mind, the interpreter should focus less on the material of John's clothing and the 

elements of his diet, and more on what they represent.9 

The articular and anarthrous elements of Mark 3:31-35 also provide an excellent sample 

to analyze characterization and discourse function. 

Kat EPXE'tat nf..lllTrlP au-rou Kat oi aoEA.<)>ot au-rou Kat E/;w O"'tllKOV'tE<; U1tEO"'tEtA.av 
1tpoc; au-rov KaA.ouv-rEc; au-rov. Kat EKaSnw 1tEpt au-rov oxA.oc;, Kat AEyO'Ucrtv au-r0· 
'toou nf..ln-rnp crou Kat oi UOEA<j>Ot crou [Kat ai aoEA.<)>at crou] E/;w sll'tOUcrtv crE. Kat 
U1t0Kpt8Etc; au-rotc; AEYEt. Ttc; EO"'ttv nf..ln-rnp f..LO'U Kat oi UOEA<j>Ot [f..LO'U]; Kat 
1tEpt~AE\IfUf..LEVO<; -roue; 1tEpt au-rov KUKACJ,> Ka8nf..LEVOU<; AEyEt. 'ioE nf..lll'tllP f..LO'U Kat 
oi aoEA.<j>ot f..LO'U. oc; [yap] av 1tOtllcrTJ 1:0 8EAT1f..La 'tOU 8EOU, ou-roc; aoEA.<)>oc; f..LO'U Kat 
UOEA.<)>n Kat f..lll'tllP 'm-rt V. 

And his mother and his brothers came and standing outside they sent to him calling him. 
And a crowd was standing around him saying to him, "Behold, your mother and brothers 
[and sisters] are outside seeking you." And answering he said to them, "Who are my 
mother and my brothers?" And looking around at the ones standing around him in a circle 
he says, "Behold my mother and my brothers. The one who does the will of God, this one 
is my brother and my sister and my mother." 

This section is a continuation of a larger unit of discourse. In 3:20, the reader is informed 

that Jesus EPXE'tat Etc; o\xov, went into a house. At the point that we take up the narrative, Jesus 

9 By contrast, commentaries generally devote considerable space to the elements themselves. See for example 
Nolland, Matthew, 138-40. Though a commentary on the Greek text, he makes no mention of the presence or 
absence of the article. France devotes equal space to both the elements themselves and what they represent, 
Matthew, 105-7. In fairness, commentaries do address the significance of John's wardrobe and diet. With regard to 
his attire, they frequently observe a connection with Elijah. This is not meant to be a harsh criticism, but an 
observation that sometimes significant emphasis is placed on details that the author intended to be secondary. An 
analysis of this nature enables the interpreter to focus on the elements that the author himself indicates are most 
important. Those who do indeed see significance in John's attire could use this data to reinforce the interpretation. 
See also Davies and Allison, Matthew, 295-97; Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 48-9; Keener, Matthew, IVPNTC, 77-8; 
Matthew, 118-19; Luz, Matthew 1-7, 135-36; Turner, Matthew, 109. 

http:U1tEO"'tEtA.av
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is apparently still in the house. It is noteworthy that, in this statement, otxov is anarthrous. Based 

on the definition proposed above, otxov is characterized as abstract, that is, it is not 

characterized as belonging to experience of an actual thing or a specific instance. At first, this 

may seem odd, since its role in the narrative is that of a real house. However, the choice of 

characterization is motivated by other discourse considerations that may be explained in terms of 

grounding. At this point, otxov, house, functions as a part of the backdrop of the narrative. Its 

role is to set the scene. To use Stephen Wallace's terminology, it is not afigure in the discourse, 

but a part of the ground, that is, the background. 10 The writer mentions the house for no other 

reason but to set up what comes next. Therefore, he characterizes it in such a way as to position 

it in the background of the discourse. 

The current section begins by introducing Jesus' mother and brothers into the discourse: 

~ fl~'tllP ahtou Kat Ot a()EA,<j>ot airwv. These participants are standing outside the house 

where Jesus currently is, apparently trying to get him to come out so that they may talk to him. 

Both are articular; they are characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual things. 

Logically, this is to be expected. Jesus' mother and brothers are actual people; therefore, one 

would expect them to be characterized as concrete. However, as observed above, these kinds of 

expectations are not always consistent with the way a speaker or writer choses to characterize a 

participant. With regard to Jesus' mother and brothers, their function in the discourse must also 

be considered when explaining their characterization. To again employ Stephen Wallace's 

terminology, the choice of characterization indicates that these participants are not used for the 

purpose ofgrounding, but function as figures in the narrative. One may also employ Reed's 

terminology. These participants are characterized as more salient to the discourse. The purpose 

10 Wallace, "Figure and Ground," 214. 
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of the discourse is to challenge and redefine familial relationships. Jesus' mother and brothers 

play a key role in illustrating the point Jesus will make. 

Next, we observe that oxA-o<; is not modified by the article, and is thus characterized as 

abstract. As with otKov, this is not what might one might expect at first glance. Since this group 

is a participant in the discourse, and is physically present with Jesus, the reader might expect it to 

be characterized as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing. However, the 

characterization serves a discourse function. Like otKov, the choice of characterization is a 

matter ofgrounding. At this point, the crowd functions as a part of the backdrop of the narrative. 

Its role is to set the scene. It is not ajigure in the discourse, but a part of the ground, that is, the 

background. Thus, it is less salient. The question that they ask sets up Jesus' response, which is 

the point of the discourse. In fact, the question is more important than the ones asking it. John's 

characterization situates the crowd in the background of the discourse. 

The crowd informs Jesus that nf..llt't'T\P, Ot a8£A<j>Ot, and at a8£A<I>a.t are seeking him. 

Once again, these participants are articular, and thus characterized as concrete. In terms of 

simple logic, this may be explained by the fact that they are individuals who may be specifically 

identified by name and face. Jesus' mother, brothers and sisters are real people who belong to 

experience of actual things. Since this is the crowd speaking to Jesus, it makes sense that they 

would characterize his mother, brothers, and sisters as concrete individuals who are seeking 

Jesus. From the perspective of the crowd, Jesus' family members are salient, and are therefore 

characterized in such a way as to indicate that they are figures. They are seeking Jesus. 

In response, Jesus asks the question, who are my mother and brothers [n f..llt't'T\P f..l.O'U Kat 

ot a8EA-<j>ot]? For the third time, these participants are articular. In English, there are a number of 
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ways to track participants in a discourse.'' One of these ways is through the use of the article. 

Participants are often introduced as indefinite, while subsequent references are definite, 

employing the. 12 The definite article presumes participants may be identified. Once a participant 

has been introduced, the speaker and recipient share in common the information necessary for 

identification. The definite article tracks participants only after they have been introduced. 13 It 

indicates, "You know which one I am talking about." In this manner, the definite article produces 

cohesion in the text. 14 Conversely, the Greek article is not used to track participants the way the 

English definite article does. Instead, by characterizing participants as concrete or abstract, it 

positions them in the discourse by situating them in the background or foreground, or by moving 

them forward and backward as needed. 

Interestingly, while oxA.o<; is characterized as abstract, 'tOU<; 1tEpt a\nov, the ones around 

him, are characterized as concrete. The use of a participial clause is also noteworthy. The author 

could have simply said the Jesus spoke to the crowd, 't~ oxA.<Q. Instead, he employs a 

significantly more complex structure. This has the effect of bringing the element to the 

foreground, drawing the attention of the reader to it. The reason for this is clear. Jesus is about to 

direct the attention of his audience to this group. Therefore, the writer prepares the reader for this 

by drawing his or her attention to this element by foregrounding it. In addition, this kind of 

characterization gives the impression of a significant number of people, enough to stand around 

11 For an overview of tracking participants, see Martin and Rose, Working with Discourse, 155-85. 

12 Martin and Rose, Working with Discourse, 158,163. 

13 Martin and Rose, Working with Discourse, 160-61. Sometimes participants are introduced with the definite article 

if their identity may be presumed without their being introduced. This would be the case if, for example, their 

identity was obvious or expected in the discourse. 

14 Halldiay and Hasan, Cohesion in English, 3, 70-74. 
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Jesus in a circle. The noun KUKA~:V is characterized as abstract because the author is only 

interested in the quality of circle, not circle as something concrete. 

When Jesus says, "Behold my mother and my brothers," mother and brothers are 

characterized as concrete. This is likely based on a number of motivating factors. Jesus calls 

them my mother and my brothers, n !-ln'tT\P !-lOU Kat Ot UDEA<j>Ot !-lOU. The genitive pronoun 

restricts the head terms by indicating possession. This pronoun in combination with the article 

characterizes the head terms as belonging to experience as actual people. The people to whom 

Jesus is referring are not mothers and brothers in an abstract sense. Jesus characterizes them as 

actual family members. Jesus directs the attention ofthe encircling crowd through the use of'ti>E. 

He wants them to look at the individuals around them. Therefore, he characterizes the objects 

that the crowd must take notice of as concrete, as belonging to experience of actual things. They 

are individuals who may in fact be seen. 

We next observe a relative clause functioning as head: the one who does the will ofGod. 

This clause could have been worded using an alternate Ho- form such as o7totwv. This, too, is a 

meaningful choice since both options are available to the speaker. The use of a relative clause, 

which is structurally more involved, rather than a participial clause, represents the use of a 

marked form. 15 This may indicate that the speaker wishes to highlight, or to foreground, this 

element. Intuitively, the reader will recognize this as the peak of the discourse; this is the point 

that Jesus, as well as the author, wants to make. The use of a marked form confirms this. 

15 Earlier, in chapter 2.2, under Markedness and Prominence, one of the recurring qualifications of a marked form 
was structural complexity. In Greek, as demonstrated above, the speaker often had the choice to employ structures 
that filled the same slot and performed the same function, but operated at different levels of rank: participial phrase 
or relative clause. The combined characteristics of structural complexity and higher rank suggest that, in instances 
where both options were available, the relative clause represents a marked form. 
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Both e£A.nf.1a and 9EOu are characterized as concrete. Though will is traditionally 

classified as an abstract noun, it is here characterized as something concrete. The speaker is not 

concerned with the abstract notion of will, but with a specific instance of will, that is the will of 

God. The use of the article with Srou is more complex due to the question of whether Sro<; is 

used as a noun or a proper name. 16 It will be argued below that the characterization function of 

the article with proper nouns is the same as with any other part of speech, but is motivated 

primarily by discourse considerations. 

Lastly, we observe that a()rA.<j>o<;, a8£A.<j>~ and f..l~'!TIP are characterized as abstract. This 

is because Jesus is not speaking of an individual or groups who represent a specific instance of a 

mother, brothers, or sisters. One might say that Jesus is not speaking of mother, brother, or sister 

in a "literal" sense, as actual blood relatives. Rather, he is now speaking in terms of the abstract 

qualities of mother, brother, and sister. Familial relations are now to be understood in this much 

broader, redefined way. In terms of discourse function, the one who does the will ofGod, as 

argued above, is the most prominent element. This characteristic of obedience, more than blood 

relationship, defines membership in the family of God. The pronoun ou-roc; anaphorically directs 

the reader back to this element. In light of this, the elements a<>rA.<j>oc;, a8rA.<j>~ and f..l~'!TIP are 

now moved to the background as material that supports the peak of the discourse as expressed in 

the relative clause; they are now less salient. 

This type of analysis and the results it produces should provide translators with 

substantive data with which to make decisions regarding form of expression in a target language. 

While the Greek idiom may not translate one for one, understanding the speaker or writer's 

16 For example, this question lies at the heart of one of the chief points of dispute in the application of the Granville 
Sharp Rule. See Wallace, Granville Sharp, 251-255; Greek Grammar, 276. For a critique of Wallace, specifically 
with regard to the issue of proper names, see Porter, Review of Granville Sharp's Canon, 830-32. 

http:e�A.nf.1a
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choice of characterization should direct the translator to an option or set of options that not only 

captures the meaning of the Greek words. In addition, if possible, the translator should strive to 

employ forms and structures in the target language that perform the same functions in terms of 

markedness, prominence, grounding, and salience. It must be admitted that this may not always 

be possible. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the exegete to ensure that an explanation of the text 

reflects recognition of these elements. 17 

Luke 4:21 provides an example of how Greek speakers indicated deixis with regard to 

articular nouns: 

Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your ears. 

As noted above, grammarians have argued that the article sometimes performs a deictic, or 

pointing, function. 18 The theory presented here has argued that this is not the case. In addition to 

the fact that this misunderstands the article's function, when Greek speakers wanted to perform 

this task, other parts of speech were employed. As with English TH- items, the function of the 

near demonstrative o!J-ro~ was to direct the recipient to the information necessary for 

identification. 

17 In another instance of emphasis on less salient features, commentaries generally devote considerable space to 
matters such as the inclusion or non-inclusion ofsister, the fact that there is no mention of father, or general 
conversations about familial relationships. Such matters are indeed germane to a discussion of the text. As noted 
above, the writer himself characterizes them as more salient. However, the amount of attention they receive is 
disproporational to that given to the element of the text that the speaker/writer indicates is most salient: the one who 
does the will ofGod. If the speaker/writer deliberately draws the attention of the recipient to this element, so should 
the commentator. See for example Marcus, Mark 1-8, 276-77, 285-87; Guelich, Mark, 182-86; Edwards, Mark, 124
26; France, Mark, 179-80. Collins does, in fact, draw more acute attention to the relative clause, but does not give 
justification: "The Markan scene, then, functions not primarily to record an incedent in the life of Jesus but to make 
the point that doing the will of God is more important than one's relationships with mothers, brothers, and sisters," 
Mark, 236. However, like the others, she devotes a disproportionate amount of space to a discussion of family 
relationships. 
18 See Wallace, Greek Grammar, 217-21. 
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In the example above, both nouns in this clause, ypa<!>~ and wcrtv, are characterized as 

concrete. With regard to ypa<j>~, Jesus is referring to something that he wishes to characterize not 

only as concrete, but also as definite. Therefore, he directs the recipients to the information 

necessary for identification by employing the demonstrative au-rn. By employing the article, he 

characterizes scripture as something concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing or a 

specific instance. By employing the demonstrative au-rn, he directs the recipients to the 

information necessary for a definite identification. This is information that the speaker and 

recipients share in common, and is therefore available to the recipients and recoverable. 

Identification is not based on the speaker's seeing only. As a result, on the one hand the article 

characterizes the head term as something whose identity is based on an orientation to the 

speaker. On the other hand, by employing the demonstrative, he is saying to the recipients, "You 

can see this as well." This structure is used to characterize the head term as both concrete and 

definite, with each element contributing in a different, unique way. 

Just as the demonstrative pronoun creates a sense of definiteness, so does the personal 

pronoun. In the group 'tOt<; wcr'tv Uf.HDV, ears is characterized as concrete, as belonging to the 

experience of actual things. The genitive pronoun indicates that this class is being restricted by 

the fact that it is the possession of the recipients. This is what provides the sense of definiteness. 

Thus, ears are both concrete and definite. Once again, both elements, the article and the pronoun, 

function differently through their unique contributions to the group, yet combine to produce a 

single sense. 

John 1:1 involves one of the most debated non-uses of the article in the New Testament: 

'Ev apx~ nv oA.oyo<;, K<Xl o A.oyo<; nv n:po<; -rov Scov, K<Xl Sco<; nv o/..oyo<;. 
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In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

It is an apt metaphor to say that a sea of ink that has been spilled analyzing the opening statement 

of the Fourth Gospel. Historically, Colwell's assertion that definite pre-verbal predicate 

nominatives generally do not have the article has, more than anything else, shaped the debate of 

the grammatical interpretation of the passage. However, as Porter notes, "this still begs the 

question of what a definite noun is." 19 The present theory of the article's function has 

consistently maintained that definiteness in Greek is indicated by discourse features other than 

the article and the head term; it is not an inherent or assumed quality of the head term. The 

definitions of articular and anarthrous constructions presented here will be applied to the 

question of how this important passage is to be interpreted. 

John begins his Gospel with the words 'Ev apx~, which are generally believed to be a 

conscious allusion to Gen. 1: 1 (LXX).20 If this is the case, then the characterization ofapx~ 1s 

not that of the author of John, but the translator(s) of Genesis. This introduces questions of 

translation from Hebrew to Greek that are beyond the scope of this work. However, we may 

suggest that abstract characterization in both Gen. 1: 1 and John 1: 1 serves the discourse function 

of grounding. The function of'Ev apx~ is not to direct the recipient to a specific point in time in 

an absolute sense. Rather, it establishes a general point of reference that provides the background 

for what follows. The translation in the beginning, with the use of the definite article, must be 

viewed as accommodation to English. Any notion of definiteness must not be read back into the 

Greek.21 

19 Porter, Idioms, 109, footnote 2. 

20 Westcott, John, 2; Brown, John, 4; Carson, John, 113-14; Beasley-Murray, John, I 0; Keener, John. Vol./, 365. 

21 Contra Robertson, Grammar, 791; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 247. Characterization as abstract is not compatible 

with a sense of definiteness. 
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The nominal group o A.oyoc_, occurs three times. In all three instances, it is characterized 

as concrete, as belonging to experience as an actual thing. While A.oyoc_,, word, alone is an 

abstract notion, the article characterizes A.oyoc_, as concrete, as someone or something associated 

with a specific instance (ultimately identified as Jesus). Of course, there is more to this 

characterization. o A.oyoc_, also is a characterization of God's revelation, embodied in the human 

form of Jesus. It is not God's revealed word in a general or abstract sense, but in the sense of a 

specific instance. In terms of the discourse, o A.oyoc_, is ajigure in the discourse, and as such is a 

more salient element or participant. In the staging of the discourse, this participant plays a more 

prominent role. 

Of the two instances of8Eoc_,, the first is articular, while the second is not. The 

introduction of this participant with the article, and the subsequent anarthrous reference, 

illustrates the previous assertion that the Greek article is not used for participant tracking the way 

the English article is. As stated earlier, one of the difficulties in treating 8Eoc_, is the question of 

whether or not it is being used as a proper name. Robertson argues that 8Eoc_,, "like proper names, 

may use the article where we do not need it in English."22 Despite this, the structure of the two 

clauses suggests that the shift from articular to anarthrous 8Eoc_, represents a conscious, deliberate 

move on the part of the writer. As always, each ofthese characterizations represents a 

meaningful choice. In the first instance, 8Eoc_, is characterized as concrete, as belonging to 

experience of an actual person. This may be motivated in part because the author has in mind 

God the person, the God of Israel and the creator of all things. For the purpose of the discourse, 

both o A.oyoc_, and o 8Eoc_, are figures. Both are salient participants and stand in the foreground. 

22 Robertson, Grammar, 758. 
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The writer situates o"Aoyoc, in terms of a spatial relationship with o9Eoc,; the Word was with 

God. This relationship is foundational for the recurring theme in the Fourth Gospel that the Word 

is the only one who has seen God (1:18; 3:31-32; 5:19; 6:46; 8:38; 17:5). 

Conversely, in the next instance 9EOC, is characterized as abstract, as not belonging to 

experience of an actual person. Because of this, we must reject Colwell's assumption that 9Eoc, is 

definite. It is neither definite nor concrete. This is because 9Eoc, now performs a different 

function in the discourse. In the first instance, the writer identified o"Aoyoc, in terms of location. 

Now he makes a declaration regarding the nature ofo"Aoyoc,. Without the article, 9Eoc, must be 

interpreted in the abstract sense: god, deity, pertaining to divine. Many modern interpreters 

understand the author's statement as an affirmation of Jesus' divinity, so that 9Eoc, is interpreted 

in a qualitative sense; o"Aoyoc, possessed the qualities of9Eoc,. This is essentially correct, 

because the absence of the article indicates that the author has characterized 9Eoc, as abstract, not 

definite or indefinite.23 However, many take exception to this interpretation. Carson writes: 

A long string of writers has argued that because theos, 'God', here has no article, 
John is not referring to God as a specific being, but to mere qualities of 'God
ness'. The Word, they say, was not God, but divine. This will not do. There is a 
perfectly serviceable word in Greek for 'divine' (namely theios). 24 

On the one hand, Carson's critique is correct in that "divine" is too weak?5 However, it does not 

take into account the author's love of word play, as well as the significance of using 9EOC, 

specitically.26 For John, 9Etoc, will not do. By choosing the wording he does, the author makes a 

statement about the divinity ofo"Aoyoc, in a qualitative sense, while also making a connection in 

23 Keener rejects the "weaker sense of merely 'divine,"' but affirms that "the nuance must be slightly different from 

'God' elsewhere in this verse ... However, the distinction is clearer from context than from grammar,"John, Vol. I, 

373-74. 

24 Carson, John, 117. See also Beasley-Murray, John, 10-11 

25 So also Brown, John, 5. 

26 Consider, for example, John's use of JrVEVJ.la as both wind and spirit in 3:8. 
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the personal sense with the God who created all things in Gen. 1:1. The previous use ofthe 

articular 8coc;, along with the allusion to Gen. 1:1 by means of 'Ev apx1J, sets up this word play. 

In addition, the choice of characterization moves the anarthrous 8Eo<; into the background of the 

discourse. 8Eo<; is no longer a figure but is now part of the ground. The interpretation of abstract 

characterization and backgrounding reinforce one another and so reveal the function of the 

distinct yet complementary articular and anarthrous constructions. In this way, the author does 

not ask the reader to choose between God and divine. Rather, he reinforces both. As is often the 

case with John, the limitations of the English language prevent us from fully capturing the word 

play?7 To capitalize God is essentially to use it as a proper name, while lower-case god better 

captures the notion of deity in the more abstract sense. While John's purpose is likely both/and 

rather than either/or, the limitations of English expression do not allow the translator to render 

this in a manner that fully corresponds to the author's characterization. 

To illustrate further this emphasis on abstract quality, we observe that crap/; does not have 

the article in John 1:14, Kat 0 'Aoyo<; crcxpl; EYEVE'tO. Just as 8Eo<; earlier, crap/; is characterized as 

abstract, rather than concrete. This is not to argue that the Word did not take on literal flesh, that 

he did is another of the author's theses. Rather, he has simply chosen to characterize crap/; as an 

abstract quality just as he chose to characterize 8Eo<; as an abstraction in 1:1. 

Rom 8:24 provides another opportunity to examine the shift from articular to anarthrous 

with regard to a single element: 

'tlJ yap i::A.nt8t 'Ecrw91lfJ£v· £t..n1<; 8£ ~'AEnollEVT\ ouK £crn v 'E'Ant<; 

... for in hope we were saved, but hope being seen is not hope 

27 As with avw9EV in 3:3. 
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Paul uses the word EA7ttt;, hope, three times in this passage. In the first instance, it is articular. 

The second and third are anarthrous. In the first instance, hope is characterized as concrete, as 

belonging to experience of an actual thing or specific instance. This is because the hope Paul is 

identifying is the concrete, specific hope that Christians have in their future eternal salvation that 

will be realized when all of creation is redeemed, which he mentions in the previous clause?8 

Therefore, he modifies EA7ttt; with the article, since it is something concrete. As always, though 

this characterization is based on association with the aforementioned resurrection, the article 

does not direct the recipient to this identification; it is a matter of inference.29 The second and 

third instances do not have this hope in view. They are not characterized as concrete because 

they are not tied to a specific instance. Rather, Paul has shifted to the idea of hope as a simple 

abstraction. Hope, in its abstract sense, is not hope if it is able to see its object. Thus, both are 

anarthrous. From a discourse perspective, hope in the specifically Christian sense that is based on 

anticipation of the resurrection is more salient. Conversely, hope in the abstract sense is less 

salient. It is a part of the grounding of the discourse. To employ a metaphor from photography, it 

is a part of the less focused background that draws attention to the element that is in focus, 

causing it to "pop out." In this instance the element that "pops out" is the articular hope. Once 

again, we observe the use of the article to position elements in the discourse in terms of 

grounding. The implications of these observations cannot be understated, and will be further 

28 Fitzmyer, Romans, 514-15; Schreiner, Romans, 439-40; Byrne, Romans, 263-65; Moo, Romans, 521-22; Dunn, 
Romans 1-8; 475-76. Commentators are generally more interested in the case oft1J i::A.nt8t than the presence ofthe 
article. 
29 Jewett writes, "The expression with a definite article, rfi yap £:init5t ("for in the hope"), refers to the hope just 
mentioned in the preceding verse, thus justifying the translation 'in this hope,' that is, the hope of fulfilled adoption 
as children of God and the final redemption of the creation," Romans. 520. Jewett is correct, but not for the reason 
he implies. The use of the article does not "refer" the reader back to the aforementioned rememption of creation; it is 
not anaphoric. Instead, Paul assumes a shared body of knowledge with his readers that allows him to reasonably 
expect them to draw an inferential connection between t1J yap i::A.nt8t and what came before. The translation in this 
hope makes explicit what Paul implies. 

http:inference.29
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illustrated and expanded below. For the moment, one important implication must be made 

explicit. Previous grammarians have spoken of the article with substantives. The article is not 

attached to substantives; it, in a sense, "creates" substantives by characterizing the head term as 

concrete. The choice of this categorization not only says something about the element itself, but 

also performs a function at the level of discourse. 

The complementary functions of characterization and discourse role are evidenced in 

1 Cor 7:1-4, where the same items appear as both anarthrous and articular: 

fiEpt bE wv Eypa\f/a'tE, KaA.ov av8p<ln<v yuvatKoc; !ln U1t'tEC58at· bt<X bE nxc; 
1tOpVEtac; EKacrwc; 'tnv eauwu yuva\xa EXE't(t) Kat EKUC5TT\ 'tOV 'ibtoV avbpa EXE'tW. 
't~ yuvatKt 0 avnp 'tnv O<j>EtA.nv an:obtbO'tW, O!lOtWc; bE Kat n yuvn 't~ avbpt. n 
yuvn 'tOU 'tbtO'U C5WilaWc; OUK E~O'UcrtasEt aA.A.a 0 avnp, O!lOtWc; bE Kat 0 avnp 'tOU 

'tbtO'U C5W!la'toc; OUK E~O'UcrtasEt aA.A.a n yuvn. 


But concerning such things you wrote, "It is good for a person not to touch a woman." 

But because of sexual immorality each (man) must have his woman and each (woman) 
her own man. The man must give the duty to the woman, likewise the woman also to the 
man. The woman does not exercise authority over her own body, but the man. Likewise, 
the man does not exercise authority over his own body, but the woman.30 

The opening statement of this section, fiEpt bE wv EYPU\f/a'tE, but concerning such things 

you wrote, is generally recognized as marking a transition point in the letter. Paul moves from a 

discussion of matters that have been reported to him to questions contained in a letter sent to him 

from the Corinthian church? 1 This is followed by what many believe is Paul's quotation of a 

Corinthians slogan, KaA.ov avSpW't<v yuvatKoc; lln U1t'tEC58at, "It is goodfor a person not to 

touch a woman." 32 As such, the characterization is not that of the writer. He is passing the saying 

30 The translation provided above is admittedly pedantic. Its purpose is simply to render the Greek in a "literal" 

manner for the purpose of discussion. 

31 Barrett, First Corinthians, 153-54; Fee, First Corinthians, 266-67; Thiselton, First Corinthians, 483-84; Garland, 

I Corinthians, 242. Ciampa and Rosner treat 4:18-7:40 as a single unit that addresses matters of sexual immorality 

and purity, First Corinthians, 189-92. 

32 Fee, First Corinthians, 272-77. For a full discussion of the pros and cons of this view, see: Thiselton, First 

Corinthians, 487-500; Smith, "Slogans in I Corinthians." The translation and analysis above proceeds from the view 
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on in the form in which he received it. Nevertheless, the question of characterization may still be 

analyzed. 

In this statement, both av9pwn:o<; and yuvl, are anarthrous. Neither is characterized as 

concrete, as belonging to experience of actual things or as a specific instance. Instead, they are 

presented as abstract. This type of characterization is consistent with use in a slogan or aphorism. 

The elements man and woman are presented in the most general of terms; there is no indication 

that the referents belong to experience as actual people or specific instances. This may also 

explain the use of the more general av9pwn:o<; as opposed to avl,p. Thus, the translation it is 

goodfor man not to touch woman, despite sounding archaic, more accurately captures the 

abstract sense of the Greek characterization. Since touch a woman is a euphemism for sexual 

intercourse, we might use an English euphemism to produce the same effect: it is good for man 

not to sleep with woman. However, while this may capture the sense of the Greek, it is too 

jarring for an English speaker. For this reason, one might employ the familiar English 

euphemism and translate the slogan as it is goodfor a man not to sleep with a woman. 

The reason Paul disagrees with the Corinthians position is bta bE 'ta<; n:opvEta<;, because 

ofillicit sexual behaviors. The apostle characterizes this item as concrete. This characterization, 

along with the use of the plural, may be interpreted as indicating that actual, specific instances of 

this behavior are in view. This is the view taken by Thiselton: 

Indeed, the definite article 'ta<;, while technically it may qualify any abstract noun, 
here seems likely to imply a specific allusion to the cases of irregular physical 

that the slogan is a general euphemism for sexual intercourse as opposed to marriage, Fee, First Corinthians, 274; 
Thiselton, First Corinthians, 500. Ciampa and Rosner present an interpretation that is in general agreement but more 
nuanced, First Corinthians, 273-78; also Roy E. Ciampa, "Revisiting the Euphemism in I Corinthians 7.1." 
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intimacy which he has identified in 5:1-5, 6:12-20, and possibly indirectly in 6:9
10.33 

However, the function of the article, as defined above, is not to characterize the head term as an 

actual thing or specific instance in an absolute sense. Rather, specific instances are instances of 

such things that do happen in time and space, without indication that actual occurrences are in 

view. If the referent is an actual thing or specific instance in a real or absolute sense, there must 

be additional discourse elements to indicate this. Thiselton's argument seems to grow out of a 

view of the article's function that is similar to Wallace's: that the deixis of the article directs the 

recipient backward into the text. We have already argued that this is not the case, nor is it 

necessary. Immoral and deviant sexual behavior (from a Judeo/Christian point of view) was 

commonplace, and to a greater or lesser degree acceptable and expected, in Greco/Roman 

culture?4 For Gentile Christians in particular, monogamy would represent a fundamental shift in 

moral priorities. While deviant behaviors previously mentioned in the letter would be included in 

this class, and the author may indeed have had them in mind, it is not the function of the article 

to direct the readers to this identification. As is always the case with the article, the information 

necessary for identification is oriented to the writer. It is he who provides this information to the 

recipients, who must accept his seeing as the basis of identification. The characterization of the 

head term also indicates greater saliency. It is 8ux OE 1:a<; n;opvEta.<;, because ofillicit sexual 

behaviors, that Paul gives the instruction that follows. 

There are four instances of both n yuvn and oavnp in 7:2-4; every instance is articular. 

While these items are characterized as concrete, there is no indication that Paul has specific 

33 Thiselton, First Corinthians, 50 I, emphasis his. See also Ciampa and Rosner, First Corinthians, 276, though they 
do not argue from the presence of the article. 
34 Ciampa and Rosner, First Corinthians, 275-76. See also Ferguson, Backgrounds ofEarly Christianity, 63-64, 70
71. 
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individuals in view, individuals who could be identified by name and face; they are simply such 

a woman and such a man. Their identity is oriented to the writer. Paul does not indicate, "You 

know who I am talking about." Instead, at each instance he indicates, "I am talking about 

someone else." Thus, the writer supplies the information necessary for identifying these two 

participants, which the audience must accept. The characterization allows the apostle to hold out 

~ yuvn and oavnp for the recipients' examination as such things that exist. In this respect, they 

are figures in the discourse and therefore more salient. 

The noun o<j>EtA.l) is generally classified as an abstract noun. Apart from modification by 

the article, it would be interpreted in this abstract sense as simply obligation or duty. By 

employing the article, the writer characterizes it as concrete, as a specific instance of obligation 

or duty. In this case, it is the obligation of conjugal rights that, according to Paul, husbands and 

wives should reasonably be willing to render to one another.35 This, too, is salient in the 

discourse. 

Lastly, Paul twice employs the articular 'tOU 'totou cr<Df..l<X'to<; in reference to both the wife 

and the husband's body. As with previous examples, Paul is not referring to body in the abstract 

sense, but the concrete sense. Husbands and wives have bodies and each spouse exercises 

authority over the other's body. Liken yuvn and oavnp, Paul is not referring to a specific, 

identifiable body in the real world, but such a body. Again, like~ yuvn and oavnp, the 

characterization presents the referent in such a way that it may be, in effect, looked at and 

examined by the recipients. The woman's own body and the man's own body are both salient 

elements of the discourse. 

35 Fee, First Corinthians, 279-80. 
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1 Tim 4:12-13 provides an opportunity to compare and contrast elements that are 

anarthrous with others that are articular: 

MT\8Et<; O"O'U --en<; VEO'tT\'tO<; K<Ha<j>pOVEt'tW, ci'A"Aa '"CU1t0<; ytvou '"CWV 1ttO"'tWV EV "Aoy~. 
EV avacr--cpo<j>1J, EV aya1t1J, EV 1ttO"'tEt, 'Ev ayvEtq.. EW<; EPXO!lat 1tpOO"EXE 'tlJ avayvwcrEt, 
--c1J napaK"A~crEt, --c1J 8t8acrKaXtq.. 

No one must look down upon your youth, but become an example of the faithful in word, 
in conduct, in love, in faith, in purity. Until I come, devote yourself to reading, to 
encouragement, to teaching. 

Paul begins by stating that no one must look down upon crou --en<; VEO'tT\W<;, your youth. 

Timothy's youth is characterized as concrete. This choice of characterization does not appear to 

be motivated by a desire or need associated with the sense ofyouth itself. Timothy's age could 

have been characterized in the abstract: your youthfulness. The choice of characterization may 

reflect the discourse function of crou --en<; VEO'tT\'tO<;. Timothy's youthfulness is not a part of the 

ground of the discourse; it does not merely set the scene. It is a salient element ofthe discourse. 

Paul next exhorts Timothy to become an example. This is characterized as abstract, as are 

the following qualities that Timothy is instructed to exemplify. Admittedly, this presents a 

challenge to the matter of discourse grounding and salience. To argue that these elements are a 

part of the background and are less salient might appear to run counter to the importance the 

reader instinctively places on them. After all, one might argue, instructions on moral and 

spiritual character must be more salient, not less. However, in light of the greater co-text, this 

makes sense. In v. 11, Paul instructs Timothy to IlapayyE"A"AE --cau--ca Kat 8t8acrKE, command 

these things and teach. Both of these injunctions address matters of the corporate service in 

which Timothy will engage. Scorn of his youth will compromise his ability to engage in this 

activity. In the following clause, Paul instructs Timothy to commit himself to devote himself to 
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reading, to encouragement, to teaching, 't~ avayVWO"Et, 't~ 7t<XpaKA.naEt, 't~ DtD<X<JK<XA't<~. 

These three items are also matters of corporate service. Note that all three are articular. The 

interpreter should not conclude that matters of moral and spiritual discipline are unimportant to 

Paul in general. Instead, when read in terms of grounding and salience, the text reveals that 

Paul's main concern is with matters of corporate worship and Timothy's effectiveness as a 

minister in these situations.36 For the purposes of this specific discourse, moral and spiritual 

discipline, which is necessary for effective ministry, is the ground upon which Timothy's own 

effectiveness as a young minister is based. Such matters are not unimportant in principle, but 

with regard to the present discourse, they are less salient. They are the supporting material that 

provides the backdrop of a discourse on the various duties that Timothy, a young man, must 

effectively perform. Paul's emphasis on moral and spiritual discipline is not merely for 

Timothy's personal benefit, but for the sake of effective ministry. The choice of characterization 

by means of the use and non-use ofthe article is instructive in terms ofthe grounding ofthe 

d. d 1' 371scourse an sa 1ence. 

The characterization of'twv nta'tWV has been addressed in chapter 7.2. The Article with 

Adjectives. 38 By employing the article, the writer indicates that the quality offaithfulness is the 

identifying characteristic of this class. He indicates that he is providing the recipients with this 

36 See also v.l4 where the gift Timothy received when the elders laid hands on him is articular: tou E:v <JOt 
xapt<JJ.W.toc;. This is also a reference to a ministry element. 
37 It should be noted that the absence and presence of the article in the two lists respectively is generally passed by 
without acknowledgement in commentaries. Knight, by contrast, notes that "A.oyoc; is used here without the article in 
the sense of 'speech,"' The Pastoral Epistles, 206. This is his only reference to the article in reference to either of 
the two lists. 
38 Knight notes the use of the article in this instance: "'With the definite [sic] article (twv) it designates the specific 
believers among whom Timothy lives," The Pastoral Epistles, 205. This conclusion is unlikely. To limit the class to 
those "among whom Timothy lives" is beyond the scope of the article's function. If Paul wanted to identify the 
believers with this level of specificity, he would have included other elements that would have performed that 
function. 

http:situations.36
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information for them to use for the purpose of identifying this group of people. With regard to its 

discourse function, these participants are not a part of the ground, but function as figures. This is 

consistent with the salient elements of the discourse. The presence and involvement of -rwv 

nta-rwv is implicit in Paul's focus on corporate service. 

In the discourse on faith and works found in Jas 2:18, we observe that the writer 

characterizes faith and works first as abstract, then as concrete: 

au 1tl(J'tlv ExEt<;, Kayw Epya £xor 3Et~OV !lOt 't~V 1tlc:J'tlv CJO'U xwptc; 'tWV Epywv, 
Kayw am <>E1~w rK -rwv £pywv 11ou -r~v n1anv. 


You have faith, and I have works. Show me your faith apart from works, and I will show 

you my faith from works. 


As the seen in the text, James shifts from anarthrous to articular constructions in his 

characterization ofn1an<; and Epyov. In the first instance of each of these items, James is 

speaking of the two classes,faith and works, as abstract ideas. Neither is associated with a 

specific instance, so James does not characterize them as concrete. This characterization 

performs the discourse function of setting the scene for what follows. As abstract notions offaith 

and works, these two elements ground the discourse and serve as the background for what 

follows. 

In the succeeding clauses bothfaith and works are characterized as concrete. This is 

because each is associated with something that is identified specifically with the writer and with 

the hypothetical interlocutor. In the first instance of the articular n1an<;,faith, it is not faith as an 

abstraction, but a speci tic instance of faith that is the "possession" of the interlocutor: your faith. 

The same is true of works. James is not speaking of the abstract notion of works, but works that 

are, by implication, a specific instance of works that should have been, but are not being, 
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performed by the interlocutor. In the second instance of articular 7ttcrnc;, it is again a specific 

instance offaith. This time, it is the faith that James possesses. Works also are a specific 

instance: they are the works that James does indeed perform. Each of these instances offaith and 

works is presented as a salient element of the discourse. 

As is always the case, the function of the article is to characterize the head terms as 

belonging to experience of actual things. This does not mean that actual instances in a definite 

sense are in view. If the author wished to indicate to the recipients that definite examples of faith 

and works were in view, additional elements would be necessary to indicate such further 

specification. 

James follows this in verse 19, stating: 

cru 1ttcr'tEUEt<; O'tt E"tc; EO"'ttv 0 8Eoc;, KaA.wc; 1tOtEtc;· Kat 'tU 8at!l0Vta 1ttO"'tEUO'UO"tv Kat 

Q>ptcrcroucrtv. 


You believe that God is one, you do well. The demons also believe and they shudder. 


James informs his interlocutor that he does well to believe that God is one. However, simple 

belief is not enough. Even demons do this. The item, demons, is also articular: 1a 8at!lovta. 

From a discourse perspective, it is not absolutely necessary to characterize a participant as 

concrete. Demons could be characterized as abstract and still be presented as something that 

believes and shudders. However, by characterizing them as concrete, as belonging to experience 

of actual things, they function as figures in the discourse; they are salient. The reader must 

perform a self-examination and determine if his or her faith is merely the faith of demons. As 

Davids writes, "A faith which cannot go beyond this level is worse than useless."39 

39 Davids, James, 126. 
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3. The Article with Proper Nouns. 

The use of the article with names is arguably the most unusual for English speakers. Beginning 

Greek students often can only shake their heads when they are forced to translate a name as the 

Jesus or the John. While such pedantic translations may make one smile, the darker side of the 

issue lies in the fact that it has proven to be the most notoriously difficult usage to 

comprehensively define. As with attempts to define the article's function in general, treatments 

of this feature have focused exclusively on matters of syntax, with varying results. Scholars are 

forced to acknowledge that there are too many exceptions and variations in patterns for any 

single theory to account for every instance. For example, one oft cited function of the article is to 

indicate the case of indeclinable names.40 Yet examples abound of anarthrous indeclinable names 

whose case must be implied. To date, no comprehensive theory of the article's usage with names 

has yet to be offered. 

Even within the framework of the theory here proposed, this usage seems, at first, 

unnecessary. A name is not an abstraction; it is associated with a specific instance, that being the 

individual so named. Speaking in English terms, each instance is definite, in that it identifies an 

actual individual. It is arguable that a name does not need to be characterized as belonging to 

experience of an actual thing because names, by their nature, name actual things. To use the 

article is superfluous. 

One important aspect of the article's function may help to solve this riddle. The function 

of the article is to characterize the head. It is not used to present something as an actual 

condition of reality, but to characterize it as such. When this characterization is understood in 

40 Robertson, Grammar, 760; Moulton and Turner, Syntax, 167-68; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 240-41; Porter, 
Idioms, I07. 

http:names.40
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terms ofgrounding and salience, the characterization may be understood as a function of the 

discourse. Porter suggests that one of the article's functions with names is to call attention to the 

name.41 Based on the theory outlined above, this seems like the most likely answer. It is 

noteworthy that in both direct speech (including letters) and reported speech, when a speaker or 

writer addresses a person by name, he or she does not use the article. The same is true of self-

reference (for example, Tertius does not use the article to name himself in Rom. 16:22). 

This proposed function runs counter to the previous work of Heimerdinger and 

Levinsohn, and later Speilmann, who argue that the absence of the article with proper names 

represents a marked form and indicates salience. It is worthwhile to revisit their theory. 

Heimerdinger and Levinsohn write: "The unmarked way of mentioning a person by name is with 

the article. The omission of the article indicates that attention is being drawn to the person being 

named."42 By arguing that the anarthrous construction represents the marked form, they argue 

that this form, 

...draws particular attention to the person in question at that point in the narrative. 
The purpose of omitting the article frequently is to distinguish the person from 
other participants or even other possible participants and so the implication is that 
the person being named is «that one rather than some other ».43 

They believe that this rule explains why a participant's name is anarthrous when first mentioned 

and is then articular in subsequent occurrences: 

When a participant is first introduced into a story, the author almost always 
spotlights his initial appearance on stage so that his presence is clearly registered 
by the audience ... Subsequently, once the participant has entered into the story, he 
can be referred to as a known factor with the other possibilities already ruled out, 
and the article is therefore retained. 44 

41 Porter, Idioms, 107. 

42 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 17-18. 

43 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 18. 

44 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 18. 
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In conjunction with this usage, the author's argue that the presence or absence of the 

article performs the discourse function of marking salience, which they define as, 

"attention being drawn to a specific participant."45 They argue that the article is dropped 

in order to highlight certain characters: "Highlighting, however, occurs when one 

character or another becomes salient at various other points in the story, too,"46 not just 

when they first enter. 

The function of the article proposed in the current work argues essentially the opposite of 

Heimerdinger and Levinsohn's proposal. We would expect the article to indicate that the name 

so modified is more salient, not less. However, this may explain Heimerdinger and Levinsohn's 

observation that participants are often first introduced with an articular form. First, as noted 

many times above, when a speaker or writer employs the article, he or she indicates to the 

recipient "I am telling you about something else." The article is employed to indicate that the 

speaker or writer is providing the information necessary for identification. When a participant is 

introduced into the discourse, the speaker or writer employs the article to signal to the reader, "I 

am providing information for identification. I'm telling you about someone else." An additional 

actor is brought onto the stage. Second, at the point at which an articular participant is introduced 

into the discourse, he or she is salient. The speaker or writer, at least for the moment, draws 

attention to that participant. He or she is characterized as a figure. From this point on, the 

participant will move from foreground to background as the needs and designs of the discourse 

dictate. This is based on the subjective characterization of the speaker or writer. 

45 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 20. 
46 Heimerdinger and Levinsohn, "The Use of the Definite Article," 20. 
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In terms of figure and ground, the participant identified by an articular proper name is a 

figure in the discourse. He or she stands in the foreground, at the front of the stage, as it were. By 

contrast, participants who are identified by anarthrous names are a part of the ground or 

background. They stand at the back of the stage. Participants identified with articular names are 

more salient; those identified by anarthrous names are less salient. However, these are not static 

conditions. The ebb and flow of a discourse will necessitate that certain participants be moved 

from front to back. Foregrounding and salience are a matter of individual moments in the 

discourse. Participants are not prominent or salient in discourse in a static sense; they are 

prominent or salient at various points in the discourse. The speaker or writer moves them 

forward or backward at his or her discretion based on subjective discourse priorities. 

The best way to illustrate this usage is to analyze a substantial portion of discourse in 

which the grounding of participants may be illustrated. First, consider a portion of the 

transfiguration of Jesus in Matt 17:1-4: 

Kat f.1E9' ~f.lEpac; '£~; napaA,af.1Bavn o'Inaou<; 1:ov Tie1:pov Kat 'IaKwBov Kat 
'Iwavvnv 'l:OV aoEA,<i>ov a\nou Kat ava<I>EPEt a\nou<; Et<; opo<; \nvnA,ov Ka'l:' 'toiav. 
Kat f.1E1:Ef.10p<l>w9n Ef.17tpoa9EV a\nwv, Kat £:t..,mjlf.1EV 1:0 7tpOO"W7tOV auwu w<; 0 ~/..,to<;, 
1:<X OE lf.lU'l:ta aU'l:OU EYEVE'l:O A,EuKa w<; 1:0 <l>w<;. Kat 'toou w<i>Sn au'l:ot<; Mwtial1<; 
Kat 'HA,ta<; auA,A,aA,ouV'l:E<; f.lE'l:' auwu. U7t0Kpt9Et<; OE 0 TIE1:p0<; Et7tEV 1:0} 'Inaou· 
KUptE, KaA,ov 'mnv nf.la<; WOE EtVat. Et 9e/..,Et<;, 7t0tnaw WOE 1:pEt<; O"KT\VU<;, O"Ot f.llaV 
Kat MwuaEt ~tav Kat 'H:t..,\.q ~tav. 

And after six days Jesus took Peter and James and John his brother and led them into a 
high mountain alone. And he was transformed in front of them, and his face shone like 
the sun, and his garments become bright as light. And behold, they saw Moses and Elijah 
speaking with him! Then Peter said to Jesus, "Lord, it is good for us to be here. If you 
want, I will make three tents here, one for you, one for Moses, and one for Elijah." 
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In this instance, the grounding of the participants is relatively easy to explain. Only Jesus and 

Peter are identified with the article.47 They are the most salient participants; they essentially 

stand at the front of the stage. In this instance, they are also the only two who speak. The other 

participants, James, John, Moses, and Elijah, are part of the grounding of the scene. Their 

function is to provide the backdrop to Jesus and Peter and set the scene for their interaction. 

In the parallel account in Mark 9:2-8, Peter, James, and John are all identified with the 

article. In the parallel in Luke 9:28-36, the three lack the article until later in the narrative. 

Beginning in v. 32, Luke records: 

0 OE TIE'tpoc; Kat Ot ouv aimQ noav ~E~apnJlEVOt un:vur Otaypnyopl,oaV'tEc; OE EtOOV 
'tnv oosav ainou Kat 'touc; ouo avopac; 'touc; O'UVEO'tW'tac; aimQ. Kat EYEV£1:0 EV 'tCQ 
Otaxwpts£<J9aat aiHouc; (m' atHOU Et1t£V 0 TIE'tpoc; n:poc; 'tOY 'Inoouv· E1tta'ta'ta 
£anv n11&c; woE Etvm, 

Peter and the ones with him were in a deep sleep. And waking up they saw his glory and 
the two men standing with him. And when they departed from him, Peter said, "Master, it 
is good to be here." 

Each author's use of the article may be explained in terms of his subjective choice regarding the 

staging of the participants. For Mark, James and John are not a part of the grounding of the 

discourse. He chooses to include them at the front of the stage with Peter and Jesus. In his 

subjective interpretation of the scene, even though they have no dialogue, they are still salient. 

One might hypothesize that, for Mark, the fact of their apostleship, as well as their singular 

presence for this formative event, justifies their more prominent role. 

For Luke, Peter enters the scene in the background. Along with James and John, his 

initial function is to ground or set the scene. As the narrative progresses, Peter is moved from the 

47 Nolland notes the absence of the article with James and John, as well as its presence with Peter. He argues that 
this "is likely to highlight the continuing role of Peter from the preceding chapter; it also prepares for his distinct 
role later in the account," Matthew, 698. This type ofanaphoric and kataphoric interpretation is not consistent with 
the article's function. 

http:article.47
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background to the foreground, at which time he delivers his lines. To continue the stage 

metaphor, each writer is like the director of a play. Each has his own priorities and sense of 

staging. One may differ from the other in his subjective view of which participants are more or 

less salient, or when they should be positioned in the foreground or background of the scene.48 

4. Conclusion. 

The function of the Greek article is understood best when it is considered in terms of both 

characterization and discourse function. Each of these functions informs the other. On the one 

hand, as proposed in the definition of its function, the article is used to characterize the head term 

as concrete, as belonging to experience of an actual thing or person, or a specific instance. With 

regard to nouns, the non-use ofthe article characterizes the head term as abstract, as not 

belonging to experience of an actual thing or person, or a specific instance. This categorization is 

subjective, and orients the identity of the referent to the speaker or writer. There is no indication 

that the speaker and the recipients share in common the information that is necessary for 

identifying the referent. On the contrary, by employing the article the speaker indicates that he or 

she is providing this information, upon which the recipient is dependent for identification. 

The motivation for this characterization is often a matter of grounding or indicating 

salience. Anarthrous elements are employed to establish the gound of the discourse, against 

which the articular elements or figures are seen. Thus, articular elements are generally more 

salient than anarthrous elements. However, the matter of salience is not absolute, as if one 

48 This use of the article is the closest that speakers or writers come to an "idiomatic" usage, such as Funk and others 
have argued. However, it is not in the sense that he suggests. Greek speakers understood that the article modified the 
head term in a meaningful way, and that the characterization it produced performed a pragmatic function in 
discourse. Thus, subjectivity on the part of the speaker or writer was a matter of subjective characterization through 
the use ofthe article. It was more than mere personal preference in terms of expression or style, such that the actual 
presence or absence of the article could be viewed immaterial for indicating the characterization of the head term. 

http:scene.48
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element is not salient, while another is salient. It is a scale or cline of salience, with certain 

elements being more salient than others. Likewise, grounding is not an absolute state in 

discourse. Elements may be moved forward and backward in terms of grounding as the needs of 

the discourse and the subjective priorities of the speaker or writer demand. 

The problem of the article with proper names has been, historically, the most perplexing 

of all articular structures. Attempts to describe its usage based on syntactical considerations have 

not produced consistent results. As with all other uses of the article, a functional view that 

addresses the meaningful effect the article has on the head is the best approach. It must first be 

recognized that the function of the article is for the purpose of characterization, even with proper 

names. When this characterization is understood as a function of grounding and salience in 

discourse, specific instances may be explained by a single, comprehensive description that 

accounts for all occurrences. 
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Chapter 10 -The Article as a Structural Element 

As stated earlier, the function of the article is as a deictic modifier within a nominal group. In 

addition to this, the flexibility of the Greek language allows for a great deal of variety in the 

composition of group structures and the article often plays a key role in their construction. The 

choices made by Greek speakers in the construction of these structures are not arbitrary, but 

meaningful. Recognizing the patterns of these structures will be helpful in understanding how 

Greek speakers organize and highlight information. This, in turn, will prove useful in both 

translation and exegesis. 

Earlier, we briefly discussed Halliday's three metafunctions of language. The textual 

metafunction is concerned with how the elements of language are used to "build up sequences of 

discourse, organizing the discursive flow and creating cohesion and continuity as it moves 

along."1 An examination of how the article is employed to produce various structures belongs to 

the domain of the textual metafunction. However, this is not the end of its significance. These 

structures function in different ways in the communicative process. The concern of the ideational 

metafunction is the way language construes human experience.2 Different structures construe 

experience in different ways which are significant and meaningful. Understanding how different 

structures function and their significance provides insight into meaning. At the same time 

language is construing human experience, it is also enacting personal and social relationships.3 

This is the domain of the interpersonal metafunction. A speaker or writer's choice of a particular 

structure expresses his or her appraisal of and attitude toward whoever is being addressed and the 

1 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 30. 
2 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 
3 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 
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matter being talked about.4 With regard to the article, understanding how it is used to produce 

distinctive structures and their significance is a tool for understanding how a speaker or writer is 

using language as both a means to construe human experience (the ideational metafunction) and 

enact personal relationships (the interpersonal metafunction). 

When the article is employed within the nominal group, the most common structure is for 

the article to immediately precede the head term: oA.oyoc;. However, it is not uncommon for 

speakers and writers to insert other elements between the article and the head term. In these 

structures, the article and head term often delimit the boundaries of the nominal group. In some 

of these situations, elements that typically follow the head are moved forward, which may serve 

to draw greater attention to them. In other instances, these structures may function as marked 

forms that serve to give prominence to the group as a whole. With regard to the metafunctions of 

language, speakers or writers employ these structures to "build up sequences of discourse," 

which is the textual function; the structures name things and "construe them into categories," 

which is the ideational function; and they express an attitude toward the recipients and what is 

being said, which is the interpersonal function. 5 If, for example, a particular structure is 

associated with the higher rhetorical or literary style, it will impact the recipients' perception of 

the writer/speaker and the information grammaticalized in the text. This may in turn affect the 

potential that this information will be positively received and implemented by the recipients. 

The following is an examination of various structures in which the article plays a critical 

role. Each structure will be analyzed to determine how information is organized and how this 

organization is used by the speaker or writers to highlight specific elements or groups. 

4 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 
5 Halliday, Functional Grammar, 29. 
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1. Definers and Group Structures. 

Articular attributive structures have been traditionally defined solely on the basis of the position 

of the definer. In the so-called first attributive structure, the ordering of the elements is Article

Definer-Head.6 In the second attributive structure, the ordering of the elements is Article-Head-

Article-Definer. While grammars take note of this distinction, there has been no significant 

treatment of how the choice of one structure over the other functions in discourse. As noted 

before, if choice and meaning are bound together, then this must be viewed as a meaningful 

choice. 

In the production of text, a common function ofthe article is, in conjunction with the 

head term, to delimit the boundaries of a nominal group. As defined earlier, a nominal group is 

comprised of a head term and related modifiers. In the simplest form of the first attributive 

position, the head is modified by the article and a single definer, which may be an adjective, 

participle, or adverb. However, speakers and writers frequently separate the article from its head 

in order to bracket additional modifiers within the group, as seen in the following examples. 

In Matt 12:35, the element in the definer position is an adjective: 

0 aya9o<; avepwno<; EK 'TOU ayaeou 9rtcraupou EK~UAA.Et ayaea, Kat 0 7tOVrtpo<; 
av9pwno<; EK 'TOU 7tOVTtpOU 9rtcraupou EK~UAAEt 7tOVrtpa. 

The good person brings out good from the good treasure, and the evil person brings out 
evil from the evil treasure. 

6 For a discussion of attributive structure, see Porter, Idioms, 116-18. I have adapted the terminology for the purpose 
of the present work. For example, the terms used to describe the first attributive structure are generally article
adjective-noun (Wallace, Greek Grammar, 306) or article-adjective-substantive (Porter, Idioms, 117). However, 
other parts of speech may be employed to fill the adjective slot. While nouns are typically the head term, other parts 
of speech may fill this slot as well. The terminology I have employed indicates a functional element rather than a 
part of speech. Head =head term. A definer is "a modifier that attributes features or further defines the word it 
modifies. Common examples of definers are adjectives (both attributive and predicate structure) and appositional 
words and phrases." A qualifier is "a modifier that in some way limits or constrains the scope of the word it 
modifies. Common examples of qualifiers are words in the genitive and dative case." Definitions taken from the 
OpenText.org website, "Introduction to the Annotation Model." www.opentext.org/model/introduction.html. 

www.opentext.org/model/introduction.html
http:OpenText.org
http:EK~UAA.Et
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In this example, the article and the head delimit the boundaries of the nominal group. The two 

items bracket adjectives, which further define each head term, indicating that the referent is a 

subcategory of the class indicated by the head term. 

In Rom 3:26, the element in the definer position is an adverb: 

' ,, ...... ' ' ....... , ....... ....... ""'7

'tllV £vonl;t v 1:11<; OtKatocruvn<; au1:ou £V 'tC9 vuv KatPC? 

the evidence of his righteousness in the present age 

In the second example, the article and head term bracket an adverb, which is also used to indicate 

that the referent is a subcategory of the class indicated by the head term. The item Katp<l,), when 

modified by the article, is characterized as something that belongs to experience of an actual 

thing, as a time or age that belongs to the reality of time and space. The adverb indicates that the 

referent is a subclass of time, whose chief identifying characteristic is that it belongs to the time 

of now. 

In Matt 3:7, the element in the definer position is a participle: 

Who told you to flee from the coming wrath? 

In this example, wrath is also characterized as belonging to experience of an actual thing, or 

perhaps better, a specific instance. It is not wrath as an abstraction, but the wrath of God that will 

be revealed at a specific point in time and space. Since this is a future event, it is further defined 

by the participle as wrath that is coming or about to be. 

In the New Testament, instances of the first attributive position outnumber the second by 

a significant majority. Using the OpenText.org Syntactically Analyzed Greek New Testament in 

7 This expression, in each of the oblique cases, is very common in Paul. See also Rom. 8:18, II :5; 2 Cor. 8: 14; I 
Tim. 4:9; 2 Tim. 6:17; Titus 2:12. 

http:OpenText.org
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the Logos Libronix Digital Library, it is possible to construct queries that will provide simple 

occurrence numbers for each book of the New Testament.8 

1st 2nd 

Matthew 69 20 

Mark 24 19 

Luke 35 23 

Acts 57 31 

Romans 33 2 

1 Corinthians 47 5 

2 Corinthians 28 1 

Galatians 13 0 

1 Thessalonians 2 1 

2 Thessalonians 2 0 

Philippians 5 0 

Philemon 3 0 

Colossians 2 2 

Ephesians 12 4 

1 Timothy 23 1 

2 Timothy 12 1 

Titus 10 1 

Hebrews 21 9 

James 7 3 

1 Peter 18 0 

2 Peter 24 1 

8 It must be noted that the results provided here, while essentially accurate, are not absolute due to various factors 
associated with this type of electronic corpus. The first qualification has to do with the accuracy of the electronic 
tagging. For example, in Mark 13: II, the head term to n:vEU!l<X to aywv is incorrectly tagged. n:vEU!l<X is tagged as 
the definer, while aytov is tagged as the head. For this reason, it is excluded from the query results. The second 
qualification has to do with the construction of the queries. A group such as to n:vEu!la to aywv is typically tagged 
as a head term. However, when in the genitive case, the group is tagged as a qualifier. Recognition of these 
distinctions allows the researcher to construct appropriate queries to capture each occurence of a particular structure. 
However, it must be allowed that a structure may, on occasion, perform a function outside of those recognized by 
the researcher, which will result in an occurence that is not captured by the query. For the present purpose, I have 
attempted to independently verify the numbers provided so that the potential for an over/under variable is negligible. 
On the positive side, the OpenText.org tagging allows the researcher to make important distinctions. For example, 
participles sometimes function as a definer. However, there are structures that, at a glance, may look like the second 
attributive structure with a participle, but upon closer examination are not so, but are actually an embedded clause. 

http:OpenText.org
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Jude 7 0 

John 37 44 
1 John 2 6 
2 John 0 1 
3 John 0 0 

Revelation 65 56 
558 231 

The data reveals a clear preference for the first attributive structure among all the New 

Testament writers except John. Among the rest, Mark's usage reveals only a marginal preference 

for the first attributive structure, while all others prefer the first attributive by a substantial 

margin. In general, the New Testament writers prefer the first attributive structure by more than a 

2: 1 margin. 9 If the Gospel and letters of John, which may reflect a more idiosyncratic usage, are 

eliminated from the count, this ratio jumps to nearly 3:1. In addition, there is evidence that 

speakers and writers display a preference for the second attributive structure for certain referents: 

9 As noted, this analysis is limited to articular constructions. When anarthrous attributive structures are included, the 
percentages shift significantly. For example, when employing articular attributive structures, the author of 
Luke/Acts employs the first attributive structure 63% of the time (the fact that nineteen instances of the second 
attributive structure are 10 1l:VEUIJ-<X 10 aytov increases this to 72%). Likewise, Paul used the first attributive 
structure 91% of the time. However, when anarthrous structures, whether attributive or predicate, are taken into 
consideration, ''the adjectival modifier follows its noun approximately 75% of the time in Luke and Mark," while 
preceeding it "approximately 65% of the time in Paul," Porter, Idioms, 290-1. The use or non-use of the article 
clearly plays a role in the choice of attributive structure. 
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The overall pattern of usage indicates a clear preference for the first attributive structure. 

In general, markedness theorists agree that widespread distribution or frequency is a 

characteristic of unmarked forms. While this may, superficially, suggest that the first attributive 

structure is the unmarked form, we have been warned that simple numbers do not always support 

this conclusion. Combined with the characteristic of structural complexity, the argument is 

strengthened. However, it is far from conclusive. Further evidence is needed. The exceptions to 

this are Mark, where the number of instances is virtually equal, and the Johannine corpus, which 

heavily favors the second attributive structure. For the moment, we note that, for the most part, 

there is an overwhelming preference for the first attributive structure. This strongly suggests that 

it is the default, and thus unmarked, structure. In addition, we noted in chapter 2.2 that structural 

complexity may also be an indicator of markedness. Though perhaps only to a small degree, the 

second attributive structure is the more structurally complex of the two. As seen in Part 2, the 

article and definer in the second attributive structure function like a reduced form of a defining 

relative clause. It is noteworthy that this corroborates the guidelines provided by Aristotle in his 

Art ofRhetoric. According to the philosopher, the first attributive structure is "concise," while 

the second attributive structure is "lofty."10 It is reasonable to conclude that the "concise" 

structure is the default or unmarked structure, while the "lofty" structure is the marked structure. 

Our observations would seem to bear this out. Based on this, it is possible that the second 

attributive structure was employed, at times, to indicate prominence or salience. 

In standard Greek usage, the article and the head term combine to indicate that the 

information supplied by the head term is to be used to identify a class. By using the head term 

and the article to bracket a determiner, the speaker or writer indicates that a subclass is in view, 

10 Aristotle, Rhetoric, lll.6. 
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whose identity is based on the information provided by the determiner. The determiner plays a 

key role in the group by further defining the head term. Bracketing the determiner draws the 

recipient's attention to this fact. In the second attributive structure, the article and definer 

function like a reduced defining relative clause, which also indicate that the referent is a 

subcategory of the class indicated by the head term. 

2. Qualifiers and Group Structures. 


Whereas the unmarked position of definers is before the head, the unmarked structure for 


qualifiers is for the qualifier immediately to follow the head, as seen in the following examples: 


Matt 2:2, o'tEX8Et~ ~acrtA.Eu~ 'tWV 'Iou8atwv 


The one born king of the Jews 


Acts 1:19, 't~ t8tq: BtaAEK't~ au'twv 


Their own language 


Acts 2:8, 't~ t8tq: BtaAEK't~ n11wv 


Our own language 


Acts 3: 10, E1tt 't~ wpatq: 1tUA1J 'tOU tEpou 


on the beautiful gate of the temple 


Rom 8: 11' 't<X evn'ta <JW!l<X't<X U!lWV 


Your mortal bodies 


2 Cor 4:13, 'tO au'to 1tVEU!!<X Tll~ 1tt<J't£W~ 


The same spirit of faith 


In the ordering of the group, the qualifier takes priority over other modifiers that follow the head 

term. Thus, the default structure is the one in which the qualifier is the element that immediately 

http:acrtA.Eu
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follows the head. When a speaker or writer employs a qualifier in the second attributive 

structure, the qualifier generally has priority over the determiner in ordering of the group. In the 

unmarked structure, the qualifier is the first element to immediately follow the head, followed by 

the determiner. 

Matt 5:29, oo<j>SaA.J.u)~ crou o8EI;to~ 

Your right eye 

Matt 6:14,26, 32,0 7t<X1:~p UJ.lWV 0 oupavw~ 

Your heavenly father 

Matt 15:13; 18:35,0 7t<X1:~p J.lO'U 0 oupavw~ 

My heavenly father 

Mark 9:7, 0 uio~ J.lO'U 0 aya1tT\1:0~ 

My beloved son 

Luke 2:7, 1:0V uiov auTT)~ 1:0V n;pono1:0KOV 

Her firstborn son 

Luke 6:6, nXEtp <XU1:0U nOE/;t<X 

His right hand 

Luke 15:25, ouio~ au1:ou onpEcr~u1:Epoc; 

His older son 

Eph 1:13, 1:c9 JtVEUJ.l<XH 1:ll~ EnayyEA.ta~ 1:c9 aytc9 

The Holy Spirit of the promise 

1 Thess 4:8, 1:0 nvEuJ.la au1:ou 1:0 uywv 

His Holy Spirit 

http:nvEuJ.la
http:EnayyEA.ta
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2 Tim 4:18, 'tnv ~acrtA-Etav au'tou 'tnv £noupavwv 


His heavenly kingdom 


1 John 4:9, 'tOV uiov auwu 'tOV 1-iOVOYEVTt 


His one and only son 


2 John 11, Wt<; rpyot<; au'tou 'tOt<; novr1Pot<; 


By his evil works 


Rev 2:19, nx £pya crou 'ta £crxa'ta 


Your last works 


Very rarely is this structure altered. Examples are few: 

Eph 4:30, 'to nvEU!-la 'to aytov 'tou 9EOu 

The Holy Spirit of God 11 

Rev 6:17, n n!-lEPIX n 1-lfYclAT\ 'tft<; opyn<; IXU'tWV 

The great day of his wrath 

Just as rarely, the qualifier is positioned at the front of the group. 

John 18:10, au'tou 'to w'taptov 'to oEI;tov 

His right ear 

Rev 14:18, crou 'to op£navov 'to osu 

Your swift sickle 

These observations demonstrate that the default or unmarked ordering of the qualifier is as the 

first element immediately following the head. 

11 This may be explained by the overwhelming preference for the second attributive structure for the Holy Spirit. 
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In certain instances of the first attributive structure, a speaker or writer will move a 

genitive qualifier forward so that it stands between the article and the Head. In this structure, the 

article and Head delimit the boundaries of the nominal group. Because this represents a 

reordering of the default structure, this structure is a marked form. Placing the qualifier in this 

position in the structure gives it greater prominence. However, this does not mean that the 

qualifier alone is being highlighted. As a qualifier, it is an element of the group structure. Its 

primary function is still that of a modifier within the group. By using the article and the head 

term to bracket the qualifier, the speaker or writer indicates that the limiting function of the 

qualifier is to be interpreted as playing a greater role in the identification of the thing that is 

designated by the group. The head term identities the class. The article indicates that the class is 

being characterized as concrete. The qualifier, when bracketed by the article and head term, does 

not merely identify a sub-class. By employing this structure, the speaker or writer indicates that 

the information provided by the qualifier plays a more significant role as the identifying feature 

of the class. 

Matt 5:30, Et nOE/;t<X <JO'U XEtp <JKavoaA.tsEt <JE 

If the right ofyou hand causes you to stumble 

In written translation, this may be rendered "Ifyour right hand causes you to stumble." In spoken 

English, this element would receive greater vocalized stress. This is not merely an attempt to 

focus attention on the recipient by the use of the second person pronoun, as if this element alone 

is being highlighted. Instead, the speaker is placing greater emphasis on the fact that the hand 

that has been identified is the one that belongs to the recipient. In this way, the role of this 

element as a member of the group is recognized and maintained. 
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But the ofthe Spirit blasphemy will not be forgiven. 

The default ordering of this group would have been n~A.acr<!>ll!lta 'tOU nvn)lla'to<;. As with the 

previous example, in spoken English, one could simply say "blasphemy of the Spirit" without 

differentiating between the elements. Conversely, one might say "blasphemy of the Spirit," 

where the bolded words represent greater vocalic stress. In Greek, this may be accomplished by 

employing a marked structure. By moving the qualifier forward and bracketing it between the 

article and the head, the speaker indicates to the recipients that the function the qualifier 

performs in identifying the thing designated by the group is to receive greater prominence. 

'7tt<J'tE'U<JE'tE; 

But if you do not believe the ofthat one scriptures, how will you believe the my words? 

The demonstrative pronoun EKEtVO'U directs the recipient backward into the text to Moses. By 

moving the pronoun forward and bracketing it, the speaker gives it greater prominence in the 

group structure: "But if you do not believe his writing, how will you believe my words?" The use 

of the demonstrative, rather than personal, pronoun gives further prominence to this element. It is 

noteworthy that, in the following clause, the marked structure 'tOt<; EllOt<; Pll!lU<JtV is used in 

favor of the default structure 'tot<; Pll!lU<Jtv !lOU. This is a frequent occurrence in the fourth 

Gospel. 

Below are additional examples that illustrate the use of this structure. 

Matt 13:55 oux ou'to<; Ecrnv owu 'tEK'tovo<; vto<; 

Is not this the builder's son? 
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Rom 3:5, 8ta 'tll<; 1ttO"'tEwc; ev 't~ au'tou ai~an 

Through faith in his blood 

Rom 6:6, 0 naA.atoc; n~wv av9pwnoc; O"'UVEO"'ta'Upw9n 

Our old person was crucified with [him] 

Rom 6:12, ~~ ouv ~acrtA.E'UE't(J) n a~ap'tta EV 't~ 9Vrt't~ u~wv crw~an 

Therefore, sin must not rule in your mortal body 

1 Cor 15:40, E'tEpa ~EV n 'tWV E1tO'UpavtWV 8o~a hE:pa 8£ n 'tWV 'EmyEtWV 

One the one hand others have heavenly glory, but others earthly glory 

Heb 2:4, Ka'ta 't~v au'tou eE:A.nmv 

According to his desire 

Heb 6:1, 8to a<j>EV'tE<; 'tov 'tll<; apxnc; 'tOU Xptcr'tou A.oyov 

Therefore, leaving the elementary word of Christ 

1 Pet 3:20, n 'tOU 9EOu ~aKpo9u~ta 

The patience of God 

1 Pet 4:14, 'to wu 9EOu nvEu~a 

The Spirit of God 

1 John 2:27, 'to auwu XPtcr~a 

His anointing 

It is noteworthy that the use of£auwu in this structure frequently has to do with familial 

relations. 

Rom 8:3, 'tOV Ea'U'tOU u1ov 

His son 
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1 Cor 7:2, 'tTlV £a.u'tou yuva.1xa. 


His wife 


1 Cor 7:37, 38, TT1V E:a.u'tou na.p9£vov 


His virgin 


Eph 5:28, 33, 'ta<; E:a.unov yuva.1xa.<; 


Their wives 


1 Thess. 2:7, 'Ca £a.uTn<; 'tEKva. 


Her children 


In many instances, the emphasis is on something related to the individual's body or being. 

Rom 16:4, 'tOV E:a.u'tou 'tpaxnA.ov 

His neck 

Rom. 16:18, TlJ £a.unov KotA.t~ 

Their belly 

Eph. 5:28, 'CU E<X.'U'CWV crw!la.'ta. 

Their bodies 

1 Thess. 4:4, 'tO E:a.u'tou crKEUo<; 

His body 

The challenge of this particular usage is determining if this is an unmarked or marked form. In 

reference to familial relations, the reflexive pronoun very rarely follows the head term: 

Luke 15:20, npo<; 'tov na.'tf:pa. £a.u'tou 

To his father 

http:tpaxnA.ov
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The small sample size makes it difficult to draw a conclusion. On the one hand, it is arguable that 

this is the unmarked structure, since variations are so rare. On the other, the pronoun Ea:uwu is 

less commonly used to show possession. Examples such as 6 uio<; flOU or 6 na·n1p crou and 

other similar forms abound. Therefore, it is possible to interpret the choice ofEauwu and its 

position as factors that operate in conjunction with one another to produce a marked form. 

3. Prepositional Groups and Group Structures. 

As with other elements, prepositional groups typically follow the head term. 

Matt 12:5, oi tEpEt<; EY 'tcV tEPcV 

The priests in the temple 

Luke 5:15,6 "Aoyo<; nEpt ainou 

The word concerning him 

Luke 22:20, nKaty~ 8ta8nKT\ EY 'tcV a'tfl<X.'tt JlO'U 

The new covenant in my blood 

Acts 21: 16, cruyl)J...SoY 8£ Kat 'tWY Jl<X.ST\'tWY uno KatcrapEta<; cruy llflt Y 

And of the disciples from Caesarea, they also came with us 

1 Cor 10: 18, B"AE7tE'tE 'tOY 'Icrpa~"A Ka'ta mxpKa 

Consider Israel according to the flesh 

2 Cor 7:7, 'tOY UJ.lWY sn"AoY U7tEp EJ.lOU 

Your zeal on my behalf 

Eph 3:10, 'tat<; £~oucrtat<; EY 'tot<; £noupa.Ytot<; 

The authorities in the heavenly places 
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Like the elements observed above, prepositional groups may be moved to a position in front of 

the head term and bracketed by the article and head term. As with the previous examples, this 

structure places greater emphasis on the role the prepositional group plays in identifying the 

thing designated by the group. 

Mark 4:19, at JlEPtllVat 'tOU a'ul)vo<; Kat nU1ta'tl1 'tOU 1tAOU'tOU Kat at 1tEpt 'ta 
A.oma 'E1ttSuitm 

The anxieties of the age and the deception of riches and the about the rest desires 

By moving the prepositional phrase 7tEpt 1:a A.oma forward and bracketing it with the article and 

Head, the speaker indicates to the recipients that this element plays a more substantial role in 

identifying the head than might otherwise have been interpreted. 

Acts 8:14, UKOU<JaV'tE<; 8£ Ot EV 'IEpO<JOAUJlOt<; U7tO<J'tOAOt on 8E8£X'tat nLaJlapEta 
1:ov A.oyov wu SEOu a7tE<J'tEtA.av 1tpo<; a{Hou<; TIE'tpov Kat 'Iwavvnv. 

The in Jerusalem apostles, hearing that Samaria had received the word of God, sent Peter 
and John to them. 

In this instance, the author places greater emphasis on the fact that the apostles are in Jerusalem. 

This is perhaps to make the distinction in locale more vivid to the recipients. The events related 

to the evangelistic work of Philip is Samaria have reached the ears of the apostles, who are far 

away in Jerusalem. 

For the according to God sorrow ... but the ofthe world sorrow 

Paul uses the "bracketing" structure twice in this passage. In the first instance, he brackets a 

prepositional group; in the second instance, a genitive word group (that is, a qualifier). It is likely 

that he chooses these structures to highlight the distinguishing features of each kind of sorrow. 

The class, sorrow, has at least two sub-classes: sorrow according to God, and sorrow ofthe 

http:a7tE<J'tEtA.av
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world. By bracketing the modifiers with the article and Head, Paul indicates to the recipients that 

the qualities grammaticalized by the modifiers are not merely the identifying features of the sub

classes. They are made prominent so that the recipients identify these qualities as elements that 

play a significant role in the discourse. 

Below are further examples of the use of this structure. 

Acts 19:38, ~ru.tryrptO<; Kat Ot cruv aU't(9 'TEXVt:tat 

Demetrius and the craftsmen with him 

Acts 23:21' TTlV arto crou ErtayyEAtav 

The promise from you 

Rom 10:6, n3E EK 1ttO"'TEW<; 3tKatOcrUVT\ 

The righteousness from faith 

Rom 11 :21, 1:wv Ka'Ta <j>ucrt v KA-a3wv 

The branches according to nature [the natural branches] 

Eph 6:5, Ot 30UA0l urtaKOUE'TE 'TOt<; Ka'Ta crapKa K'Uptol<; 

Servants obey the ones who are lords according to the flesh 

Phil 4:21' acrrtasOV'Tat Ul.lU<; oi cruv fl.lOt a3EA.<j>ot 

The brothers with me greet you. 

1 Tim 4:14, l.ln Ul.lEAEl 'TOU EV crot xaptcr~.ta'TO<; 

Do not neglect the gift in you 

1 Pet 1: 11, 1:0 E:v a1not<; rtVEUI.la Xpw1:ou 

The spirit of Christ in them 

2 Pet 3:10, 1:a Ev a1n~ £pya 

http:rtVEUI.la
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The works in her 


Jude 7, we; LOOOjla Kat rojloppa Kat at 1tEpt au'tac; 1t0A.Et<; 


Like Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around them 


4. Complex Nominal Group Structures. 


In the examples above, we observed simple nominal group structures where the article and Head 


bracketed a single modifier. Sometimes, a writer or speaker will employ this same technique to 


produce more complex group structures where the article and Head bracket multiple elements. 


Sometimes, a speaker or writer will bracket two modifiers rather than one: 


2 Cor 13:3, 'En:Et ooKtf.rnv Sll'tEt'tE 'tou £v £!lot A.aA.ouv'toc; Xpunou, 


Since you seek evidence ofthe in me speaking Christ, 


In this instance, the article and the head term, Xpta'tOU, bracket both a prepositional group and a 

definer. Since Paul is being pressured to defend his apostolic authority, he highlights the fact that 

Christ is speaking in me, which contrasts Paul and his adversaries. 

A speaker or writer will sometimes incorporate even more elements into this type of 

group structure: 

2 Cor 1 :21, oo£ ~E~au;}v ~!lac; cruv u!lt v itc; Xptcr'tov Kat XJJtcrac; ~!lac; fkoc;, 

The establishing us in belief with you in Christ and appointing us God, 

In the early chapters of 2 Corinthians, Paul expresses joy and relief at being reconciled with the 

Corinthian believers. This reconciliation is a microcosm of the reconciling work in which God is 

engaged with the world. Paul specifically, and believers in general, are co-workers in this 

ministry. The structure Paul employs in this instance draws greater attention to the fact that Paul 

and the Corinthians have already been the objects of God's work in this regard. After enduring a 
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very stressful period of intense tension and (at least perceived) animosity, Paul emphasizes their 

common faith and appointment. 

In instances where a participle is functioning as the head term, the article and participle 

may be used to bracket the object(s) of the participle: 

Rom 5:17, oi 'tllV 7t£ptcrcr£tav 'TTl<; xapt1:0<; Kat 'TTl<; ()wpEa<; 'TTl<; 8tKatwcruvnc; 
A.a!l~UVOV't£<; 

The ones the abundance of grace and gift of righteousness receiving 

In a letter that emphasizes that justification is a free gift from God and not the result of works of 

law, Paul employs this structure to make abundance ofgrace and gift ofrighteousness 

prominent. 

Occasionally, these structures become very elaborate, incorporating a large number of 

elements: 

Rom 16:17' napaKaA.w <>£ U!la<;, a<>EA.<j>ot, <JK07t£tv wuc; 'ta<; <>txocr'tacrta<; Kat 'ta 
crKav<>aA.a n:apa TT1V <>t<>axnv T\v U!lEt<; E!1U8£1:£ 1tOtoUV1:a<; 

I encourage you, brothers, to take note of the ones divisions and offenses contrary to the 
teaching which you learned causing 

Paul (or perhaps his scribe Tertius), employs the article and head term to bracket the dual objects 

of the participle, which are modified by a prepositional phrase and a relative clause. In this 

instance, the disruptive and destructive work of certain individuals is given prominence by the 

use of this complex and elaborate structure. 

In chapter 3, we observed that an articular participial clause in the so-called second 

attributive position functions as a relative clause. Occasionally, a speaker or writer will expand 

this construction, using the article and participle to bracket additional elements: 
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Jas 3:9, 'tOU<; av9pwn:ouc; 'tOU<; Kae' OIJ.OLW<HV 9£0u ycyovcna<;, 

The people the ones according to the likeness of God having become 

The author indicates to the recipients that the characteristic of being the likeness ofGod is a 

particularly important characteristic of these people. Therefore, he employs this structure to 

make this element prominent. 

Nowhere in the New Testament are these types of construction used with such frequency 

as they are by the writer of 1 Peter. Not only does he seem to take great delight in using them 

often, but also in taking them to unparalleled (by New Testament standards) levels of intricacy: 

1 Pet 1 :3 , EuA.oy111o<; o9Eo<; Kat n:a1~p 1ou Kup\.ou i111wv 'I11<mu Xpt<nou, oKa1a 
'tO n:oA.u au'tOU EA.£0<; avayEvvncrac; n~J.a<; El<; 'EA.n:\.8a swcrav 

Blessed be the God and father of our lord Jesus Christ, the one who according to the 
much of him mercy begot us into a living hope 

cuAoyrp:oc; s 

6 8coc; Kai. rra'r~Q 'rou KUQLou ~~wv 'Irwou XQta'rou 

p c A 

6 de; 
A £Ardba 

1Pet.c1_4 
Ka'ra '[0 rmAu 

av'rov £Acoc; 
1Pet.c1_5 

p 

(,waav 

The writer is not content with a single bracket, but also incorporates a sub-group bracket into the 

mam group. 

http:EA.n:\.8a
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The article and head term of the participial group are used to bracket a prepositional group, 

delimiting the boundaries of the larger group. However, within the prepositional group is another 

group. The article and the head term of this sub-group are used to bracket a definer and a 

qualifier, delimiting the boundaries of the sub-group. The writer employs this same structure 

again in 1: 10: 

n:Ept ~c; crw-r11pl.ac; f:scs~-r11crav Kat f:s11Pauv11crav n:po<!>rrmt o't n:Ept ·rile; C:tc; u~J.ac; 
xap noc; n:pO<!>ll'LEU<J<X. V'LE<; 

concerning which salvation, prophets who concerning the in you grace prophesied 
diligently sought and inquired 

A p 

1Pet.c1 _23 nEQLf)e;
c1 18 

GWTf]QLa<; 

cj p s 

p 

oi 
A

1Pet.c1 _24 
c 7lEQL TfJ<; EL<;

1Pet.c1 _25 
Uf.!CX<; XlXQlTO<; 

In this instance, the structure functions as a relative clause. However, the general construction is 

the same as that of the previous example. The only difference is that, in the sub-group, the article 

and head bracket another prepositional group. 

http:crw-r11pl.ac
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1 Pet 1:14, w<; 'tEKVa \maKOTJ<; 11~ Crl.l<JX1111a'ttsOI!£VOt 'tat<; 7tp0't£pov EV 't~ ayvotq 
U!!WV 'Em8u11tat<; 

As obedient children not conforming to the former in the ignorance of you desires 

Though not as elaborate as the previous examples, this instance illustrates the writer's continued 

use of this structure. 

And the ofthe about to be revealed ~partner. 

Recognizing these structures is only the first analytical step, which is the domain of the 

textual metafunction. As already demonstrated, the next step is to determine why the speaker or 

writer has chosen to structure the information in this manner. By doing so, the interpreter will be 

able to determine what elements of the discourse the recipients are to take special note of. This is 

the domain of the ideational metafunction. Finally, the interpreter must ask how the speaker or 

writer is using these structures to indicate his or her attitude toward both the information and the 

recipients, which is the domain of the interpersonal metafunction. 

5. Conclusion. 

While the article functions primarily as a modifier within a nominal group, when so employed it 

may also be used as an element for creating extended and elaborate group structures. In certain 

instances, this may be motivated by a desire to delimit the boundaries of the group structure, 

which may in turn be used to produce prominence or indicate salience. It must be emphasized the 
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article's role as a modifier takes precedence. It cannot be employed as a structural element if it is 

not first present as a modifier. 
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion 

The goals of this present work may be simply stated as two-fold: to clarify what the 

Greek article does not do, and to describe what it does do. Regarding the former, it was my 

intention to demonstrate conclusively that diachronic association with the historical 

demonstrative pronoun results in a misunderstanding of the article's function. To this end, I have 

demonstrated that the article is employed in a wide variety of structures that fill the same slot and 

performed the same or similar function as structures that employ the relative pronoun. Thus, it is 

more accurate to categorically associate the article with the relative pronoun. Correspondingly, I 

have also demonstrated that association with the English definite article as a method of 

describing the function of the Greek article has created more problems than it solves. The 

functions of the two articles are far more disparate than previously recognized. 1 Whereas the 

English definite article indicates to the recipient that he or she already possesses the information 

necessary to identify the referent, the Greek article indicates that the speaker or writer is 

providing the information necessary for identifying the referent. Thus, while the English definite 

article assumes information that both the speaker and recipient share in common, the Greek 

article orients this information to the speaker. In other words, the Greek article is not 

demonstrative in force. 

With regard to what the Greek article does do, the results are also two-fold. First, the 

function of the Greek article must be understood in terms of subjective characterization. Such 

characterization is subjective because, as stated above, the information necessary for 

identification is oriented to the speaker, which he or she provides to the recipients. When used as 

a modifier, the speaker or writer employs the article to characterize the head term as concrete, as 

1 See above, chapter 6.1, 21 0, fn 4. 
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belonging to experience of an actual person or thing, or a specific instance. This does not mean 

that the head term corresponds to an actual person or thing in a definite sense, but that the head 

term is characterized as such a person or thing. If an actual person or thing is in view, other 

discourse features will indicate this. In this regard, the function of the article is best understood 

as analogous to the relative clause, which either may be used to further define an element in the 

discourse or may stand alone as the subject or object of a clause. In both instance, the relative 

pronoun indicates the speaker is providing information that the recipient is to use for the purpose 

of identification. The Greek article is employed in structures that function in the same way. 

Second, the characterization produced by the article performs a function at the discourse 

level. This may be understood in terms offigure and ground. Elements that are modified by the 

article are understood to be figures in the discourse, and thus are generally more salient. 

Conversely, anarthrous elements, specifically nouns and proper names, are part of the grounding 

of the discourse, and thus are generally less salient. This is especially helpful in understanding 

the use of the Greek article with proper names, the explanation of which has been historically 

elusive. 

As a structural element in the nominal group, the article demonstrates great flexibility. 

Speakers and writers employ it in a variety of ways to produce both simple and complex 

constructions. However, use in such structures presumes the presence of the article as a modifier, 

which is its primary function. Both the use and non-use of the article is first and foremost a 

deliberate choice on the part of the speaker for the purpose of characterization. Once so 

employed, the speaker or writer uses it to produce a variety of group structures. 

As a recommendation for future grammars, students will be well served if association 

with the English definite article is no longer employed as the primary method of instruction 
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regarding the article. By simply employing the gloss the one who or that which from the 

beginning of their language education, a much stronger and more accurate foundational 

understanding of the article's function will be established. 

The biblical exegete stands to benefit most from a functional approach to the Greek 

article. Clearly, Greek speakers employed the article (or chose not to employ it) for the purpose 

of grounding certain elements in the discourse and indicating salience. In general, articular 

elements will be more salient than anarthrous elements. Participants who are identified by 

articular proper nouns in narrative text are generally more prominent than those who are not so 

indicated. As Middleton said, the article is "the symbol of that which is uppermost in the 

speaker's mind."2 By applying this to the text, the exegete is able to objectively and decisively 

determine what is "uppermost in the speaker's mind." In the world of biblical and theological 

studies, there is no shortage of opinions on this matter. A functional approach provides the 

exegete with the tools by which the speaker or writer's own linguist choices may be used to 

ascertain his or her meaning. The ability to identify those elements that the writer himself 

indicates are most salient enables the exegete to focus his or her attention, time and energy on 

those elements. By doing so, the attentive exegete is able to "get to the point" without becoming 

overly enamoured with trivial details, or worse, conclude that the trivial details are the point. In 

the end, we are most concerned with what the biblical writers were "on about." By employing 

the article, they have indicated to us, the recipients, that which is "uppermost in their minds." 

2 Middleton, Doctrine, 25. See above, chapter 1.6, 63. 
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